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Abstract 

 

Despite contact with the Zionist movement by some cabinet members prior to the First World 

War, and efforts to advocate for the movement and gain support for its goals, the British did 

not fully begin to come to terms with the aims, intentions, and methods of Zionism in Palestine 

until after the Balfour Declaration. Despite a commitment to support Zionism it was only after 

1917 that a serious discussion and analysis of what the Jewish National Home would entail, 

how it would be achieved, and what British support meant was undertaken.  

In order to better explore this development, the ideas and history of Settler Colonialism in the 

British Empire provide a framework within which the relationships that developed in Palestine 

can be explored. This approach will outline the encounter between the colonial administration 

on the ground and the settlers, and the efforts of each to influence the imperial governments 

perspective and policy on settlement. In doing so it will demonstrate the ways in which the 

practical development of Zionism in Palestine followed a similar pattern in the British 

relationship with its Setter Colonies.  

As the British government came into greater contact with, and gained greater experience of, 

the attitudes and demands of the settlers on the ground, their understanding of what was being 

facilitated in Palestine grew. Alongside this knowledge and understanding of the settler’s 

intentions for Palestine, was an awareness of the means by which they would be achieved. 

As with other cases of settlement the position of the indigenous population, and the autonomy 

granted to the settlers was a point of contention between the imperial/colonial governors and 

the local/settler populations.  

Building on this developing understanding, the thesis will address the emergence of population 

transfer in the context of radicalisation in Settler Colonies. The British awareness of this option, 

raised as it was at an early point of British support for the Jewish National Home, demonstrate 

the initial, explicit indications of the implicit structure, and outcomes, of the Settlement project 

Britain was bound to facilitate.  

Alongside this, the concerns of the colonial and imperial governments, their resistance, as well 

as complicity and enablement will be assessed in the context of their discourse on the Zionist 

movement and its activities. Furthermore, while the British made these observations and 

analyses of the Zionist movement and the likely consequences of colonisation, their 

awareness of prior cases of settlement, and the impact these cases had on British 

deliberations, will be noted.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

This Thesis  

 

A common theme in British imperial history is the exculpation of Britain’s role in its 

more unfavourable chapters. This can be seen more clearly in cases where Britain 

was responsible for the circumstance in which these instances, often of violence, 

evolved and took place; but did not directly carry them out. In A plethora of Intentions: 

genocide, Settler Colonialism and Historical Consciousness in Australia and Britain, 

John Docker highlights British responsibility in initiating the processes that lead to 

genocide in Tasmania. “In the early decades of the nineteenth century, a British 

invasion enabled and encouraged a frenetic settler colonisation of the mainland of 

Tasmania.”1He then moves on to note the way British involvement is recorded in its 

relationship to the outcome of its settler colonial project. 

“Emphasis on local actions, exculpate Britain from the historical process that the 

British launched in Tasmania, and so exempt imperial Britain from historical 

responsibility and searching scrutiny and critique.”2  

 

The limited analysis of, or the exculpation of Britain from, the consequences of its role 

in its colonies is seen elsewhere. It is noted more generally in wider assessment of 

Imperial history. With regard to the Middle East this notes the limited interaction 

between imperial history and Middle Eastern Studies.3  

 

By examining the literature surrounding the history of the Israel-Palestine dispute, and 

Britain’s role; it can be seen that there is limited detailed analysis regarding the 

domestic, and mandatory government’s understanding, and knowledge regarding the 

implications and consequences of its policies’. This is further compounded when 

 
1 John Docker, “A plethora of Intentions: Genocide, Settler Colonialism and Historical Consciousness in Australia 
and Britain,” The International Journal of Human Rights, 19, No. 1 (January 2015): 75. 
2 Docker, “A plethora of Intentions: Genocide, Settler Colonialism and Historical Consciousness in Australia and 
Britain,” 81. 
3 Yoav Allon, “Historiography of Empire,” in  Britain, and the Middle East: From Imperial Power to Junior Partner 
ed. Zach Levy and Elie Podeh (Eastbourne: Sussex Academic Press, 2008), 43. 
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dealing with analysis of, and debates surrounding, 1948 and its implications for the 

previous decades.4  

From the debate over the Balfour Declaration’s intentions, to the 1949 armistice 

agreements, British attempts to reconcile its promises to the Zionist movement, and 

its obligations to the Indigenous population have been the subject of inquiry. For some, 

there was the unstated, and unofficial, intention to create a Jewish state in Palestine 

regardless of the obligations of the mandate, and cost to the Arabs of Palestine.5 For 

others, the handling of the mandate reflected British imperial self-interest, and the pro-

Arab bias of officials.6 Britain’s withdrawal from the mandate, and the consequences, 

have been addressed, but in most cases solely from the perspective of events in 

Palestine in the final years of the mandate.7 However, these events are not solely 

dependent on the circumstances of the post-World War 2 period. The questions of the 

Zionist’s intentions in Palestine, the structure settlement created, British knowledge, 

support, and complicity in these actions, the move to population transfer, and eventual 

expulsion, have their antecedents in the beginning of the Zionist movement,8 and in 

colonial/imperial thought.  

These ideas and issues were central to the development of conflict in the mandate, 

and were discussed internally by the British authorities, Zionists, and their supporters 

prior to, and throughout the mandate.9 In the contemporary literature, the legacy of 

British involvement is largely reduced to that of a passive observer umpiring the 

dispute between the two groups rather than an active participant.10  

In fact, Britain played an important role in enabling the development of ideas and 

circumstances that resulted in the events of 1948 and facilitated its outcome. It is the 

exploration of Britain’s role in these affairs from an early stage that will be the focus 

on this study.  

 

 
4 Ilan Pappe, Britain and the Arab Israeli Conflict 1948‐51 (London: Macmillan Press, 1988), 209‐212. 
5 Leonard Stein, The Balfour Declaration (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1961), 650. 
6 Ritchie Ovendale, The Origins of the Arab Israeli Wars (Harlow, Pearson Education Ltd, 2004), 331‐332. 
7 Rosemarie M Esber, Under the Cover of War: The Zionist Expulsion of the Palestinians (Alexandria: Aribacus 
Books and Media, 2009), 24. 
8 Elia Zureik, “Demography and Transfer: Israel's Road to Nowhere,” Third World Quarterly 24, No. 4 (Aug 2003): 
619‐620. 
9Avraham  Sela,  “Britain,  and  the  Palestine Question  1945‐1948:  The Dialectic  of  Regional  and  International 
Constraints.” in Demise of British Empire in the Middle East: Britain’s Response to Nationalist Movements 1943‐
1955, edited by Michael J Cohen and Martin Kolinsky (London: Frank Cass, 1998), 220‐221. 
10 Avi Shlaim, Israel and Palestine: Reappraisals, Revisions, Refutations (London: Verso, 2009), 17. 
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The hypothesis that this thesis will pursue is that; throughout the mandate, British 

authorities were aware of, understood, and were complicit in Zionist aims, intentions, 

methods, and activities for the creation of a state. This framework follows a model 

already witnessed in other settler colonies that British officials concerned with 

Palestine were aware of and commented on. With this there existed a consciousness 

of the character, capacity, intent, and likely consequences of settlement. Additionally, 

the relationships and expectations of the British personnel were seen to parallel, and 

were compared to, other settler colonies in the British history. It is from this context, 

discussions, and observed attitudes that the idea of population transfer for the Arab 

population was encountered and understood by the British. Regardless, until the 

Second World War, there was a decision, as in other settlements, to continue with 

colonisation. From this argument, several main questions will be asked. 

 

Firstly, to what degree did the themes in the relationships between the settlers, colonial 

government, and the imperial government in London, reflect those of previous settler 

colonies in British history. 

Secondly, to what extent where British officials aware of Zionist goals, and the 

methods to achieve them in Palestine? 

Thirdly, in what way did British policy, and activities, enable the advancement of these 

goals, what resistance (if any) was offered and why?  

Finally, were those responsible for policy, and its enactment, consciously aware of its 

direct/indirect impact with regard to the development of Zionist aims for a Jewish 

state? 

 

From this, several sub-questions expand on the topics identified. These will include, 

but are not limited to: what was the attitude to, and awareness of, population transfer 

in the British colonial mind? To what degree were British official’s conscious of 

Palestine’s relation to other cases of colonisation? In doing so it will build on analyses 

which have demonstrated the applicability of Settler Colonialism to Zionist settlement. 

It will do so by incorporating this analysis of Zionism as Settler Colonialism into the 

context of wider British imperial history. Through this it can be seen that many British 

officials involved in the colonisation of Palestine both understood the requirements 

and features of Zionist settlement, and made comparisons between it, and other 

instances of settlement in British history.  
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Aims/Objectives 

 

This study seeks to demonstrate the awareness by British of the fundamental aims 

and ambitions of Zionism, regardless of the provisions and restrictions enumerated 

throughout the mandate. Secondly, it will show that British policy, and activities 

enabled or allowed the fulfilment of these aims, despite reservations and an 

awareness of what this could mean for the Arab population. Thirdly, it will show the 

discourse and deliberation by the British on the character of Zionist settlement, the 

aspirations, positions, and attitudes of the settlers, and the means they envisioned to 

fulfil their programme. Fourthly, it will analyse the emergent role of population transfer, 

from the British/settler colonial perspective, as a means of resolving the problems in 

Palestine, the British observations of its discussion amongst Zionists, and the British 

discourse around the subject. 

  

The objectives of this research aim to demonstrate its place in, and contribution to, the 

wider literature of mandatory, and British imperial history. It does this through an 

examination of British relations with Zionism, and its settlers, and the place of 

population transfer in British policy and thought. By doing so it can provide additional 

insight into the factors influencing and motivating British policy, the circumstances and 

milieu in which this occurred; and the awareness/consciousness of the British 

authorities of the impact, and consequences of their actions directly/indirectly on the 

settlers and Arab population.  

 

In pursuing this analysis, the study will take into account both known and neglected 

archival material, in the context of British imperial history and the colonial 

administration’s relationship with the settler. The extensive archival material utilised 

serves to provide insight into the understandings of the mandate, its goals and those 

of the Zionist movement, by those tasked with its implementation. It demonstrates the 

active engagement of the officials in the metropolitan and Palestine government, not 

simply with solutions to the unrest that was experienced, but with the nature of the 

mandate, and project that was being facilitated.  
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While this serves to reconnect British imperial and Middle Eastern history there 

remains the contribution made to the history of the Palestine mandate. As will be seen, 

British involvement in the mandate has been framed either as biased in favour of one 

side, or passive. Outside discussions of its policy interventions, the British imperial role 

is often minimised given the conflicting opinions amongst senior decision makers. 

However, this research can show that while confusion and conflict did exist, officials 

were not ignorant of the aims of Zionism, the intent of the mandate, or the likely 

outcomes.  

The archival sources, though there was initial confusion over the meaning of the vague 

promises offered by Britain, demonstrate that the intentions, means and outcomes of 

the policy were understood by those involved in governing Palestine. There were those 

who disagreed with this approach, and in some cases sought its restriction, 

reinterpretation, or abandonment, but despite this, the ultimate promise of the mandate 

was pursued.  

By addressing the British discussion of these topics, the actions of the colonial 

administration and London government can be put into better context. It serves to 

demonstrate, both the initial confusion and dissatisfaction with the terms of the 

mandate, and the development of a clear understanding of what was ultimately being 

facilitated, and the awareness of the means, and attitudes thought necessary to attain 

it. In light of this, the British role can be seen as more crucial in the direction of the 

mandate. British efforts understood the aims and likely outcomes of the mandate and, 

while working to mitigate its impact on the Arab population, sought to facilitate these 

fundamental objectives.  

The confusion over aims, and relations with Zionism, came from the conflict between 

the experience of the colonial officials, and the process of colonisation envisioned for 

Palestine. An analysis of the British experience in this context then contributes to the 

understanding of the British role and responsibility for the mandate’s progression. As 

the protectors of the project, the issue of their knowledge, understanding and 

facilitation of the Zionist project in Palestine, sheds further light on the later 

circumstances that would develop as the mandate came to a close.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

Imperial Historiography 

 

While consistent in identifying British strategic interests, Walter Reid in Empire of 

Sand: How Britain Made the Middle East, quotes John Seely on the creation of the 

British Empire “We seem, as it were, to have conquered and peopled half the world in 

a fit of absence of mind.” This, he suggests, is more appropriate description of how 

the Middle East was acquired by Britain.11  

While acknowledging the element of official/formal planning and design behind policy 

towards the Middle East, Reid identifies the more un-coordinated, chaotic nature of 

the Middle East’s inclusion in the British Empire that lacked long-term considerations. 

This places the emphasis on, firstly, the neo-imperialist response to the perceived 

decline of the British Empire in the late 19th century, and its push for renewed 

expansion. From this perspective Reid argues that the acquisition of territory in the 

Middle East came as a result of individuals wielding a disproportionate amount of 

influence. These individuals, often aware of each other, and from similar backgrounds, 

constituted the real decision makers in Middle Eastern policy, as opposed to the 

central bureaucracy.12 

It is highlighted by Reid that: “Individuals and groups, who operated at fairly low 

political levels or in the capacity of administrators and who shaped events in the Middle 

East in the War and Post war years. Some of them had no significant political status 

at all.”13 

 

This view of the creation of the British Middle East is supported in Elizabeth Monroe’s 

Britain’s Moments in the Middle East 1924-1971. While identifying the continuities in 

Britain’s perspective of the region i.e., its importance in great power concerns; and 

stating that the acquisition of territory was a goal of the war; Monroe identifies what 

she terms the ‘Garden Suburb.’ This influential group of officials dealt with matters of 

policy ministers involved in conducting the war no longer had time for. As a result, an 

 
11 Sir John Robert Seely, “The Expansion of England” (London: Macmillan, 1885) 17, Quoted in Reid, Empire of 
Sand: How Britain Made the Middle East (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2013), 3. 
12 Walter Reid, Empire of Sand: How Britain Made the Middle East (Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2013), 5‐6. 
13 Reid, Empire of Sand: How Britain Made the Middle East,  6. 
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un-coordinated policy approach was created that proved difficult to untangle in the 

aftermath of the war.14   

However, these assessments largely consider British involvement in the Middle East 

from the perspective of its directly ruled land empire. As is noted by C. M. Woodhouse, 

and will be seen later, British involvement began long before the 20th century. “The 

first establishment of British influence in the Middle East certainly was a matter of 

policy, and there was nothing sudden or accidental about it.” This then outlines the 

lasting colonial interventions in the Middle East from Aden to Egypt demonstrating the 

consistent involvement, in the Middle East as a major concern of British official 

policy.15 

This debate over the acquisition of territory in the Middle East, relates to the question 

of the intent of official policy, the changes and continuity that can be observed until the 

20th century, as well as the motivations for this. Closely related to the question of the 

motive and intent of official policy, is the question of the knowledge, and understanding 

of the region that informed it. Both Roger Adelson and Ellie Kedourie identify the role 

of poor intelligence on the region as a factor in British decision making but dispute 

were responsibility rested. In the case of Kedourie, he argues that exaggerations from 

men on the spot shaped responses to events in the Middle East.16 Adelson, while 

again criticising reports of the region as “Heavily prejudiced,” focuses on the limited 

knowledge and experience of those tasked with decision making. Furthermore, he 

highlights the limited impact of local intelligence on decisions made in Whitehall. 

“Those who made, conducted or influenced British policy were more affected by what 

they read in the press, or heard in parliament, or heard from a selected group of 

experts….They also reflected what people in London thought was happening, or might 

happen in the region, rather than what actually occurred.”17 

As with the debate on the expansion of the empire, the debate over knowledge of the 

region finds agreement on the weakness of intelligence informing government policy 

 
14 Elizabeth Monroe, Britain’s Moments in the Middle East 1914‐1971 (London: Chatto & Windus, 1981), 38‐44. 
15 Woodhouse C. M, “Britain and the Middle East,” Pakistan Horizon, 62, No. 1, Visiting the Past (January 2009): 
89‐90. 
16 Ellie Kedourie, “Great Britain and other Powers, and the Middle East before and after WW1,” in The Great 
Powers in the Middle East: 1919‐1939, ed. Uriel Dann (Hertfordshire, Holmes & Meier, 1988), 20‐22. 
17 Roger Adelson, London, and the Invention of the Middle East: Money, Power and War 1902‐1922 (London, 
Yale University Press, 1995), 4. 
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but diverges on where responsibility for this lay.18 However, it should be acknowledged 

that the perceptions of those influencing or making decisions of policy, varied over the 

30 years of Britain’s administration. Tom Segev observes of the colonial administration 

in Palestine: “By the end of Britain’s thirty years in Palestine, the Colonial Secretary 

had been replaced no less than seventeen times. During the same period there were 

seven High Commissioners. This left most of the power in the hands of colonial office’s 

senior officials; possibly one in a thousand documents actually reached the Colonial 

Secretary’s own desk.”19 

The themes outlined on decision making, intent, and the knowledge that informed it, 

are persistent features of the acquisition and administration of the territories 

conquered by Britain in the aftermath of the First World War.  

 

Informing these debates on the future of the British Empire, its governance, and the 

consequences of its creation/management, was the previous centuries’ engagement 

with the role of self-government in the settler colonies. In Taking Liberty: Indigenous 

Rights and settler Self-Government in colonial Australia, 1830-1890, Ann Curthoys 

and Jessie Mitchell examine the growth of self-government in the British settler 

colonies of the 19th century, as well as the conflict and debate that ensued regarding 

Settler and Indigenous rights.  

Utilising private papers, diaries, newspaper reports, pamphlets, and parliamentary 

transcripts, Curthoys and Mitchell use the debate surrounding self-government to 

highlight the wider discussion over the character and utility of the British Empire in the 

19th century, and its impact on the Indigenous populations of the settler colonies.20 In 

doing so they specifically identify the conflict between imperial obligations and 

civilisational identity towards the settlers, and the feelings of responsibility for the pre-

existing populations of the colonies.21  

 
18 Martin Thomas, Empire of Intelligence Security Services, and Colonial Disorder after 1914 (London: University 
of California Press, 2008), 296‐298. 
19  Tom Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs Under the British Mandate (London: Abacus, 2011), 162. 
20 Ann Curthoys and Jessie Mitchell, Taking Liberty: Indigenous Rights and Settler Self‐Government in Colonial 
Australia, 1830‐1890 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 43‐44. 
21 Curthoys and Mitchell, Taking Liberty:  Indigenous Rights and settler Self‐Government  in Colonial Australia, 
1830‐1890, 155‐156. 
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Throughout this research the basic features of Settler Colonialism are outlined, 

including the depiction of the land, its original inhabitants, and the justification for 

settlement.22 

Settlement is then contextualised within, not only the changing imperial attitudes 

towards Empire in the 19th century but also, the changing socio-economic and  political 

character of the colonies. In the case of the former this represented a more liberal shift 

in the British government towards free trade and self-government, both as a means of 

encouraging prosperity, and reducing the financial burden of the colonies.23 In the case 

of the latter, the development of a more liberal middle and working class, in competition 

for economic and political power with established conservative and pastoral interests 

based on the land.24  

This development carried with it a frustration with the almost autocratic control of the 

colonial governor over British subjects, and the rights they felt they had inherited. In 

addition, there was a concern for the protection of racial and cultural homogeneity, 

resisting the inclusion or importation of non-whites into the future franchise.25 For 

Curthoys and Mitchell much of this debate was intertwined with the question of the 

continuation or abolition of the transportation system.26  

It is in this period of flux that the future governance of these territories, and the place 

of the Indigenous population, became the subject of serious debate, both in the 

colonies, and the metropolitan centre.27  

Most relevant to this research is the analysis provided of the discussion and discourse 

between, and amongst, imperial officials and the settlers regarding the future makeup 

of the colonies. Here the imperial power was left to grapple with its competing 

responsibilities to both the settlers, and the Indigenous populations that fell under their 

rule. Also considered were the likely consequences of allowing the settlers to 

determine policy in the colonies, and an evaluation of imperialism as a whole; its 

actions, whether it was warranted, and British responsibility and solutions for its 

consequences.  

 
22 Ibid 31‐34. 
23 Ibid 44. 
24 Ibid 130‐134. 
25 Ibid 159‐169. 
26 Ibid 104‐108. 
27 Ibid 43‐47. 
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Throughout the analysis Curthoys and Mitchell highlight the discussion of settler 

violence against the Indigenous population, and the difficulties that were perceived in 

both ensuring fair treatment for the local population, while securing settler 

requirements. Two important points emerge from this debate. Firstly, the confrontation 

of the question of who had a sovereign right to the land, and how it was to be obtained. 

Secondly, the knowledge both of existing settler violence, and an awareness that the 

threat of extermination was not an isolated incident but could be recalled from previous 

cases of settlement. In the first case this provided a recognition, in some colonies, by 

the British that the Indigenous population were the rightful owners of the land, and that 

while its purchase from them should be conducted on fair terms; this had not been 

uniformly done across the settler colonies where British sovereignty had overruled the 

Indigenous right.28 In the second case, this historical and contemporary awareness of 

the encounter between European civilisation and Indigenous populations not only 

informed the then current knowledge of frontier violence, but also framed decisions to 

proceed with colonisation.29 

 

From this analysis several themes emerge. Amongst the more obvious was a 

recognition of the features of Settler Colonialism and its foreseeable consequences 

for the local populations. However, while these were acknowledged actual discussion 

on settlement, in an official capacity, and how the emerging societies would evolve 

largely excluded the Indigenous populations.30  

The key voices discussing, and calling for measures to protect, the Indigenous 

inhabitants came from humanitarian organisations, and those concerned with the utility 

and morality of Empire such as Herman Merivale, John Stewart Mill, and Saxe 

Bannister. The writings produced by this group, while recognising the three historical 

and current trajectories of settlement as extermination, separation, or amalgamation, 

pressed for their civilisation and inclusion (constitutionally protected) within the 

colonies.31 However, the fate of the Indigenous population, and reports of their 

imminent extinction, while agonised over, was not felt to be within British power to 

prevent, as to do so would require a confrontation with the settlers.32  

 
28 Ibid 31‐38. 
29 Ibid 233‐234. 
30 Ibid 172. 
31 Ibid 116‐119. 
32 Ibid 236‐245. 
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This consideration leads to a broader theme of shifting attitudes towards empire. The 

desire to withdraw Britain from responsibility for the colonies, with the exception of its 

control of defence and foreign policy, coincided with a wish to avoid another American 

style revolt.33  This in turn meant a surrender of control over Aboriginal policy, despite 

efforts by some to ensure constitutional protections. It is noted by the authors that the 

ultimate withdrawal of the British imperial state, through the implementation of self-

government, was felt to remove from them the responsibility for settler actions over 

which they no longer had jurisdiction.34  

Broader still, Curthoys and Mitchel note a lack of public interest in events in the 

colonies, and the rise of a racialised scientific interest in the Indigenous inhabitants of 

the colonies.35  

This research ultimately compliments the aims of this thesis, as it deals directly with 

the knowledge, interpretation, and debate over the future and consequences of 

settlement, as well as the intention and responsibility for the project. Its focus on the 

discourse between the settlers, colonial governance, and imperial officials serves to 

demonstrate how the question of violence, and settler attitudes/intentions, was 

interpreted and reconciled with British concerns and feelings of responsibility for the 

Indigenous population. Furthermore, the way in which this population was 

incorporated, represented, and constructed, or not, within this discourse is illustrative 

of patterns that would be repeated in the years of the mandate. This includes their 

envisioned role in the future settler society. In addition, it demonstrates, as will be seen 

later, the historical as well as contemporary knowledge of the impact of colonisation 

on the Indigenous inhabitants.36 

  

The British Mandate 

 

Analysis of this thirty-year period, from the Balfour Declaration to 1948, has played an 

important role in examining the longer-term conflict between the Palestinians, regional 

states, and Israel. It served to, if not begin, then escalate the tensions between the 

 
33 Ibid 242‐243. 
34 Ibid 235‐244. 
35 Ibid 235‐238. 
36 Ibid 171‐173. 
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Arab and Jewish communities in Palestine.37  As such, early interpretations of the 

period followed nationalist lines, reflecting the ideological leanings of its writers, and 

the framing of the mandate within these national narratives. Both the Zionist and 

Palestinian/Arab narratives view the mandate as the process by which the events of 

1948 and the creation of Israel, aided or obstructed by the ideological bias of the 

British, was advanced.38  

 

The Zionist narrative of the mandate, and of the movement in general, produced in the 

aftermath of 1948, benefitted from a number of advantages in creating and spreading 

its interpretation in the West. In this view, following the Balfour Declaration, the British 

government, and Palestine administration, began to withdraw from the commitments 

implied in the Balfour Declaration.39 This began a process of re-interpreting the 

meaning of a National Home (state or cultural centre),40 limiting or conditioning 

immigration, restricting land purchases, and the formulation of national institutions that 

would allow the Arab population to assert control over the mandated territory’s 

administration.41 This would undermine the ability of the Yishuv to operate 

autonomously and control its own development. Instead, it would become another 

minority community, far removed from the secure Jewish centre imagined by the 

Zionist Leadership.42  

The second accusation of bias in the British mandate comes from the Arab/Palestinian 

narrative. These histories place the blame for the loss of Palestine on British 

colonialism, the Zionist colonisation it enabled, and the Zionist influence over British 

policy that blocked the mandates promise of self-determination.43 The resultant violent 

 
37 Wm. Roger Louis, “The United Kingdom and the Beginning of the Mandates System, 1919‐1922,” International 
Organization, 23, No. 1 (Winter, 1969): 91. 
38 Nicholas E Roberts, “Re‐Remembering the mandate: Historiographical Debates and Revisionist History in the 
Study of British Palestine.” History Compass 9, No 3 (March 2011): 217. 
39 Shlaim, Israel and Palestine: Reappraisals, Revisions, Refutations, 13‐14. 
40 John Strawson, Partitioning Palestine Legal Fundamentalism in the Palestinian‐Israeli Conflict (London: Pluto 
Press, 2010), 56‐59.  
41 William Yale, The Near East a Modern History (London: Mayflower, 1958), 395‐396. 
42 Michael J Cohen, Churchill and the Balfour Declaration: The Interpretation 1920‐22, The Great Powers in the 
Middle East: 1919‐1939, ed. Uriel Dann (Hertfordshire: Holmes & Meier, 1988), 101‐102. 
43  Rachel Maissy‐Noy,  “Palestinian  Historiography  in  Relation  to  the  Territory  of  Palestine,” Middle  Eastern 
Studies 42, No. 6 (Nov 2006): 895‐896. 
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repression of Arab national aspirations, and the incompetence of Arab leaders allowed 

the dispossession of the Palestinians at the end of British rule.44  

 

The assumption of bias by the British administration in favour of one side was, and in 

some cases remains, an important theme throughout histories of the period.  

Of these, Tom Segev’s One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British 

Mandate, while focusing on the relations between Arabs and Jews, shows the 

importance of British colonialism to the development of Zionism in Palestine. Segev 

outlines this importance throughout the mandate, even in its final years. “Zionism had 

hitched itself to the British Empire, advancing under its sponsorship to the verge of 

independence.”45 While not primarily a historical work, the extensive use of British and 

Israeli archives outlines the relationship between the Zionist and British institutions in 

Palestine, and the important role Britain played in enabling and strengthening the 

Zionist position. Segev does not argue that British policy was exclusively Zionist or 

that all officials shared this motive. What is presented is the overlapping interests of 

the British and Zionist movement and the impact of British actions in enabling its 

growth. 46  In summarising impact of Britain in Palestine Segev states: “They created 

a school system and an army; they had a political leadership and elected institutions; 

and with the help of all these they in the end defeated the Arabs, all under British 

sponsorship, all in the wake of that promise of 1917. Contrary to the wider held belief 

of Britain’s pro Arabism, British actions considerably favoured the Zionist enterprise.“47 

Segev does not identify a clear British strategy for Palestine in support of either Arab 

or Jewish interests. Instead, he highlights the conflict at multiple levels from Palestine 

to London and within multiple governmental departments and military branches all 

seeking a say in Palestine’s administration.48  

 

This analysis of the mandate as a whole is supported by Naomi Shepherd in Ploughing 

Sand: British Rule in Palestine 1917-1948. Shepherd seeks to add greater context to 

those responsible for the governance of Palestine, by analysing the social and cultural 

 
44 Kenneth W. Stein, “A Historiographic Review of Literature on the Origins of  the Arab‐Israeli Conflict,” The 
American Historical Review 96, No. 5 (Dec 1991): 1464. 
45  Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British Mandate, 493. 
46 Shlaim, Israel and Palestine: Reappraisals, Revisions, Refutations, 10‐15. 
47 Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British Mandate, 8. 
48 Ibid 5‐9. 
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conditions in which decisions were made.49 This seeks to move the literature beyond 

policy analysis, keeping focus on the British personnel in Palestine. This work 

addresses their experiences, their record in health and education, and the use of 

legislation and coercion in controlling the rebellion of 1936-9.50  

Determining that the result of British administration provided the Zionist movement 

with the necessary conditions to obtain independence in 1948 Shepherd concludes 

“British rule protected the Zionist beachhead in Palestine during its most vulnerable, 

insecure period, during the 1920’s and 1930’s.”51 Shepherd’s effort to understand the 

mindset and perspective of those administering the mandate, their conflicting attitudes, 

and efforts to navigate the complexities of the mandate’s circumstances, provides a 

useful context for other studies in which policy and its impact is the main subject. As 

such, it serves to deepen the field of analysis when considering the influences and 

expectations of certain decisions.52  

 

Following these arguments, Sahar Huneidi analyses the role of Herbert Samuel as the 

first High Commissioner of Palestine. In A Broken Trust: Herbert Samuel, Zionism and 

the Palestinians, Huneidi argues that Samuel played a significant role in shaping the 

interpretation of the Balfour Declaration in a radical Zionist manner to mean an 

eventual state.53 Focusing on the role of the Colonial Office’s Middle Eastern 

Department, at a time when the Balfour Declaration was being interpreted, Huneidi 

shows the capacity of its officials to obstruct or misrepresent opposition in the pursuit 

of a pro Zionist policy, whether presented by officials on the spot, in government, or 

the Arab delegations. “The Arab point of view, whether presented through the various 

Palestinian delegations visiting London, or through British officials in Palestine, who 

were sympathetic to the Arab cause, was often obstructed, and sometimes effectively 

prevented from reaching high government circles. In contrast, the Zionists, 

 
49  Kenneth  J.  Perkins,  Reviewed  Work(s):  “Ploughing  Sand:  British  Rule  in  Palestine,  1917‐1948  by  Naomi 
Shepherd,” The Journal of military History 64, No. 4 (Oct. 2000): 1186‐1187. 
50 Naomi Shepherd, Ploughing Sand: British Rule in Palestine 1917‐1948 (London, John Murray 1999), 3‐4. 
51  Shepherd, Ploughing Sand: British Rule in Palestine 1917‐1948, 244. 
52 Maissy‐Noy, Palestinian Historiography in Relation to the Territory of Palestine, 895‐896. 
53 Sahar Huneidi, “Was Balfour Policy Reversible? The Colonial Office and Palestine 1921‐23,” Journal of Palestine 
Studies 27, No. 2 (Winter, 1998): 24. 
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represented by Chaim Weizmann, received a largely sympathetic hearing through 

their easy access to the Middle East Department.”54  

 

More generally Huneidi argues Samuel, and British policy, sought to; divide and 

suppress Arab representative leaders and movements, allow Jewish economic 

supremacy, as well as make state, and waste land available for Jewish settlement, 

manipulating Ottoman land laws in the process.55  However, as with the analyses of 

Segev and Shepherd, Huneidi stresses that British policy was not monolithic,56 but 

identifies the power of pro Zionist groups and individuals in influencing policy making 

as stronger than its opposition.57 Huneidi states British policy “Attests either to a 

Machiavellian diplomacy, or to an unjustified British naivety about real Zionist 

intentions.”58  

 

Addressing the appeal of Zionism in British policy in the 1930’s, The Gentile Zionists: 

A Study in Anglo Zionist Diplomacy 1929-1939 by Norman Rose places this perceived 

influence in a wider context. While acknowledging the strength of Zionist supporters in 

the aftermath of the Balfour Declaration, this began to decline over the course of the 

1930’s. During this time, international events and political circumstances diminished 

the capacity, of the Zionists (encapsulated here in Chaim Weizmann) and their 

supporters to influence policy.59  

In providing this analysis Rose makes several important points. Firstly, she 

distinguishes between the private and public planes, emphasising the informal nature 

of relations between Weizmann, the gentile Zionists and the network of relations that 

allowed information and support to be provided.60 Secondly, in analysing the decline 

in influence of this group of supporters, Rose highlights the context in which they 

operated, and the personnel/international factors motivating their actions. This 

includes the party-political contests in Britain, and the wider international/imperial 

 
54 Sahar Huneidi, A Broken Trust: Herbert Samuel, Zionism, and the Palestinians (London: I.B. Tauris Publishers, 
2001),78. 
55 Huneidi, A Broken Trust: Herbert Samuel, Zionism, and the Palestinians, 231‐233. 
56 G. Sheffer, “British colonial Policymaking towards Palestine 1929‐1939,” Middle Eastern Studies 14, No. 3 (Oct. 
1978): 308‐310. 
57  Huneidi, Was Balfour Policy Reversible? The Colonial Office and Palestine 1921‐23, 23‐41. 
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concerns that develop in the 1930’s. Rose shows that as the 1930’s progressed, 

Palestine could not be kept isolated from world events.61  Finally, Rose shows not only 

Zionist exaggerations of their own influence, but the standing of Chaim Weizmann in 

the eyes of the British and Zionist movement.62   

This analysis is limited by the source material, focused mainly on Weizmann, using 

personal correspondence and diaries. Furthermore, it is restricted to political activities 

rather than analysis of the roots, and motivations of the Zionist’s supporters. However, 

in relation to the question of Zionist influence, the arguments made by Rose address 

a number of issues.  

First of all, they demonstrate the connections and access of the Zionist movement to 

members of the British administration and government, showing a relationship with the 

colonial power in Palestine the Arab population lacked. As a result, it provides 

evidence of the lobbying and influence outlined by the Palestinian narrative, and how 

this impacted and shaped British understanding of the conflict.63 Secondly, it does not 

view this influence as absolute, demonstrating the internal and external factors that 

moderated the influence of Zionists, and their supporters, on policy.64  

Given that Rose states that not all supporters of Zionism did so for ideological reasons, 

this work shows the importance of overlapping British/Zionist interest in Palestine, as 

well as the personnel/external factors governing individual and group concerns.65 

Finally, in focusing on Chaim Weismann Rose shows that importance was still 

attached to securing British support and influence despite a cooling of, and eventual 

break down in relations.  

 

In attempting to dissect decision making in the mandate as a whole, Carly Beckerman-

Boys, in British Foreign Policy Decision Making in the Mandate (1917-1948): A 

Poliheuristic Perspective, analyses four case studies of key British decisions. These 

are the decisions of the issuing of the Churchill White Paper, the reversal of the 

Passfield White Paper, the 1939 MacDonald White Paper, and the decision to 
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withdraw from Palestine in 1947. In this, the study makes an effort to provide a 

comprehensive view of the entire mandate, comparing decision making at different 

stages. Unlike other, more historical, studies of the mandate, Beckerman-Boys 

focuses on the decision making of individuals using Poliheuristic analysis. In doing so 

Beckerman-Boys rejects the idea that ideology, personal bias, or sentiment impacted 

or entered into considerations. In particular regarding the idea of Zionist influence or 

sympathy, but also regarding the romanticism alleged of British officials for the 

Bedouin lifestyle.66 This is not to say that ideology, preferences, sentiment or biases 

were not factors in the outlook of individuals, only that these factors were subordinate 

to the necessities of political survival that circumstance presented.67  

The aforementioned role of other elements of British governmental structures, the 

influences on them and their role in informing knowledge of the situation and its 

context, is deemed essential to judging the decision-making process and motives of 

those in senior government positions.68  

Additionally, this included an examination of the group mentality/ideology or attitude 

that existed at a particular level of government. As such it served to influence the 

perceptions of a situation and impact the options perceived by the decision maker. 

Additionally, as is acknowledged by the study itself, leadership style and personality 

impacted this group and interdepartmental behaviour, provoking opposition, or apathy 

that enabled or obstructed decision making.69  

The position of personalities in determining how others respond to a situation, and the 

impact on the decision maker, further undermines the method of restricting the 

analysis to an individual or small number of individuals. Beckerman-Boys tries to 

overcome this by acknowledging and incorporating instances of bureaucratic infighting 

between departments, but the wider impact and issues of these processes outlined 

above remain.70 
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In each study, the influence of internal governmental attitudes and opposition to policy 

is outlined.71 However, it is limited by the parameters of the time period, and topics it 

focuses on as well as well as its emphasis on the London government. As a result, it 

is unable to show the structure and development of these discussion and decisions 

over time.72   

 

The New History and Post-Zionist Historiography 

 

The re-evaluation of Israeli and Zionist history came about due to a number of factors 

in both social and academic contexts. These social, political, and cultural pressures, 

of the 1970’s and 1980’s, encouraged, inquiry into new topics and interpretations of 

society and its history. This coincided with the release of archival material in 1978 

pertaining to the events of 1948, the foundation of the state of Israel, and the 

Palestinian Nakba. The opening of these archives in Britain, Israel, and the United 

States of America, combined with an academic mindset asking new questions of the 

past, while seeking to incorporate other, so far marginalised viewpoints.  

A significant element of the Post Zionist approach was not just its engagement with 

Palestinian historiography, though this was a major contributing factor, but its 

willingness to subject the 1948 war to critical analysis.73  

 

Historians such as Avi Shlaim, Ilan Pappe, and Rosemary M. Esber have directed 

attention to the intentions, and consequences of the actions of the Arab, Zionist, 

British, and international forces involved in the 1948 conflict. Both Avi Shlaim and 

Rosemary Esber give particular focus to British policy, actions, and objectives 

throughout the 1947-1949 period. In the case of Shlaim in Britain and the Arab-Israeli 

War of 1948, the research continued earlier work on the Zionist agreement with King 

Abdullah to absorb the allotted territory for an Arab state in Palestine into a Greater 

Transjordan. As has been shown in earlier arguments, British strategy in these final 

years was aimed at securing its own interests the Middle East rather than actively 

subverting Zionist goals or those of the Arab states. Avi Shlaim comments. “The 
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controlling consideration behind British policy was how to limit the damage to the 

interests of the British Empire that was bound to result from relinquishing direct control 

over Palestine.”74  

 

However, it is acknowledged that the consequence of this policy, while contradicting 

the Zionist leadership’s belief at the time of British efforts to encourage the destruction 

of a Jewish state, gave credence to Palestinian concerns over the consequences of 

partition.75  

 

A closer analysis of the British role, and the consequences of its policy/activities in this 

period, is carried out by Rosemarie Esber in Under the Cover of War: The Zionist 

Expulsion of the Palestinians. This focuses to a much greater extent on the impact of 

British operations on the ground in Palestine over the course of the war, and its role in 

shaping the outcome of the conflict.  

Using a variety of primarily British sources, including reports from battalion intelligence 

units in the field, Esber details the process of expulsion from the British perspective, 

and the role their own activities played, through the withdrawal process, enabling 

/encouraging the Zionist conquest of Palestine. In doing so Esber makes a number of 

important contributions both affirming previous arguments and disproving past 

perspectives on British involvement and expectations.76  

Firstly, the problem of command structures outlined in previous arguments 

surrounding the mandate remained during the withdrawal. The differing interpretations 

of the withdrawal, and relations between the Foreign office, Colonial Office, and the 

Chiefs of Staff led to confusion by the local civil and military authorities over how to 

proceed. In light of confusion and lack of communication from London, local 

administrators, and military commanders, produced an ad hoc approach to events. In 

the instances in which direct instructions were given from London, they were often 

subject to the views of those tasked with their implementation, resulting in either the 

orders being ignored or re-interpreted.77 This lack of co-ordination between high level 
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policy and actions taken on the ground provides a more nuanced picture of the British 

actions.  

Finally, Esber uses both official documents, correspondence, and local intelligence 

reports to demonstrate the extent of British awareness of the consequences of their 

actions, and assessments of Arab and Zionist activities. Corroborating and, to an 

extent, going further than Shlaim, Esber highlights the awareness of the British 

authorities since 1946 of the Zionist movements military superiority over Arab 

opposition.78 This highlights the degree of knowledge that the British had accumulated 

regarding the strength and intentions of the Zionist movement over the course of the 

mandate.79 In utilising this information, a different context is provided for British action 

demonstrating, as it does, the British awareness of the likely consequences of their 

actions.  

 

Turning to the issue of expulsion, Ilan Pappe argues that the creation of the Palestinian 

refugees in 1948 constituted a pre-planned and systematic expulsion of the 

Palestinian population.80  

In The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine Pappe reconstructs the internal discussions of 

the Zionist leadership, mainly from the perspective of David Ben Gurion. Key to this 

analytical approach is the examination of the power/decision making structure of the 

Zionist movement, and Yishuv, in the final months of the mandate, and the contrast of 

public and internal discourse. Pappe observes. “The less important the body Ben-

Gurion appeared in front of, the more supportive the leader was of the Partition 

Resolution; the more significant the forum, the more adamant he proved in his scornful 

rejection of it.”81  

 

Although more thoroughly addressed in Under the Cover of War, Pappe draws 

attention to the position of the British forces stationed in Palestine as they appeared 

both in the considerations of the Zionist leadership, the Consultancy, and activities of 

the Arab and Zionist forces. The question of their awareness of the Zionist operations, 

and the communication of this information, is not the main focus of the research. 
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However, the extent of this knowledge and, to a limited degree, the level at which it 

was acknowledged and responded to, is touched on throughout the development of 

the conflict. One of the earliest examples of this is the reaction of High Commissioner 

Cunningham to the actions of the Stern Gang in Haifa, and the change in Hagana 

tactics from retaliation to offensive operations. These protestations were ignored, while 

no condemnation of the attacks in Haifa was issued. Furthermore, Pappe notes of 

Cunningham “In the last meeting he had with Ben-Gurion in March 1948, he told the 

Zionist leader that to his mind, while the Palestinians were trying to maintain calm in 

the country, the Hagana did all it could to escalate the situation.”82 In the case of Haifa, 

a direct connection is made between British actions and officials in London, with 

Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, described as furious over the behaviour/inaction of 

Major General Hugh Stockwell.83  

 

This analysis serves to dispel claims of British obstruction of the creation of a Jewish 

state, while providing another witness to the cleansing operations throughout the 

country. It is in the latter case that the observations made by officers and officials on 

the ground, and the impact of this knowledge in directing the action/inaction of officials, 

that the significance of this inclusion is found.  

 

In The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem Revisited 1947–1949 Morris explores 

the role of population transfer in Zionist thought, concluding it played a greater role in 

the events of 1948 than he previously credited. In assessing early plans to transfer the 

Palestinian population, and endorsements of the idea by the Zionist leadership in the 

decades preceding 1948, Morris discredits the argument put forward by others 

(including Ben-Gurion’s biographer Anita Shapira) that the Zionist leaders had never 

supported/acknowledged as credible the idea of transfer. While demonstrating this 

connection Morris concludes that, in 1948, the idea of a plan for expulsion was not 

discussed at the highest levels of decision making and therefore no explicit order or 

plan was provided to enact such a policy.84 However, Morris concedes the role of 

transfer in Zionist ideology, combined with the immediate priority of survival, led to the 

 
82 Pappe, The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine, 60. 
83 Michael J. Cohen, Palestine, and the Great Powers 1945‐1948 (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1982), 
339‐341. 
84 Benny Morris, The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem Revisited (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), 588‐589. 
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understanding that the fewer Arabs remaining in the Jewish state the better. As such 

the local factors, both in the case of ordered evacuation (however opposed and 

disputed at different levels by different leaderships), and the carte blanche given to 

Haganah battalion commanders in executing Plan D (granting permission to clear Arab 

areas for strategic purposes) are emphasised in the execution of these two issues 

presenting the decentralised nature of actions taken, and the cumulative pressures 

motivating the creation of the refugee crisis.85  

 

Finally, Nur Masalha’s Expulsion of the Palestinians: The Concept of Transfer in 

Zionist Political Thought: 1882-1948, takes as its focus the origins and development 

of population transfer in Zionist political ideology. It follows its formulation from a 

theoretical solution to the problem of how to create an exclusively Jewish state to the 

practical discussions of how to implement this policy. As such Masalha provides a 

comprehensive account of the shifts in understanding of how/whether this should be 

accomplished, its importance for the Yishuv and Zionist leadership, the plans that were 

developed, and the final implementation of forced expulsion in 1948. The factors 

influencing the designs for transfer, and its priority for the Zionist movement are thus 

outlined under different conditions, and from different perspectives, from the beginning 

of serious Zionist settlement in Palestine.  

The key threads of Masalha’s research show how the issue was treated both within 

the Zionist movement, and by its sympathisers. In particular, this concern’s how 

transfer was to be achieved but also rationalised, the increasing importance of its 

implementation, and understanding of the obstacles to it.  

Both the idea and its implementation considered the involvement of British 

administrators, officials, and ministers as they became aware/involved in Zionist 

proposals. This does not demonstrate explicit British support for population transfer as 

policy, let alone the forced expulsions that would be seen in 1948. However, the 

connection to different British officials of senior Zionist leaders over time, 

demonstrates a clear British awareness of support for this idea as a settlement of the 

Palestine question.  

 
85 Nur Masalha, The Politics of Denial Israel, and the Palestinian Refugee Problem (London: Pluto Press, 2003), 
53. 
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While working primarily with Israeli sources, supplemented by British and Arab 

material, Masalha is able to show not only the history of the idea, but also the key 

people involved in its promotion. This includes those of influence throughout the British 

administration/government who actively aided several Zionist initiatives in the region.86 

This further contributes to an understanding of, not only, private Zionist efforts, but 

also of clear British awareness in London and Palestine of a trend of thought in the 

Zionist movement.  

However, Masalha notes the restriction on documents for this period amongst British 

and Israeli archives, limiting the depths to which this could be explored at the time of 

writing.87This regards both Zionist deliberations internally, and the discussions with 

and between British officials.88  Despite this the scope for the research, and the variety 

of people and perspectives/influences analyses provides a comprehensive and 

detailed analysis of a key issue for the history of the conflict.  

While the various plans proposed throughout the mandate saw some level of British 

involvement, if not in an official capacity; the efforts of Weizmann and Ben-Gurion 

following the 1929 Wailing Wall Riots, and later Zionist efforts surrounding the Peel 

Commission, show direct contact with British officers and officials in Palestine and the 

central government in which transfer proposals were discussed. While both were 

ultimately overturned, they, along with earlier references to transfer and the creation 

of a Jewish state, demonstrate an awareness of Zionist interests, objectives, thoughts, 

and actions, throughout the mandate by the British.89  

The outcome of this by the beginning of the Second World War was to create a 

consensus on the need for transfer as a pre-requisite for a Jewish state. How this was 

to be achieved continued to be debated with concern remaining over its 

implementation and the need for British support to carry it out. While the war limited 

the possibility of enacting transfer, preparations for its eventual implementation 

continued at lower levels. These preparations included the creation of a transfer 

committee (to be revived in 1948) to create the infrastructure and explore the 

possibilities for post war compulsory transfer.  

 
86 Cohen, Churchill and the Balfour Declaration: The Interpretation 1920‐22, 91‐93. 
87 Nur Masalha, Expulsion of the Palestinians: The Conception of “Transfer” in the Zionist Political Thought 1882‐
1948 (Washington D.C: Institute for Palestine Studies, c1992), 34. 
88 Masalha, Expulsion of the Palestinians: The Conception of “Transfer” in the Zionist Political Thought 1882‐1948, 
3. 
89 Ibid 30‐37. 
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The analysis concludes with the events of 1948 and builds on the earlier 

actions/precedents that influenced the development of population transfer, its 

methods, and transformation into forced expulsion.90  

In continuing this analysis through the events of 1948, Masalha is then able to 

demonstrate the importance, and influence, of this decades long process in shaping 

the plans, attitudes, objectives, and thought processes of the Zionist leadership.91  
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Chapter 3: Theories and Concepts 

 

Settler Colonialism 

 

In Taking Liberty: Indigenous Rights and Settler Self-Government in colonial Australia 

1830-1890, Ann Curthoys and Jessie Mitchell describe the dual histories of settler 

states such as Australia and Canada. While highlighting the co-existence of a history 

of development to responsible self-government, and of Indigenous dispossession in 

each of these colonies, and others, Curthoys broadens the scope of historical 

investigation.92  

Furthermore, in her contribution to the book Within and Without the Nation Canadian 

History as Transnational History, Curthoys does not simply examine the encounter 

between settlers and the Indigenous population in the building of these states. Rather 

she draws attention to the conflict between imperial and settler governance, and the 

impact this had on the Indigenous population. With this approach Curthoys shows the 

histories as not simply isolated accounts of Indigenous-settler interactions and 

dispossession, or the story of colonisation and state building. It is one in which the 

influence of the imperial power continued to play a role in the development of the 

colony.93  

In order to address these separate historiographies, Curthoys suggests, drawing on 

the ideas of Ian Tyrrell, of a trans colonial approach.94 From this, a comparative 

analysis of the settler colonies may be developed which can identify the similarities 

and differences between the settlements. A useful approach given their evolution in 

different locations, times, and historical contexts. By combining this with the re-

introduction of the imperial power, and wider imperial framework as an influence, the 

role and responsibility of the power and its awareness of the practices and 

consequences of settlement, can be understood. It is in the flow of dialogue between 

 
92  Ann  Curthoys,  Jessie  Mitchell,  Taking  Liberty:  Indigenous  Rights  and  Settler  Self‐Government  in  Colonial 
Australia 1830‐1890 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 2. 
93  Ann  Curthoys,  “‘The  Dog  That  Didn’t  Bark:  The  Durham  Report,  Indigenous  Dispossession,  and  Self‐
Government for Britain’s Settler Colonies,’” in Within and Without the Nation Canadian History as Transnational 
History, ed. K Dubinsky, A Perry, H Yu ( Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2015), 27. 
94 Ian Tyrrell, “Reflections on the Transnational Turn in United States History: Theory and Practice,” Journal of 
Global  History  4  (2009):  461  in  Ann  Curthoys,  “‘The Dog  That  Didn’t  Bark:  The  Durham Report,  Indigenous 
Dispossession, and Self‐Government for Britain’s Settler Colonies’,” in Within and Without the Nation Canadian 
History as Transnational History, ed. K Dubinsky, A Perry, H Yu ( Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2015),  27. 
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the imperial centre and the colonial government on the spot,95 in relation to the 

development of settlement, that this thesis utilises for its analysis of the Palestine 

mandate.96 

 

Settler Colonialism demonstrates several different traits from more traditional 

conceptions of colonialism. Colonialism in this respect is broadly defined by Lorenzo 

Veracini as “A relationship of domination between an indigenous (or forcibly imported) 

majority and a minority of foreign invaders. The fundamental decisions affecting the 

lives of the colonized people are made and implemented by the colonial rulers in 

pursuit of interests that are often defined in a distant metropolis.”97 Added to this 

general relationship is an asymmetry in economic, technological, and military power, 

supported by the hegemony afforded the colonising powers diffusion of their own 

culture and knowledge.98  

 

Colonial settlement, as opposed to colonial rule,99 came about for a number of 

reasons. In the case of settlement in North America and Australia the transportation 

system offered a means of relieving pressure on British jails while enabling economic 

expansion and strategic security in then remote areas of the globe.100 In many of the 

regions under British colonial control, charted companies provided the means for 

expansion, shifting the financial burden onto private individuals rather than the imperial 

state. This was the case in areas such as North America, and even in areas where 

white European settlement did not displace the Indigenous population.101 In the case 

of Palestine, although the commitment by Britain to largescale settlement came late in 

the era of European colonialism, the motivations and reasoning remained the same.  

 
95  Ann  Curthoys.  “The  Dog  That  Didn’t  Bark:  The  Durham  Report,  Indigenous  Dispossession,  and  Self‐
Government for Britain’s Settler Colonies,’” 27‐28. 
96  Ann  Curthoys,  Jessie  Mitchell,  Taking  Liberty:  Indigenous  Rights  and  settler  Self‐Government  in  Colonial 
Australia 1830‐1890, 2. 
97 Lorenzo Veracini, Settler Colonialism A Theoretical Overview (New York: Macmillan Publishers, 2010), 5.  
98  Aric  Putnam, The  Insistent  Call,  Rhetorical Moments  in  Black  Anticolonialism,  1929‐1937  (Massachusetts: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 2012), 17‐19. 
99 Veracini, Settler Colonialism A Theoretical Overview, 5. 
100  Ann  Curthoys.  “The  Dog  That  Didn’t  Bark:  The  Durham  Report,  Indigenous  Dispossession,  and  Self‐
Government for Britain’s settler Colonies,” 25‐33. 
101  J  P  Green, Creating  the  British  Atlantic:  Essays  on  Transplantation,  Adaptation,  and  Continuity  (Virginia: 
University of Virginia Press, 2013), 86. 
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The features of Settler Colonialism have been explored by a number of scholars. 

Lorenzo Veracini’s analysis of Settler Colonialism demonstrates the settlers desire to 

replace the Indigenous population, not exploit it. Following logically from this there is 

a push for domination, control of the land, and the creation of a unique sovereignty 

and society of settler institutions distinct both from the local and central imperial 

polity.102 Patrick Wolfe details clearly the importance of land acquisition, and its 

position as the irreducible component of settler societies, when examining what he 

terms the ‘logic of elimination’.103 There is a concerted drive to gain more land for the 

purposes of agriculture, and to facilitate further settlement. A corollary of the 

acquisition of more and more land, is the removal of the Indigenous presence. Veracini 

notes that a focus on land for agriculture and pastoralism, in contrast to simply 

exploiting existing labour, signals the permanence of settlement, while depriving the 

Indigenous population of its own means of sustenance, self-sufficiency, and identity.104  

These ideas represent the pure theoretical expression of Settler Colonialism. While 

identifying key features; the drive for land, agricultural and pastoral development, the 

control or replacement of the Indigenous peoples,  and the establishment of a self-

perpetuating political and cultural society, its development proceeded differently, 

though within the same structure, across the British Empire.105  

Illustrating this is Ann Curthoys response to the contributions of Patrick Wolfe. 

Curthoys states that a narrow focus on the logic of elimination, in all its physical and 

discursive forms, does not accurately portray the reality of settlement. The lived 

experience of settlement is seen by Curthoys as one in which the logic of elimination 

is either incomplete or not as completely adhered to or deliberately pursued in the life 

of the colony.  

Curthoys notes the willingness of the colonial government of Australia to make 

sedentary and civilise the Indigenous population through employment.106 This is 

referenced through a quote by Herman Merivale that “Settlers would exterminate 

 
102 Veracini, Settler Colonialism A Theoretical Overview, 3‐5. 
103 Patrick Wolfe, “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,” Journal of Genocide Research 8, No 4, 
(December 2006), 388. 
104  Lorenzo  Veracini,  “Seeing  Receding  Hunter‐Gatherers  and  Advancing  Commercial  Pastoralists: 
‘Nomadisation,’ Transfer, Genocide” in Genocide on Settler Frontiers When Hunter‐Gatherers and Commercial 
Stock Farmers Clash, ed. A. Mohamed (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2015), 286. 
105 Dean Itsuji Saranillio, ‘Settler Colonialism’, in Native Studies Keywords, ed. S N Teves, A Smith, M H Raheja, 
(Arizona: University of Arizona Press, 2015), 284. 
106  Ann  Curthoys,  Jessie Mitchell,  Taking  Liberty:  Indigenous  Rights  and  Settler  Self‐Government  in  Colonial 
Australia 1830‐1890, 14‐15. 
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Aboriginal people if they did not find them useful.”107 In some cases, this practice came 

as a result of the limited resources, manpower and material, of the colony.108  

Furthermore, for Curthoys, the logic of elimination implies a lack of Indigenous agency 

that prevents them from preserving, and rebuilding their culture, and identity.109 While 

the framework put forward by Wolfe and Veracini is built on and used by other 

scholars, it is reasonable to show the variations in the severity and scale of the 

dispossession of the Indigenous society, as well as the methods and success of 

resistance, and timeframes for its completion.110  

Curthoys notes the willingness of the colonial government of Australia to settle, control 

and civilise the Indigenous population through useful employment.111 In some cases, 

this was a result of the limited resources of the original colony.112  

In the case of Palestine, the similar variations in this structure of elimination can be 

seen. While the Zionist focus on exclusive control of work on the land has been noted 

in the literature of the conflict,  Arab employment on some agricultural colonies or in 

industry, did occur despite the efforts of some Zionist bodies to prevent it.  

 

While the structure of settlement, and the ideological outlook that legitimised it 

accounts for the activities of the settlers towards the land and Indigenous population, 

this process still took place within a wider imperial system. In this system the imperial 

power, through its official representatives in the colonial government on the spot, 
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sought to protect its interests, and intercede in the relations between the settlers and 

the Indigenous population.113  

Veracini points out that colonial and settler colonial forms operate in dialectical tension, 

and specific contradistinction. i.e. the aims of the imperial power and the agenda of 

the settlers did not always overlap.114 Furthermore, Veracini notes the differences 

between those travelling to the areas of settlement, seeing the initial settlers as 

pioneers, and later arrivals as immigrants to an already existing order.115 Building on 

this analysis Elizabeth Kolsky points out the distinction between the servants of the 

imperial state (officials) and the settlers or migrants engaged in the colonisation 

process (non-Officials). Between these groups there was competition for sovereignty, 

authority, and protection of interests/rights in the territory.116 

 

The Nature of Colonial and Settler Colonial Relationship 

 

Confronting the imperatives of settlement there was the obstacle presented by the 

imperial power attached to the colonisation project. Initially settlement required a great 

deal of support and relied on both the hard and soft power of the imperial government 

to secure the land. This is seen through the use of force to protect settlers from 

indigenous resistance, other colonial powers, and to aid expansion. Moreover, there 

was a reliance on legal norms and concepts transplanted from the mother country in 

order to justify, and legitimise, settler actions in the eyes of the local colonial 

authorities.117 However, imperial restrictions, enforced through the colonial 

administration, began to impinge on their local sovereignty. As a result, resistance to 

the colonial power grew as in the case of North America.118  

For Elizabeth Kolsky and Martin Wiener, this particular relationship, between the 

imperial power, its representatives in the local colonial administration, and the settlers 

is broken down into official and non-official actors in the colony. This in turn acts as a 

 
113 Barry Wright, “Libel and the colonial administration of  Justice  in Upper Canada and New South Wales, C. 
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115 Ibid 3. 
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University Press, 2010), 5 and 44. 
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more detailed breakdown of the system of relationships, and their dialectic outlined by 

Veracini.  

For both Kolsky and Weiner the officials represent the servants of the imperial state 

(civil or military) while non-officials represented the colonisers, (settlers, immigrants, 

merchants, or missionaries etc).119 However, while useful in identifying the different 

motives and interests of those involved, directly or indirectly, in colonisation, Kolsky 

qualifies these definitions. In doing so she notes the way in which the distinction 

between official and non-official was a construction meant to distance the imperial 

state, and its representatives, from the violence taking place in the colonies. As such, 

while it is useful in understanding the different interests, perspectives, and agendas of 

those involved in colonisation, it further serves to show the imperial state’s awareness 

of the consequences of colonisation.120  

Although the initial settlement and expansion took place with at least tacit official 

approval, friction over methods, and flouting of laws, treaties, and imperial authority 

resulted in antagonism. As settlement progressed, the interests of the imperial power 

and the settlers began to diverge, as the desire for autonomy, sovereignty, and the 

establishment of their own society/culture created conflict with the imperial officials.121  

Of particular interest is the place of Indigenous policy in the imperial-settler 

relationship. Aware of the impact of settlement on the Indigenous population, the 

imperial government was averse to the idea of placing Indigenous policy under the 

control of self-governing settlers. However, this did not result in the suspension of 

colonisation. This perspective is shown by Curthoys in her examination of the Durham 

report of 1835. In it, an analysis of the governance of the settler colonies, and the 

position of the Indigenous populations in North America, Southern Africa, Australia, 

and New Zealand was carried out.122 The concern of the imperial and colonial officials 

for the damage being done to the local population, and their desire for restraint, 

illustrates the dilemma over the progress of colonisation. It was on this issue that both 

settlers and humanitarians battled for influence.123 

 
119 Zoë Laidlaw, “Breaking Britannia’s Bounds? Law, settlers, and Space in Britain’s imperial Historiography,” The 
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As Barry Wright demonstrates of competition over policy in the colonies, colonial 

officials frequently engaged in power struggles amongst themselves, with governors, 

settlers, and other metropolitan officials in order to restrict dissent and interference in 

their activities. At the same time, they attempted to ensure equal rights, treatment, and 

fairness in cases between settlers and Indigenous peoples.124 However, Martin Wiener 

notes that the growth in power of settlers began to prohibit the ability of imperial 

officials to maintain control.125 Colonial officials were aware of, and needed to engage 

with, the desire of settlers to obtain and develop their own territorial sovereignty. As a 

result, there was an attempt to balance responsibilities, and the national interest, 

against obligations to both settlers and the colonised.126  

 

These examinations of the imperial power’s position in the oversight of, and 

interventions in, the settler colonies, as well as its awareness of the consequences of 

settlement, provides a more detailed insight into the history of British colonisation. The 

parallel experiences of violence and dispossession, and the acknowledgement of this 

historical experience amongst British officials requires a re-examination of the role, 

responsibility, and complicity of the metropole.  

As noted by Alan Lester, “Attorney General of New South Wales, Saxe Bannister, 

acknowledged, 'the evils combated [in the Cape] ... are unlikely to originate in mere 

local circumstances...on the contrary, they are so widely spread as to indicate a deeply 

rooted origin in our general government of distant dependencies'”127 

 

For the settlers, expansion was a continuation of their ambitions in the new territory. 

Many of those settling the land under colonial control had come in response to 

conditions in their home countries. Whether this was a result of persecution or their 

social position/conditions there was a desire to construct a new society. In doing so, 

while utilising many of the features, political structures, legal concepts, and culture, of 

the mother country, it sought to free itself from other aspects that had limited their own 
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prospects. As a result, although established by the imperial power in order to gain 

material benefits through the exploitation of resources, trade and geostrategic position; 

as the settler colonies grew in number and power, the aims of the governing power 

came to be resented as too limiting for settler ambitions. Zoe Laidlaw notes of the 

development of these colonies. “As expatriate communities grew, settlers began to 

contemplate their limited political autonomy. Mindful of the American precedent and 

keen to limit imperial expenditure, Britain conceded, or bestowed, new levels of self-

government to settler colonies from the 1840s onwards.”128 

 

In her analysis of the study of Settler Colonialism and colonial law, Laidlaw observes 

that control of non-officials was a central concern for the imperial government. 

Furthermore, Laidlaw notes the non-official’s assertion of their rights and privileges as 

a significant force in shaping the nature of colonial encounters.129  

The rule of law played a role in the justification and legitimation of empire during early 

expansion of the British Empire, before being overtaken in the later 19th century by 

racial sociological and anthropological theories. As noted by Laidlaw “The law was a 

medium within which the practices, priorities, and nature of British colonialism were 

debated; it served both to enable and to constitute colonialism.130 The legal rights, 

liberties, and recognition granted to the settlers and the colonised, alongside the 

freedom with which each was able to assert these rights, is important in understanding 

the development of colonisation, and the effectiveness of settler lobbying. Of interest 

for now is that as the settler societies attempted to assert their own sovereignty, the 

question of control over their actions became of greater importance. 

 

Two points of interest emerge when viewing metropolitan engagement with settler 

colonies. Firstly, the concern of metropolitan elites for the actions of the settlers. By 

acting to secure the states monopoly on control and violence in the colonies, the 

metropole was at times willing to assert itself to limit the negative impact of settler 

activities, and to secure its control.131 This general awareness of the activities and 
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consequences of settlement is a key focus in this analysis with regard to imperial 

actions, attitudes, and complicity.132  

Interventions did occur for a number of reasons. They came as a result of the need to 

assert imperial authority where it was flouted or ignored, based on ideas of local 

sovereignty and rights, as in the USA, Canada, and other settler colonies.133 

Additionally, interventions came from two related sources, the first being the 

campaigns of humanitarian groups to influence metropolitan elites into restraining 

settler violence, protect Indigenous sovereignty, and provide fair treatment through the 

law.134  

The second issue related to this is the progressive growth of travel and 

communication, bringing the imperial state into closer contact with the colonies. Once 

this occurred, issues of identity, values, and the governance of the Indigenous 

populations became a more immediate source of dissonance between governments, 

and peoples, that could not easily be deferred to the local authorities.135  

As has been seen, restraint was neither consistently applied nor supported. Gross 

violations of laws and rights were complicity accepted on racial, legal, and civilizational 

grounds in order to secure imperial desires. Moreover, laws were framed/interpreted 

to bypass their prima facia meaning and favour the colonisers, despite opposition by 

some.136 This conflict was further complicated as domestic perceptions pressured 

colonial authorities to act in accordance with their professed civilisational values. This 

battle for influence and identity then shaped official actions when dealing with the 

settlers, and the consequences of their expansion.137 Furthermore, these distinctions 

between the metropole and periphery allowed the metropole to displace criticism or 

responsibility for colonial action onto the settlers, rather than the policy and interests 

of the government.138 It is put forward by Kolsky that “Although excessive white 

violence was periodically questioned and condemned by the British, the legitimacy of 

imperialism, which underlay and depended upon that violence, was not.”139  
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As a result, there is ultimately a separation, whether violent or diplomatic, between the 

settlers and the imperial power. While the colonial power seeks to reproduce power 

relations and interests in its colonies, the settler colonial entity wishes to end to both 

the external control, and limits on its sovereignty, while  at the same time eliminating 

internal challenges to its legitimacy and claims to indigeneity. Wolfe states of these 

efforts. “On the one hand, settler society required the practical elimination of the 

natives in order to establish itself on their territory. On the symbolic level, however, 

settler society subsequently sought to recuperate indigeneity in order to express its 

difference—and, accordingly, its independence— from the mother country.”140 

As such, the settlers ultimately seek to separate from the metropole once the colonial 

power becomes an impediment to the logic of the settler project.  

 

Settler Colonialism in Palestine 

 

In viewing Zionism as a settler colonial movement, it is important to recognise some 

of the similarities and differences in its colonisation of Palestine. The Zionist movement 

followed a similar trend in its focus on land acquisition, the formation of its own 

institutions and autonomy, the appeals to an imperial power for security and material 

assistance, as well as efforts to delegitimise the rights and presence of the Indigenous 

inhabitants.141  

However, in the case of Palestine there are several aspects of the colonisation process 

that deviate from previous experiences of Settler Colonialism. In the first case the 

Jewish settlers did not represent the citizens of the imperial power with the majority 

coming from other countries, predominantly in eastern Europe. Despite this, the British 

Empire played a comparable role in Palestine to its other settler colonies.142 

On the question the indigeneity of the settlers in the territory they settled it can be 

argued that they actually possessed an historical connection to the land were other 

settler groups invented one. However, by the late 19th early 20th century they did not 

possess a collective Indigenous connection. That is an ontological relationship, 
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experience of life, or a common socio-cultural place-based experience of the land as 

it was then.143 

Moreover, as noted above, Arabs were employed in some Jewish agricultural and 

industrial enterprises, despite the doctrine of Jewish labour. In addition, the process 

of elimination followed similar discursive and physical forms of removal and 

delegitimization, the rapid decline of the Indigenous population did not follow the 

similar trend as other British settler colonies.144  

 

Intent, Knowledge, Understanding, and Complicity  

 

In Genocide and Settler Society, Dirk Moses examines the issue of intent in settler 

colonies as it relates to genocide. This draws attention to the question of intent in 

relation to official awareness, but also of responsibility for the process of colonisation 

that resulted. 

In this the definition of intent, regarding the process that logically follows within the 

imperatives and structure of Settler Colonialism, is analysed. Moses cites William 

Stanner in observing “The problem here…is the blindness to the structural 

determinants of the colonization: the British ‘suspected the convicts and to a lesser 

extent the aborigines, but not themselves or the fact and design of the colony.’”145 In 

analysing these factors Moses proposes an intentionalist perspective, emphasising 

the exterminatory goal of the state; and a structuralist perspective, viewing violence 

as a process partaken in by varied, and relatively uncoordinated agents. A 

combination of these two concepts is seen as necessary to understand the relationship 

between settlers and officials during colonisation.146 

Intent, consciousness, and responsibility are defined as requiring some knowledge of 

the consequences of actions taken, as well as the structural pressures created by, and 
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acting upon the government and colonisers. Furthermore, while having this 

awareness, there is little to no attempt to amend the colonisation policy.147  

From these assessments it can be seen that there was a wish to avoid the kind of 

damage and brutality already witnessed in existing settler colonies. However, there 

was a fundamental reluctance to take any measure that would end the colonial 

process. The acceptance of continuing colonisation, is then deemed as an implicit 

genocidal development until the point of its explicit actualisation.148   

 

Christian Zionism 

 

Interest in a Jewish return to Palestine pre-dated the development of Jewish 

nationalism in the 19th century. Nearly three hundred years prior to Zionism, interest 

in securing a Jewish return to Palestine emerged in England as a consequence of the 

reformation.149 Shlomo Sand notes “The England that was defending its unique church 

of truth and the England that had designated itself as conqueror of vast areas merged 

on the eve of the modern era, in the shadow of the Hebrew bible.”150 

By the 1800’s imperial interests, and the idea of a return to Palestine, became much 

more closely intertwined. The transformation of British power and presence in 

international affairs, for the first time, created the sense that Britain could and should 

play a role in ensuring the Jewish return.  

During this period, and through to the early 20th century, a plethora of plans were 

advanced by social elites, statesman, and clergy to secure Jewish colonisation of 

Palestine. These plans all revolved around the issue of the Eastern Question that was 

to figure largely in British foreign policy until the end of the Ottoman Empire.151 

 

The plans put forward throughout the 19th century saw a great deal of continuity from 

previous centuries. In statements promoting or lending support to the cause of Jewish 

restoration both religious, prophetic discourse, and imperial interests, combined to 
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justify British action in the colonisation of Palestine. This is evidenced in a Times article 

from 1840 referring to the Jewish connection to the land: “It is theirs by a right which 

no other nation can boast, for God gave it to them, and though dispossessed of it for 

so many ages, it is still but partially peopled, and held with a loose hand and a disputed 

title by a hostile power, as if in readiness for their return.”152 

 

From the imperial perspective the creation both of a British presence in Palestine, 

through the establishment of a consulate and Anglican Bishopric, and backing a 

Jewish return, came from the need to secure a sympathetic community in the region 

along the routes to India. This acted as a counter to French and Russian protections 

of the Maronites and Greek orthodox communities. This motive and method for settling 

Palestine is cited by some as the seed of the mandate.  

 

Further efforts throughout the 1800’s shed light on how colonisation would progress.153 

Anthony Ashley-Cooper, 7th Earl of Shaftesbury, outlined the need for an external 

power to protect and oversee the settlement of the territory. This was seen within an 

imperial framework, wherein Britain would remain largely in control of the progress of 

this community, while settlers on the ground would carry out the development of the 

land.  

 

Later writers would further refine the requirements and obstacles of re-settling the 

Jews in Palestine. In 1885 a member of the Ceylon Civil Service (and friend of 

Palmerston) E. L. Mitford, proposed the establishment of a Jewish nation under British 

protection. The protectors would regulate their development to civilisation, then 

withdraw when their national institutions and spirit had sufficiently developed.154 

 

Figures such as Laurence Oliphant and Edward Cazalet played roles in providing more 

concrete proposals for the re-settlement of Jews in Palestine. Later in the 20th century 

plans would be advanced by, then, Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain for the 

colonisation of El Arish In Egypt. This outlook regarded the Jews, at a time when 
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immigration from Eastern Europe and Russia was a concern for Britain, as a 

readymade group of settlers that could support British expansion.155  

On the practical level the plans that emerged for re-settlement maintained some form 

of British oversight. This ranged from direct rule to the providing of good government 

in the territory through British influence, and Ottoman concessions. Similarly, the 

financing of these projects would involve a combination of British sponsorship, to be 

recouped through the future prosperity the Jewish settlers would enable, and private 

contributions.  

However, a significant omission from British discussions on Palestine was the place 

of the Indigenous population. While descriptions of the land altered from desolate to 

fertile, considerations of obstacles to settlement generally revolved around gaining the 

permission of the Ottoman Sultan and concerns over the local government of the 

territory.156 This absence is understandable in the colonial context of British thought, 

as well as Christian Zionism, with their focus on Jewish settlement. Elsewhere, and in 

the case of Oliphant, the presence of local inhabitants was acknowledged. However, 

they were not viewed as representing a significant or indeed permanent community 

with a national or political consciousness.157 To an extent this early oversight informs 

the approach/considerations of the British in formulating both the 19th century 

restoration, and the 20th century mandate.158 

 

It is worth noting of the early formulations of Zionism that the development of belief in 

Jewish restoration was far from monolithic or accepted in mainstream society for much 

of the 19th century. In an insightful examination, Eitan Bar-Yosef highlights the conflict 

between religious and imperial design for the restoration in Palestine, and the 

marginalisation of this advocacy in Victorian culture. This identifies, not only, the 

motives of those associated with efforts to colonise Palestine but calls into question 

assumptions between the Christian Zionists of the 19th century and those of the 20th.  
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In this analysis Bar-Yosef shows the association of many of these societies, and their 

members, with religious fanaticism and mental illness.159 This in turn was closely 

correlated with their stated aim being the conversion of the Jews, with their return to 

Palestine a secondary concern. This is not to suggest that ideas of a Jewish return did 

not circulate widely or receive support in the press and official circles. As has been 

shown there was both support and encouragement. What is shown is the 

acknowledgement among people, such as Shaftesbury, that ideas regarding the 

restoration should not be advocated too zealously in public, in order to avoid the 

charge of fanaticism. Bar Yosef observes. “The crucial point, however, is that despite 

their central social position, and despite the fact that these views enjoyed such wide 

visibility, Christian Zionism did not exist-at least up to the 1880s-within the cultural, 

religious or political mainstream.”160  

This then proceeds to note that despite the success of Shaftesbury in gaining 

Palmerston’s (Prime Minister) support for a plan to encourage Jewish settlement in 

Palestine as a matter of policy, this did not ultimately bear fruit. The discretion viewed 

as necessary in advancing this policy by Christian Zionists is then of interest for the 

parallels it presents to the Zionist movement during the mandate. Bar-Yosef then 

shows Palmerston’s awareness, and use, of the appeal of religion to the proposals 

despite its marginalisation. Though overestimating the power of this demographic, it 

demonstrates both the need to maintain distance from the restorationist groups, and 

their influential position in society.161 

 

The extent to which the motives and intentions of Zionism’s 20th century supporters 

overlapped with those of the Christian Zionists is debatable. While as mentioned the 

ideas of this group were certainly in circulation, the changes in discourse, methods, 

and position of Christian Zionism in British society altered greatly over the course of 

the 19th century. This is not least due to Britain’s changing imperial position, and the 

advent of Jewish political Zionism in the 1880’s bringing a degree of practicality and 

respectability.162  
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Population Transfer in Zionist Thought 

 

Despite the Zionist leadership’s knowledge of a large Arab majority in Palestine, early 

concerns regarding settlement and organisation did not pay much attention to the local 

inhabitants. This is largely due to the other challenges facing the movement i.e. 

resources, diplomatic/political recognition, and legal claims to the land.  

Rhetorically, as has been seen in other cases of settler movements, the land was 

depicted as empty giving rise to the saying attributed to Israel Zangwill that here was 

a land without a people for a people without a land. As has been seen this was meant 

to negate the political and legal claims of the present occupants, rather than disavow 

their physical existence. While this dismissal fit with European attitudes of race and 

civilisation, merely disavowing their claims to the land did not remove the obstacle they 

posed.163  

The spiritual Zionist thinker, and critic of political Zionism, Ahad Ha’Am, drew attention 

to these issues and to the Zionist settler’s encounters with them in 1891. In inferring 

the reason for the settler’s distrust of the Arabs he ventured “The colonist’s aggressive 

attitude towards the native peasants stemmed from their anger towards those who 

reminded them that there is still another people in the land of Israel that have been 

living there and does not intend to leave.”164 The obstacle that the Arabs presented 

fuelled further efforts to diminish their relationship with the territory using traditional 

representations of native/uncivilised populations. These included their cultural 

backwardness, nomadic existence, and their capacity to find and live-in other 

locations.165  

 

With the acknowledgement of the Arab presence, thoughts turned as to how this might 

be dealt with. The belief in the necessity of removing the local inhabitants by some 

means, had been present in early thoughts. However, it was not given serious 

consideration until the possibility of largescale settlement, during the mandate, was 

realised. Mark Tessler notes. “While others, including even Theodor Herzl, 
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occasionally contemplated this sort of "transfer," the possibility of removing Arabs from 

Palestine was not taken seriously or even placed on the Zionist agenda during this 

period.”166 In his diary on 12th June 1895 Herzl noted “We must expropriate gently the 

private property in the estates assigned to us. We shall try to spirit the penniless 

population across the border by procuring employment for it in the transit countries, 

while denying it any employment in our own country…Both process of expropriation 

and removal of the poor must be carries out discreetly and circumspectly.”167   

In spite of the continued presence and advocation of transfer, most prominently by 

Zangwill, the official Zionist position remained that there was room in Palestine for both 

peoples.168 This can in part be seen as an outcome of the moral quandary for some 

Zionists that transfer represented. For others there was the genuine belief that, outside 

of micro transfers of small numbers of Arabs from purchased land, co-existence was 

possible. For some there was a need to limit open discussion of population transfer to 

avoid antagonising the Arabs or potential imperial patrons.  

To an extent this was already occurring in 1907 as land purchases in the Galilee 

proceeded, displacing some Arabs. Criticism of the methods of land settlement by an 

early settler (Yitzhak Epstein) highlighted the dispossession, predicting it would be a 

source of future political confrontation. Masalha states, “Reflected in the Zionist 

establishment’s angry response to Epstein’s article  are two principal features of 

mainstream Zionist thought: the belief that Jewish acquisition of land took precedence 

over moral considerations; and the advocacy of a physically separate, exclusionist and 

literally ‘pure’ Jewish Yishuv.”169 However, it remains evident that discussion of 

transfer, and its use in developing the Jewish state, remained a part of the planning 

for settlement in Palestine.170 

 

All of this was of purely academic concern in in the years prior to the Balfour 

Declaration, as the Zionist movement had no legal charter for Palestine, or imperial 

sponsor for settlement. So long as the Ottoman Empire maintained their opposition to 
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Zionism, there was little that could be practically done to alter the circumstances in 

Palestine. In the aftermath of the Declaration this changed.  

As the mandate began, discussion of transfer, while not disappearing, declined 

publicly in order to avoid antagonising the local inhabitants or imperial officials. 

Additionally, there was still no practical way in which to implement the removal of the 

Arab population. While having gained a secure legal and political right to settle in 

Palestine, the Zionist movement’s position, institutions, and population was not yet 

fully developed or consolidated on the land.171  

 

Seeking to gain Arab consent for the expansion of the Yishuv with promises of financial 

and technical assistance,172 the Zionist leaders followed the pattern outlined by Herzl 

in dealing above the heads of the local population with Arab leaders of the newly 

created states. The promise of benefits used locally in Palestine as a means of gaining 

acceptance for increased immigration, developed into offers of support in absorbing 

potential transferees. Over the course of the mandate these were discussed and 

investigated in order to find land for settlement in Syria, Iraq, and Transjordan.173  

 

From the mid 1920’s to the 1930’s the main division over how to proceed with the Arab 

population lay between the Labour Zionists and the Revisionists, established in 1925 

by Vladimir Jabotinsky. Though both accepted the requirement that some of the Arabs 

would need to be removed for the purposes of a demographic majority and territorial 

contiguity, the two groups deviated over the approach to take. Labour Zionists, 

represented by figures such as Weizmann and David Ben Gurion, sought to 

encourage voluntary transfers, leading to a gradual expansion of the Yishuv and 

reduction in Arab presence. The Revisionists felt more direct and aggressive methods 

were necessary.  

Aside from wishing to expand the territory of the mandate to incorporate Transjordan, 

the Revisionists felt that force/expulsion was the only practical way in which Zionist 

objectives could be achieved, seeing Arab resistance as a logical response to these 
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objectives.174 Masalha comments. “In Jabotinsky’s mind, to conclude an agreement 

with the Palestinians allowing the creation of a predominant Jewish majority and 

eventual statehood – which Labour groups publicly advocated in the 1920’s and 

1930’s – was neither possible nor desirable.” In 1939 Jabotinsky reiterated his attitude 

to population transfer; “There is no choice: the Arabs must make room for the Jews in 

Eretz Israel.” 175 

In reference to the Baltic peoples Jabotinsky demonstrated in this statement, among 

others, the connections being made to the population transfers of the pre and post war 

periods. In particular, the Greco Turkish exchange was seen as a possible model by 

which the compulsory transfer of the Arab population might be achieved. This was 

seen as a “Brutal coercive action imposed by the victorious Turks, but which proved 

ultimately beneficial to the Greeks.”176 More outright statements of the unworkability 

of an accommodation with the Arabs emerged publicly from the mid 1930’s onwards. 

However, the official position remained that transfer was unnecessary, with Jabotinsky 

commenting in 1931: “We don’t want to evict even one Arab from the left or right banks 

of the Jordan. We want them to prosper economically and culturally.” From the 

Revisionist perspective, this was contingent on the inclusion of Jordan in the Palestine 

mandate. Furthermore, it did not remove the aim of the Jews achieving a majority. In 

addition, Jabotinsky remained determined to fight in what he saw as the likely hood of 

Arab resistance.177  

 

While taking place piecemeal, land was acquired by the settlers and the Arabs 

removed. As Arab resistance grew, the need for a more organised and decisive 

transfer received practical consideration. Rather than hoping that the displaced Arabs 

would seek opportunities elsewhere, plans were put forward for a more co-ordinated 

voluntary transfer to other parts of the Arab world.178  

A turning point for the discussion of population transfer, not gone but marginal and 

private while the mandate progressed relative peacefully, was the 1929 Western Wall 
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Riots. This brought about a clear consensus on the necessity of transfer. However, 

the Yishuv was still not yet in a position to carry it out themselves.179 In 1930, though 

still no public calls by the leadership for transfer, proposals began to be submitted both 

amongst the leadership and the British officials for resettlement of the Arabs.180 

A further significant development in the evolution of the transfer debate came, as with 

1929, with the outbreak of the General strike in 1936 and its escalation into open 

rebellion. The strengthening of the Zionist position in the country through immigration, 

military and intelligence capabilities, and other social, economic, and political 

institutions allowed more radical solutions to be considered.181  

Previously plans had been advanced cautiously, as they were dependant on British 

support to implement. In the aftermath of the Peel Commission, for the first-time, 

senior officials openly advocated for some form of population exchange. Moreover, 

there began a gradual shift from voluntary to compulsory/forced transfer as Arab 

opposition and Zionist power increased. In the weeks leading up to the Peel 

Commission the Weizmann – Rutenberg plans were discussed at different times 

between members of the Mapai political committee, Jewish Agency Executive, 

Histadrut and Hagana. They believed that the Arabs of Palestine would not be willing 

to abandon their homes in Palestine for lesser prospects elsewhere.182 In a meeting 

between Ben Gurion, and Moshe Shertok, in May 1936, the possibility of financing 

Arab resettlement, for those displaced by Jewish purchases, in Transjordan was once 

again broached with the High Commissioner. In the initial meeting this was greeted 

with interest, being thought a good idea if the money was forthcoming from the 

Zionists. This was later referenced at a meeting of the Jewish Agency Executive. “We 

now want to create concentrated areas of Jewish settlement [in Palestine], and by 

transferring the land, selling Arab to TransJordan, we can solve the problem of this 

concentration. Even the High Commissioner agrees to a transfer if we equip the 

peasants with land and money.”183 

 

While giving evidence to the 1936 Peel Commission, the senior Zionists also sought 

to lobby both the British and the Commission’s members in London, hoping to shape 
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its conclusions in favour of partition and transfer. To this end a number of plans were 

submitted to the Commissioners, framed as efforts to resolve the land question. These 

proposals sought to concentrate the Arab villages, while freeing their land for Jewish 

settlement. If met with resistance, the government could force them to move.184  

A further influential plan, drafted by David Ben Gurion and Pinhas Rutenberg, was 

conveyed to the Commission both on paper and orally. This sought to aid in the 

transfer/exchange of population between what would be Israel, the Arab state, and 

TransJordan. Referencing the memorandum Moshe Shertok recorded of his meeting 

with the American general consul; “Wadsworth said that it was known to him that the 

[British] government was very impressed by the proposal contained in the 

memorandum that we had submitted to the Royal Commission concerning the transfer 

of the Arabs from Western Eretz Yisrael [i.e. Palestine] to TransJordan.”  

At the same time efforts were made to come to an agreement with Emir Abdullah of 

Jordan, in need of investment in the largely barren Transjordan. This would provide 

financial assistance in exchange for the resettlement of the Palestinian Arabs. These 

meetings were aided by Ben Gurion, who arranged for contact between Pinhas 

Rutenberg, William Ormsby Gore (Colonial Secretary) and Professor Coupland 

(Commissioner). Despite this doubts remained amongst some Zionists over the 

feasibility of mass transfer rather than its acceptability.185  

 

The Peel Commission came to the conclusion that the mandate was unworkable on 

its present terms and thus recommended partition, with an exchange of populations. 

Though officially an exchange, the disparity in population sizes meant that more Arabs 

than Jews would need to be transferred.186Though voluntary transfer would be 

encouraged it would be compulsory as a last resort. The official recommendation and 

legitimisation of population transfer, not only transfer but compulsory transfer, was a 

boon to the Zionist leadership who saw in it official approval to secure a clear 

demographic majority in Palestine. This had been expected to take nearly a century 

to achieve.187 Reacting to the proposal Ben Gurion stated: “If we do not succeed in 

removing the Arabs from our midst, when a Royal Commission proposes this to 
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England, and transferring them to the Arab – it will not be achievable easily (and 

perhaps not at all) after the [Jewish] state is established…the thing must be done 

now.188 

 

While careful to avoid advocating publicly for forced transfer, the likelihood of voluntary 

movement still seemed low. There was now a growing connection with transfer and 

forced expulsion, as well as the possibility of armed conflict, when the anticipated 

resistance materialised.189 Later in regard to Arab intervention Ben Gurion commented 

“it is very possible that the Arabs of the neighbouring countries will come to their aid 

against us. But our strength shall exceed theirs.”190 

 

While the Zionist Congress ultimately endorsed the Royal Commission’s findings, it 

was done so with the understanding that there would be further negotiation on borders 

of the partitioned territory. Masalha notes of the Zionist response. “Weizmann had said 

so outright, even as the Peel Commission was deliberating, to no less than the High 

Commissioner himself: ‘we shall expand in the whole of the country in the course of 

time… this is only an arrangement for the next 25 to 30 years.”191 

Regardless of whether the delegates to the Zionist congress accepted or rejected 

partition there was an acceptance that transfer was a necessary pre-requisite for the 

formation a Jewish state.192 The question hinged on the means of enacting compulsory 

transfer, whether this would provoke a response from the Arab world, and whether 

voluntary transfer over time was more realistic. During the course of these 

deliberations the first transfer committee was established by the Zionist congress in 

order to deal with these questions of feasibility.  

Despite the ultimate abandonment of the Peel Commission’s recommendations by the 

British, population transfer, and plans for it, continued to be advocated. For some this 

was not a question of strategy or feasibility, but of the Jewish people’s higher right to 

the land.193 Between the end of the Peel Commission and the submission of the 

mandate to the UN, several propositions were put forward despite the British nominally 
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abandoning the idea of partition and transfer with the 1939 White Paper. While much 

of the discussion had previously been aimed at convincing the British to adopt and 

carry out the policy, the plans that followed Peel looked in more detail at the practical 

issues involved.  

 

This is not to say that support for population transfer was unanimous throughout the 

Yishuv, that objections to forcible transfer were not raised,194 or that there was a 

consistent effort to formulate and enact widespread transfer throughout the mandatory 

period. Only on a limited number of occasions, three time according to Ephraim Karsh, 

was transfer discussed by the Executive of the Jewish agency.195 However, what is 

shown are the numerous references made by members of the Executive elsewhere, 

in diaries, statements, speeches, and other writings, sometimes supported by British 

and Arab officials, for population transfer. Despite a gradual increase in importance 

and planning as a response to Arab resistance, and inconsistent efforts to lobby for its 

implementation; discussion, whether public or private is a long-term feature of thought 

throughout the Zionist movement’s history.  

 

British Governing Structure 

 

Responsibility for administering Palestine was subject to a system of overlapping 

jurisdictions over the course of Britain’s thirty-year occupation, and indeed had been 

for the extent of British involvement in the region. The Colonial Office became involved 

in the Middle East in order to supervise the mandatory territories of Iraq, Palestine, 

Transjordan, and Aden. This brought it into conflict, sometimes, with the jurisdiction of 

the Foreign Office which was then responsible for overseeing diplomacy and relations 

with the newly created states of the region. Additionally, there was the government of 

India, responsible to the India Office, which both then and in the past, had been largely 

responsible for relationships, and policy, with the Gulf Sheiks when communication 

with London was less practical. This government and department once again 

overlapped with the Colonial Office’s control of Aden. Added to these political groups 

came the military departments. The Air Ministry was nominally responsible for Defence 
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policy throughout the Middle East. It was supplemented by the Admiralty, which had 

responsibility for strategy and defence in the Persian Gulf. These overlapping spheres 

of influence created problems, particularly in times of crisis, when different ministers 

came to different conclusion regarding British interests in the region. There thus 

emerged a contest for influence between the departments in London, as well as 

between the London departments and the men on the spot, for influence and the 

direction of policy in the Middle East. This was just as, if not more, intense in 

Palestine.196 

 

Following the conquest of Palestine, from 1917 to 1918, the control of the territory fell 

to the Occupied Enemy Territory administration (OETA South) lead by General 

Edmund Allenby. Despite the apparent dominance of military control that would be 

expected during the war, and its immediate aftermath, responsibility for Palestine was 

quickly divided. Ultimate decision-making power lay with the Prime Minister and the 

Cabinet197 (during the war the War Cabinet). However, different departments and 

power groups could influence these decisions and, at the very least, make minor day 

to day decisions on the ground, if not alter the general policy laid out by the Cabinet. 

In the period of the OETA, both the War Office and the Foreign Office where involved 

in the administration of Palestine. The War Office in London was ultimately responsible 

for the policy of administration, on the ground. Answering to the War Office was 

General Allenby as leader of the OETA, below him were the three chief administrators, 

and responsible to them were the military governors established in different districts 

of Palestine. The involvement of the Foreign Office came about as a result of the 

various promises Britain had made to the Arabs, Allies, and Zionists over the course 

of the war. As such the future of Palestine, a question of British Foreign policy, was 

yet to be resolved. In order to determine the political future of the territory, the Foreign 

Office appointed an official, the chief political officer, to gather intelligence and report 

on the political situation in Palestine, so that the Foreign Office could make a decision 

on its future status.198  
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In the period of military administration day to day policy was bound, to an extent, by 

international law regarding territory occupied in wartime. In these circumstances the 

status quo was to be maintained, with no significant or deliberate alterations to the 

conquered society. The decision to maintain the status quo was protested at the time 

by Chaim Weizmann, then leading the Zionist Commission to Palestine, but ultimately 

upheld by Balfour. As such it was one of the few times in this period the British 

government made a policy decision that impacted the operation of the OETA on the 

ground.199  

 

The military administration of the OETA came to an end on the 30th June 1920. 

Although the mandate would not officially come into force until 1922, a civilian 

administration was initiated in 1920. The civil administration, put in place, followed the 

British colonial model. The highest position within the administration was the High 

Commissioner (HC) granted almost absolute power, though subject to London’s policy 

decisions. The HC was able to appoint and dismiss administrative officials, as well as 

being the Commander in Chief of the Armed forces in Palestine. The HC was also the 

president of the two councils that operated below, and in conjunction, with him. These 

were the Executive and Advisory councils.  

The Executive council existed as the highest administrative body. Its members 

included the Attorney General, Treasurer, and Chief Secretary while the HC acted as 

President. It was then constituted of the highest positions in the mandatory 

government. The purpose of the Executive was to advise the HC on the problems 

which he referred to it. As such it did not meet regularly. These included policy and 

legislation as well as the broader issue of administration. Decisions taken by the 

Executive were not democratic, subject only to approval or dismissal by the HC 

himself.  

The Advisory council served as the only legislative body in the administration. Its 

members, besides the HC who was once again president of the council, included the 

members of the Executive council, and the heads of departments responsible for 

public services. In the case of both the Executive and Advisory councils the members 

were all British, excluding the local Palestinian and Jewish community membership. 

Responsible for discussing and drafting the legislation that was then considered by 
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the Executive Council, the decisions made by the Advisory council were once again 

subject to approval or disapproval by the HC. These three bodies, the HC, Executive 

and Advisory Councils, constituted the main, on the ground, decision makers with 

regard to implementing the broad policy directives received from London. They were 

responsible for overseeing the running of the mandate and for responding to unrest or 

political problems, as well as gathering and processing the information that would be 

used to advise the government in London.200  

 

In London there was a similar transition as administration shifted from military to 

civilian control. In 1920 the responsibility for the mandates, including Palestine, was 

transferred from the War and Foreign Offices to the Colonial Office, and within that the 

Middle East Department, in 1921. The Middle East Office operated as a link between 

the local administration, outlined above, and officials in the Colonial Office and 

Cabinet.201 Information would be sent from the HC to the Middle East Department. 

From there, either advice or requests for further information would be sent back. More 

important matters were communicated upwards from this department, first to one of 

the Assistant Undersecretaries of State who would then report to the Colonial 

Secretary and from there, to the Cabinet and Prime Minister. This was not a rigid 

process and depended on the general stability of the territory in question for how much 

latitude was given to officials on the ground. In the case of the Foreign Office, still 

responsible for relations with the Arab states, the Eastern Department was the primary 

body that dealt with the region. Here again was a similar structure to the Colonial Office 

and the Middle East Department. The head of the department answered to a superior, 

in the case of the Eastern Department superintending deputy under-secretary of state 

for Eastern affairs, and above him the Foreign secretary and 

assistant/undersecretaries of state. As a result of the far wider jurisdiction of the 

Foreign Office and the Eastern Department, additional complexity in the chain of 

command reflected the more various responsibilities of officials for different regions. 

Relying on diplomats and consuls throughout the region the exchange of information 

and perspective on policy in regard to Palestine was thus different for the Colonial 

Office, which was reliant on opinion in Jerusalem.  
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A greater amount of prestige, in terms of competence and professionalism and thus 

political influence was lent to the Foreign Office, with its broader responsibilities, and 

in some ways narrower base of support amongst Arab rulers. The Colonial Office was 

confronted with the more difficult, and conflicting views, of the Jewish and Arab 

communities. Depending on the degree of latitude being given, the HC and 

administration in Palestine can similarly be considered influential. As circumstances 

changed the ultimate source of policy began to shift. The Cabinet, Foreign Office, or 

other influential non-official, could intervene or be selected during the formulation 

stage of policy. How and when this occurred had ramifications for policy, and the 

manner of its implementation.202  

 

Both officials within the formal structure, and those outside them, were able to 

influence the information being presented, and decisions being made by weight of their 

positions or personal relationships. As their impact was dependent on the context in 

which they involved themselves, their participation will be addressed as they become 

relevant over the course of the analysis.203 

The early years of the mandate (1922-1929) represented a period of relative stability, 

after the unrest and riots that followed the war and the peace conferences. It is in this 

period that authority was largely delegated to the local administrations and 

departments of state. This was largely the case with Palestine during this, and later 

periods. Though the Prime Minister/Cabinet generally acted as the ultimate decision 

maker; over the thirty-year period of British control, they only infrequently altered the 

general principles of the mandate, generally leaving it to the department of state or 

local administration. Cases of intervention occurred largely at times of unrest e.g. 

1929-1930, 1936-39, and 1945-48, when significant changes in policy were 

considered. This interference was not solely restricted to intervention from the 

executive. Throughout the mandate there existed a relatively small and unchanging 

groups of officials among the senior staff of the Colonial Office, and some in the Middle 

East Department, that were able to give a degree of consistency to policy. Contests 

over influence between the colonial and Foreign Office often came in periods of crisis 

where, as noted, the greater prestige of the Foreign Office aided in overruling the 
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opinions of the Colonial Secretary. These cases came mainly in the 1930’s, when the 

global context began to erode the isolation that the Colonial Office had sought to 

achieve for Palestine from the region as a whole. This was naturally in contrast to the 

Foreign Office view, that saw Palestine as connected to the wider region through their 

contact with Arab leaders. The growing international concern of war, first with Italy in 

Abyssinia, then Germany in Europe, gave the Foreign Office growing sway in the mid 

to late 1930’s, when a need to consider the Middle East as a region became more 

pressing. This was supplemented further with the inclusion of the Arab rulers in efforts 

to stabilise the Arab strike, and then rebellion. In the aftermath of the Second world 

war the position of the Foreign Office remained influential, particularly given both the 

need to secure British relations with the Arab states, and the position of Ernest Bevin 

in the Cabinet.204 

 

The lack of interdepartmental processes for co-ordinating policy meant that 

divergences in outlook, and in some cases the narrow focus of departments, between 

their own responsibilities, terms of reference, and the broader state interests were 

unresolved.  

Over the course of the mandate frequent interventions were made by the Treasury. 

This was in response both to the more traditional British colonial approach of limiting 

fiscal expenditure on underdeveloped colonies that could not return the investment, 

and also as a response to circumstances. The economic downturn, and national debt, 

that existed in the aftermath of the First World War ushered in an era of budget cuts 

and garrison reductions across the empire. This was further reinforced with the onset 

of the Depression in 1929, and in the aftermath of the Second World War for the same 

reasons as the first.  

Moving from economics to security the intervention of the Chiefs of staff came not only 

in debates over the importance of Palestine to British imperial security, but also in the 

formulation of the Peel Commission, the boundaries of partition, and the guarantees 

of British bases. The importance of these large-scale factors meant that at times these 

other departments were able to influence Cabinet policy towards Palestine far more 

than the Offices responsible for the Middle East.205 
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With regard to less official intervention this came from a number of sources. In the 

case of the Foreign Office, as has been noted, influence could come from any number 

of diplomatic, consular, or military positions throughout the Arab world, either used by 

or with the backing of the Arab leaders they were associated with. In the process of 

policy formation, or as a direct link with decision makers these interventions could be 

influential. This is particularly seen with regard to the Foreign Office’s capacity to 

influence policy in the late 1930’s as it was able to draw on a relatively uniform attitude 

to Palestine, from Arab rulers, that the Colonial Office was not. Additionally, through 

efforts to directly lobby the British government, the Arab and Palestinian leadership 

attempted to exert an influence on policy formation by communicating their own 

information and appeals on the future of Palestine.206  

The Zionist Organisation, and later the Jewish Agency, operated along more 

established lines, having the legal, political, and diplomatic machinery already 

available in London. This granted them an advantage in organisation and experience 

of British official practices. Due to this, and the fact that for much of the mandate they 

did not employ organised guerrilla violence against British personnel; they were 

considered far more a legitimate interest group then the Arab lobbyists.207  

 

Finally, there was the position of the Palestine administration within this scheme of 

policy formation. In the relationship between the administration in Palestine and 

London offices the High Commissioner occupied a position of significant influence 

regardless of personal character or the intervention of senior or non-official groups. 

This stemmed from the fact that he was at the top of a hierarchy that was largely 

undemocratic, and in which he held complete decision-making power. In addition, the 

HC participated in the discussion and development of policy, and the determination of 

how information received would be used.208  

From there, he held additional power as the main channels of communication moved 

almost exclusively through his position. Even were there were efforts to circumvent 

the HC, the London government was determined to stick to protocol and maintain the 
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existing channels. The result of this monopoly on communication, as well as executive 

power, was the ability of the HC to transmit his personal views and ideas on the 

running of the mandate and broader policy. In the 1920’s, and for part of the 1930’s, 

the ability of the HC to influence White Hall became more significant. This was in large 

part due to the lack of a regional and international threat or concern for Palestine that 

would bring about interference from other departments. Gabriel Sheffer noted of the 

time. “The international scene was at this time relatively calm and hence the possibility 

of international interference in Palestinian affairs remote. Therefore, the pressures 

exerted on Whitehall both by the 'man-on- the-spot' and by groups within Britain were 

bound to loom large and to be taken seriously.” 

The final influence, although rare in the case of Palestine was domestic politics. 

Though concern for Palestine amongst the British public was greater at moments of 

crisis, it remained largely disinterested for most of the mandate. Domestic political 

pressure most often came from opposition parties in parliament regardless of their own 

policies or conduct when in office, in which they pursued largely the same approach. 

These attacks by the opposition were supported at times by the Zionists, and Arab 

groups respectively, when it suited their purposes. However, they only became 

influential in shaping government policy when the current British government was 

weak in terms of its parliamentary majority. This was the case with the rejections of 

the Passfield white paper during the Ramsey Macdonald government (1930).209  
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

 

 

Before turning to the main analysis, it is worth commenting on the sources that have 

been used address the questions of this study. This will address the sources selected, 

the methodological restrictions on what the sources can reveal and contribute to the 

analysis, the ways these problems have been overcome, and the material interpreted.  

 

The sources gathered for this analysis, excluding secondary material, came from 

British depositories. A full list of the places and collections can be found in the 

bibliography. This selection is based on the consideration that this research is mainly 

concerned with the experience and interpretation of events by British officials at 

different levels, rather than recreating a complete picture of the events of the mandate.  

The focus on British sources is to gauge their perception and reaction to events that 

were unfolding on the ground, their interpretation of reports and meetings between 

officials and members/leaders of the Zionist movement, and their own reflections on 

British policy and its impact. As a result, the focus on British sources supports these 

efforts to create a clear understanding of how the British were interacting with both the 

supporters, and implementation, of the Zionism in Palestine.  

The sources selected were chosen to meet a number of criteria. First and foremost, 

they dealt with the policy discussions that surrounded specific activities within the 

mandate. These concerned the future development of the territory, the status of its 

populations, immigration, security, and land settlement. This then moved to consider 

more ideological, and discursive elements within the British experience. Throughout 

this study, discourse is the primary means by which questions of the general character, 

temperament, objectives, and outlook of the Zionist movement, and its leaders, in 

Palestine will be addressed. This will, secondarily, note comparisons made to past 

cases, and patterns, of settlement. These represent some of the key themes that were 

important to identify in the varied material selected.  

The types of sources utilised also reflect the need to locate a diverse range of 

viewpoints. However, they also serve as a means of providing points of consistency in 

the analysis. One of the problems faced in dealing with the experience and 

understanding of government personnel, is finding sufficient material to ensure a 

relatively consistent analysis, or perspective. With regards to Britain in general there 
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was a fluctuation in the attention given to Palestine, generally centring around crisis 

points.  

In countering this issue the range of sources, and the methodological approach taken 

to the analysis can help provide a clear structural organisation, as will be commented 

on in the main analysis. Government memoranda, reports, Commissions, and official 

communications provided key reference points around which a great deal of other, 

informal, or personal, interactions, and commentary took place.  

In using these main documents, the study does not seek to dissect them in detail, only 

to identify, and examine in the wider context, British engagement with Zionism, and 

the knowledge, awareness, and of the consequences of its policies. This can be best 

seen in discussions around major events.  

It is from this that personnel correspondence, informal communications diaries, and 

memoirs, develop a common point of reference, and provide a clear structure of 

discussion. This allows the changes in opinion, concerns, or support to be more clearly 

judged, and compared.  

 

An additional, but limited, problem that emerged from the source material was the 

ability of the analysis to follow particular individuals within the administration, in order 

to assess changes in their understanding, engagement, and relationship with the 

Zionist movement. This is related to the question of consistency. As will be seen many 

officials came into contact with Palestine at different times and in different 

circumstances, as the context on the ground and in the world shifted. This, as has 

been stated, generally occurred around moments of change, and presented difficulties 

given the spread of material around multiple depositories. However, there are a 

significant number of officials that remained in posts connected to the governance of 

Palestine or retained a personal interest. These feature heavily in the analysis and 

demonstrate the changes in British knowledge, intent, and perceptions of the Zionists.  

 

Furthermore, the correspondence and writings of those who did not play a consistent 

role in the mandate are still relevant for the light they were able to shed on the wider 

attitudes of those involved. These voices provided a broader look at the discourse and 

perspective of non-officials, and the attitudes and commentary of those personnel 

outside senior decision-making positions. 
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As a result, while there was not a running commentary regarding the themes of this 

study, there were frequently events that provided common points of reference for 

various officials at different levels to address these concerns. This then provides both 

key points across the history of the mandate that can be contextualised and compared 

to other moments in order to analyse changes and continuities. It further provides key 

figures whose views, knowledge, and opinions regarding the Zionist movement and 

its project in Palestine can be judged.  

These threads, supplemented over time by other commentators that appeared less 

frequently, provided crucial insight into, and analysis of, the mandate, and events at 

the time. They further provided both details, and a consistent structure on which the 

analysis could be built.  
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Chapter 5: Historical Background 

 

 

Britain and the Middle East  

 

In the mid-19th century Palestine was ruled in three Ottoman administrative districts 

(Sanjaks), Nablus, Acre, and Jerusalem. The majority of the population was rural, 

cultivating the land. This rural population was dominated by the clan, with the strongest 

clan leader (sheikh) controlling several villages on behalf of the local official or urban 

notable. They maintained order and implemented policies directed from above. This 

social system began to change as the Ottoman centralisation under the Tanzimat 

reforms progressed. Later exposure to the Europeanised world economy, and imperial 

competition, would accelerate these changes.210   

 

British intervention in the Middle East were limited at first. As an island off the coast of 

Northern Europe there was little in the way of direct land or sea connections to the 

region that would make early diplomatic or military contact of central importance.  

Throughout the 18th century Britain had been involved in major wars in America, India, 

and the Mediterranean. These had led to the establishment of the second British 

empire. The importance of the Middle East was demonstrated for Britain with 

Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt in 1798. For Britain, the conceptualising of the 

Middle/Near East at this time incorporated the Libyan desert through to Persia and 

Afghanistan, accounting for the mainland and sea routes to India.211 While French 

influence was checked in Egypt at the Nile, in Syria/Palestine by a combined British-

Ottoman force, and diplomatically in Iran, the securing of these areas of the region 

would be Britain’s principle strategic goal when dealing with the Eastern question into 

the 19th and 20th century.212 To this end Britain began protecting its interests around 

the Arabian peninsula through the establishment of bases and alliances with the more 

powerful Sheikhs of the region.213 The Eastern Question continued to draw Britain in 

to regional disputes, usually in order to maintain the Ottoman Empire as a buffer 
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against other European powers. This meant, primarily, France in the Mediterranean, 

North Africa and the Levant, and Russia around the Northern approaches to Persia 

and Afghanistan.214  

The intensification of British interest resulted from the construction, and opening, of 

the Suez Canal, between 1859 and 1869. The opening of a route for ships between 

the Mediterranean and the Red sea, bypassing the route around Africa to the East, 

made Egypt and the area around the canal of vital strategic importance for Britain. 

Under Benjamin Disraeli, Britain made use of the Egyptian government’s increasing 

debts in 1875 to purchase their forty four percent of the company. This made Britain 

the largest single holder, with French shareholders still accounting for the remaining 

fifty six percent. A revolt in 1882 against Anglo-French control of Egyptian finances, 

and more generally European staffing and control of the government, led Britain to 

invade and occupy Egypt, seizing full control of the canal. Egypt operated unofficially 

as a protectorate, still officially part of the Ottoman Empire, until the start of the First 

World War when a protectorate was officially declared. Britain’s concerns would 

continue to be dictated by threats to the lifeline of the empire to India. With the securing 

of Egypt, newer threats emerged from German expansion into the region, and efforts 

to establish colonies in Africa, while providing advisors and technical assistance to the 

Ottomans.215  

 

Britain and Palestine   

 

The relatively large commitment of Britain to the protection of Egypt, particularly 

following the opening of the Suez Canal, and the occupation in 1882, brought the lands 

around the canal into sharper focus.216  While having secured naval bases and 

alliances along the Gulf to protect its shipping and approaches to India, the 

establishment of, and commitment to, a secure British presence in Egypt made the 

lands in Syria/Palestine a source of strategic concern. Defence of the canal for 

strategic reasons was not the only consideration. Trade and commerce carried on 
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steam ships required frequent stops in order to refuel. Given the importance of trade 

with India, there was a commercial interest added to wider strategic concerns.217  

With the French interest in the Levant enhanced by its history of trade, military aid, 

and involvement with the Maronite Christian community, and Russian interests in 

protecting the Orthodox Church, Britain sought its own ways to secure its position in 

Palestine. Britain was quick to follow this trend by encouraging its own missionary, 

educational, and diplomatic efforts to gain a foothold in the territory. The British 

Jerusalem Consulate established in 1839 sought to provide not only diplomatic 

services to British residents of the city, but also to aid and assist in the activities of 

those spreading British influence i.e. missionaries.218The British entry brought with it 

other interests.  

 

The first of these was the Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF) created in 1865. Though 

amongst its founders there existed Evangelists (George Grove) and dedicated 

imperialists (Walter Morrison) the organisation was dedicated to more scientific aims. 

However, this was largely concerned with using scientific methods to identify historical 

proof for the Bible. This specifically concerned the Old testament, as named sites from 

the new testament were already known and held by Orthodox Christian groups. there 

was a further interest in attempting to connect Anglican Protestantism to the ancient 

Israelite kingdoms. For the purposes of the current discussion the strategic role played 

by the PEF will be given prominence.  

Although initially funded by Queen Victoria and Oxford University, the organisation 

soon became dependant on the War Office and Royal engineers for support. This, and 

the close links of its members to the British elite, reflected its additional motive in 

gaining local intelligence, accurate maps, and the entrenchment of Britain’s position.  

In 1880 a PEF flier stated, “The Power that holds the “Promised land” holds the routes 

from East to West.” The contemporary motive for this was further Russian advances 

in the Middle East, however, the information gathered was later used during the First 

World War in defence of the Suez Canal and in the British advance through Palestine.  

In terms of entrenching British influence, the implicit actions of the PEF served to 

proclaim an orientalist view of Western and British superiority. It served to demonstrate 
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the backwardness of Ottoman, Arab, and Islamic (i.e. eastern) society, on the basis 

that the kind of accuracy and organisation in cataloguing and mapping the region (by 

the PEF) had not been carried out by local authorities. This aided in legitimising British 

claims and asserted the Anglo-Protestant, and so imperial Britain’s, connection to the 

land. This thereby dismissed the Islamic presence in favour of emphasising its Judeo-

Christian character. The outcome of this, following the publication of the PEF’s first 

findings in 1869 (the same year the Suez Canal opened), was to stimulate widespread 

interest in visiting the Holy Land as a tourist attraction. This then achieved, as will be 

explored later, a more widespread perception of Palestine amongst the public, rather 

the solely the elite, as connected to Britain, the imperial mission/destiny, as well as the 

Bible.219  

 

The Zionist Movement 

 

Despite many Christian proponents of a Jewish return to the Holy land, and the place 

which Jerusalem held within Jewish belief and prayer, Zionism as a serious force did 

not emerge until the latter half of the 19th century, and not until near its end did it 

emerge as a coherent, influential, and organised political movement.  

With the ending of the corporate society,220 the idea of equality, a shared identity and 

responsibility between all people of the nation as citizens gradually became 

established practice. The extension of tolerance to the Jewish community, albeit with 

the expectation that they renounced their collective identity as a religion and as a 

people, came with greater opportunities for education and employment, previously 

restricted to trade and finance. With the growing participation in society, the economy, 

culture, and politics, of the nation, a Jewish enlightenment began intent on a process 

of productivization. This was to demonstrate to wider society that they were productive 

citizens, both culturally and economically. This shift for Jews in European society 

began in Western Europe, slowly spreading eastward. However, it was not until the 

mid to late 19th century that these changes finally entered Russia under Tsar 

Alexander 2nd.221  
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With the ending of the 18th century and the onset of the 19th, nationalism began to 

supplant traditional conservatism as a major force in European society, stimulating an 

interest in past local cultures and language, as opposed to those imposed on them by 

imperial powers.222 For the Jews this was more a question of whether assimilating and 

integrating, with the new opportunities afforded them, should be done at the expense 

of surrendering their Jewish identity. A division then emerged between a collective 

ethnic identity and a collective religious identity. Embracing the opportunities afforded 

by emancipation and integration, many Jews in Europe redefined themselves, treating 

their Jewish identity as primarily religious, and moving away from a collective ethic 

identity in favour of a national identity. The spread of Jewish emancipation was slow, 

only gradually spreading eastward and to varying degrees. As a result, the trend for 

assimilation in the dominant culture tended to occur in Western and Central European 

states, while in Eastern Europe the use of these cultural trends to re-interpret and 

express features of Jewish tradition, language, literature, history and culture, as with 

other nationalist trends, laid the foundations for the emergence of a Jewish 

nationalism.223  

 

The impact which modernisation and industrialisation were having on European 

society, and the world, in the 19th century also impacted the Jewish communities. 

Emancipation allowed for the spread of Jewish newspapers, some in Hebrew, allowing 

greater communication between different communities and, with technical 

improvements, a more rapid dispersal of knowledge and events. However, there 

emerged a paradoxical trend whereby while technology in transport and 

communication brought Jewish communities around the world in closer contact, these 

communities were also growing apart. The different approaches and reactions to 

assimilation and emancipation, caused differences and distinct identities between the 

Jews of Western, Central and Eastern Europe. Despite this the emergence of a global 

Jewish consciousness was developing as the 19th century progressed.224  

While the consequences of emancipation and assimilation, laid the foundations for 

Jewish nationalism, it was the encounter with setbacks and obstacles to the trends of 
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Jewish assimilation into society that provided the impetus for Zionism. Antisemitism, 

while always present, re-emerged in reaction both to the wider stresses which 

modernisation and nationalism had on European society, and to the changing position 

of the Jews.  

In 1881 Tsar Alexander 2nd of Russia was assassinated. The involvement in the 

revolutionary groups of both men and women, Jews, and non-Jews, represented the 

outcome of efforts to modernise education and society, providing the means for 

common co-operation among different groups in support of higher reformist ideals. 

This event precipitated a wave of pogroms in Eastern Europe which had not been 

seen in over a century.  

In Eastern and Central Europe hostility was added to by the major demographic shift 

that had occurred in the previously separate Jewish communities of Poland, Lithuania, 

and Western Ukraine. The increasing opportunities afforded the Jewish population, 

their growing numbers and presence in revolutionary organisations, and a modernising 

society, created tensions both with the non-Jewish population and the ruling elites of 

the Russian empire who only grudgingly accepted these reforms. In response to the 

assassination, the wave of pogroms and antisemitic attacks from both the popular 

mobs and the state, were unrestrained by official authorities and even sanctioned. 

Neither did the non-Jews of the revolutionary societies intervene on behalf of their 

Jewish partners. These pogroms became a recurring feature of attempts at revolution 

in Russia in 1903, 1905, and finally in the aftermath of the 1917 revolution. With these 

pogroms came reversals in laws granting tolerance and emancipation. Jewish 

residents were restricted to the Pale (land conquered from Poland) while access to 

certain employment and higher education was once again restricted.225  

 

The outcome of these events was not only international protest, shock, and concern 

from a more globally connected and aware Jewish Diaspora, but also a sense of 

betrayal and despair amongst the Eastern European Jews. This was particularly the 

case with the Jewish intelligentsia, which had looked to the revolutionary movements 

as a mean by which a more equal society may be achieved. The pogroms, and 

reversal of equalising laws, caused many to doubt that the progress which had been 
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made over the last century could truly provide the security that had been promised 

and hoped for. The response from the Jewish community to these events was varied.  

Many emigrated to Western Europe, USA, Latin America, and South Africa, while 

relatively small numbers began moving to Palestine.226 Others, incensed by the 

injustice and discrimination suffered by the Jews in the wake of 1881, continued to 

associate with revolutionary movements aimed at reforming wider society. Some came 

to believe that justice could not be attained in any of the countries in which they lived; 

it could only be achieved within a country of their own. This was spurred on by the 

renewed self-awareness that enlightenment thought, nationalism, and the renewed 

and potent discrimination it had provided. It is from these groups that Zionism first 

began to emerge.227  

This sense of disenchantment and alienation was not restricted to Russia and Eastern 

Europe, though it was here that the dangers and the pressures for Jews were most 

intense. It was also felt in the West. Anti-Semitism, of a new kind, was arising as a 

result of the same historical factors alongside Jewish emancipation and assimilation. 

While previously antisemitism existed as an intolerance and hatred of the Jewish 

religion228 Social Darwinist ideas began to be applied to the Jewish population, now 

identified as a race, just as secularisation and assimilation into society began to 

weaken the more obvious distinctions between Jews and non-Jews. With this came 

the association with Jews of many of the traits that those supporting integration and 

productivization had sought to shed. Namely, that Jews were parasites, incapable of 

creating their own culture or society, in addition to being responsible for the problems 

of capitalist society, revolution, and disruption to the social order.229 

The Jews were then confronted with an inability to either integrate or have their 

assimilation accepted. While there had been an acknowledged solidarity and 

identification between the different communities of the diaspora, now a national 

consciousness began to emerge alongside other nationalist trends.  

The second aspect to nationalist development that represented a particular issue for 

the emerging Jewish movement was establishing the legitimacy of their desire for a 

national identity, and state of their own. Although Jewishness as a collective identity 
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was acknowledged there existed a difficulty in recognising a community spread over 

many continents, nations, cultures, languages as a singular homogenous unit.  

The Bible served as the best evidence of the Jews genealogical relationship as a 

people, and to a specific place. However, it was in Protestantism, particularly 

evangelism, undergoing a revival in the early 19th century, that promoted this 

connection and utilised the Bible in education more than Jewish teachings. The 

emerging Zionist groups adapted this religious component, recited in prayer, and 

hopes for millennia (next year in Jerusalem) and attempted to give it practical meaning. 

Rather than awaiting the arrival of a messiah, these groups sought to establish a return 

to Zion by their own power.  

 

Despite internal disagreements, the religious conservative’s objection to the 

subversion of Gods plan, the left’s reluctance to support these religious concepts, 

there emerged in Russia and Eastern Europe the Hovevevi Zion (The Lovers of Zion) 

who both moved away from and utilised the Jewish religious connection to the 

promised land. They began to discuss the land not as an abstract or mythical idea 

from religious teachings, but as a temporal reality, a physical piece of geography that 

could be settled with the right planning, organisation, and expertise.230  

This development, and the sporadic efforts to establish Jewish settlement in Palestine, 

began prior to the 1880’s period outlined, and were not yet part of an international 

effort. Multiple groups with the same ideas, objectives and actions were beginning 

emerging on their own throughout Eastern Europe.231  As with other nationalist 

movements they sought, despite internal disagreements, to use the historical 

symbolism, traditions, and myths, to mobilise efforts for settlement in Palestine. This 

marked what Gershom Scholem described as the Jews return to history.232  
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Theodor Herzl and Zionism  

 

Out of this context came the input of Theodore Herzl. Herzl is credited with both 

offering a new direction to the movement and attaining for it, international recognition, 

legitimacy, and organisation.233  

Whereas previous Zionist efforts had been concerned with small scale efforts to 

escape immediate hardships, injustices or disenchantments, Herzl envisioned a mass 

solution to the Jewish problem. Making use of modern means of transportation, 

finance, construction, and communication, he believed the resettlement of Jews in a 

nation of their own to be the solution to the wider existential threat.234 Spiritual Zionists 

favoured settlement in Palestine as a means of preserving Jewish culture, traditions 

and religion from assimilation and secularism. Herzl’s political Zionism imagined a 

sovereign state, equal to others, and began imagining the practical steps required to 

bring it about.235 This foresaw the mass transfer of people to Palestine, the types that 

would be necessary to establish a state, and the international organisation necessary 

to organise this movement. Crucially he identified the need for a great power, and 

international support to succeed.236  

Initially, Herzl hoped to gain the support of major Jewish philanthropists in Western 

Europe. He was dismissed outright by some and, while others thought his ideas 

impractical. Herzl outlined his thoughts in the 1896 pamphlet Der Judenstaat (The 

Jewish State). Its publication, and subsequent response, allowed Herzl’s ideas to 

spread throughout the Jewish world. This gave him the recognition, prestige, and 

notoriety to bring together the different Zionist groups that had been emerging, and 

already settling Palestine.  

The 1897 Basel conference that emerged from Herzl’s growing following served to 

crystallise the Zionist movement’s structures, institutions, and mission. The 

conference brought together many different Zionist groups from all over the world. It 

was this organisation, both of bringing together delegates, debating, and establishing 

a policy to be carried out by a sitting president and executive, that laid the foundations 
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for future Zionist organisation. 237 The conference that followed laid out the practical 

measures the congress would follow in order to secure their state. This gathering 

succeeded in attracting delegates from different backgrounds, and countries, while 

raising the profile of the Zionist movement to an international level in the eyes of the 

great powers.238  

While Herzl had hoped for greater support from Western European Jewry, his largest 

base of support came from the East. These groups were encouraged to immigrate to 

Palestine, forming the bulk of the settlers in an environment that had little attraction for 

more assimilated Jews of Western Europe.239  

 

This then was Herzl’s main contribution to the Zionist movement, and the direction it 

would take. Herzl’s interpretation of the dangers facing the Jewish community at a 

global level, and its solution served to bring together the different Zionist groups, and 

gain recognition for the movement amongst statesman and social elites of Europe and 

America.240  

 

The First World War and Palestine   

 

From the outbreak of the First World War, and the Ottoman Empire’s entry on the side 

of the Central powers, the protection of British interests from foreign intervention into 

the region became a serious concern. To this end the De Bunsen Committee of 1915, 

outlined these strategic interests, and plans for the partition of the Ottoman empire in 

the aftermath of the war.241  

As a result of the stalemate that existed on the Western Front until 1917, the British 

government sought a number of ways to break the deadlock. The collapse of Herbert 

Asquiths’ Liberal/Conservative coalition in 1916 brought to power a conservative 

dominated, but Liberal led, coalition under David Lloyd George. The outcome of this 

change in government shifted power to those who sought to avoid the attrition and 

grind of the Western front by seeking victories in, what some considered, the 
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peripheral conflict with the Ottoman empire. General Sir Edmund Allenby was to 

command British forces in Egypt with the aim of attacking through Palestine and 

securing “Jerusalem before Christmas.”242 This was one of several independent but 

related efforts to not only defeat the Ottoman empire but to secure imperial interests, 

the support of the Entente members, and obtain domestic and international 

propaganda. The prestige of taking Jerusalem for Britain, as will be seen, was both of 

romantic, personal, and strategic importance for Lloyd George.243 

 

The Zionist movement at the outset of the war was careful in its efforts to avoid 

antagonising any of the combatants. A consciousness of the global nature of their 

movement made them unwilling to jeopardise any part of it by taking sides. In 

Palestine, Zionist settlers first offered their services to the Ottoman authorities in order 

to protect their position, and maybe secure further Jewish settlement. Their rejection 

led some to offer their services as intelligence agents to the British, arguing for Jewish 

regiments to be formed. This in part laid the groundwork, and provided experience for, 

later military and intelligence structures within the Zionist movement.244  

Despite this, there were groups and individuals who made efforts to gain the support 

of different sides of the conflict. While there was some belief that support of the Central 

powers (Germany, Austro Hungary, Ottoman Empire) would be useful in securing a 

Jewish state, the Kaiser having visited Palestine prior to the war and Germany making 

inroads into the region, there was still the question of Ottoman resistance to Jewish 

settlement.245 Others, both in and outside of Palestine, had greater hopes for British 

and French support, both being more liberal in their support and sympathy for Zionism 

than the other prospective powers. However, their alliance with Russia, and the 

hostility felt by many in the Zionist movement towards it, gave some reservations in 

offering or seeking support to the entente.246  
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The prospect of British annexation of Palestine, and the favouring of Jewish 

colonisation and cultural development, was broached in 1915 in a memorandum to the 

British cabinet by Herbert Samuel, a supporter of political Zionism.247 This later gained 

the support of Mark Sykes.248  

The efforts of Weizmann, then a member of the English Zionist Federation made little 

more impression on the British cabinet, than Samuel or Sykes, until the ascension of 

Lloyd George to Prime Minister.249 From this stage, with the support of Arthur Balfour 

and other sympathetic members in government and wider society, the discussion and 

a process of drafting a statement of support for Zionism took place, resulting in the 

Balfour Declaration.250 It is here that the interplay of Christian evangelical beliefs 

influencing some members of the cabinet, the strategic considerations building over 

the last century, and the erroneous beliefs of Jewish power and influence as an aid in 

the war effort came together to support opening Palestine to Jewish settlement..251 

 

The Peace Conferences 

 

It was at the Paris peace conference that the partition the Ottoman Middle East would 

be determined. While Arab and French claims to Syria and the Levant were heard, the 

Zionist movement, represented predominantly by Chaim Weizmann and Nahum 

Sokolov, submitted their statement to the council of ten representing the victorious 

powers (with Britain represented by Arthur Balfour and Lloyd George). Following the 

presentation of the statement by Sokolov, Weizmann outlined the practicalities of the 

Zionist initiative, demonstrating that the territory could absorb 4 to 5 million immigrants 

(matching the previously stated aims). Additionally, the assistance of a great power 

would be necessary. While some difficulties emerged from disagreements within the 

Zionist delegation, the meeting was viewed largely as a fait accompli by Weizmann. 

While this was taking place, their remained growing concerns, even by senior Zionists 
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in the British government, about the tensions surrounding the presence Zionist 

movement in Palestine.252  

 

An effort was made during the course of the conference to hear the opinions of the 

Arab population of the Middle East as regards the post war settlement. Proposed by 

President Wilson of America, opposed by the French, and treated with suspicion by 

Britain the King Crane Commission toured and heard from delegations from different 

regions of the Middle East. Reporting to the peace conference on 28 August 1919, it 

was quickly disregarded without much resistance from the USA. However, as will be 

seen, its reports went some way to acknowledging, in the case of Palestine, the 

opposition of the local Arabs.253  

The result of the conferences was the awarding to Britain the mandate for Palestine, 

which came into effect as in 1923. This included the incorporation of the Balfour 

Declaration in its articles, as well as provisions for a Jewish Agency to co-operate with 

and advise the administration, as well as the encouragement of immigration, and 

settlement.254   

 

The British Mandate for Palestine 

 

With the failure of the Palestinian elites to successfully resist international and British 

support for Zionism, nationalism began to be directed at securing self-rule in Palestine. 

This opposition was demonstrated early in the mandate. In 1920, protests around the 

festivals of Nebi Musa and Easter began. This erupted into violence resulting in 

several deaths.255  

 

With the appointment of Herbert Samuel, already known to be a Jewish Zionist, efforts 

were made to balance pro Zionist policies with the creation of the supreme Muslim 

council in 1922. Following the death of Kamil al Husayni, (Grand Mufti) his brother 

Amin al Husayni was appointed as Grand Mufti and head of the Supreme Muslim 

council in 1921. Despite the relatively pro-British, disposition of the Palestinian elites, 
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and an apparent rapport between al Husayni and Herbert Samuel, there remained a 

clear opposition to British support for Zionism. With the outbreak of further riots in Jaffa 

in 1921, efforts were made to provide clarity to the British Zionist policy in Palestine.  

This was encompassed in the Churchill white paper of 1922, which then officially 

applied the principle of absorptive capacity to immigration, as well as nominally 

disavowing the intent to create a Jewish state or national home on the entirety of 

mandatory Palestine. Efforts were made by the British to institutionalise their colonial 

rule further with the establishment, at least nominally, of self-government. This 

legislative council would be backed by a shadow cabinet of British officials and 

overseen by the High Commissioner. Ultimately this came to nothing. Until 1928 the 

Palestinian elites refused to except parity in representation, that actually favoured 

Zionist/British power, on the proposed council.256  

 

Major concerns did not emerge until 1929 when a dispute over the erection of screens 

to separate male and female worshippers at the Western Wall in Jerusalem erupted 

into violence. This came first between Zionist groups, organised by Vladimir 

Jabotinsky, and Arab groups motivated, in part, by their leaderships claims of a  

violation of agreements regarding control of the holy sites. The violence quickly 

escalated and spread beyond Jerusalem. As a result, over 116 Arabs and 133 Jews 

were killed, while around 17 Jewish colonies were evacuated.  

The eruption of violence, and difficulty for the British in bringing it under control, 

prompted an official investigation in the form of the 1929 Shaw Commission and 1930 

Hope Simpson report. While the Shaw Commission was limited to investigate only the 

immediate causes of the riot, it noted the underlying tensions and hostility that 

continued to exist amongst the Arab population towards the growth and influence of 

the Zionist movement. This regarded its aims in Palestine, and the thwarting of their 

own nationalist aspirations. Its conclusions recommended a re-evaluation of 

immigration and land sale policies.  

This in turn produced the Hope Simpson report. In investigating the recommendations 

of the Shaw Commission. It stated that restrictions should be placed on land sales, 

while immigration should continue to be restricted to the absorptive capacity of the 
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country.257 This was formally stated in the same year by the Passfield white paper 

which placed further limits on immigration. Though these measures were eventually 

reversed by the Prime Minister, Ramsey MacDonald, following protests and lobbying 

by the Zionist movement, they confronted Britain more firmly with the contradictions of 

their obligations under the mandate. Furthermore, they demonstrated the practical 

complications that were emerging with their support for Zionism, and pledge to protect 

the interests of the non-Jewish population. From this point, discussion increasingly 

centred not only on the contradictions in policy, but how the impact of displacements, 

employment, land possession and political organisation could be mitigated, without 

retracting or halting British policies and obligations.258 

 

The waves of immigration that followed the rise of fascism in Germany, and other parts 

of Europe, greatly exacerbated the tensions in Palestine. Despite restrictions on land 

sales, immigration, both legal and illegal.259 From the Arab perspective, the 

unwillingness of Britain to withdraw support for Zionist settlement and allow the 

establishment of representative government while the Yishuv still represented nearly 

a third of the country, led to more organised opposition to colonial rule. The creation 

of the Arab Higher Committee in 1936 clearly established a leadership structure 

amongst the elites, though still less organised, efficient, and influential than its Zionist 

equivalent.260 The outbreak of a general strike in 1936, resulted from the British failure 

to address Arab national aspirations, immigration, and land transfers.  

This precipitated the most comprehensive assessment of the mandate yet, with the 

appointment of a Royal Commission. The Commission was tasked with assessing the 

history of the mandate, and British obligations as a whole, as well as providing 

solutions to the impasses between the two sides. Al Husayni and the Arab Higher 

Committee initially boycotted the Commission but under pressure from the Arab states 

Husayni and the other members, unofficially gave evidence towards the end of the 

investigation.  
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The report released in 1937 argued for the partition of the country.261 While the Arabs 

outright rejected this proposal, the Zionist movement, headed by David Ben Gurion 

and Chaim Weizmann, convinced the Zionist congress to support the Peel 

recommendation as the basis for further negotiations.262 The strike from there 

developed into outright revolt. This resulted in the declaration of martial law, and a 

transfer of authority to the military while the revolt was suppressed. The consequences 

of this suppression were the crushing of Palestinian armed resistance, and the 

exile/flight of its leadership.263 For the Zionist movement, it afforded the opportunity to 

work more closely with British forces in organising the defence of their settlements. 

Co-operation between British forces and the Zionist militia to deal with the Arab forces 

provided expert instruction, and experience, for the groups that would go on to fight in 

1948.264  

 

The ending of the 1930’s brought events in Palestine to a head. Having initially 

accepted partition, the British, assessing the prospect of another major war, sought to 

consolidate their position in the Middle East by gaining the support of the Arab states. 

While initially supporting partition, the Woodhead Commission despatched to 

ascertain its feasibility, was pressured into ultimately rejecting its possibility. Following 

this, a final effort at compromise was attempted in the 1939 London conference.  

Failing to achieve compromise, the British proposed that Jewish immigration should 

be limited to 75,000 for five years, with further immigration to be dependent on 

approval by the Arab majority. Following this, a binational government was to be 

established after ten years, resulting in independence.  

Gambling that the Jewish population would not side against them in a conflict with 

Nazi Germany, the British issued the 1939 White paper incorporating the suggestions 

of the London Conference.265 In 1939 the British sought to pacify the Arabs while 

buying time to come to a solution at a later date. Tom Segev notes that Ben Gurion 
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suggested in his diary entry, following the London Conference, that “Prime Minister, 

Neville Chamberlain, had explicitly told him that the policy would not outlive the war.”266 

 

In the aftermath of the war, British circumstances had once again radically altered. 

Exhausted from the war, and heavily in debt to the USA, Britain had lost its pre-eminent 

position in the world and was now largely subject to American policy. While Britain 

attempted to maintain control, the aftermath of the Holocaust, and the large numbers 

of displaced people left from the war, created pressure for immigration to Palestine.267 

With immigration prohibited to America and other countries, Palestine remained the 

only viable option. A joint Anglo-American Commission sent to assess the situation 

recommended the immigration of one hundred thousand displaced persons, the 

integration of Jewish and Arab economies, education and political organisations, and 

the development of a bi-national state.268 Britain rejected the proposals on the basis 

of the required immigration, and a refusal to implement a plan not agreed to by both 

sides. Mounting terror attacks by revisionist Zionist groups, the Irgun, and Stern Gang, 

as well as the post war economic difficulties of maintaining a large garrison in Palestine 

led Britain to hand the problem to the newly created United Nations. 269    

 

By November 1947, the UN Special Committee on Palestine once more recommended 

partition. This was once again accepted by the Zionist movement (with the belief it 

could be altered later) and rejected by the Arabs. The British, wishing to avoid further 

costs in men or material, and recognising the capacity for violent confrontation as in 

1936, resolved to withdraw from the mandate if no agreement could be reached 

between the Arab, and Jewish groups. This was eventually determined to take place 

on May 15th, 1948. British forces then moved to secure their withdrawal routes, 

intervening only where politics, security, and the initiative, prejudice and preference of 

individuals dictated.270  
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Following the UN resolution riots, protests and attacks on Jewish transportation took 

place. Fighters from the neighbouring Arab states, and some Palestinian groups that 

were still able to organise mobilised, along with the Zionist militias.271  

With the official ending of the mandate, army units from Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, 

and Egypt declared war on the new state of Israel.272 By mid to late 1948 the Zionist 

forces had pushed back the Arab armies, taking over eighty percent of mandatory 

Palestine. Having been defeated in the field, the Arab states signed armistice 

agreements with Israel. Over seven hundred thousand Palestinians, nearly fifty 

percent of the population became refugees, unable to return,273  while the new Israelis 

celebrated and consolidated their state.274   
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Chapter 6: Idealism, Interpretations, and Facts on the Ground: British 

Deliberations, and Realities in Palestine 

 

“The Declaration has winged anew the imagination of those who were already 

accustomed to build castles in the air, without regard to the realities of this earthly 

life.”275 

 

There existed an incongruity between the expectations of all groups concerned in this 

study, between the ideals espoused, plans drawn up, promises made and the 

requirements of their commitments. This necessitates considering more closely the 

views of the British towards, and about, the Zionist movement. It is in this early period 

that, firstly, the generally idealistic beliefs of what could be accomplished in Palestine 

for Zionism, as interpreted by the British during the war, can be shown. This was 

followed by a gradual unfolding of realities on the ground, and their conflict with the 

expectations and idealism of those who participated in the formation of the Balfour 

Declaration. The issue in this period is what, if anything, changed in British 

perceptions/understanding of the goals of Zionism, and British interpretation of their 

commitments to it. An additional point of interest is why, outside of wartime exigencies, 

these goals seemed attainable. In particular, what problems did they foresee and seek 

to circumvent when discussing both their support for Zionism, and the practical 

experience of its implementation. 

 

This chapter will take into account the original proposals for Palestine, peace 

conferences, and the experiences of the administration on the ground as it interacted 

with the Zionist Commission. It will consider the discourse that took place in and 

between these groups in order to reflect on, and consider, the awareness and 

knowledge of these officials of the Zionist movement’s intentions.  

It is worth noting that, in these early years of serious discussion, there were a number 

of interpretations of what the Zionist project entailed, and British interpretations of their 

support. This was based on individual British connections with, and encounters with, 

Zionism which were by no means uniform. As has been seen there were a number of 
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British motives and references to Zionism that led to a variety of ideas of what British 

support would entail. All of this was before a representative body, and organisation 

had been created to guide policy in Palestine.  

 

The methodology in this chapter seeks to use the source material, outlined previously, 

to centre the analysis on the foundations of British commitments to Zionism, and the 

negotiation over the interpretation of those commitments. This was not just developed 

in Cabinet meetings between the leadership of the British government and the Zionist 

movement, but was engaged with on the ground in Palestine where British 

administrators, first military then civilian, encountered the Zionist movement in the form 

of its Commission and activists.  

The sources selected outlined reports on the proposals for the Jewish National Home, 

its plans, goals, and intentions, and the expectations of the consequences. While 

these were debated at a Cabinet level, they also considered the reports that were 

written, and discussions held, by and about officials on the ground regarding their 

perceptions of the Zionist movement. These factors combine to provide an 

assessment of prior British knowledge of Zionism, what Cabinet decision makers 

understood their commitments to be, the end goals of their involvement, and the 

practical encounters of British officials with the Zionist movement in Palestine. The 

sources, and structure of the argument, in this section, will look at the formation and 

impact of these experiences in the drafting of the Balfour Declaration, the peace 

conferences, the attempt to translate the Declaration into a legal framework, and the 

arguments over the interpretation of the Declaration by British personnel, Zionist 

activists, and the Commission, as it arrived in Palestine.  

 

A Declaration in Favour of What? Debate on British Commitment to Zionism  

 

While not ignorant of the difficulties that existed in legitimising internationally the legal 

right of the Jews to create a state in Palestine, and its practical implementation; 

discussion did not take place with realistic perspectives of the realities in Palestine. In 

drawing the British attention to Zionist plans, Herbert Samuel provided one of the key 

early contacts for the British government to the Zionist movement. This raised both the 

problems and potential of the Zionist project for Palestine.  
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Edwin (Secretary of State for India) and Samuel Montagu (Herbert Samuel’s cousin 

and uncle respectively) had come to oppose Herzl’s political Zionism, in part due to 

the threat it may pose to the position of Jews in their current locations276 However, 

Herbert Samuel became an avid supporter of the movement, and began advocating 

for British government support of its plans to settle Palestine.277  

A series of correspondence between Samuel and members of both the Zionist 

movement and the British Cabinet, between 1914 and 1915, highlighted the 

justification and importance of British support for Zionism, and its objectives. In 

November 1914, around the same time as his meetings and discussions with Chaim 

Weizmann, Samuel wrote about his conversations with Sir Edward Grey.  

On the 9th November, the British were considering the likely breakup of the Ottoman 

Empire. In it, Samuel saw the opportunity the Zionist movement had frequently stated 

it needed to bring their claims to international attention, and gain support for its 

implementation. Samuel stated this clearly when considering his own involvement in 

the movement. “I said that I myself had never been a Zionist because the prospects 

of any practical outcome had seemed so remote that I had not been willing to take part 

in the movement. But now the conditions are profoundly altered.”278 Samuel’s 

concerns, in this instance, were on how to gain support for the project in Palestine. 

The breakup of the Ottoman empire was expected to result in a scramble for territory, 

one which the Sykes Picot agreement was meant to ameliorate by reducing tensions 

between the Allied powers. Samuel made a similar case to previous entreaties for 

British support, while outlining the need for Russian approval. In the latter case this 

concern came for the large Jewish population present in Russia and, as with later 

appeals, the support that might be gained from them by a favourable declaration 

towards Zionism.  

Samuel continued by outlining the importance of Palestine for Britain in terms of its 

strategic proximity to Egypt, but also for the potential economic rewards that may 

follow. In this Samuel proposed a far greater commitment to the Zionist project than 

requested from previous appeals simply for its discussion, public and legal 
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legitimisation, and protection. It further noted the potential obstacles to be 

encountered. “The building up of a new state from the foundations was, of course, an 

undertaking of the most formidable character, especially in view of the elements which 

were to be found in the present population of Palestine.” it was felt by Samuel that 

support from the Jewish communities elsewhere would allow the foundations of a state 

to be laid.”279 

Samuel’s views are confirmed by Chaim Weizmann, who expressed his own surprise 

at these more ambitious ideas for settlement, and the necessary British support. 

Weizmann in this meeting stated the need for a place where the Jews would form the 

important part of the population, lead a life of their own. and possess a university i.e. 

identifiers of their national character. Reflecting on these discussions Weizmann 

wrote. 

“He believed that my demands were too modest, that big things would have to be done 

in Palestine…Mr. Samuel preferred not to enter into a discussion of his plans, as he 

would like to keep them 'liquid’.”  

Samuel further advised him that these views were in the minds of his colleagues in the 

Cabinet, and that he should keep working quietly to prepare for the hour to come. 

Added to this by Weizmann was the note that many of the projects suggested by 

Samuel had been, or were being, attempted by the settlements built so far. From a 

British government in Palestine, they would seek only encouragement of their works, 

a wider measure of local government and the freedom to develop their own culture.280  

Both these observations by Weizmann of Samuel, and his own letter, give an 

indication both of how the ideas and goals of the Zionist project were interpreted by 

influential members of the British Cabinet, and the role envisioned of their support.  

 

What can be seen in these assessments is the consideration that there existed now 

the potential for more direct control in Palestine than had been possible under the 

Ottoman government. This was not yet enough to put forward a policy or to establish 

an international arrangement, until Palestine’s conquest seemed likely. However, the 

designs on Palestine continued in the mould of what had been seen in previous calls 

for British support. In these calls there was little doubt about the establishment of a 
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state in Palestine. In Samuel’s own estimations, and in his meeting with Weizmann, 

he was the one to explicitly outline this. The early identification of Zionism with the 

practical objective of eventual statehood, rather than simply cultural centres or isolated 

colonies, had implications for the future. This is despite disavowals from those 

advocating this policy at the time. While this highlights the practical considerations of 

what senior British figures knew about what they would be committing to support in 

Palestine, there are other elements that identify the perspective that these figures 

approached the issue from.  

 

In these initial conversations another factor is demonstrated in Samuel’s 

considerations of the achievability of the Zionist project by its relative omission. There 

was little consideration of capacity for opposition by the Arab population of Palestine. 

It was referenced as an additional problem to the already formidable challenge of 

founding a state. This was seen as a difficulty that could be overcome if the right 

population was allowed to enter. They were considered controllable, without the 

trappings of civilisation that would legitimise their claims to the land. It was felt that a 

civilising process would overcome any inherent hostility, making them more amenable 

to the settlement program. A further consideration was the danger of replicating the 

circumstances of the diaspora. In this, the problem of the Arab population was 

considered a danger in their availability as cheap labour that would disrupt the 

productivization and return to the soil ideals.  

 

With changing circumstances, the prospects for facilitating Zionism seemed to 

improve. As a result, the attitudes of senior officials; to the position of the Jews, 

material/strategic benefits of settling Palestine, and the romantic ideas of prophecy, 

became more willing to engage with the goals and practical aspects of Zionism. These 

ideas were already relatively advanced in terms of the acceptance of the goal of a 

state, the transformation of the land, and the outlines of the means by which this was 

to be facilitated.  

Questions of whether Beirut or Damascus should be included in Palestine were raised. 

This was deemed inadvisable as it would introduce a large non-Jewish population that 

could not be assimilated. The turn to questions of assimilation, presupposes that the 

Arab population would need to assimilate into the new state that was to be formed. As 
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with previous statements, the present population was acknowledged as a factor, but 

one that could be overcome.  

Of greater interest was the acknowledgement of the demographic question in terms of 

the makeup of Palestine. While this focuses on the wish to limit a greater increase of 

the Arab population, it shows a consciousness of the need to achieve a Jewish 

majority. In considering the problem of Arab consent, the concerns of the local 

population would be catered for by Samuel “In some kind of council to be established 

by the Jews. I expressed a doubt whether the Arab population, who number five sixths 

of the inhabitants, would accept such a government.”281 

The position of the Arab inhabitants is once more considered an issue for the 

advancement of the project, but not one that dissuaded the continuation of Jewish 

settlement. Their presence as a large majority in the proposed area of settlement 

seemed to preclude, for those who aspired to create a Jewish majority state, the 

realisation of this goal. For this group, the overlapping of a Zionist and imperial interest, 

served to justify the entrance of the Movement into Palestine as a loyal, self-funding, 

population. Once there, it would only be necessary to secure the conditions for their 

development to a legitimate majority, rather than a small autonomous cultural centre.  

Of note in these discussions was a general lack of concern for what the Arabs in the 

territory would accept or seek, in the settlement of the Palestine issue. While 

anticipating resistance to minority rule, there was no suggestion of not advancing the 

Zionist project.  

That a minority group being given greater, or overriding, control of the area would be 

seen as illegitimate did not mean that the concerns of the Arabs were being considered 

in a manner that would later become necessary. This did not consider a national 

feeling or outlook from the local population to be existent, or a possible source of active 

resistance. It was taken for granted that these other arrangements, sans minority rule, 

would be accepted without serious, or uncontrollable, resistance. International 

consent, and the securing of a legal guarantee in this area, was seen both as the main 

obstacle to implementing Zionist ideas, and the main thing that would protect its 

position in the land. That the locals would make their owns demands was not given 

serious consideration. This continued in exchanges a week later on the 14th February 
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1915, in which figures such as Lord Reading and Rothschild saw a British protectorate 

in Palestine as the only means of progressing. 282  

These discussions were all influenced and summarised by a series of Memoranda, 

submitted to the Cabinet by Samuel in 1915. This built on and contributed to 

discussions that were already circulating between Samuel and other members of the 

Cabinet. The first of these memoranda were submitted to the Cabinet in January 1915, 

with an amended version being submitted in March. The earlier version was sent to 

others including Lord Rothschild.  

In the January memorandum, the goal of a Jewish state was not considered 

immediately possible in the present circumstances. Much of the memorandum 

presented the achievement of a form of self-government as a long-term development. 

Despite this relative retraction of the aims of Zionism, the consideration of a state as 

an eventual goal was not completely ruled out. Samuel concluded. “To attempt to 

realise the aspiration of a Jewish State one century too soon might throw back its 

actual realisation for many centuries more.” This committed Britain only to providing 

the opportunity for those circumstances to develop. 

Samuel focused in this memo on the circumstances facing the Jewish community in 

Palestine. In the first instance the Jewish population making up only a sixth of the total 

population of Palestine, and the difficulty of any form of minority rule.283 

As an alternative British control would, in Samuel’s words, enable the Jews to 

purchase land, found colonies, and pursue the establishment of religious and cultural 

institutions as well as engage in the economic development of the territory. A majority 

would be achieved through preferential immigration by which time, circumstances 

justifying, self-government would be granted.  

In this instance rather than being simply dismissive of the Arab population, Samuel 

considered it as potentially supportive of the project, given the civilising benefits of 

British control.284 This familiar motif of colonial discourse would go on to be a 

fundamental argument for the Zionist project in Palestine, as well as for the mandatory 

system in the Middle East. This attitude downplays the potential difficulties that would 
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be faced from the present population as a result of British control. This can be seen 

as part of the idealism of the moment.285  

 

By March, a revised memorandum was put forward, though not discussed, before the 

Cabinet. This revised memo embodied many of the same arguments and points as 

the January memo. However, it was restructured to take into account some of the 

concerns that had been raised by senior figures. The revised memo was less lyrical in 

its appeal for British control in Palestine, and support for Zionism. With regard to the 

establishment of a Jewish state, the same reservations expressed in the January 

memorandum were returned to here, with the statement that, once again, the time was 

not considered right for it. For Samuel. “Whatever be the merits or demerits of that 

proposal, it is certain that the time is not ripe for it.”286 In reiterating concerns about the 

demographic challenge, the threat of Arab violence, and danger of establishing a 

Jewish state too early, Samuel acknowledged that these issues had been considered 

by Zionist leaders.287 This in part goes some way to toning down the scope of the 

original memorandum, while maintaining the core ideas of its development. 

Furthermore, the placing of the proposal for a Jewish state as a clear section within 

the memo, its criticism and dismissal alongside other alternatives, further reduces it 

as an explicit goal of British commitments despite external statements, or the implicit 

meanings attached.  

In the January memorandum discussion, despite acknowledgement of its prematurity, 

the creation of a Jewish state formed a large portion of the introduction. It was framed 

in lyrical discourse about the hopes of the Jewish people, the prestige and gratitude 

the British support would be received with, and the civilising potential of British control.  

In each of these memos the result, without altering the language and intent of the 

policy, was to withdraw from the explicit goal of a state. Moreover, in each 

memorandum a gesture was made to the interests of the local Arab population, in 

contrast to their depiction as an obstacle.288 

All of this did not mark a fundamental shift in the policy advocated by Samuel. Nor did 

it mark a change in the assessments of the other members of the British Cabinet of 
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the goals of Zionism, and British support. This is sans the idealised discourse of the 

British civilising mission, and the more sentimental depiction of historical 

circumstance, aspirations, and prophecy.  

Seen in the context of the February meetings on the January memo, and the letters 

and exchanges described and analysed above; the latter memorandum was an 

attempt to preserve the aims and means of the Zionist project, while moderating its 

more explicit intentions. This is most evidently achieved through a toning down of the 

more romantic/idealist discourse and a clearer separation of a proposal for a Jewish 

state, from the annexation of the territory to Britain. This prima facia focus on the 

practical benefits to Britain are intermingled, to a lesser extent, with the historical and 

religious sentiments attached to British interest in Palestine. In doing so it provided a 

greater appeal, to those more sceptical of Zionism.  

 

Over the period of 1916 the consideration of Zionism, and the British commitments 

that would be required, became more developed, as did the ideas put forward by the 

Zionist movement. As the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Edward Grey was once again 

the recipient of much of this dialogue. Here the Zionist aspirations were framed as no 

more than equal civil, religious, and political rights with the rest of the population, as 

well as municipal privileges and facility for colonisation and immigration. In framing 

these requirements, the historical connection of the Jews to Palestine was once more 

reiterated.289  

To this Grey felt that there was nothing objectionable in the formula presented, but it 

would need to be presented to the Allies. It was recorded that Grey felt “By holding out 

the prospect of allowing the Jews in the course of time when their colonists have 

become powerful enough in Palestine to compete against the Arab population, to take 

into their own hands the arrangement of the internal affairs of the country, excluding 

Jerusalem and the Holy Places, the attraction of the scheme to the majority of Jews 

might be largely increased.”290  

The aspirations of Zionism put forward by Lucien Wolf, and the reaction of Grey, are 

of interest as it serves to demonstrate the direction in which Britain was moving with 
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regard to political Zionism. Lucien Wolf was an assimilationist, and anti-Zionist, who 

saw the establishment of a Jewish state, and nationality, as a threat to the positions 

of Jews in the countries they inhabited. His espousal of Zionist aspirations, presented 

to Grey, were within a religious framework rather than a political, nationalist one.  

Grey in fact went further in his assessment of what Zionism would need to achieve in 

order to be of interest to the majority of Jews and what he considered to be those of 

influence. Here again, following on from Samuel’s memoranda, the idea of a state was 

not mentioned. Grey envisioned the need to strengthen the Jewish position in the 

country to the point at which they could compete with the Arabs for control. In this he 

went further than the Zionism espoused by Wolf, while continuing the British line of 

thought regarding the expectations of what they would be committing to, and 

overseeing, in Palestine.291  

 

Further to these wartime considerations the position of the Arabs was once again a 

cause for concern.292 The prospect of alienating the Arab population at a time when 

support was needed in the Middle Eastern theatre was a consideration for the Allied 

leadership, as was the possible reaction of the Arab population to the institution of a 

Jewish state due to current demographic realities. As in previous cases, both in 1915 

and preceding this, a danger was seen in the prospect of the Arabs physically 

destroying or inhibiting the settlement project without its enforcement by an outside 

power. This was noted in the correspondence between the British and French officials. 

“The Jews are not a combative race. How would they fare against the warlike Arabs 

unless physically supported by England and France?”293 Here also, the disparaging 

attitude towards the Arab population as warlike, diminished their civilised qualities and 

therefore ability/right to agency in their own future.  

 

By early 1917, an indication was given of the attitude of one of the key decisionmakers 

regarding the British perspectives of their role in Palestine, and Zionism. It was 

observed by the authors that.  
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“Lloyd George's view seems to be that we shall be in Palestine by conquest and shall 

remain…and – which is quite true - that we are the only people fit to rule a mixed 

population of Mahomedans, Jews, Roman Catholics and all religions.”294 

In this there is again an allusion to the civilising potential of British colonialism, but also 

a far more determined attitude to pursue control of Palestine, with less equivocation 

over the attitudes of France and Russia. Despite the possible difficulties with the Arabs 

in terms of resistance to the Zionist project, and the diplomatic backlash that may 

result, the discourse still serves to indicate that these were not arguments against 

British control. These sought to provide an approach, or way of framing control of 

Palestine and the Zionist project, which would bolster the support of British officials, 

and mitigate local opposition.  

By this point the prospects for British control, the expectations of Zionist aims, even if 

the idea of a state was now being downplayed, and the means to achieve it, were 

taking shape. Particularly the more detailed discourse around how Zionism was 

expected to progress, lent greater weight to considerations of the knowledge and 

understanding of the British regarding their commitments. This came alongside a 

growing incorporation of the difficulties this project may face from the local and 

regional Arabs.  

 

A number of drafts were put forward by various members of the British Cabinet and 

concerned individuals. These contrary points of view served to demonstrate the 

interpretations of Zionism and the British commitment, and the concerns of some in 

the Cabinet. The drafting process served to identify some of the most significant 

figures who would be involved in other areas of war time policy, such as Mark Sykes, 

and those who would continue to be involved in policy towards Palestine such as 

Leopold Amery.  

 

On the 3rd September 1917, the War Cabinet examined several documents. The 

correspondence between Lord Rothschild and Balfour was circulated amongst the 

Cabinet, as was the first of several interventions by Edwin Montagu attempting to 

dissuade the government from its support of the Zionism. The first of these, ‘The Anti-
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Semitism of the present government, was written and circulated on the 23rd August. In 

considering the practical application of both recognising Palestine as the ‘Jewish 

National Home,’ and encouraging large scale settlement, Montagu expressed a 

concern for the inhabitants and the likely conditions that would be necessary to 

accomplish this. “I assume that it means that Mahommedans and Christians are to 

make way for the Jews and that the Jews should be put in all positions of preference 

and should be peculiarly associated with Palestine in the same way that England is 

with the English or France with the French.”295  

 

Montagu highlighted the practical requirements necessary to achieve the National 

Home i.e. preferential treatment and, failing acceptance by the population, the 

possibility of religious test. These observations acknowledged the exclusivist trend in 

Zionist thought. Of interest when making this point is the move away from the 

contemporary political issues within the Jewish community, to the historical and 

ideological aspects of both Christian Zionism, and the Zionist movement. The direct 

reference to these questions of historical rights and exclusivity, provide yet further 

evidence of the apparent understanding, of the British government. As such an 

acceptance of this exclusive right to Palestine, and the likely consequences e.g., non-

Jews making way, and the preferential position of Jewish settlers, demonstrated an 

understanding of the nature of settlement.  

Montagu’s memorandum provided a critical eye to the motives and ideologies 

informing British attitudes, and the methods of the Zionist movement. The existence 

of this criticism provides a means by which the aims, intentions and developing 

methods of the Zionist movement were communicated to, and understood by British 

decisionmakers in the Cabinet. It demonstrates the milieu and discourse this mindset, 

and its proponents, existed in. 

 

On the 9th October Montagu made a final intervention to the Cabinet. In its opening he 

attacked the practical possibility for success of the Zionist project in Palestine. This 

questioned the actual capacity of Palestine, in light of the presence of a large Arab 

majority and the climate of the territory, to significantly expand its population. “If this 
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does not occur, what part of the existing population is it proposed to dispossess.”296 

While acknowledging Chaim Weizmann’s contribution to the war effort and his 

professional standing, he characterised his enthusiasm for Zionism as akin to religious 

fanaticism.297  

The interventions presented by Montagu allow several themes to be observed. Much 

of the language on each side built on previous discussions regarding the future of 

Palestine. For Montagu, the recurring theme was concern both for the status of Jews 

in the countries in which they lived, if the Jews as a political nation was recognised. 

This is added to by the practical challenges he raised to settlement in which he 

repeatedly referenced the fate of the existing population of Palestine. This makes the 

connection between an expanding settler population in a limited geographic space, 

and the dispossession, and exchange of the existing populations to accommodate 

them explicit.  

Montagu’s assessment, based on his own experience, background, and familiarity with 

the aims of political Zionism gives an example of the Cabinet’s understanding, and 

perspective of Zionism’s achievability. For their part, these senior figures appeared 

more sympathetic, supportive, and willing to embrace a more expansive interpretation 

of settlement in Palestine. The consequence of this approach is acknowledged, to an 

extent by the general discussion. In terms of the Arab population, the prospect of their 

dispossession or replacement was raised most clearly by Montagu, but also in the 

discussions by Samuel and other Cabinet members. The concerns raised over the 

Arab population’s response generally focused on the ability of either a Jewish minority 

government, or British colonial/international authorities’ ability to maintain control.  

 

Moving away from Montagu to figures such as Lord Milner, Reading, Curzon and, the 

at times sceptical, Edward Grey; their exists an awareness of the difficulties faced in 

gaining and providing British support. However, these are rarely in reference to the 

realties on the ground in Palestine, or the position of Zionism amongst the Jews. It 

was Lloyd George who through caution to the wind and was willing to present British 

control of Palestine as a fait accompli.  
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As the discourse of Samuel’s memorandum was toned down, so were the more overt 

and specific aims of the project. As such they sought, to an extent, to take into account 

Cabinet concerns. Much of this was based on the, as seen, mitigating the political 

agency given to the Arab Palestinians. However, concern remained about potential 

resistance (much greater amongst the Zionists based on their longer assessments of 

settlement in Palestine). Efforts were then made to ameliorate these concerns.  

Firstly, there was the idea of viewing the Arabs as more or less monolithic, with the 

British negotiating with the Hashemites rather than the local populations. Next was a 

steady withdrawal from a more overt declaration of a state, with Britain simply acting 

to facilitate Zionist activities rather than enacting them.  

Consistent with this was a more long-term plan, of allowing the Jewish settlers to build 

their numbers until it was legitimate to hand over self-government. This would bypass 

the threat of a revolt over minority rule while allowing for the development of Zionist 

institutions. With British oversight, the local population could be controlled; limiting 

developments that could threaten the project. The lack of overt imposition on the local 

population of a new state appeared to satisfy British concerns regarding their 

involvement. They would only be responsible for a nominal impartiality that would 

facilitate the Zionists own efforts. This served to overcome apparent obstacles to 

British support, while not overly changing the understandings of what the Zionist 

movement sought to achieve in the long term. It is in the means and practical efforts, 

particularly regarding the Arab population, that little consideration outside of Montagu’s 

warnings was given. Though the final declaration remained vague, the discussion that 

preceded it gives an insight into the expected outcomes, responsibilities and 

understanding of what was being committed to by the Cabinet.  

 

In these discussions it is worth giving attention to the contributions of Lord Curzon, 

himself sceptical of the success of Zionist aspirations in Palestine, but willing to 

consider the proposals on the basis of their contribution to the war effort. His 

intervention was made on October 17th, 1917 shortly before the Cabinet decision on 

the 31st to issue the Balfour Declaration. In this Curzon cut to the heart of the issue by 

directing his attention to the practicalities and interpretations of the vague British 

commitments, and their possibility of success. Curzon turned his attention to the 

responses received from Jewish leaders who had been asked to comment on the 
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declaration proposed by the Cabinet. It is from this that Curzon inferred the 

expectations regarding the Zionist project Britain.  

 

A ‘National Home for the Jewish race or people’ would seem, if the words are 

to bear their ordinary meaning, to imply a place where the Jews can be 

reassembled as a nation, and where they will enjoy the privileges of an 

independent -national existence. Such is clearly the conception of those who, 

like Sir A. Mond, speak of the creation in Palestine of ‘an autonomous Jewish 

State,’ words which appear to contemplate a State… It would possess the soil 

or the greater part of the soil of the country… The same conception appears to 

underlie several other of the phrases employed in these papers.”298 

 

This is contrasted with Curzon’s observations of comments made by Zionist 

supporters such as Rothschild and Cromer, who maintained that support for the 

Jewish National Home related only to its position as a small pastoral spiritual centre. 

This contradictions between the interpretations of Zionist aspirations in the country 

appeared to Curzon to represent a hesitancy in espousing the clear aims of the cause. 

It is the development of these statements over time, and the conflict between the past, 

and present meaning given to these statements that draws attention to the intention 

of Zionist policy would take in Palestine, and the understanding of this by the Cabinet.  

That Curzon touched upon this incongruity further supports the view that though there 

had been a withdrawal from openly advocating the long-term objectives of Zionism, its 

intentions would be implicitly facilitated in the structure of British control of the territory. 

This is seen in the inclusion of particular terms, whose meaning was long established 

and understood by the Zionists, including those in the Cabinet, but referenced more 

explicitly by those outside these discussions. As such, it demonstrates that although 

the British were committed to a more limited interpretation of a cultural centre, the 

vagueness of their promise left open the ability to fulfil the more expansive 

interpretation.  

Curzon continued with the analysis, made previously by Montagu, in more detail 

regarding the actual capacity of Palestine to absorb a greater population. This moved 
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to discuss what would become of the Arab residents.299  “There arises the further 

question, what is to become of the people of this country…They will not be content 

either to be expropriated for Jewish immigrants, or to act merely as hewers of wood 

and drawers of water to the latter... No doubt a prodigal expenditure of wealth will 

secure the expropriation of some of these.”300 

 

This builds once more on concerns raised by Montagu over the ramifications of 

Zionism for the local population, although it infers far more when considering the 

specific methods by which Zionism would become established in Palestine. However, 

Curzon did not propose the removal or wholesale reconstitution of Palestine.301  

While once again inferring that more was meant in the meaning of a Jewish National 

Home than was explicitly stated, Curzon went on to outline the maximum he 

considered it was possible to accomplish. This included: a European administration 

(decidedly not Jewish), protections for the Holy places, equal rights for all citizens, and 

as far as possible, arrangements for land purchases, and settlement of returning Jews.  

Curzon concluded “If this is Zionism there is no reason why we should not all be 

Zionists, and I would gladly give my adhesion to such a policy... But in my judgment, 

it is a policy very widely removed from the romantic and idealistic aspirations of many 

of the Zionist leaders whose literature I have studied.”302 

Curzon’s repeated reference to the difference between the stated goals a possible 

declaration, its underlying meaning, and the minimum expectation of the Zionists, is 

based on this background of Cabinet debate, and the responses of Jewish leaders to 

the Declaration. This is relevant considering the future attempts to describe continuing 

hopes for a state as nothing more than a romantic ideal held by only a few (or a distant 

goal).303   

 

A decision was taken to issue a declaration of support at the Cabinet meeting of 31st 

October 1917. In this Curzon summarised his impression, and opinion, of British 

support for Zionism. He accepted the diplomatic and political arguments for a 
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declaration given the acknowledged support of Jews all over the world for Zionism. 

While still doubting the practical possibility of a National Home, or a greatly expanded 

population, Curzon felt these things could only be gradually accomplished over a long 

period of time.304 

 

British Assessments of the Zionist Movement’s Demands and Aspirations 

 

Between 1917 and the arrival of the Zionist Commission in Palestine, a number of 

reports regarding the aspirations, and agendas, of the Zionist movement circulated 

amongst branches of British officialdom. As has been noted previously the war period 

made policy discussion, and knowledge of what different ministries were doing difficult 

as the focus of senior officials was necessarily directed towards the war. Lower level 

officials took on greater responsibilities without much co-ordination, or awareness, of 

their compatriot’s activities.305 

Of those giving an account of the development of the Zionist movement, the history of 

Zionist settlement, and its general character, one that can be seen as part of a general 

pattern comes from William Ormsby Gore. By 1917 Ormsby Gore had come from the 

Arab Bureau as an intelligence officer to serve in government as Parliamentary Private 

Secretary to Lord Milner, and as assistant secretary in the War Cabinet. In 1918 he 

became the political officer in Palestine. In a memorandum submitted to the War 

Cabinet on the 14th April 1917, Ormsby Gore outlined the phases of Zionist 

immigration from 1870 to 1908.306  

Gore’s assessment continued with his acknowledgement of the Zionist leader’s 

renunciation of political control of Palestine and the immediate establishment of a 

state.307 The idea of avoiding an early declaration of statehood in favour of being free 

to develop national features, was a common element of these early, and some later, 

assessments of Zionism. The willingness to provide local autonomy, while leaving 

open the possibility for a controlling share in a future independent territory, formed 

another aspect of these assessments. That was the actual meaning attached to the 
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phrase Jewish National Home, used repeatedly in Ormsby Gore’s paper, and in other 

references to the future of Zionism in Palestine, the assessments do not present a 

clear image of what was officially envisioned.  

 

Some insight is given into British knowledge by the characterisation of certain Zionists 

advocating a state as extreme or ultra-Zionist, as opposed to the more moderate views 

of others. With Gore’s outline of Zionist aspirations as being simply to develop a new 

Jewish cultural and social centre, albeit economically self-supportive, the fundamental 

requirements of Zionism in this period was generally understood within those 

boundaries. However, the means by which this was to be achieved, the longer-term 

interpretations of what a Jewish National Home would ultimately be, were still relatively 

ambiguous  

 

An additional assessment was provided by Mark Sykes in his memorandum Notes on 

Zionism and Palestine. While making the case that the strong historical and 

international significance of Palestine made it necessary to exclude the area from a 

general settlement, Sykes took particular interest in the position of the Jews and 

interests of the Zionist movement in the land.308  

This was portrayed as the gradual build-up of language, local government, culture, 

and agriculture. While these arguments were outlined, greater detail was given to the 

explicit intentions of the Zionist movement. Sykes sought to dispel several claims 

associated with Zionism, such as their desire for political domination, and asserted 

their desire for recognition as a national unit with equal rights and status with the other 

inhabitants of Palestine.309 

 

Furthermore, Sykes outlined the necessary commitments of the British to support the 

Zionist programme. While this broadly outlined provisions for the Holy places, it also 

addressed the key issues of land and nationality. In the first instance this required the 

establishment of an equitable system of land purchase between a willing buyer and 

seller. And in the case of the latter a constitutional government recognising the various 
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nationalities.310 This assessment understood the general themes of renewal, through 

the creation of productive agricultural; and industrial pursuits, cultural, social, and 

religious autonomy, and education in a proposed national existence. It then moderated 

the extent of Zionist ambitions in the territory alongside other nationalities. Absent from 

this is an expectation of longer-term state building as the number of Jewish inhabitants 

increased. The explicit goal of a state was not just deferred but denied in its entirety. 

 

More direct discussion of the Zionist programme for Palestine was given later in an 

exchange between Chaim Weizmann and Earl Curzon written on the 2nd February 

1920. This aimed to offer a brief assessment of events in Palestine, and also served 

to illuminate in more detail the Zionist programme. 

In registering the hostility apparent to Zionism Weizmann, while generally attributing 

this to the work of enemy agents, continued a trend in the discourse of Zionist aims by 

referencing the opinions of those considered extremists. In this case, the intervention 

of Israel Zangwill, whose statements regarding the need for the emigration of the Arab 

inhabitants were seen as unhelpful in gaining the co-operation of the local 

population.311 This is worth noting here for its characterisation of extremism, and for 

the return of the idea of population transfer into the mainstream in later decades.  

 

At the time of its writing, it was reasonable to see this perspective on the fringes of 

explicit Zionist thought. The perception of the Arab population as something that could 

be co-opted, mitigated, or controlled, alongside a focus on the free upbuilding of the 

Jewish community, shaped the outlook of those less concerned with the immediate 

creation of a state. As such, while mainstream discussion of Zionism hoped for the 

legitimate circumstances to establish a Jewish state, this was not the interpretation of 

British support held by Zionists in Palestine.  

This implicit versus explicit position of Zionism’s intention is shown to an extent in 

Weizmann’s assessment of the Arab attitude towards Zionism. Weizmann asserted 

that Arab hostility to Zionism was based on misunderstandings, and that past relations 

between the Arab inhabitants and early colonies had been cordial. However, he 

specifically stated “The Arabs knew the general tendency of Jewish colonising activity, 
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and understood it meant more to the Jews than the mere building up of a few 

villages.”312 

The concerns of the Arabs, then, were rooted in the observable trends of the colonising 

effort that could not be discounted; even if at this stage there was a belief that it would 

not come to disadvantage the existing population. While not explicitly detailing what 

‘meant more’ entailed, this trend in the settlements and their ultimate progression 

should be considered both in assessments of the Zionist programme, and alongside 

explicit public statements.  

 

The remainder of Weizmann’s account detailed specific circumstances in Palestine 

that needed to be addressed. While the focus remained on acquiring state and waste 

lands, consistent reference was made to the need to protect the rights of, and make 

provision for, the tenants and peasant population. However, Weizmann did not foresee 

the protection of larger holdings. This is seen in recommendations that the larger Arab 

Latafundia be compulsorily broken up. Alongside registry and tax reform this served 

the aim of making more land available (with compensation) for purchase, not just the 

state and wasteland. However, it was considered politically unwise at that moment by 

Weizmann, with the potential for misinterpretation and hostility towards Zionist 

intentions.313 

In enunciating the Zionist  programme, Weizmann saw the mandate being granted to 

Britain and the establishment of the Jewish National Home as a fait accompli.”314 In 

taking this approach he expressed what was presented as the more moderate plan. 

However, as can be seen there remained a desire to avoid drawing attention to the 

more ambitious programme for which the foundation were being laid and was hinted 

at in this proposal. 315  

 

A more contradictory early assessment of the position of Zionism as a part of British 

policy, was sent by the G.O.C (General Officer Commanding) Egypt, to the War Office 

(received on 4th May 1919). Here again there was a growing perception of a distinction 

between the extreme interpretations of Zionism, considered to be the immediate or 
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later creation of a Jewish state, compared with the more gradual upbuilding and 

natural expansion of the existing population (majority, rather than minority, rule). “I do 

not mean by Zionist  programme the interpretation of certain extreme Zionists, but the 

comparatively moderate interpretation presented at the peace conference.”316 More 

on this distinction will be said later. The report raised concerns that unless it was stated 

that the programme would not be imposed on the population, the only means by which 

it could be effectively implemented would be through force.”317 

 

The basis of these assessments of Zionism is, then, the public statements of the 

movement that supported the more culturally focused pursuits, rather than its political 

aspirations. This concluded with a brief overview of the anti-Zionist opposition, the 

support for Zionism amongst the mass of Jewry, and the aim of the Zionist Commission 

to lay the foundations of the project implied in the Balfour Declaration. The report once 

again emphasized the lack of ambitions for statehood. “Not even the most extreme 

Zionist contemplates the establishment of more than a Jewish nucleus in Palestine.”318 

 

Public statements of these show the shift away from conceptions of national existence, 

and institutions that may lead to a state. The project, as with British commitment to it, 

used the language of cultural and intellectual renewal, with economic and some 

political institutions as a means to organise and support this project, not with 

aspirations to sovereignty.  

This open interpretation of both the British commitment, and Zionist intent, was 

doubted privately by other figures involved in policy towards Palestine. They 

contradicted these interpretations and statements, e.g. the chief administrator and his 

view of the need for force in implementing even the most modest of programmes.  

Of the less publicly stated interpretations of the movement’s goals came this 

assessment on the 16th June 1918. “Dr Weizmann hopes for a completely Jewish 

Palestine in 50 years, and a Jewish Palestine, under a British façade, for the 

 
316 Letter from G.O.C Egypt to the War Office received on 4th May 1919, 2463, India office Records and Private 
Papers, IOR/L/PS/11/170, British Library, London, United Kingdom. 
317 Ibid 1‐2. 
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moment.”319 This view of circumstances in the Zionist  movement took place in the 

context of Weizmann’s efforts to secure support for his leadership, and finance for the 

programme.320 It demonstrates further the greater ambitions of Zionism behind the 

public statements and compromises offered to secure the legitimacy of Jewish 

settlement, and presence, in Palestine. That these attitudes and plans were known to 

British officials further highlights the expectations, and intentions, behind British 

support for Zionist colonisation.  

 

Despite the vagueness of the Balfour Declaration, the assurances elsewhere of the 

limited aims of Zionism, the proposals for the Declaration once again returned to the 

idea of demographic majorities as the eventual factor shaping the future of Palestine. 

With both the need to ameliorate the Arabs, and the lack of clarity that the 

administration had received, public statements must be seen in the context of private 

discussions between the British officials and Zionist leaders.321 

With these views of Zionism, both historical, and observed by British officials on the 

ground, there is seen the presence of more ambitious expectations and desires for the 

future of Palestine than the creation of autonomous cultural centres. Even without 

explicit calls for a state, there was an acknowledgement of the implicit tendency of 

settlement to result in Jewish control of the territory. This contrast with the cabinet 

discussions surrounding British support, shows the ways in which the Zionist 

movement appeared to moderate itself to the concerns of the British. However, the 

fundamental objective towards a state remained a real desire by the Zionist settlers.  

 

Local Understanding of British Commitments 

 

The ambiguity that existed over interpretations of the Zionist movement’s aims is 

evident in the way officials, in initial contact with the Arabs, attempted to diffuse local 

concerns. However, despite assurances there remained scepticism as to what the 

 
319 Discussion of Weizmann efforts to secure his position in Zionist movement and financial support for Jewish 
settlement in relation to ties to Emir Feisal. 1‐2, GB‐0033‐SAD, FR Wingate Arab Affairs 11‐20 June 1918, SAD 
148/11/1‐82, Durham University Library and Collections, Durham, United Kingdom. 
320 Minutes of Meeting held at Headquarters Zionist Commission on Nov 18th, signed by Eder, Private papers 
collection, Mark Sykes GB165‐0019, Box 2 File 9 Items 121‐130, 1, Oxford St Antony’s College Middle East Centre, 
Oxford, United Kingdom. 
321 Report of Chaim Weizmann speech in Jerusalem, April 17th, 1918, 3, Embassy and Consulates, Egypt: General 
Correspondence, FO 141‐803, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom.  
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actual intentions of British commitments were. This particularly came across in 

conversation recounted by William Yale.322 Yale stated that he was informed. “Neither 

General Clayton nor Lieutenant Fielding understood what the British Foreign Office 

meant by the creation of a National Home for the Jews in Palestine. He said the Arab 

Bureau were in the dark as to whether…the establishment of a Jewish state with a 

Jewish government was intended.” 

It was seen as both contradictory to the statements otherwise offered by the British 

and strange that the Arab Bureau stated it was unaware of the significance attached 

to the Balfour Declaration.323  

This indicates the difference between these official and unofficial discussions taking 

place. There was then a gap, during this process, between what the British 

government and Zionist movement foresaw as the outcome of their programme, and 

the understanding of officials on the ground. There existed an apparent failure to 

understand the interpretations or significance attached to the Balfour Declaration by 

those outside of these private discussions. They were left with only their own 

assessments of the situation, not the more abstract views of the Cabinet and their non-

official contacts. 

More explicit were the statements of Zionist leaders outside of London. This was the 

case with Jack Mosseri President of the Zionist Organisation of Egypt. In a report filed 

by William Yale but written by a Miss Landau, described as an Orthodox Jew but not 

a Zionist, Landau noted an interview given by Mosseri on his expectations for 

Palestine. “He does not anticipate any trouble with the Arabs of Palestine and believes 

when the Arabs realise what power is back of Zionism, they will only be too ready to 

be conciliated. Mr Mosseri anticipates Palestine becoming a purely Jewish state.” The 

question of comparative population numbers was again addressed with Mosseri’s 

hope that through immigration, Jewish numbers would increase, while the Arab’s 

 
322 Report Written from Cairo 1917‐18 Nos 1‐14, Report 8 December 17th, 1917, 1‐2, Private papers collection, 
Yale GB165‐0308, Box 1, Yale William (Dept of state 1942‐5), HD 9562, DS 244.5.53, Arab Notes 1, Oxford St 
Antony’s College Middle East Centre, Oxford, United Kingdom. 
323 Report Written from Cairo 1917‐18 Nos 1‐14, Report 9, December 24th 1917, Arab activities and the Balfour 
Declaration, 7‐8, Private papers collection, Yale GB165‐0308, Box 1, Yale William  (Dept of  state 1942‐5), HD 
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would not. In fact, he hoped they would decrease and that the Arabs, as a Semitic 

race, would be absorbed amongst the Jews.324  

This interview and assessment was taken only a matter of weeks after the Balfour 

Declaration, and so it should be understood that differences existed between the 

Zionist leaderships in different countries, and those negotiating with the British 

Cabinet. However, Mosseri’s views demonstrate, once again, the feelings of those 

Zionist’s on the spot in the Middle East. This view, freely expressed, contrasted with 

the presentation of the Zionist project used to win support from those Cabinet 

members unsympathetic to the grander idea of statehood. However, it was becoming 

apparent to those officials in Palestine and the Middle East, what would be facilitated 

if British support was given.  

 

The consolidation of the Zionist programme, as it would be applied to Palestine, has 

been noted in assessments of Weizmann’s efforts to secure his leadership in the 

aftermath of the Balfour Declaration.325 That there existed, following this, an official 

position that was not necessarily discussed between these groups at the time, and 

was still in many ways being formulated is to be acknowledged. Moreover, it serves to 

demonstrate that there was an interpretation and expectation of what support for 

Zionist aspirations entailed and what the movement sought to achieve. Putting aside 

the more unrealistic expectations of an Arab population decline, this is necessary in 

understanding the expectations that existed in the Zionist movement outside of the 

public declarations and official communications. The formulation of a common 

understanding, interpretation and position regarding Zionist expectations, and British 

commitments, was still taking place. These initial reactions represented the more long 

held beliefs of the Zionist programme. However, there were still different expectations 

which, while not publicly stated or at least publicly disavowed, of how these hopes 

would be dealt with.  

The ambiguity that surrounded these circumstances is reflected on in a retrospective 

of the mandate by Sir William Battershill Chief Secretary to the Government of 

Palestine, 1937-1939. For Battershill the problem was that no-one could definitively 
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state what the Balfour Declaration meant. “The Jews interpreted the Balfour 

Declaration as meaning that Palestine was to be a National Home for the Jews in the 

sense of a state, while the Arabs denied that this was the correct interpretation.326  

Calls for clarity regarding these mixed interpretations were seen from non-official 

sources such as a communication from Cardinal Bourne in Jerusalem to Lord Edmund 

Talbot (Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury). This called on Talbot to urge the 

Prime Minister and Balfour to make a definite statement on Zionism. This was in 

response to the claims by Zionists in Palestine that they were to have dominion over 

the Holy Land and force their rule on an unwilling people, despite constituting ten 

percent of the population. “They are already asserting themselves in every way, 

claiming official posts for their nominees, and generally interfering.”327 The Cardinal 

raised his concerns both in terms of its impact on the Arab population, and his desire 

that the Jews should not be in a position to dominate the Christian Holy places or the 

land. On the other hand, his description of events repeated similar experiences of 

those on the ground with regard to the conflict of interpretations and public statements 

of Zionist aspirations. However, while differences have been noted between the 

various Zionist and Jewish groups, the persistence of these beliefs into 1919 

demonstrates the maintenance of these aspirations by a significant number of Zionists.  

The assertion of the more expansive interpretation of Zionism by those in Palestine, 

was commented on in a report submitted on 25th May 1918 to General Allenby. It noted 

the movement’s long period of preparation in order to realise its cherished national 

and religious aims. This was compared with the lack of preparation and bewilderment 

of the Indigenous inhabitants.328 Alongside this, noted in a letter to General Allenby, 

the arrival of the Zionist Commission and the appointment of delegates to the 

administration was felt to have “Given the semblance, in the eyes of the natives, of a 

special authority and privilege for the Jews, and stirred bitter hatred in their hearts.”329  
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Interpreting the Balfour Declaration: Proposals for Palestine at the Peace 

Conference 

 

Consideration of the proposals to be made to the peace conference, offer some insight 

into the initial expectations of control and facilities that would be used to establish the 

Jewish National Home. Amongst these, was the aim to create a Jewish commonwealth 

under British trusteeship, for Jews to participate in the administration, and for the 

widest practicable measure of local self-government to be offered.330 In addition to 

this, it was proposed by Weizmann that “The Jews shall have extensive rights in regard 

to the taking over of land including the right to expropriating the effendis,” as well as 

“The right of pre-emption of public works.” In addition, a Jewish council was proposed 

for the co-ordination and control of land issues, immigration, and public works.331  

In a telegram referencing these proposals, seen by General Clayton on the 1st January 

1919, the British response was seen. “In view of the fact that 90% of the inhabitants 

of Palestine are non-Jewish, it would be highly injudicious to impose, except gradually, 

an alien and unpopular element which up to now has had no administrative 

experience. It is not the appointment of Jewish officials, but development of Colony 

system by Jewish tillers of the soil, which will succeed in establishing Zionism in 

Palestine.”332 Here can be seen an initial acknowledgement of the gradual approach 

to be taken to transforming Palestine, and an understanding of the settler colonial 

nature of the enterprise. This begins to set the trend of British understanding, and 

responses, to Zionism and the expectations of its commitments. 

Further reference was made by Weizmann to the development of Zionism along 

different lines than those suggested by an autonomous Jewish National Home. In a 

conversation reported by Major General Thwaites D.N.I (military section British 

Delegation) it was expected Palestine was: “Eventually to become a self -governing 

Colony with their own organised forces for protection and self-defence. He wants to 

be able to give assurance to the Jews throughout the world that Mr Balfour’s 
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assurances are going to materialise, and a Jewish country will be established in, say 

one or two years.”  

The desire for a Commonwealth rather than a National Home is mooted here, as is a 

greatly expanded view of the powers, position and rights that should be allocated to 

them.333 The proposals for the peace conference continued to suggest amendments 

that altered their phrasing and implementation, rather than their substance. This is 

seen both in the more gradual and practical approach to be taken with settlement, and 

the inference that a discreet government would enable the Jews to gain control of 

public works without the need for a constitutional right. These aspects of expanded 

Zionist claims, British awareness and acquiescence to them, and calls for discretion, 

characterised the discussions over the legal settlement of Palestine.  

 

It is in the peace conferences that these ambitions, and the interests of the British, had 

to gain an international and legal legitimacy. It is here where the speculation, 

contradictory promises, and personal agendas needed to be clarified. One aspect of 

this, was the clear demarcation of the new boundaries of the territories to be created 

from the defeated Ottoman Empire.  

In connection to the peace conference, a memorandum on British proposals for 

Palestine was submitted to the Eastern committee (a group meant to consolidate the 

different committees overseeing Britain’s Middle Eastern interests)334 for 

consideration.  

The memo raised the Zionist hope for the inclusion of Transjordan in the area of the 

National Home. As seen, the desire to include Transjordan within the bounds of 

Palestine was related in part to its cultivating capacity, and sparse population, thus its 

ability to sustain a larger population. Furthermore, there were the biblical allusions that 

remained a consistent part of the Zionist effort to legitimise their claims. These related 

to the biblical extent of the Kingdoms of Israel and Juda. This also spoke to a British 

awareness of their desire to increase the territorial scope of the Home, as well as the 
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means of legitimising it.335However, in this instance the focus was the immediate 

measures that were required for settlement, not just the scope of the land. 

 

The memorandum moved on to address the commitments Britain had made regarding 

the territory and its proposals for the future. In light of the promises to Zionism this 

disavowed the application of self-determination for the Arabs in the same way as it 

applied to other mandates. Framed this way it was felt that the historical claims of the 

Jews entitled them to greater influence in the territories development than numbers 

would otherwise justify. 

In further referencing the Zionist programme, the author writes “In the Zionist talk of a 

Jewish state, the Arab portion of the population is well-nigh forgotten.”336 

This summary of British proposals serves to reinforce elements of the British 

assessments of Zionism. As has been noted, there was not yet an explicit denial of 

the establishment of a Jewish state at any point in the future. Britain’s position 

remained one of facilitating and protecting the advantages given to Zionism to develop 

its programme rather than actively organising it. This was presented as restraining or 

curbing any disruption that may result from Zionist development, rather than stopping 

its progress.  

 

 

A Constitution for Palestine 

 

The formation of a constitution for the government of Palestine provides further insight 

into British discussion of Zionist plans for Palestine. In responding to the initial 

constitution proposed by the Zionist Organisation on the 22nd January 1919, Ormsby 

Gore noted the more radical proposals it contained as opposed to the ‘responsible’ 

Zionism that had previously been presented. Most prominently, and characterising the 

general direction of the memorandum, was: “What exactly is meant by the word 

Commonwealth is not defined, but it is clear that it involves steps towards the creation 

of what is practically and virtually if not nominally a Jewish government in Palestine.”337  
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Gore noted the real character of the proposals in their application to the administration 

of Palestine. They limited the governor of Palestine to a man of the Jewish religion, 

who was to be selected by the proposed Jewish council. A body representing Jews of 

all countries. This administrative control was further entrenched with the suggestion, 

that a future Legislative and Executive council should be assured of a Jewish majority. 

The proposed condition of a racial or religious test was made clear by Gore as 

something that Britain, if it were to become the mandatory power, could not accept, 

and which would further inflame hostility to Zionism by the local population.338  

With this more explicit expansion of the terms of British support for Zionism, the push 

for practical control was apparent. These positions were seen as necessary to prevent 

the policies of building the National Home from being overridden by the Arab 

representatives. The clear attempt to legalise Zionist dominated policy making bodies 

in the Palestine administration would effectively allow for influencing of information and 

communication between the colonial apparatus and the imperial government. In sum, 

the expanding definition and requirements of the National Home would necessitate 

expanded control that would, if not come to govern Arab affairs, then increasingly limit 

them to prevent their interference.  

  

Further topics, such as land acquisition, acknowledged a need for certain Jewish 

privileges in order to facilitate the Zionist programme. While it was considered too 

great a concession to reserve all privileges for the Jewish council, it was considered 

that greater Jewish efficiency would result in them gaining all the most important 

concessions anyway.339 However in response to the Zionist proposals for forced 

expropriation Gore responded; “General expropriation is too drastic as an initial 

proceeding forced upon a new government. This is a question for consideration 

later.”340 The principal requirements of settlement were then acknowledged by the 

British, with only the pace of change a concern with regard to the local population and 

its adaptability, not the principles of settlement. 
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In concluding his assessment of Zionist proposals Gore once more returned to the 

distinction between the extremists and moderates. This conception of extreme and 

moderate views remained a recurring theme of the British attempt to engage with the 

goals of the movement. By attempting to dismiss the grander and more aggressive 

designs, openly stated by some Zionists, as extremist, the British were able to maintain 

their commitment to Zionism within the framework of the Balfour Declaration which 

implicitly and gradually would lead to similar outcomes as those explicitly demanded 

by the ‘extremists’.  

It was with that outlook that concerns over more ambitious claims were made. “Such 

extravagant demands will injure and not assist the cause of Zionism both in Palestine 

and elsewhere and if these demands are persisted in I presume H.M.G will make to 

clear that they cannot be answerable if they lead to disaster and reaction.341 This was 

despite the fact that views considered extreme had been noted as prevalent in the 

expectations and intentions of the Zionists for the territory. As time went on, it would 

be harder to dismiss these views as marginal.  

The assembly of proposals for the future governance of Palestine brings together 

many of the interpretations of Zionism emerging from the British perspective. While 

interpreted as extremist, the presence of these views on the economic and political 

future of the territory, are notable for their recurrence and visibility to British officials. 

Even if the Zionist leadership tolerated these views pragmatically for unity, they can 

still be seen to represent significant feelings within the Zionist body, if not yet suitable 

for explicit expression.  

In this instance, the privileges granted to the Zionist Organisation were seen as too 

drastic for the British. Citing Sir Louis Mallet, Ormsby Gore stated: “He and I certainly 

both think this memorandum is far too extreme as well as being much too long and too 

detailed for submission to the peace conference.342 

Shortly following this on January 30th,1919, a report detailed a conversation with 

Herbert Samuel in which Samuel discussed the revisions he made to the Zionist 

Organisation’s proposals for the Palestine constitution. “The demand for a Jewish 

governor, and a majority on the council had been eliminated and the tone of the 
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document greatly modified. A reference to the development of the country later on into 

a Jewish commonwealth had been left in, in deference to the views of American 

Zionists who wanted something more to look forward to than a National Home.”343   

Louis Mallet than added his own views on the changes made. “Personally, I thought 

that they were wise in having moderated their demands and would do well to go further 

and eliminate references to a Jewish commonwealth which might antagonise others 

besides the Arabs.” In light of these exchanges, it can be seen that British government 

officials were largely concerned with the public statement of the policies, 

arrangements, and means, by which the Zionist programme would be facilitated. 

However, even in this case Samuel saw fit to leave in references to the eventual 

development of this programme to a commonwealth, interpreted here as something 

more than a National Home, and by Gore earlier as a Jewish government of the 

state.344 

 

In February, discussion of the constitution for Palestine was added to by the Joint 

Foreign committee of the Board of Deputies. This intervention stated that the Board 

had been initially hesitant about submitting their views, due to the presence in their 

organisation of many non-Zionists. The proposals they then submitted were viewed as 

broadly aligning with the Zionist  position on most points.345 In this statement it was 

put forwards that the political, economic and moral organisation of the country should 

facilitate the increase and self-government of the Jewish population “With a view to its 

eventual predominance in the government of the state in accordance with the 

principles of democracy.”346 In responding to this submission on the eventual 

predominance of Jews in the Palestine government, Ormsby Gore replied ”I regret 

their phrasing in Point No.3. Doubtless, if there is a large Jewish immigration into 
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Palestine Jews will eventually predominate in the Government of the Palestine State, 

but it is very unwise to say so publicly as long as the Jews are a small minority.”347 

 

While the Board’s statement, that it had aligned its suggestions with some Zionist 

policies, does not detail which of its proposals this applied to; point three once again 

demonstrated the continued presence in Zionist thought of a more expansive 

interpretation of the Balfour Declaration. This hope was prevalent amongst those such 

as Lucien Wolf who, while not a Zionist, was willing to allow the natural development 

of Jewish predominance until such a time as it was legitimate to declare a Jewish 

state. This then represents an important aspect and perspective on Zionist goals for 

the future. Tellingly this is noted in Gore’s i.e. the British response, which accepted the 

long-term goals, deprecating only the public statement of this eventuality while the 

Jews were a demographic minority.  

 

Addressing the Arab Population: Transfer 

 

On the 21st March, a meeting348 was held to discuss the proposals of the Zionist 

Organisation, presented to the peace conference on February 27th,1919, and the 

Secretary of State’s comments on them. These proposed a more prominent position 

and a more ambitious proposal for the Jewish National Home/commonwealth, in terms 

of the public works that would be directed towards it. Furthermore, they implied self-

government over an autonomous area, as the ultimate outcome of the programme, 

rather than autonomous under someone else’s rule.  

Major Rothschild suggested that arrangements for preferential treatment for Jewish 

immigration could be considered later as it could not be done at the peace conference. 

Significantly in this regard the discussion continued; “Major Rothschild also suggested 

that it would be well if His Majesty’s Government would also later consider whether 

some comprehensive emigration scheme to the south (Egypt) as well as to the north 

(Damascus) could not be arranged for the Arab Palestinian peasantry in conjunction 

with schemes for the immigration of the Jews. Miss Bell and Colonel Lawrence agreed, 
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and Miss Bell added that there was scope in Mesopotamia for such emigration. It was 

pointed out that it was not impossible to move the Arab peasantry from their land as 

had been shown when the original Zionist colonies were established.”349  

Here then is an early indication of the need to remove portions of the Arab population 

in order to make way for Jewish settlement. This would enable not only an increase in 

the Jewish population through immigration, but a decrease in the Arab population. 

Demographic change, then, was an early consideration of the policy for establishing 

the National Home. This begins to bring into perspective the proposals that had been 

made over the years surveyed, and the Zionist’s need to acquire more land than could 

be provided from waste and state land alone. Previously expropriation had been 

mooted, with regard to large estates, outside of conditions where it was not being 

cultivated, as was provided for under Ottoman rules. Here though questions arose 

over the interpretation of the protections made with regard to Arab possession, and 

presence on the land. The suggestion of a comprehensive, though not compulsory, 

emigration scheme marked an expansion of the measures previously seen, to make 

more land available for settlement. This then marked an incident were the possibility 

of population transfer was suggested to British officials in the context of the constitution 

of the mandate, providing a legal obligation, and legitimisation for its use.  

 

Broader questions of how the Zionist programme was to be enacted were discussed 

in in greater detail in the Advisory Committee to the Palestine Office at its fifth meeting 

on the 10th May 1919.350  

The British position, as given by Ormsby Gore and Commander Hogarth, supported 

the presence of Zionism in Palestine as a more reliable ally than the Arab Muslim 

population, rather than in its political aims. This turned to the need for an organisation 

to oversee the development of the land and the terms on which concessions were to 

be granted. In this, Gore supported the idea that all land without private title should 

come under the ownership of the mandatory to dispose of rather than to be handed 

straight to the Jewish colonisers. The limits on profit making from public utilities, it was 

 
349 Zionist Proposals, 217‐218, British delegation, correspondence, and papers relating to Middle East (Political): 
Palestine, FO 608‐99, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
350 Herbert Samuel in the Chair. Attended by Dr Weizmann, Dr Jacobson, Messrs James de Rothschild, Alfred 
Zimmern, J. Simon, I Rosoff, B Flexner, B Cohen, Commander Hogarth, Major the Honourable W. Ormsby Gore, 
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hoped, would end the accusation that the Zionists sought to exploit British control.351 

For Hogarth the question remained over how much force the mandatory power would 

be willing to use in order to see the realisation of the Balfour Declaration.352  

 

One of the most striking interventions concerned with the future practical development 

of the Zionist programme in this exchange, though hinted at in Weizmann’s proposals 

for the land and Hogarth’s concern for the use of force against local opposition, came 

from the Chairman, Herbert Samuel. In his remarks he restated that there could be no 

consideration of withdrawing the Balfour Declaration. He further stated that, with 

respect to the Arabs, those who sympathised with the Zionist view had stated that a 

charter with the ultimate aim of a Jewish Palestine, was necessary for the equitable 

treatment of Arab interests.  

In addressing the development of Zionism, he referred to some of the unauthorised 

statements of intent. This once again highlighted the wider interpretations, and 

expectations of what British commitments would entail. Repeated reference has been 

made of the Zionist leadership’s efforts to control and moderate such statements. This 

did not go so far as to exclude, or remove them from the discussion, but to avoid their 

public appearance. Samuel, as with Weizmann, picked out Israel Zangwill as a 

particularly egregious example.353 Samuel continued to explore the ide of Arab 

emigration in a way that paralleled the suggestions already seen from Major 

Rothschild in the presence of some of the same members of the Advisory committee.  

 

It may be possible that with complete agreement and goodwill a certain 

proportion of the Arabs may desire to remove to equally good or better land, 

possibly with some financial inducement. If so, well, and good, but any 

movement of that kind must be absolutely voluntary and conducted without any 

form of pressure. If inducements can be given, so much the better, but if not, 

the facts must be accepted. I  think that on a similar principle, if the Arabs are 

willing to go to Feisal territory, if he has territory, and the Jewish council is able 

to take over their land by agreement, that would be a very desirable solution, 

 
351 5th meeting of the Advisory Committee to the Palestine Office, May 10th, 1919, 10‐12, peace conference: 
British Delegation, FO 608‐100, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
352 Ibid 15. 
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but any suggestion that this is to be affected by compulsion will be repudiated 

by all the responsible leaders of Zionist  opinion.354 

 

Several important points emerge from this early discussion of population transfer with 

a British official, even before the start of the mandate. First of all, despite concern 

being raised over the use of compulsion to encourage portions of the Arab population 

to move, Samuel legitimises the idea of demographic change by reducing the Arab 

population of Palestine rather than just increasing the Jewish population. Second of 

all, there began a discussion of how this could take place. While rejecting compulsion, 

the idea of financial incentives, and the Jewish acquisition of vacated land, provided a 

framework which would be used by the Zionists in the future, when formulating their 

own transfer plans. There is, then, an acceptance of the principle by a British official, 

of the desirability of moving a portion of the population, in order to make land available 

for Jewish settlement.  

As in other cases of Settler Colonialism, while the imperial power wished to avoid the 

use of force, portraying it as a last resort (though not abandoning colonisation), they 

were prepared to alter or adjust the social conditions of the Indigenous inhabitants to 

accommodate the settler’s requirements.  

 

Continuing the meeting, the Chairmen referenced the proposals submitted to the 

peace conference, considered to be quite moderate, and noting the commendatory 

view of them by Balfour. This was despite some alterations to the phrasing which were 

not viewed as changing their substance.355 In ending the Chairmen stated, “If 

ultimately the Jews are in a majority, the country will become a Jewish country, and if 

not, not.”356  

 

Implicit and Explicit Interpretations of British Commitments 

 

Before moving on it is worth viewing the response, and acknowledgement, by 

Weizmann of several issues highlighted so far. This concerned, primarily, the control 
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of statements regarding Zionist intentions, and the interpretation of the Balfour 

Declaration.  

With regard to the unauthorised statements, it is noted that there was no means of 

controlling the Zionist press, but there had been attempts to keep them in order. 

Related to this, but also bearing on the question of the intent and interpretation of the 

Balfour Declaration, and the senior figures responsible for it, was a statement by 

Weizmann. “When the Balfour Declaration was published we were encouraged by the 

British government to make as much of it as possible” In referencing a speech by 

Robert Cecil at the Opera House meeting in London, also attended by Ormsby Gore, 

that stated that the breakup of Turkey would result in Judea for the Jews, Weizmann 

commented: “It is quite natural that a statement like this made by a responsible 

member of the British Government should be interpreted by many that a Jewish state 

is going to be founded in Palestine.” Finally, joining these two issues together 

Weizmann stated “No responsible Zionist leader ever speaks of a Jewish state in 

Palestine now. I was and am constantly attacked by the Jewish press for being so 

moderate. We are told now in Palestine that we must not speak too much of the Balfour 

Declaration.”357  

The issue of deviations between public statement and the private interpretation of the 

British government and Zionist leadership, and of the expectations of the Zionist 

movement at large, was acknowledged here by Weizmann. Moreover, so was the 

need to keep tight control of the public expression of the movement’s ultimate goals, 

even if the means were still to be determined. Weizmann concludes with the belief that 

the Jewish National Home will not have to be enforced merely explained.358 

 

For the British, aware of the expanded goals of Zionism, outside of the public 

statements to the contrary, there was an attempt to focus on the methods of facilitating 

Zionist goals, rather than open discussion of its ends.359  

On the 26th August 1919 Colonel French returned a telegram to the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Affairs primarily regarding Anti-Zionist groups and activities, but also 

containing suggestions on how the Zionists should proceed with their plans. The report 
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was produced for the chief political officer at GHQ Cairo by Major J.N. Camp (assistant 

political officer) of the intelligence office Jerusalem on the 12th August, with additional 

copies being sent to the military governor, and chief administrator OETA South.360 It 

stated that, in the opinion of Major Camp, the agreement between Feisal and 

Weizmann was not worth the paper it was written on. The Major suggested an 

approach for Zionist policy that may mitigate unrest. “Open Arab opposition may 

possibly be averted if the Jews, through a policy of peaceful penetration, without the 

blaring of trumpets and without any special privileges, such as Dr Weizmann and other 

official Zionists desire, attain by their own work and on their own merits a position of 

supremacy in the land. That is, Britain would obtain a mandate for Palestine but not 

for a Jewish or Zionist Palestine.” This went on to suggest that immigration should be 

applied to all without discrimination by race or creed, but only in numbers which the 

land could support and with respect to the present inhabitants and their rate of 

increase. On these suggestions it ended; “If the Jew with an open field and no favours 

attains a position of supremacy twenty or thirty years hence, the Arab should have no 

reasonable grounds for objection.”361 

The information provided from those experiencing the facts on the ground, then, began 

to correspond with the general approach being formulated by more senior officials. 

However, it demonstrated a greater concern for mitigating the obvious privileges 

anticipated and demanded by the Zionist leadership. Despite disagreement on 

method, their existed an agreement that settlement should be gradual, and that it 

should be more subtle than an outright declaration of a state and, in this instance, 

should lack the obvious signs of preference.  

The concern of local officials with the means rather than the ultimate goal is highlighted 

in a rather hysterical note by Watts Taylor on 26th August 1919. Here he directly 

highlights the division between the lofty aspirations of policy being created in London, 

and lack of consideration for the measures of its practical implementation on the 

ground. “Before you publish your mandate for Palestine with its conditions, for God’s 

sake let us know, not your policy, but your method of putting it into effect. If the British 

administration is to be trusted to work it out on its own lines, with the assistance of 

broad-minded Jewish nationalists, not Jewish politicians or diplomats, all may yet be 

 
360Subject: Arab Movement and Zionism, 482, British delegation, correspondence and papers relating to Middle 
East (Political): Palestine. FO 608‐99, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
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well, but if we are to proceed with energy, then send us more troops (if you can get 

them to come on this particular job).362 

This letter references and contains an additional memorandum put together on this 

situation in Palestine by Major General H.D Watson (chief administrator) dated 16th 

August 1919. While expressing his sympathy with Zionist aims, so long as it did not 

come at the expense of the ‘rightful inhabitants and owners of the land,’ it said that if 

a Zionist  programme was forced, it would result in: “An outbreak of a very serious 

character necessitating the employment of a much larger number of troops.”363  

This came in response to the main fear of the local population that the passing of 

Zionist wealth into the land, and their eventual acquisition of territorial mineral 

concessions would result in their banishment.364 A consciousness then existed of the 

likely response and opposition of the local population to the proposed settlement 

scheme, in light of its impact on the existing society. The alarmed messages sent to 

the central government attempting to alert them to this danger in their policy 

considerations speaks to the gap in understanding of realities in Palestine between 

these two British perspectives. However, both these attitudes, either of ambivalence 

or concern, towards circumstances in Palestine indicate a commitment to proceed with 

colonisation and the suppression of opposition. 

 

At the Zionist conference in London on the 26th of February 1919, Chaim Weizmann 

and Nahum Sokolov made public statements on the proposals they were to submit, 

and the present state of the Zionist question. Chief amongst these were the 

appointment of Britain as the mandatory power, and that within the historic boundaries 

of Palestine; political, economic and cultural conditions should be formed to ensure 

the development of the Jewish National Home into an autonomous commonwealth.365 

In these were seen the development of conversations that would continue after the 

peace conference. Notably the public shift from a Jewish National Home as the 
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commitment of the Balfour Declaration, to an autonomous commonwealth, and the 

expanded promise this inferred.  

On the 5th March, the Inter Allied Zionist conference reconvened to hear the reports of 

Weizmann and Sokolov of their presentation to the peace conference. In this 

presentation the historical claims of the Jews to Palestine their traditional connection 

longing to return, and the justice of this reconstitution were given. This was followed 

by Professor Sylvain Levi who saw practical difficulties in the presence of an Arab 

population, and the potential twofold allegiance that would result from the institution of 

a Jewish council representing Jews in Palestine and the world.366  Weizmann was then 

tasked with both responding to Professor Levi, and to a question regarding his 

interpretation as to what the Jewish National Home entailed. Weizmann outlined that 

the Jewish National Home would be a creation that would enable “The Zionists to settle 

from 58,000 to 60,000 Jews every year on the land, to develop their own schools and 

a national language, to develop an administrative system suitable for the purpose, so 

that they could ultimately make Palestine as Jewish as England was English and as 

America was American.” Weizmann further dismissed the double allegiance claim as 

an invention of the anti-Zionists who feared for their own positions.”367  

In the aftermath of this, Weizmann felt that he had dispelled the concerns raised by 

Professor Levi, and that the principal of the Jewish National Home, and the main 

Zionist demands, had been accepted. The form the Home would take now depended 

on the efforts and devotion of the Jewish people.368 The Zionist delegation’s 

presentation was met with enthusiasm by the other delegates present and 

congratulated by Balfour.369 

 

The Military Administration: Reactions to British Policy in Palestine 

 

The feelings of the local administration, left to deal with giving practical effect to the 

abstract, and aspirational aims of the imperial government were expressed in a letter 

by General Clayton. “It is all very well for people at home to give vent to high sounding 
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sentiments, but we are up against the practical difficulties.”370 This assessment was 

extended to the Zionist Commission on its arrival in Palestine, and following its 

operation, in a letter from Clayton to Balfour. “They came out on a wave of enthusiasm 

for the great and inspiring project and are now brought up against those squalid details 

with which promoters of even the highest enterprises are bound to be faced.”371  

The problems encountered by the military administration, resulted from the fears of 

the Arabs regarding the Balfour Declaration, and the concomitant optimism of the 

Jewish population in response to the same. Ormsby Gore observed the hopes that the 

Declaration raised in the Jewish population, not just in Palestine.372 The outcome of 

this enthusiasm was an outburst of assertiveness on the part of Zionists, regarding its 

ultimate aims. A report on the communications of the Zionist organisation outlined the 

attitudes of the Jewish population and the response it drew from the Zionist leadership. 

This particularly demonstrates the broader effort to downplay the goals of the Zionist 

project, and avoid the more ambitious/extremist views from being publicly expressed. 

On 9th February Dr Weizmann messaged the Zionists in Jaffa. “‘We wish the Yishuv 

to know that we are of the opinion that any friction between you and other sections of 

Palestinian population would be very dangerous to our plans. You should all use your 

utmost endeavours to prevent the enthusiasm of our people leading them to adopt an 

attitude which might give rise to fear or suspicion among the local population.’”373 

 

It is in the desire to restrict and moderate the actions and public proclamations, 

following the Balfour Declaration, that frustration began to emerge amongst the local 

population. Initially there was an expectation of a positive reception by the British 

authorities as is gleaned by a telegram from Weizmann to Supreme Court Justice 

Brandeis on 30th March 1918. This spoke, first of all, of successful meetings with both 

local Jewish and Zionist groups as well as with Arab leaders before moving onto the 
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British. It noted the expression of sympathy by the High Commissioner for Zionist aims, 

and the determination of British personnel to support the movements activities.374 

Frustration was particularly focused on the military administration, which was viewed 

as failing to acknowledge, or as obstructing, the local Zionist interpretations of the 

Declaration. In writing to Balfour, Ormsby Gore summarised the changes that had 

been experienced by the Jewish community in Palestine. This began by outlining the 

sense of hope that was experienced with their ‘liberation’ from corrupt Turkish control, 

the Declaration, Robert Cecil’s statement and the arrival of the Zionist Commission. 

“That this new era is not in fact commencing, is becoming more and more evident to 

the minds of Jewish colonists. The declaration is seen to be nothing but a 

declaration.”375  

Of particular concern for Ormsby Gore in making this assessment was that continued 

inaction or apathy would lead to a period of hostility and bitter disappointment. The 

fear existed of a swing in support to Germany and Turkey.376 Ormsby Gore was later 

sent a translation of notes giving the perspectives of some of the Jews in occupied 

Palestine.377 This letter described the Jewish feeling as being one of pain and 

humiliation regarding the liberating government’s treatment of them.378  

This was reiterated in British observations of the relations of the Zionist Commission 

with the British administration in Palestine. “The Zionists, who had found a ready 

welcome to their ideas amongst the home authorities, were somewhat non-plussed at 

the attitude of the military authorities, and their first impressions were that these latter 

were favouring the Arab at the expense of the Jewish population of Palestine.” 

 

These incidents revolved around halting the construction of the Hebrew university, the 

lack of Jewish representatives at the arrival of the Commission, and a meeting of the 

Commission in Jerusalem that coincided with a violent anti-Jewish speech.379  
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Underlying these factors was a concern that delay would hinder and inhibit the 

development of Zionist policy. By granting positions to the Arab population and to the 

Jews in a way that was representative of their numbers, as well as restricting other 

aspects of Zionism, such as land transfers, the administration was thought to be 

allowing the Arabs time to consolidate their position.  

Of concern here was not a hostility to Jews from the administration, as the writer made 

clear, only the maintenance of the status quo. "The political orientation given to our 

administration of Judea now will have far reaching consequences after the 

war…Sooner or later we will see a Jewish Palestine of that I am convinced.”380 

 

There are number of reasons for the obstruction of Zionist development, both before 

and after the arrival of the Commission, as well as the perceived hostility of the 

administration.  

In the first instance, the creation of a military administration while the war was still in 

operation, limited the scope of the administration to implement a Zionist policy or make 

significant alterations to the society it administered.381 With this, Ormsby Gore 

referenced the need to maintain the status quo in line with the Hague conventions, 

restricting the extent to which the administration could cater to the Zionist programme. 

Under these military laws, and in leu of a contrary direction from the government, all 

inhabitants in occupied enemy territory must be treated equally, and the code adhered 

to.382  

The officials on the ground, then, felt the conflict between the higher policy directions 

decided on by the imperial government, and their obligations as an occupying force. 

With the lack of a clear statement on policy, there existed a degree of confusion and 

frustration in the mix of forces fighting for influence.383This feeling of a divorce between 

the high sentiments of the home government, and the realities on the ground meant 

that the local administration felt it necessary to assert its own policy.  
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Clayton expressed these feelings in April 1918, in a letter which stated he had referred 

the issue to the Foreign Office. In referring to the dangers of rushing ahead with a 

Zionist policy and responding to the imperial government and the Zionist  Commission, 

Clayton wrote “I am very anxious that they should leave the execution of the policy to 

us here – in so far as regards Palestine itself and not rush us.384 

Despite recommending a liberal interpretation of the military laws, Clayton was 

sceptical of this practicality, stating the guide was laid down when the experience of 

the current war was unavailable. He further noted these codes had been violated 

repeatedly since the war’s outbreak.385  

A second aspect of the difficulties faced by the military administration was the more 

Arabist outlook of the administration itself. This came from their experience in Arab 

and Muslim countries or communities. As is noted by Ormsby Gore; “The British 

officials were largely drawn from the Egyptian administration and were naturally more 

accustomed to dealing with Arabs than Jews.386 That these officials were more familiar 

with Arabic than Hebrew further increased the sense of prejudice of the Zionist  

movement, complicating relations further. The difference in expectations, both of 

British officials, and the Zionist and Jewish communities, of how the administration 

was expected to operate further compounded the issue.  

 

In a letter between Ormsby Gore and Mark Sykes, Gore expressed his concern over 

the management of the administration. Firstly, he was concerned about Clayton’s 

ability to control the administration since the appointment of Major General Money as 

Chief administrator, outranking Clayton. Secondly the discussion turned to those 

responsible for the local governance of Palestine, reiterating the concerns that their 

past experience ill equipped them for the policy to be implemented in Palestine. 

Ormsby Gore noted. “One can’t help noticing the ineradicable tendency of the 
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Englishman who has lived in India or the Sudan to favour quite unconsciously the 

Moslem both against Christian and Jew.387  

During the military occupation, and the confusion that followed the Balfour Declaration, 

the lack of a clear understanding of the local administration’s role, and lack of 

experience in handling this type of settlement, led to misunderstandings with the 

Zionist Commission that would be a source of antagonism. 

Here then there is a concern not only for the possible inherent bias that existed 

amongst most, though not all, officials towards Jews and the Zionist  movement, but 

extending from this an inability to deal with the wider political ramifications of what was 

being set up in Palestine. This was referenced again by Ormsby Gore writing to 

Balfour: “There appears to be a growing divorce between policy and administration, 

and a growing Arabising influence in the administration, due not to a deliberately 

conceived action but to the perpetuation of the status quo, and the superior 

opportunities that this gives to the Arabs.”388 In defence of the administration, it was 

not declared actively hostile to the Commission or the Jewish community, despite 

criticism its handling of the two.389  

 

The Work of the Zionist Commission 

 

The military administration in Palestine during 1918 was overseen by General Allenby 

while beneath him the Chief administrator determining policy was General Money. 

Adjacent to him was Brigadier General Clayton as the Chief Political Officer, in contact 

with, and relaying instructions from the Foreign Office.390  

In order to deal with the suspicions and hostility of the Arab population, aid in the 

recovery and expansion of the Jewish colonies, and liaise with the British 

administration, a Zionist Commission was organised to be sent to Palestine.  
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The hope of these activities was to not only co-ordinate the various institutions, 

colonies, and organisations of the Jewish community, but to centralise these activities 

towards the establishment of the Jewish National Home. British support for the efforts 

of the Commission was given with the expectation that it would spare the British 

authorities the pressure of competing Jewish groups taking part in relief work, 

challenging the efforts of the Zionists, and requiring British mediation.391  

The Commission left for Palestine on the 8th of March and arrived in Cairo at the end 

of the month. Dr Weizmann headed the Commission as President, Dr Eder as a 

representative of the ITO, Israel Zangwill’s Territorialist society, Sylvain Levi was 

attached at the request of the French government. These were some amongst other 

representatives who formed the Commission.392 Other members such as Aaron 

Aaronsohn (expert on Palestinian Agriculture) and M. Hoofien (Jerusalem manager of 

the Anglo Palestine bank) later joined the commission which was supervised by Major 

Ormsby Gore. While there was the desire to provide relief and organisation for the 

Jewish community in Palestine, this formed part of a larger framework of strategy for 

Weizmann. “Dr Weizmann’s policy has always been based on producing a series of 

facts which would be an assertion of the Zionist claims to the whole world.” This was 

directed towards creating a situation in Palestine that would produce a favourable 

response from the peace conference. These series of facts, and their establishment, 

would be a consistent element, and strategy, of the Zionist policy, which would 

strengthen their claims in negotiations over the status of the land.393 

 

The relationship between the administration and the Zionist Commission, brings to the 

fore the issue of taking the abstract declarations of the previous years and coming to 

terms with the practical realities of implementation. In this context the assessments 

and interpretations of Zionism that existed within the administration will be addressed.  

 

Without a clear declaration of policy for Palestine, there was little direction for the 

military administration with regards to the Zionist programme. Similarly, there can be 

seen a lack of understanding of the situation on the ground by those in the imperial 

 
391 Notes on Zionism, Communications of  the Zionist Organisation  in 1917, 1st  February 1918, 2, GF Clayton 
Palestine, GB‐0033‐SAD, SAD 694/6/1‐53, Durham University Library and Collections, Durham, United Kingdom. 
392 Communications of the Zionist Organisation II., January – March 1918, in Palestine, 9, Archive, GB‐0033‐SAD, 
GF Clayton Palestine, SAD 694/6/1‐53, Durham University Library and Collections, Durham, United Kingdom. 
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government. However, some members of the administration such as Ormsby Gore, 

and at times Clayton, had been a part of these high-level discussions. As such it is 

necessary to consider the understanding and interpretation of the Zionist movement 

by the administration. 

In an exchange with Clayton on the 8th November 1918 regarding his assessment of 

the situation in Palestine in his meeting with several senior figures in the British 

government,394 Weizmann gave a report of his impressions. “I found on the whole that 

the people here did not know very much of the great political difficulties with which the 

Chief and you had to contend.”395 Weizmann then noted the creation of an Advisory 

committee headed by Herbert Samuel (whose 5th meeting has been mentioned) with 

the aim of proposing to the British government principles on which the Jewish National 

Home might be established and what the meaning of this term was.396  

 

Returning to the report on the Zionist Commission of the 6th February 1919, a more 

pointed statement of the understanding/knowledge of the administration regarding 

Zionism was given. “There seemed to exist a complete ignorance not only of the 

meaning of the declaration but as to the policy and intentions of the Home 

Government.” However General Allenby, and General Clayton asserted that they were 

under no misconception as to the immediate aims of Zionism.397 

 

In this, then, there was an allusion to the general misunderstanding of the Balfour 

Declaration as meaning the immediate creation of a state, as opposed to the more 

gradual development being considered. The ultimate outcome of this process was still 

not stated openly. As the encounter between the administration and the Zionist 

Commission progressed it was noted that “The Zionists appreciated more fully the 

difficulties of administering an occupied territory containing different national elements 

and affecting a larger number of political values, while the military authorities were 

 
394 Mr Balfour, Robert Cecil, Mark Sykes, Major Gore, General Smuts, Colonel Lawrence, Commander Hogarth, 
Admiral Hall, General MacDonogh, Lord Eustace Percy, Lord Reading, Lord Bryce, Mr Herbert Samuel and the 
new DMI (Director of military Intelligence) 
395 Letter from Weizmann to Clayton 5th November 1918, SAD 150/5/99, 1‐2, SAD 150/5/1‐129, GB‐0033‐SAD, 
FR  Wingate  Arab  Affairs  1‐7  November  1918,  Durham  University  Library  and  Collections,  Durham,  United 
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reassured as to the aims of the Zionists.” That new points of friction were dealt with 

and did little to diminish the then friendly relations is attributed to the frankness, tact, 

and insight with which General Clayton, Weizmann and Ormsby Gore dealt with each 

other.  

 

This frankness led to a further discussion of the ultimate aims of the Zionist 

programme, as they came to the attention of Clayton through his recounting of the 

minutes of a meeting of the Commission. For Weizmann it was clearly stated that a 

Jewish commonwealth was the long-term aim, with a British protectorate serving for 

the moment. “At the second meeting of the Commission he stated that ‘Zionism had 

as its ultimate political objective the creation of a Jewish commonwealth. The methods 

by which such a political state was to be evolved would be clearer to us on our return 

from Palestine.’” The report continued to note Weizmann’s public rejection that 

Zionism sought supreme political power in Palestine, that this should be held by a 

power selected by the League of Nations until the population was ready for self-

government. Additionally, Palestine should not be partitioned or internationalised.398  

In April 1918 in letter from Clayton to Balfour, the understanding of the military 

administration was directly discussed alongside the problems that were foreseen in 

beginning a Zionist policy. It was noted in this exchange that the military administration 

had been informed of the governments intentions towards the Zionist programme. 

However, this was acknowledged as conflicting with the existing policy of carrying out 

their commitments to the Arabs. “It is not easy therefore to switch over to Zionism all 

at once in the face of a considerable degree of Arab distrust and suspicion.”399 

As in previous cases of settlement the difficulties facing the British colonial and 

imperial bodies can be seen. In these early stages, an awareness of the likely 

outcomes of settlement for the existing population were noted, as were the more 

ambitious demands of the settlers. Furthermore, the disquiet in the British 

administration on the ground over the responsibilities to each side, drew parallels with 

the similar difficulties facing colonial officials of the past in their sense of purpose and 

responsibility in the colonies. 
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In making its assessments of the progress of the Zionist programme, the 

administration was influenced largely by the circumstances of the war, and the need 

to reassure the Arab population. An extension of this came after the war with the 

difficulty of enacting a policy that was seen to be in contradiction with pledges made 

to the Arabs. However, throughout this their existed an understanding of what was to 

be eventually achieved in Palestine.  

For the lower officials this was seen as a withdrawal from the immediate creation of a 

Jewish state to the gradual creation of an autonomous National Home. For more 

senior officials a bolder programme, and ultimate aim, was understood to the be the 

agenda, despite even this being considered moderate by some. This was best 

expressed in the views of those who saw the Zionist programme as necessarily and 

justifiably subordinating the interests, and even annulling the rights, of the existing 

population, and those who foresaw their eventual transfer.  

There then existed a difficulty in how to proceed with this policy given the, at times, 

varying levels of mutual understanding of policy on the ground and in London. These 

problems would continue to an extent, as would the British concern for taking a more 

gradual approach as the restrictions of the military administration gave way to a civil 

one. With this came the formal, legal declaration of the future of Palestine at the peace 

conference, and the drafting of the mandate for Palestine. 
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Chapter 7: Constructing the Jewish National Home: Clarifications, Realities, 

and Opposition to the Mandate for Palestine 

 

“Upon taking up residence in Palestine, however, Samuel, like many British officials 

who came from London, gained a new understanding of the realities in the country, 

and this in turn tempered his enthusiasm for the Jewish cause.”400 

 

The Future of Palestine 

 

The conclusions of the peace conferences of 1919 led to the need to formulate the 

terms of the mandates that were to be granted to the victorious powers in the Middle 

East. Elements of these constructions have been seen previously in the proposed 

constitution for Palestine. As will be seen, it was considered amongst senior 

government officials and Cabinet ministers that the principles of the mandatory system 

(broadly dealing with the “Administrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory, for a 

territory, “until such time as they are able to stand alone)”401 could not be easily applied 

to Palestine. The Balfour Declaration, even in its ambiguity, and the provisions of the 

mandate articulated a policy that provided for the self-government and national 

aspirations of two different ethnic groups in Palestine.402 As such, the proposed terms 

of the mandate could not mirror those created for the other Middle Eastern states.403  

These questions, present from the decision to support the Zionist movement, became 

of far greater importance as the British hold on Palestine was legitimised by the peace 

talks.  

 

As the military administration was substituted for a civil administration (on the 1st July 

1920)404 under Herbert Samuel, there was an expectation that more could be done to 

 
400 Tessler, A History of the Israeli‐Palestinian Conflict, 171. 
401 “The Covenant of the League of Nations,” The Avalon Project Documents in Law History and Diplomacy Yale 
Law  School,  Accessed  February  21,  2020,  Article  22, 
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/leagcov.asp#art22. 
402 John Strawson, Partitioning Palestine, Legal Fundamentalism in the Palestinian‐Israeli Conflict (London: Pluto 
Press, 2010), 66‐70.  
403Memorandum, 21‐12‐26, 1‐5, The Papers of Leopold Amery, AMEL 2‐4‐15, Part 1 of 4, Cambridge Churchill 
Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
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fulfil British obligations in Palestine.405 This resulted in several statements that will be 

examined, including Herbert Samuel’s June 3rd address and the Churchill White paper.  

However, alongside these public statements and deliberations on policy, there existed 

private observations of the activities of the Zionist movement, and the agenda 

animating its members and advocates. In this discourse, despite the public statements 

of the British government, administration, and the Zionist leaders, there remained a 

sense of greater aims. 

In the aftermath of the peace conference, and for the rest of the 1920’s these concerns 

predominated in the British discussion of Palestine and Zionism. Tensions that would 

erupt in Jerusalem 1920, Jaffa in 1921, and throughout Palestine in 1929 continued to 

add to British concerns about the direction and feasibility of their commitments.406  

 

The analysis of this phase in the British engagement with Zionism will address the 

shifts that occurred in British discourse as the commitments, and ideals, of the Balfour 

Declaration began to encounter more fully the facts on the ground, and a defined 

programme.407  

With the consideration of what long term control and enactment of a Zionist policy 

would require the questions that will be examined in this chapter will address: the way 

in which the post-war, post-peace, circumstances effected the British assessments of 

their commitments in Palestine and interpretations of Zionism. What influence the 

developing assessments by officials on the ground, and their contact with the London, 

on Zionist aims, methods and goals had on their approach to the mandate. Their view 

of the character of the movement as a whole. To what extent the British government 

was aware of the means and methods considered for the enactment of the Jewish 

National Home, and to what extent was it complicit in/enabled their implementation. 

Finally, how this period altered British estimations, both in central government and the 

local administration, on the feasibility or way in which the mandate would progress 

compared to their initial beliefs; and whether there a divergence between the two areas 

of authority. 
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These then represent the key questions in determining the knowledge/awareness of 

the British regarding the development of the Zionist movement, as the British moved 

away from initial idealism to grapple with the practical reality of their commitments. 

 

In structuring the analysis, the arguments in this section seek to build on, and provide 

continuity with the ideas, concerns and frameworks established in the previous 

chapter. The use of sources in this chapter focuses on the interpretations and 

establishment of British policy, and the efforts to assert greater control over conditions 

in Palestine. Both official reports, private writings, and letters, demonstrate the 

difficulties faced by British personal and their first-hand experience of the Zionist 

movements expectations on the ground, and the means by which this was expected 

to be facilitated. This then serves to highlight two main issues. The debate over the 

legal language and discourse concerning support for Zionism and British 

responsibilities, and the British relations on the ground with the Zionist movement.  

The combination of these two approaches allows this chapter to provide a clear 

account of the overarching concerns developing in London that influenced policy, 

alongside a variety of accounts from personnel in Palestine dealing with the 

frustrations emerging from the practical reality, and expectations, on the ground.  

 

 

Interpretations, Additions, and their Significance in the Mandate 

 

The drafting of the mandate for Palestine began as early as December 1918. A first 

draft was prepared by Professor Frankfurter and Mr Grans, with involvement between 

1919 and 1921 of figures such as Weizmann, Sokolow, Herbert Samuel, and Samuel 

Landman. A tentative draft of the Zionist proposals was then submitted to the British 

Delegation on 15th July 1919, before being sent to the London Action Committee in 

July/Aug 1919. 408  

These proposals were put forward to the peace conference in order to give greater 

international and legal backing to their programme for Palestine. Though no final 

decisions were made by the Allied powers, the drafting of a mandate/constitution 

 
408  “Extracts  from  the  reports  of  the  executive  of  the  Zionist  Organisation  to  the  twelfth  Zionist  Congress, 
Carlsbad,  September,  1921:  political  report”  (London:  Zionist  Organisation,  1921),  27‐28, 
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continued. By April 1919, this process was co-ordinated between the Zionist 

Organisation and the British Foreign Office, led by Arthur Balfour in the first half of 

1919 but changing to Lord Curzon in the autumn of that year. In April, the draft of the 

mandate put forward by the Zionists was reviewed by the Foreign Office. Containing 

five articles, this draft explicitly sought to legally cement the position, privileges, and 

guiding principles of Zionism into the mandate.409  

After several revisions the draft presented to the Versailles peace conference stated 

that “The High Contracting Parties recognize the historic title of the Jewish people to 

Palestine and the right of Jews to reconstitute in Palestine their National Home”410 This 

became a key demand of the Zionist delegation. It made note, not only of the 

connection of the Jews to the land, but of a title and right to enact its programme that 

conferred to them ownership, both current and retroactive.  

Revisions were offered by the Foreign Office, specifically by Lord Balfour. In these 

revisions the historic title to Palestine, and right to reconstitute their National Home 

there, was watered down. For the British interpretation this was changed to an 

acknowledgement of the historic connection of the Jewish people, and the claim this 

gave them to found a home in that country. However, more control was maintained by 

Britain in the suggested revisions, with sovereignty taken from the League and given 

to the mandatory responsible for the government, although explicit reference to Britain 

was removed.411  

Similar to the watering down of Jewish rights to Palestine, the obligation of Britain to 

co-operate with a Jewish council was reduced. The initial proposal stated that the 

council would be given priority in the granting of concessions for public works, and 

resource development, while eschewing private profit. The British proposal gave the 

government power to grant these concessions to the council, or similar bodies 

organised and approved by the council. They would be given preferential 

consideration rather than definite priority.412 Commenting on the 26th of July Eric 

Forbes-Adam described the document, containing Lord Balfour’s notes, as the only 

 
409 John J. McTague Jr, “Zionist‐British Negotiations over the Draft mandate for Palestine, 1920,” Jewish Social 
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real indication of the Secretary of State’s view. Furthermore, having seen the Palestine 

chapter of the draft peace treaty with Turkey, Balfour expressed the view that he must 

not be considered bound by it.413  

 

In July, Lord Balfour gave permission to begin direct negotiations with members of the 

Zionist Organization, including Weizmann and Felix Frankfurter, over the wording of 

the mandate. The draft released by Britain on the 15th of July incorporated Lord 

Balfour’s amendments, while greatly expanding upon the original five articles, with a 

total of twenty-nine.414  

For the Zionists, dissatisfied with the amendments, counter proposals were divided 

into two camps. Firstly, changes in keeping with the tenor of the tentative British draft. 

Secondly, changes considered to be of the utmost importance to the Zionist 

Organisation for the realisation of the Jewish National Home. 

To begin with it addressed the changes in the preamble calling for the recognition of 

the Jewish claim to reconstitute Palestine as their National Home; “There should be 

no possibility of doubt that the reconstitution of the Jewish National Home involves 

political and economic measures which affect the whole country.” In addition, it was 

emphasised that it was not just a national home, comparable with other Jewish 

communities, but the National Home. Furthermore, the proposals called for its linking 

with the call for a self-governing commonwealth. These two components represented 

the guiding purpose of the mandate.415  

Greater detail was added to the description of the Jewish body that was to assist and 

co-operate in establishing the Jewish National Home. The Zionists felt “The Jewish 

National Home is not safeguarded if the public character of the Zionist Organisation is 

to be ignored and the Zionist Organisation is merely to be granted preferential 

consideration in a competition equally open to private enterprise.” Given the 

importance attached to the systematic development of public works, utilities, and 

material resources, the Zionist Organisation was thought to need a pre-emptive right 

to construct and operate these assets.416  
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Over the course of these early exchanges in 1919, with Lord Balfour as Foreign 

Secretary, the Zionist delegation clearly put forward what it deemed to be the crucial 

aspects of their programme for Palestine. The British proposals, while keeping much 

of the spirit of the Zionist suggestions, sought to limit the degree to which it could be 

boxed into a particular interpretation of its commitments. It can be seen here that there 

was already a trend in the British amendments. While keeping to, and enabling the 

spirit of the Zionist proposals: i.e. the creation of a Jewish council, immigration, 

settlement, a preferential position for total land that could be owned, there was a 

determined effort by the British to ensure that ultimate power rested with them.  

This follows from the analysis previously noted by Ann Curthoys, regarding the wish 

of the imperial power to maintain control of what was in the past considered Indigenous 

policy. In the context of this, and the previous chapters analysis, the concern of the 

scope of the Zionist movement’s project, the methods mooted, and the position of the 

Arab population, find their parallels in past cases of settlement.  

 

How the mandate was to be developed, and the realisation of its ultimate goal was 

less definitely enshrined in law and kept more open to interpretation. Recognition of 

Jewish historical rights was reduced, and an autonomous commonwealth (free from 

control) was replaced with a, more limiting, self-governing commonwealth (more akin 

to the self-governing Dominions). Sovereignty was shifted from the League to the 

mandatory, the role and priority given to the Jewish council was reduced while 

regarding land, immigration and self-government, the obligation to close settlement 

was watered down. In addition, all of these were subject to the approval of the British 

government. In its twenty eighth article, the British draft even included the possibility 

of changing the convention with the consent of the League of Nations Council, or if the 

Council decided the present convention was inapplicable to the existing conditions.417  

 

Even those who supported the Declaration sought to give Britain some flexibility in 

how it managed its commitments. This was despite the implicit and private consensus 

between the two parties over their interpretation. Even with Balfour as Foreign 

Secretary there remained a desire to avoid the privileged position or equal partnership 
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for Zionist institutions with the imperial and colonial governments. This by no means 

meant Britain did not intend to honour the Zionist interpretation of the Declaration. 

Many of the same statesmen were in power that had overseen, and participated in 

drafting the mandate, as had been present in 1917. However, there was a feeling that 

they did not wish to include the guarantees that would make them accountable for 

maintaining a specific approach no matter what, and despite Zionist efforts to guard 

against ambiguity. This in part, came from the growing awareness of the 

circumstances faced on the ground.  

 

At a meeting on the 24th June 1919 between Justice Brandies (Supreme Court, USA) 

and Lord Balfour, several of the requirements for the success of the Jewish National 

Home were proposed by Brandeis. These were that Palestine should constitute the 

Jewish Homeland and not simply be a place within which there is one, this being, he 

assumed, the commitment of the Balfour Declaration. Next there should be room for 

the Home to expand economically, not being confined to a small portion of the territory. 

This meant control of water sources.418 Thirdly, a Jewish Palestine must control the 

land and natural resources central to economic life. Balfour was recorded to have 

agreed entirely with the three conditions.  

However, this was then further complicated by the suggestions of President Wilson for 

a Commission to ascertain the wishes of the ‘Eastern’ populations as to their own 

future. In this instance Balfour wrote a memorandum stating that commitment to 

Zionism necessarily excluded self-determination based on demographic numbers. 

“Palestine presented a unique situation. We are dealing not with the wishes of an 

existing community but are consciously seeking to reconstitute a new community and 

definitely building for a numerical majority in the future.” The solution was considered 

to rest on the building up of a majority in the territory.419  

 

In autumn 1919, Lord Curzon became Colonial Secretary and brought with him a far 

more sceptical view of Zionism than the idealism of Balfour. As has been seen in the 

previous chapter, he was less enthusiastic about Zionism and sought to set more 
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conditions on British commitments. Commenting on Curzon’s outlook McTague Jr 

writes “He was determined to write a more general draft, one which would not tie his 

hands in dealing with Chaim Weizmann and his associates.” Curzon began picking 

apart the wording of the revised draft from July 1919, although this did not happen 

until March 1920.420 In particular he focused on the phrase self-governing 

Commonwealth which to him indicated a Jewish State, the Zionist’s interpretation, but 

one which the British sought to disavow. Curzon asserted: “Acting upon the noble 

principles of self-determination and ending with a splendid appeal to the League of 

Nations, we then proceed to draw up a document which reeks of Judaism in every 

paragraph and is an avowed constitution for a Jewish State.”421  

 

The draft that was presented to Curzon on June 10th eliminated entirely not only a 

recognition of Jewish historical title to Palestine but also the historical connection and 

claim to the reconstitution of Palestine.422 Furthermore, the idea of a commonwealth 

was substituted for the more limited self-governing institutions, connoting a more local 

independence. While the outright preference for the Jewish Agency was returned,423 

and the focus of the mandate on the development of the Jewish National Home was 

maintained, other changes served to undercut Zionism’s position in Palestine. The 

right of the Jewish Agency to be consulted was removed, allowing them only to advise 

and co-operate.424  

Reacting to these changes on the 29th of June the Zionist’s voiced their concerns. 

Their first point related to the drafting process. Prior to this the Zionist Organisation 

had been consulted on drafts and revisions, most recently with the March 15th version. 

However, in the case of the June 10th version they were not consulted. Concern was 

elicited in this regard by the fact that the future success of the Zionist programme in 

Palestine depended in large part on the support of Jews throughout the world. The 

measures incorporated in the mandate needed to be such that could elicit their 

enthusiasm.425  
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In criticising the removal of the historical connection of the Jews to Palestine the 

observations noted that its inclusion signified not only the historical existence of a 

Jewish state but the continual importance of the land to Jews throughout history. “It is 

thus the fundamental basis of the policy which the mandate embodies.” 

Further complaints were raised over the ordering of Article three in which the need to 

preserve the rights of the existing population was given precedence over the 

establishment of the Jewish National Home.426   This was returned to again in article 

nine part (b) in which the Jewish National Home as a guiding principal had been 

eliminated.427 In relation to the role of the Jewish Agency concern was raised over the 

removal of its right to be consulted on the granting of concessions.  

Fears were expressed that the direction that these works would take would necessarily 

impact the direction of the development of the country, and by extension, the Jewish 

National Home. 

  

More than simply asserting British control and reducing the strict interpretation of the 

future of Palestine, Curzon’s draft went further in removing specifically Jewish 

elements, even where they had little bearing on the direction the mandate was to take. 

However there remained a desire by the Zionists to reassert the more explicit 

interpretation, and control over the development, of the mandate from previous 

drafts.428 

 

For Curzon, however, the main issue of the mandate was the preamble acknowledging 

the Jewish connection to Palestine.429 While he himself denied the validity of Jewish 

historical claims, he felt that the great importance attached to it by the Zionists was the 

special status it gave to them in the mandate. John McTague Jr writes of Curzon’s 

attitude to the passage that he felt the Zionist demand for it indicated: “A claim for 

preferential treatment in Palestine, and ultimately for the complete government of the 

country.” However, enough sympathy existed within the British government that he 

was unable to completely omit the passage.430 
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Weizmann was to restate Zionist concerns on the 23rd November 1920; once again 

drawing attention to the vital economic importance of preference for the Jewish 

Agency. “Its virtual rejection eliminates from the mandate one – and that one of the 

most important – of the very few concessions of substance which had been confidently 

anticipated.” However, the support Weizmann was to receive from other quarters of 

the British government was demonstrated. Amongst these, Lord Balfour was recorded 

as expressing his concern at the weakening of the mandate. However, while calling 

for the return of a modified recognition of Jewish claims, Balfour was not willing to 

press strongly for other changes. In the case of the Prime Minister, who also expressed 

dissatisfaction with the draft, though not inclined to support the economic clause, 

sought a compromise.431 These concerns at the direction the draft was taking were 

further demonstrated in a note shortly after in November.  In this Balfour stated “If the 

first version of the mandate is compared with the last in a strictly legal spirit, there is 

perhaps little difference between them; but I fear the difference in effect will be great, 

and in a direction wholly unfavourable to Zionism.”432 

 

A compromise draft was put forward by Balfour that served to satisfy both Curzon and 

Weizmann. With regard to the important element of the pre-amble, this was re-phrased 

to give recognition to the historical connection of the Jewish people, and to the grounds 

for reconstituting their National Home in that country. The commitment to a 

commonwealth was dropped in favour of maintaining self-governing institutions.433 In 

relation to the Jewish Agency, it was allowed an improved position consulting on land 

settlement and co-operating with the administration. In keeping with even Balfour and 

the PM’s suspicion of the economic clauses, an indication of preference for the Jewish 

Agency was also dropped.434   

The mandate would not be approved until July 24th, 1922. However, as noted by John 

McTague Jr, the drafting process brought about the first major conflict over 

interpretations, understanding and the willingness to enable the Zionist programme 
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from the British government. “Above all else, we find this to be the first instance of 

serious disagreement between the Zionists and the government in London.” 

 While there was confusion, antagonism, and grudging acquiescence from the local 

administration, the London government had largely backed Zionist claims. However, 

as the obstacles presented by the reality on the ground came to be realised, there was 

a break in the interests of the two movements.435  

 

Evolving Views on the Balfour Declaration: British Policy in Practice 

 

Prior to 1921 there had been no detailed articulation of policy for what the Balfour 

Declaration and Jewish National Home entailed in practice or how it should be 

accomplished. A fact that, as seen was a source of complaint and requests for 

clarification from officials in Palestine.436  

The first statement of general policy came with the arrival of Herbert Samuel in 

Palestine on 1st July 1920. In a statement to the people of Palestine from Samuel and 

the King, it was announced that the duties of British officials would be carried out with 

impartiality with respect for all races, religions, and creeds. There would be a gradual 

development of the National Home for the Jews, but this would not prejudice the civil 

and religious rights or prosperity of the general population. Samuel then proceeded to 

outline general plans for the administration and economy while assuring the audience 

of the benefits of British rule for justice and freedom, the ending of corruption and the 

promotion of prosperity. As regarded immigration it was stated that this would be 

proportional to the availability of employment in the country. This did not offer any 

further details on the Jewish National Home or Balfour Declaration other than to say 

measures related to is would greatly improve the country.437  

By 1921, the unrest that had erupted in the preceding years in Jaffa and Jerusalem 

resulted in the first attempts at an official policy from the British government. This was 
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formulated between the Secretary of State for the Colonies Winston Churchill and the 

High Commissioner Herbert Samuel and was presented on June 3rd, 1921.  

Once again, a great deal of the speech was given to outlining the general policies that 

had been and would be pursued in the country. Immigration would remain under British 

control, which was stated to recognise that mass immigration would not be permitted 

into Palestine. After condemning the recent disturbances, Samuel turned to the 

political situation and question of the National Home.438 The unrest that had occurred 

was seen as a product of a misunderstanding of the Balfour Declaration’s support for 

a National Home for the Jewish people. The Arabs were said to fear their country, Holy 

places, and lands being taken and given to strangers, while a Jewish government ruled 

over the Muslim/Christian majority. Samuel in this instance assured them this never 

was, and would not be, British policy. In clarifying the meaning of the Jewish National 

Home Samuel stated, that this meant, within numbers fixed by local interests, the Jews 

should come to Palestine to help develop the country. Measures to enable this would 

be adopted within reason. Samuel then concluded that the British government would 

never impose a policy which the people had reason to think was contrary to their 

religious, political, and economic interests.439 

 

With the coming into force of the mandate, and continued tensions, demonstrations, 

and complaint over the proposed British policy, a further assurance was formulated in 

the 1922 White paper. Titled British Policy in Palestine, this proposal came from the 

correspondence between the Colonial Secretary, the Arab, and the Zionist 

Delegations. This proposal once more presented the tensions that existed in Palestine 

as the result of a misunderstanding of what the Balfour Declaration proposed, and 

what the Jewish National Home represented. Once more Weizmann’s statement to 

the peace conference to make Palestine as Jewish as England is English was taken 

to represent the exaggerated interpretations that lay behind Arab fears.  

The proposal went on to assure the Arabs that the disappearance or subordination of 

their population, language, and culture was not contemplated by the British 

government. Nor would the entirety of Palestine be converted into the Jewish National 
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Home; it would be founded in part of it. Furthermore, reassurance was offered from 

the Zionist Congress which passed a resolution outlining Jewish aims to “Live with the 

Arab people on terms of unity and mutual respect.” Contrary to Arab concerns it was 

noted that the Zionist Commission did not have a role in the general administration of 

the country, nor would the Zionist Organisation be granted one through Article four of 

the mandate. These special positions would be restricted to matters exclusively 

affecting the Jewish population while allowing the organisation to assist in general 

development.440  

The statement of policy continued to reaffirm the Balfour Declaration. After outlining 

the success of the Jewish community in the last two to three generations including its 

agricultural, economic, political, and cultural developments, the meaning of the Jewish 

National Home as understood by Britain was outlined. This once again envisaged the 

growth of the existing population into a Jewish centre on the basis of race and religion. 

It further defended its presence on the basis that the Jews were in Palestine “As of 

right and not on sufferance.”  

 

In turning to the policies that would be required to facilitate the Jewish National Home, 

the role of immigration is expanded upon. Adding detail to Samuel’s June 3rd 

statement, immigration was limited to the absorptive capacity of the economy in order 

that the immigrants would not be a burden or deprive the present population of their 

employment.441  

Self-government, it was felt, would need to be gradual given the special circumstances 

existing in Palestine.442 The reaction of the Arab delegation to these proposals will be 

dealt with later. For now, it can be noted that on receiving this statement of Policy the 

Zionist Organisation executive agreed to conduct its policy in conformity with this 

statement.443 In doing so they were believed by the British to have implicitly 
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abandoned the idea of a Jewish state in Palestine, while surrendering their other 

special privileges.444 

 

Reaction to these papers, and to the Balfour Declaration varied. For some it was a far 

more detailed articulation of the British interpretation of policy. This was particularly so 

for those who wished the Balfour Declaration to be amended/re-interpreted to a more 

moderate form. In a letter to his brother, Ernest Richmond (then a political agent in the 

Palestine administration) wrote that the white paper was a better interpretation of 

British intentions; “It is more detailed and precise than the Declaration and its spirit is 

fairer than the spirit of the mandate. The White paper is based upon the idea of equality 

of treatment for all Palestinians, but the mandate is based upon the idea of preference 

for the Jews.”445  

In voicing his support for the White paper, Mr Richmond expressed a hope that the 

mandate itself would be amended to bring it into line the white paper. Between these 

two documents Richmond saw a conflict of authority between the League of Nations 

mandate, and British policy. Without a definite statement, the white paper would only 

appear as hurried amendments by the British in the face of critics of the mandate.446  

The British then reaffirmed their support for the 1922 white paper’s interpretations of 

policy, while dismissing the exaggerated statements made in the aftermath of the 

Declaration. “There is no doubt that, in the early days of, the occupation, exaggerated 

notions were entertained by the Jewish leaders as to their future position in the 

country… It is to this kind of attitude that much of the subsequent opposition to our 

policy may be ascribed… The White Paper published by the Lloyd George Ministry, in 

June 1922, contained a clear definition of our policy.” 

Although by 1924 the appearance of an immediate threat to Britain’s position had 

apparently dissipated, there remained concern about the long-term prospects in 

Palestine by those in the administration.447  
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Disputes and Relations between the Civil Administration and the Settlers 

 

Few amongst the Palestine administration, with the exception of senior figures such 

as William Ormsby Gore and General Clayton, had much familiarity with the 

deliberations, understandings, and consensus reached in London. As was noted by 

the Commission, few in the lower ranks of the administration seemed to know anything 

of the Zionist programme. They appeared actively hostile to their presence and 

actions. This, and the disappointed expectations of the Jewish community led to a 

feeling of antagonism that persisted despite several clarifications from figures such as 

Ormsby Gore and General Clayton, as well as statements from central government. 

Despite allowing the Zionist Commission to continue with its operations there 

remained both a critical, suspicious, and disillusioned attitude towards the 

administration as one that was not offering the expected support. For the British, there 

was an equal suspicion of the Zionist movement’s ambitions in Palestine. This centred 

on the contrast between the more modest aims publicly stated by the Zionist leaders, 

(and the British official position), and the greater aspirations of its members. 

Furthermore, there was a prior assumption by the British officials of their role in the 

administration, based on their previous experience in colonies such as India in 

Africa.448  

 

While these were features of the early encounters, between the military administration, 

Zionist Commission, and Jewish population, their continuing development speaks to 

the long-term conflicts of interest that had emerged. A clear example of this comes 

with the concerns raised by the military administration. In a letter from Major-General 

Sir Louis Bols (then Chief administrator in Palestine) to GHQ in Cairo, he presented 

his concerns about the role of the Zionist Commission, calling for its dissolution. 

Recounting a meeting during a visit from Herbert Samuel he expressed his concern 

regarding the parallel administration that had been set up by the Zionist Commission.  
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I attach a list of the Zionist Commission’s composition at their headquarters and 

in the districts. It will be seen that a complete administrative machine is 

operating, in fact its departments correspond in numbers exactly to my own.  

This administration within an administration renders good government 

impossible; the Jewish population look to their administration and not to mine, 

and the Moslems and Christians can only see that the privileges and liberties 

are allowed to the Jews that are denied to them. 

I cannot allocate the blame to any section of the community or to individuals 

whilst their cases are still sub-judice, but I can definitely state that when the 

strain came the Zionist Commission did not loyally accept the orders of the 

administration, but from the commencement adopted an hostile, critical and 

abusive attitude. It is a regrettable fact that, with one or two exceptions it 

appears impossible to convince the Zionist of British good faith and ordinary 

honesty, they seek not justice from the military occupant but that in every 

question in which a Jew is interested discrimination in his favour must be 

shown. They are exceedingly difficult to deal with, in Jerusalem, being in the 

majority, they were not satisfied with military protection but demanded to take 

the law into their own hands.449  

 

This reaction came in the wake of violence unrest that had been directed by the Arabs 

against the Jews in Jerusalem, and frustrations felt over the British response.450 

However, it demonstrated the Zionist movement’s organisation in Palestine, and its 

relationship with the administration. Furthermore, it provides a working example of the 

kind of autonomy that had been stated as one of the goals of the proposed Jewish 

National Home. The drive of the Zionist movement to push, not just for its own political 

institutions, but against the sovereignty the British anticipated wielding in Palestine, 

demonstrated a greater degree of independence than the official statements of British 

policy acknowledged. The creation of a parallel administration demonstrated the 

greater ambitions of the Zionist movement, putting it in opposition to the 

administration. Furthermore, there existed the feeling that preference would be shown 
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to the Jews wherever their interests were involved, an open-ended understanding 

when it came to the possible expansion of the National Home and the position of the 

Arab population. This early demonstration of the interpretation attached by the Zionist 

Organisation to British support served to raise concerns about the status of the 

movement. While these explicit demonstrations of independent existence and 

sovereignty would be moderated, the observable actions of the Zionist project would 

continue to be referenced by British and Arab observers.  

 

This concern is once again seen in the context of the impending transition of 

administration, with the arrival of Herbert Samuel as High Commissioner and the belief 

that his status as a Jew would precipitate crisis. The objections to Herbert Samuel 

would continue but generally play into the belief in the need to stabilise the situation 

by calming Arab opinion. It is in these circumstances, that the parallel administration 

operating in Palestine appeared as a danger to the British authorities. General 

Thwaites further stated that the Zionist Commission should be dissolved due to its 

formation of a parallel administration. “The position is impossible and dangerous and 

must not continue.”451 The conflict between the two administrations was one of 

authority in the territory as it excluded the Jewish population, to a large extent, from 

British control thereby freeing them to pursue their programme in a way the remaining 

population were not able. The pressure this administration exerted by its existence 

and desire for ordinances that allowed for a modest deviation from the status quo, had 

implications for the future status of Palestine.  

These fears regarding the position of the Zionist Commission, its 

influence/interference in government and privileged position in Palestine became a 

key point of Arab opposition. This became most prominent in an exchange of letters 

and memoranda between the Arab Muslim – Christian Delegation and the Secretary 

of State for the Colonies Winston Churchill in 1922. The delegation directed a great 

deal of its concern towards the policy of immigration and land control, but crucially, the 

constitutional position of the Zionist Organisation in Palestine as it had operated and 

was about to be officially codified. In its despatch of February 22nd, 1922, the 
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delegation called for the recognition of the full control of their own affairs of the people 

of Palestine.452  

The delegation continued with a criticism of the proposed legislative council and the 

interpretations of self-government put forward by the British. This focused on the 

weighting of the council, with the High Commissioner, the ten official and two chosen 

members, making up both the majority on the council as well as a quorum. As such 

there would be no way to oppose official policy even in the unlikely occasion that the 

Jewish members voted against the government. Further concern was added to this 

given the presence of officials from the regime who would be obligated to pursue a 

policy directed by a High Commissioner with acknowledged Zionist sympathies.453  

In his reply to the delegation’s position, Churchill justified the exclusion of Palestine 

from the immediate granting of self-government on the basis, that an elective 

government would obstruct the National Home policy. Returning to the involvement of 

the Zionist Organisation in the administration it was stated that the organisation would 

be in a position to advise and co-operate only within the bounds seen as acceptable 

by the constitution, and under administrative control. Any action taken would only 

occur through these administrative channels.454  

Following these exchanges, a statement entitled ‘British Policy in Palestine’ was 

issued in order to address the concerns that had been raised. This was later approved 

by the Zionist Organisation. In fact, it was the declared aim of this statement to bring 

into line the policy of the Zionist Organisation with British policy.455 This plainly 

acknowledged concerns of the Arabs as based on exaggerated interpretation of the 

Balfour Declaration, put forward in unauthorised statements by some Zionists.456  
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When responding to the British Policy in Palestine Statement on June 17th the Arab 

delegation addressed the concerns of the political role of Zionist bodies in the 

administration of the mandate. “In the first place we would point out that since its 

establishment in Palestine the Zionist Commission has very much interfered with the 

administration of Palestine under one pretext or another, all of which were based on 

solicitude for Jewish interests. One military administrator after another, and one British 

official after another had to go because they could not and would not govern the 

country on the lines laid down by the Zionist Commission.”457  

They further touched on another aspect of the Organization’s position, and the 

influence it was able to exert even within the limits set by Britain. The Arab delegation 

continued. “Even admitting that the activities of the Zionist Organisation are limited to 

economic and social matters, what are these but the entire life of the country, since 

the politics of every country are so inextricably mixed up with its economics.” From this 

follows a natural concern regarding the virtual monopoly to be given to the Zionist 

Organisation on public works and natural resources. 458 

The concerns raised by a number of figures and stated by the Arab delegation then 

speak to both the officially recognised position of preference the Zionist Commission 

and organisation had been granted in Palestine, and to the more implicit influence it 

had obtained.  

In securing their own political autonomy, and seeking a greater control of the 

economic, and social development of the land, the Zionist bodies were placed in a 

stronger position to shape the future of the territory than the more passive suggestions 

of the Jewish National Home. For the British, those who were more familiar with the 

interpretations arrived at in the senior levels of decision making, were less antagonistic 

to these circumstances. The idea of a more gradual development, that took place not 

with the immediate declaration of a state and minority rule, was thus provided for with 

the privileging of the Zionist movement in economic and social spheres rather than 

explicitly political. Progressing along constitutional lines, organically, without the need 

for dispossessions, until such a time as a majority was declared was possible in the 

framework proposed.  
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This then served the function of facilitation and complicity in the ultimate goals of the 

mandate, and the means by which they were to be attained. As this developed 

however, even those who supported or acquiesced began to wrestle with the 

commitment to this policy, in light of the impact on the non-Jewish population. 

 

Confronting Reality: The Practicality of Settlement 

 

The experience of those who came to begin the development of the Jewish National 

Home in Palestine, was one of confronting a far more complex reality than had been 

anticipated in the halcyon experience of the Balfour Declaration. In a letter to James 

Masterton Smith (Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies) on 13th December 1921 

this outlook of the mandate was reported. This first of all concerned a letter by W. 

Deedes regarding the growing mistrust of the Arab population of the administration, 

and the discrediting of HMG policy.459 “Sir W. Deedes gives a very gloomy picture of 

the position in Palestine, the more so as the writer has hitherto been a decided 

advocate of the Zionist policy... But when all is said, it is quite clear that the situation 

is bad and that we are in danger of drifting into something much worse.”460  

 

The reactions of officials to this situation were to attempt to limit the scope of British 

commitments suggesting, in the case of Deedes, that articles of the mandate, 

providing for a Jewish Agency to consult and advise the administration be removed. 

Herbert Samuel’s suggestion, indicated from his 14th October despatch, was that the 

Zionist Organisation be limited to economic and cultural issues.461 In each of these 

cases, as indicated in Deede’s original letter, there was a concern for how to 

accommodate Arab concerns without recanting their commitments to, and 

interpretation of, the Balfour Declaration.462 In suggesting these restriction it is worth 

recalling the attitude of the Arab delegation in 1922, that the Zionist Organisation was 

limited to roles in economic and cultural affairs. While the Arab delegation did not 
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accept that these were real limits, neither did the Zionists. British officials 

acknowledged the Zionist leader’s reactions to these restrictions and/or removal. “To 

ask the Zionists to forego Article 4 of the mandate would be regarded by them as 

something not far removed from a repudiation of the Balfour Declaration, and of the 

whole Zionist policy. They are already much incensed… and are generally in a very 

disturbed and pessimistic state.”463  

The British here acknowledged the importance attached to their position alongside the 

administration. When the Arab agency was eventually offered as compensation for the 

maintenance of Article 4, this was restricted to Arab concerns so as not to act as an 

imposition on the Jewish Agency’s interests. However, these, even limited to economic 

and cultural affairs, allowed it to influence, as was stated by the Arab delegation, the 

life of the country.  

The above gives an indication of the administration’s awareness of the economic 

priorities, push for land transfer to recommence, and the oversight of immigration that 

underpinned the project. However, the administration remained concerned over the 

unrest and notable privileging of the Jewish community over that of the Arab 

majority.464  

In assessing the administration Samuel noted: “The officers of the administration 

accept, for the most part the Zionist policy because it has been adopted by His 

Majesty’s Government, whose servants they are, and not with any conviction of the 

wisdom of that policy.” Samuel concluded with a recognition of the need to allay the 

fears of the Arab population, with the possibility of participating in the Zionist 

enterprises. He acknowledged that Zionist moderation, and explanations of their actual 

goals, as regarded the rest of the population, were not enough. For the administration 

it was clear that, while accepting Zionism, there was not great support for it, with an 

expectation of greater unrest.465  

During this early period of the mandate, then, the relationships seen elsewhere 

between colonial and imperial officials, the settlers, and the Indigenous population 

became apparent. The drive for control from the settlers, in matters vital to the future 

of the territory was resisted by the representatives of the imperial power. That these 
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were nominally restricted to those parts of the mandate relevant to the Jewish National 

Home, as has been seen, was undermined by the impact of, and relationship with, 

economic development and politics. Furthermore, as in previous cases, despite 

resistance to greater control being given to the settlers to determine the course of 

progress, there was the opinion that it was the Indigenous that would need to be 

incorporated into the settlement model. Here it is demonstrated by the British view of 

the benefits and opportunities that Zionist colonisation would bring for the Arabs. The 

competition over the controlling bodies and the legal mechanisms of the mandate then 

follows a similar patter as in other parts of the British empire, with many of the same 

interests and concerns governing the motives of officials and settlers. 

 

Prior to the military administration’s transition to civil authority, the Chief Administrator 

gave an analysis of the situation in Palestine. A telegram to the War Office, on June 

10th, 1920, described his concerns of the predominance in the press, and private 

correspondence, of the views of ardent and extremist Zionists, with a warning that 

these should not be allowed to prevail in the future administration: “The fears 

expressed by the chief administrator are only too likely to result, with the consequent 

anarchy and the necessity for the employment of military force.”466 

Turning to his observations of Zionist actions in Palestine he continued to express 

concern over the actions and intentions of some, while noting the variety of outlooks 

within the movement.467  With the promises of religious liberty and protection, as well 

as guarantees on immigration and land, Bols believed that gradually, and with 

patience, the establishment of a Jewish National Home could proceed. However, given 

the apparent infringement on the interpretation of policy expressed by the British 

government in its statements, and peace treaties, by Zionist groups on the ground, 

Bols expressed concern that: “I am more afraid of the intensification of Mr Herbert 

Samuels difficulties by the pressure of the ardent and extreme Zionist than by the 

opposition of the Moslem and Christian.” This was added to further with a quote from 

a Western European Jew and Zionist; “For the first six months he will require a British 
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bodyguard to protect him from the Moslem and Christian. After six months he will 

require a doubled British bodyguard to protect him from the Zionists.”  

These concerns over Zionist pressure and interference were commented on again 

with regard to immigration. “More misleading and tendentious statements have been 

made by the Zionists on this subject than on any other.”468 The large numbers 

proposed by Weizmann were not considered possible without military protection while 

Zionist figures, and research on the subject, were considered unreliable. Bols’ 

Telegram continued “Every opinion outside Zionist circles is against their figures and 

every true friend of moderate Zionism is convinced of the exaggeration of their 

proposals.”469  

 

Bols’ report then demonstrated the concerns and experience of the outgoing 

administration, not necessarily of Zionism as whole, but regarding the intentions and 

methods of certain members.470From the British interpretation this takes for granted 

the use of military force to suppress any opposition that might arise to this expansion. 

Once again this was not an objection to the general trend of policy being put 

forward,.471 The view was, for Bols, that the policy was only possible if carried out 

gradually.472  

Many of these observations, attitudes and concerns were borne out in a report of the 

first year of the civil administration in Palestine. However, the most relevant comments 

on the administration’s observations of the Zionist movement were noted in records of 

the general political situation. This analysis takes into account the various views of 

Zionist supporters, as to what the aims of the movement should be. For Bols, this 

noted the attitude of some in the movement to the Arab population.  

 

There are those among them who sometimes forget or ignore the present 

inhabitants of Palestine. Inspired by the greatness of their ideal, feeling behind 

them the pressure of two thousand years of Jewish history, intent upon the 

practical measures that are requisite to carry their purpose into effect, they learn 

with surprise, and often with incredulity, that there are half a million people in 
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Palestine, many of whom hold , and hold strongly, very different views. Some 

among this school of Zionists, when they realise that there is opposition, would 

wish to ride rough shod, and are ready to condemn any other policy as a 

surrender by weakness to violence. At the other end of the scale there are 

Zionists who believe that the establishment of a further number of Jewish 

agricultural colonies, with some industrial enterprises, and perhaps a university, 

is all that can, or should, be done. Between these two views there is every 

gradation.473 

 

It is of interest, then, that these early assessments of Zionism made by both the military 

and civil administration noted the potential danger presented by these extremist 

segments of the Zionist movement, and the senior positions some occupied. The 

understanding and actions of the British administration in these circumstances, and 

the reports sent back to London, showed a conception of Zionist policy that would 

progress gradually and with little impact, even benefitting, the local population. 

Supported within these limits, Zionism was practical.  

Of particular interest is the acknowledgement in both assessments of the tendency of 

some Zionists to condemn as weakness and submission, any policy that deviated from 

their more uncompromising aims and means. This represented a potential problem for 

the more limited view of legitimate and practical aspirations of Zionism, and the Jewish 

people in Palestine going forward. As Bols noted, these views should not be a part of 

future administrations. 

 

These policies were referenced in a report from the Headquarters of the Egyptian 

Expeditionary force on the 31st March 1920. The report covered the period of Dr 

Weizmann’s absence and Samuel’s presence in Palestine, and the changes in the 

political atmosphere that occurred during this period. Following the outlining of British 

policy, a series of anti-Zionist demonstrations took place. Though it was noted that 

these were orderly and without violence. Citing the motive for these demonstrations 

one reason in particular was stressed: “The knowledge that the eventual 

dispossession of the Arab by Jews in Palestine is inevitable during the course of time, 

and that Jewish immigration spells an eventual Jewish state.” 
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In recognising this, the author admitted that these fears were not groundless despite 

the immediate concerns of Zionism being no greater than the desire to found a 

National Home in Palestine. However, in relating this to the policy supported by the 

British, and their role in facilitating it, it was stated that; “The very factors which 

constitute that Home and the methods His Majesty’s Government will be compelled to 

grant for its successful establishment, can only lead to predominant Jewish influence 

and possession in Palestine if not throughout the Near East.”474  

Seeing the inevitable failure of the Arabs to compete with a superior civilisation, 

Zionism was felt to be justified as Palestine should not be denied progress due to the 

incapability’s of the Arabs who will eventually be compelled to benefit from increased 

prosperity and security. They will lose only “That delightful atmosphere of idle 

possession and an undeveloped wilderness.”475 Concern mounted that the delays in 

settling peace with Turkey and an ‘uncivilised, fanatical and retrogressive community 

eager to prevent the entrance of a highly civilised, sensitive and idealistic one’, the 

Zionists, exasperated by delays, may take premature action.476  

 

These statements at the time of the military administration further add to the 

expectation of how the mandate would develop for the Jewish population. The 

methods were understood as necessitating economic and social/cultural elements, 

particularly in immigration and land, to transform the country. For this, explicitly political 

positions were not required so long as political development did not allow Arab 

interference in these areas. The knowledge and understanding of this process in this 

early period of the mandate, and its expected outcome by the British, was expressed 

in the acceptance and obedience of the policy established in London. Even if private 

opposition, which was registered in attitudes towards Jews and Arabs respectively, 

and a lack of faith in the wisdom of the enterprise was felt.  

The problems foreseen by the British involved the presence and possible growth of 

the more ardent or, from their point of view, extremist elements in Zionism. In terms of 

extremists and moderates it is of additional interests that these terms were applied, at 

various times by the British, to most of the senior leadership of the Zionist movement 
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including Weizmann. This depended on the context of similar statements being made 

publicly both in terms of the goals of Zionism, and its methods.  

 

The early attempts to implement the Jewish National Home, then, left a number of 

impressions on British administrative officials in Palestine. While some were more 

optimistic than others, the general feeling was one of commitment to the policy laid 

forth by the London government. The feeling of caution came from early violence 

against the Jewish population, that saw the beginning of antagonisms regarding 

elements of the Zionist programme that would risk a larger conflagration. While willing 

to accept the methods and ultimate goals of Zionist policy, as understood at the time, 

the concerns regarding those pushing for more rapid expansion and control created a 

concern about the requirements of British support. The dangers witnessed in these 

early years from the more assertive elements of the movement, led to growing 

questions over the future of the mandate. In recounting this period in his notes, 

Assistant Civil Secretary (Political) Ernest Richmond described the arrival, and 

experience of Lord Northcliffe in Palestine. “He learned the facts on the spot and from 

them his judgement of the situation. ‘This country,’ he said in the words used to open 

this book, ‘runs the risk of becoming a second Ireland.’”477 

 

Criticisms of the Administration: Obstacles to Zionist Policy 

 

Despite the arrival of the civil administration under Herbert Samuel, according to 

Samuel Landman, there continued a feeling of suspicion amongst the Zionists towards 

the British administration. These doubts aside it was determined not to immediately 

trouble the High Commissioner.478  

A more thorough critique of the military administration, and its attitude towards the 

Jews and Zionism, was given by Colonel Meinertzhagen on the 14th April 1920. While 

stating that the General Officer Commanding (General Congreve) did not share his 

opinions Meinertzhagen continued: “The officers of the administration are, almost 

without exception, anti-Zionist in their views. Whilst no member of the present 
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administration has actively opposed the policy of H.M.G. regarding Zionism, I am 

convinced that the general anti-Zionist attitude of the administration has been reflected 

among the Arabs of Palestine to the extent they believe the administration has their 

sympathy. Though I refuse to believe the administration has consciously worked 

against Zionism, it has not helped it with the sympathy from a British administration to 

whom has been entrusted the accouchement of Zionism.”479  

 

The consequence of this for the Zionists was a feeling of concern, mistrust, and 

exasperation that this attitude originated in London, and was a prelude to a reversal 

of policy, with the then chief political officer stating: “It believes our Palestine 

administration is attempting to prove to the British government the futility and eventual 

failure of Zionism.”480  

Writing in reply to these criticisms General Congreve asserted his belief that the 

officers of the administration had loyally carried out government policy. However, he 

too noted the lack of sympathy amongst the administration’s officers with this policy. 

“I do not mean to say that they are in sympathy with the Zionist movement, for I think 

it will be acknowledged that as the majority of Englishmen have an inherited feeling 

against the Jew, and a sympathy with the possessor of the soil, it is hardly possible 

that this feeling has not, in individual cases, found expression in the inadvisable 

remarks which have been repeated and exaggerated. These, however, have been 

very few and in every case ascertained, action has been taken by the administration.” 

In defending the administration’s practice, Congreve pointed out that the criticisms had 

only taken account of the Zionist movement’s perspective and had not considered the 

restrictions placed upon a military administration. “It is, I consider, this impartiality 

which the Zionists resent, considering that they should receive preferential treatment.”  

Furthermore, Congreve rejected the assertion that British officers were attempting to 

prove Zionist policy impractical.481 However, Congreve, and the chief administrator, 

cited experience as their motive for wishing to disband the Zionist Commission, rather 
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than anti-Zionist feeling. Congreve stated: “It has been proved that the commission 

has turned itself into an administration – that it has interfered in the recognised 

administration – that it has organised a secret service and that it has altogether gone 

beyond what I believe H.M. Government contemplated and agreed to.482 

 

In each of the cases so far cited there was a concern for the lack of support being 

provided. In the first instance this was felt to originate from a lack of understanding of 

the Jewish situation on the ground, that only a proper guided introduction to the Jewish 

colonies could provide.483 In the latter case a more deliberate neglect of Zionism was 

felt to be underlying the administration’s attitude to the movement. However, in each 

case there was a continuance of the feeling that the administration was committed to 

facilitating this policy, if not completely in sympathy with it.  

Many of the feelings revealed in these assessments built on previous analyses 

pointing towards dissatisfaction, and concern amongst the Zionists of a possible 

subversion of promises made by the administration. The administration, in turn felt the 

Zionists were expecting, and pushing for, more than was promised.  

Moreover, in each case there was a reference to the connections between these 

attitudes, and the London government. As has been noted, and will continue to be 

seen, the diverging attitudes, and understandings, noted by both Landsman and 

Meinertzhagen, between the local administration and imperial government were a 

continuing feature of the period. Conflict was then developing over the means, 

interpretations, and structures of the role’s and relations of each side. While it should 

be borne in mind that this early friction began under the military administration, prior 

to the articulation of a definite policy, the early divergences continued to have an 

impact on how each regarded the other. 

In a letter from Weizmann to Samuel, Weizmann reiterated his concerns regarding the 

British administration’s attitude towards the Zionist movement despite the shift from 

military to civil control. “That the same old machine which existed under Bols continued 

to operate in the same old direction.” Weizmann’s concern then turned to the change 

that took place in the British government in London, rather than specifically with the 

administration. “There is a tendency for the Balfour Declaration and the San Remo 
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decision to be either ignored or interpreted in a manner which may possibly give a 

certain amount of temporary satisfaction to the Arabs but which destroys the political 

foundation on which we have been building.”484  

The concern was that Jewish opinion was no longer considered as a political force 

given the relative lack of consultation with the Zionist movement over the operation of 

the mandate.485 

 

The attitude of the government and the administration in Palestine was further 

addressed in a letter from Weizmann to Wyndham on the 13th December 1921. While 

summarising a poorly handled meeting between the Arab and Zionist delegations 

Weizmann felt the Arabs had been coached by their British advisors.486 

In 1928 it was again considered that British officials on the spot were intent on 

disrupting policy, believing the Zionist project had broken down. These comments 

were made to Herbert Samuel by Mr Naamani (then secretary to Sir A Mond 

“Palestinian Affairs”): “The upshot is that the beneficent and far sighted policy of 

H.M.G. (that is how he put it) is in some danger of being wrecked by the unsympathetic 

attitude of officials on the spot…This is a state of things which H.M.G. in their own 

interests no less than those of the Jews, ought not to put up with. They ought to take 

steps to ensure that their local agents give due effect to their intentions.”487  

 

Concern regarding the weakening of the Zionist position in Palestine, and the danger 

of interference, or a loss of preference, for activities related to building the National 

Home was expressed again through the Labour party in Palestine by David Ben-

Gurion. “The Labour party is bitterly disappointed with the British administration in 

Palestine, not only with the military but also with the civil administration.”  

The frustration that resulted came from the balance, and scope of the proposed 

Legislative Council which would place the minority of Jews against the British and Arab 

majorities. The focus, as noted in the statements between the Arab and Zionist 
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delegations and the British, was on the ability of each to involve themselves in the 

affairs of the other. In a report on the political situation the Jewish desire for autonomy 

was once again acknowledged. “They did not want British or Arab interference in their 

internal affairs; purely Jewish affairs should not depend on the Legislative council, but 

could be decided by Jews…If the Legislative council was created before full and 

complete autonomy was granted to the Jews in their internal affairs, there would be 

no law passed in Palestine to allow them to enjoy self-government. Not only the Jewish 

National Home’s affairs, but the internal affairs of those living here would depend on 

two Jews against ten Arab and ten British officials.”  

Here again can be seen the competition for control between the settlers and the 

imperial power with regard to the internal governance of the colony.  

This exchange built on concerns that the ability of the Jewish population in Palestine 

to secure control of its own interests, particularly with regard to immigration, was under 

threat.488 The Declaration by Ben Gurion was noted to have aroused a great deal of 

support from Jews who had not previously take an interest in the politics of Palestine 

but were concerned by the situation.489  

 

An assessment of the situation in 1925 by the British acknowledged the limited 

assistance that had been rendered to the Zionist movement from the administration, 

citing limited resources and efforts in the allocation of land. It was stated in terms of 

Jewish employment in government that it was only possible to take on a small number 

in order to avoid injustice to others. However, this was treated in some ways as a mild 

success for the movement as what progress has been made, in economics, education 

and the general up building of the National Home was accomplished by the Jews 

themselves. This self-supporting structure, rather than an artificial British imposition, 

called only for Britain not to place undue obstacles in its way.490  
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In 1929 British officials raised the possibility of a need for changes in the mandate. 

Ormsby Gore was recorded as having stated that a change in administration was 

necessary for Palestine to work, and that it should be given to the Foreign Office. For 

Gore, the difficulties were seen to originate in the previously noted colonial outlook of 

the officials.  

The record of the conversation from Gore continued, regarding officials whose only 

experience was in African style colonies. “Colonial administrators can never 

understand the problem and must always naturally favour the Arabs, whose mentality 

is much more like that of the primitive peoples with whom they have had to deal, than 

the mentality of the Jews. We want a wholly different type of administrator from top to 

bottom.”491 

Finally, alongside this we see the continuation of the view that British officials remained 

in sympathy with the Arabs largely due to the feeling of romance attached to them. 

“British sympathy is with the Arab and not with the Jew, largely owing to the fact that 

Zionism, its objects and possibilities, are misunderstood and that the Arab is 

surrounded by a halo of picturesque romance.”492 

In a conversation with Weizmann, reported by the same author, similar views were 

expressed. In relation to the unrest that erupted around the Western Wall in 1929 

Weizmann felt the conclusion forced upon him was that only a change in the 

administration could make the mandate work. The change in administrators and High 

Commissioners from those prior to 1929, whom he felt obeyed the spirit of the mandate 

to those who did not, was to blame for the difficulties encountered. Though it was 

admitted by the author that these were recollections (while insisting that the effect was 

true, even asking Gore to put his views in writing), this outlook on the administration 

followed a common criticism, and trend of thought, towards the officials of the 

mandate.493  

In keeping with the overall themes and argument of this study it is of interest to note 

the distinction made between colonial rule and colonisation in Palestine. This brings 

to light more explicitly the relations expected between the British, settlers, and the 
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Indigenous inhabitants. In this, the economic needs of the settlers to secure and 

expand their position, making land available and securing the arrival and protection of 

new settlers, were a key focus of Zionist discourse and frustrations with the 

administration. In this, the conflict was again over the necessary freedom to be given 

to the Zionist movement.  

In the Arab delegation’s view of the economy and society as the life of the country; the 

close association of politics with the ability to defend the economic aspects of the 

movement, there is the implicit understanding of the mechanisms of 

colonisation/settlement. For some, even if not yet explicitly stated as such, there was 

an understanding amongst officials supportive of Zionism, of these key components 

necessary for the colonisation process.  

 

British Perspectives of Zionism’s Intent: Development Under the mandate 

 

Prior to, and in the early years of the mandate, those involved had noted the broad 

aspirations of the Zionist movement in Palestine, despite nominal rejections of the aim 

of creating a Jewish state. This goal was even quietly expected by some. This 

awareness, then, of the general hopes and attitude of the settlers informs the actions 

taken by officials. As Dirk Moses noted, an understanding of the consequences of 

policy, and continuing anyway, is crucial in evaluating intent. 

In 1919, with the ending of the war, and the onset of the British military occupation of 

Palestine an assessment was carried out of the economic, social, political, and 

international circumstances of Syria and Palestine. In this, the early observations of 

the British in assessing the development of the Yishuv can be seen. In particular, and 

as other documents have noted, the British were impressed by the development not 

only of agriculture but also the cultural and political institutions of the Zionist 

settlements.494  

These considerations highlighted, not only, British awareness of the aspirations of 

those already settled in Palestine but also the advanced stages of institutional 

development the community had already achieved. Their explicit wish for autonomy in 

their growth, is another theme evident from other areas of British settlement. The 
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observations of the Foreign Office noted this settler desire for British protections and 

oversight of the territory while maintaining their own authority. “They seek to have 

cultural and local autonomy together with commercial representation, such as has 

been granted to the Mohammedans in India.”  

This desire for state protection and a privileged relationship between the settlers and 

the colonial power is seen in places such as the British settlement of North America 

and Australia. In doing so it recreated similar relationships in legal sovereignty, access 

to land, jurisdiction and the degree to which authority could be exercised by the 

metropole or men on the spot. These early observations noted the relative 

independence of these colonies, the organisation of the Yishuv as a whole, as well as 

the aspirations for more land and settlement. The use of the word pioneer to describe 

the settlement enterprise is further evidence of the distinct logic of transformation 

influencing Zionist settlement, and frequently cited in regard to the nature of the 

movement as a whole, whether cultural or economic.495   

As will be seen in the analysis of later years this institutional development, and the 

growing separation it allowed from the imperial power, was both an asset and cause 

for concern amongst officials. Given past experiences of settler colonies, the already 

noted connections being drawn by officials to the colonising project represents an early 

acknowledgement of the future difficulties to be encountered for the British. 

 

In a 1923 memo prepared for the Cabinet by the Duke of Devonshire (Secretary of 

State for the Colonies) the question of what was to be the future policy, regarding 

Palestine, of the new government was put forward. As a result, the policy of the 

previous government, and its views on the previous interpretations of the Balfour 

Declaration, were examined.  

It was noted that there was disagreement in the War Cabinet on the meaning of the 

Balfour Declaration. This memorandum (26th October 1917) has already been 

discussed.496 However, a view of assurance and understanding over the outcome this 

policy was to facilitate was apparently given between the British and the Zionist 

movement. It was stated that Lloyd George had told Dr Weizmann “That what the 

Cabinet had meant was the establishment of a ‘Jewish State.’ Whatever may have 
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been the view of the Cabinet, it is quite certain that this is what the Jews themselves 

meant.” 

 

The memorandum goes on to note that the problem of this interpretation did not 

become acute until the wartime conditions in Palestine came to an end, and the unrest 

degenerated over the future of Palestine in the riots of 1920 and 1921. While not going 

into detail about who was responsible for the riot, it noted that the Jews had not helped 

with their exaggerated claims, and that; “So long as these claims were not formally 

disavowed by His Majesty's Government, the Jews could hardly be blamed for 

entertaining them”497  

 

This serves to set out the Zionist’s expectation that control of Palestine was implied by 

British commitments in the Balfour Declaration, and by consensus of the British 

Cabinet members. This feeling is further borne out by Weizmann in a memorandum 

to the Prime Minister (Lloyd George) and Lt Colonel sir Edward Grigg.498 Ormsby Gore 

speaking on British understanding of the Declaration commented: “We mean those 

Jews who voluntarily come to live in Palestine should live in Palestine as Jewish 

Nationalists, i.e. that they should be regarded as Jews and nothing else…but only 

submitting equally with all others to the laws of the land.”499Herbert Samuel spoke of 

the need for Jewish development in Palestine so that; “With the minimum of delay the 

country may become a purely self-governing Commonwealth under the auspices of 

an established Jewish majority.”500 Balfour in 1920 hoped for the re-establishment in 

their national home of the Jewish people, and that the Arabs would not grudge this 

small notch.501  

 

The expectations created by these statements were then incorporated into the 

programme for the Jewish National Home at the peace conference.502 The situation 

that developed in 1921 was seen as inconsistent with this policy. The limitations on 
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immigration, failure to punish those responsible for violence, the lack of protection for 

Jewish property and the countenancing of anti-Zionism, was seen as culminating in 

the June 3rd statement.503  

Responding to this Weizmann stated “I feel bound respectfully to point out that the 

language employed in this formal statement of policy is wholly irreconcilable with the 

terms of the Balfour Declaration and with the interpretation which has, by common 

consent, been placed upon them from first to last. That safeguards which the 

Declaration properly provides for the Civil and Religious rights of the existing non-

Jewish communities are magnified into undertakings, which if adhered to, would empty 

the Declaration of all meaning.” It was further felt that the immigration necessary to 

develop the country was limited not to economic capacity but to the perceived 

interests, and numbers, of the population, seeming to ensure the Jews a minority 

status.504  

Weizmann sought to further show, the British understanding of how the Balfour 

Declaration was to be interpreted and the method of how this was to be accomplished.  

He claimed there was no intention for a Jewish government or state immediately and 

regarded as misleading British assurances that the Arabs would not loose land or Holy 

places as part of this policy.505 The reaction of the British to recent events by this stage, 

in offering greater assurances to the Arabs, made clearer the broader Zionist view that 

British policy was to ensure the gradual development of a state.  

Of greater interest was the assumption that this was implicitly understood as the 

correct interpretation of policy regardless of what was explicitly stated. As noted in the 

previously seen memorandum by Churchill, despite disagreements and suggested 

limitations by Curzon, the interpretation of the Declaration as committing Britain to 

facilitate an eventual state was seen as the consensus. 

 

Earlier observations of Zionism in 1919 once again addressed the interpretations 

being given to the Balfour Declaration. In a Letter to Lord Edmund Talbot from Cardinal 

Bowner, the Balfour Declaration was noted to have been interpreted by Zionists in 

different ways than publicly recognised. In this it was noted that the Zionists in 
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Palestine felt they were to be given control of the territory, despite being a minority, 

and were pushing for administrative appointments based on this understanding.506 

These greater expectations of what the mandate would entail were expressed in the 

House of Lords in 1923 by Lord Grey of Falloden, when addressing the difficulties 

placed upon Britain by the Balfour Declaration. “A Zionist home, my Lords, 

undoubtedly means or implies a Zionist government over the district in which the home 

is placed, and if 93 per cent of the population of Palestine are Arabs…That one 

sentence alone of the Balfour Declaration seems to involve, without overstating it, 

exceedingly great difficulty fulfilment.”507 

 

Moderates and Extremists: The Developing British View 

 

What was considered an extreme or moderate claim, position or policy shifted over 

time with the unchanged views of some groups or individuals appearing differently in 

different contexts. However, in 1923 certain claims of the Zionists, as seen, had come 

to represent a problem for the British in ensuring stability and co-operation with the 

Arabs in Palestine. To an extent this was recognised by the Zionist movement which 

made efforts to control, or disavow, unauthorised statements regarding its intentions, 

aims and methods in Palestine. “Great harm has, no doubt been done by the 

exaggerated pretentions of the Zionist Organisation and press at an earlier 

state…During the past year, however, the Zionist leaders have greatly modified both 

their claims and their language, and their acceptance of the policy laid down by the 

late government in the White paper of June 1922 has, we believe, been sincere and 

ungrudging.”508  

However, it remained in question whether these claims were in fact changed from their 

previous positions. That the language of official policy was accepted (in the case of 

policy it acted as a limit to slow the pace of the Zionist programme, rather than 

renounce it) was evident from more public statements of Zionist leaders. On the other 
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hand, there remained many prominent members of the movement who maintained the 

original or even greater definitions of the National Home.  

 

Attitudes Amongst the Zionists: Expressions of Wider Aims 

 

In December 1922, an overview of the situation in Palestine by the Colonial Secretary, 

the Duke of Devonshire, serves to provide some insight into British perceptions and 

knowledge of the growing Jewish population, and what was seen as animating it. 

Focusing on the agricultural efforts it was noted that nearly a third of the increasing 

Jewish population was based in this sector. Characterising Zionism as a whole, Lord 

Devonshire remarked: “By Zionist movement I mean the movement to repopulate as 

much as possible of the country with Jews, to revive the Hebrew language and Jewish 

institutions, to emphasise the intellectual and spiritual sides of life not less than the 

economic. There are some, indeed, among these Jews who are also animated by the 

ideal of a Jewish State, but little is heard now of that distant goal.”509It was further 

noted that the 1922 White Paper had the effect of deflating the exaggerated 

expectations that were entertained in some quarters, and resulted in a feeling of 

disappointment, while succeeding in lessening the tensions in the territory.”510  

This assessment touched on several aspects of British perceptions of Zionist feeling. 

Even with the definition of Zionism provided by the Colonial Secretary there remained 

the idea of populating as much of Palestine with Jews as possible. While saying little 

about the political aspects of Zionism, either present or future, there was an 

acknowledgement, of the great need for the building of an economic basis for the 

national home, seen in this discourse as the practical approach to building the Home. 

While there was a moderating effort as a result of the white paper, this assessment 

noted certain aspects of the movement in Palestine that highlighted its continuing 

aspirations. Above all was the idealism, sense of purpose and belonging to a wider 

movement, even to the point of overlooking local concerns and elevating their own 

interests. Thus, even though there was a belief in practicality, and moderation; the 
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zeal with which these practical elements were to be pursued, pointed to a more deeply 

held hope for the wider scope of Zionism.  

This was emphasised in an analysis of the Balfour Declaration provided by the 

Palestinian Newspaper Falastin in 1929. While not an analysis by the British, it 

emphasised several factors about the Zionist interpretation of the Balfour Declaration 

and the National Home. It drew attention to the stated aims of the Revisionist 

movement in Palestine, demonstrating the continued focus of ultimately obtaining a 

state. “Slowly and steadily every occasion is being used to reach up to the standard 

of a Jewish autonomous state.”511  

 

Weizmann was considered over this period to have embodied the moderate aims of 

Zionism. How these were framed prior to the 1922 White paper gives greater insight 

into the consensus that existed amongst those who accepted the Balfour Declaration, 

and the continuance of British policy. Furthermore, it demonstrated the views of 

Weizmann towards Palestine with his position as the sensible moderate so far as the 

British view of the movement was concerned. This was seen in notes regarding a 

speech made by Weizmann on Zionism, at the British Institute of International Affairs 

on the 10th January 1922.  

The speech covered the aims, needs, and benefits of Zionism as Weizmann saw them. 

However, concern was raised over the practicality of what he was proposing.512 

Returning to the question of the Balfour Declaration, it can be seen from this analysis 

that Weizmann interpreted it one way but; “I am very doubtful that the British people 

is prepared to interpret it in the same way.” Weizmann’s interpretations were described 

as reiterating his statement at the peace conference, that Palestine was be a Jewish 

a state as England is English, that political power would be in the hands of the Jews 

with non-Jews having no more voice in government than the non-English in 

England.513 It was ultimately concluded that it was consistent with Jewish aspirations 

for the pre-war policy of gradual colonisation to the point it could participate in the 

government proportional to its numbers. However, it was taken from Weizmann’s 
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statements that the policy of political Zionism was to be attained immediately, and by 

force if necessary.514  

 

Directly addressing the attitude of the Zionist movement is an account by Assistant 

Civil secretary E.T Richmond in March 1922. This termed the aspirations held by large 

and influential segment of Zionists as crazy. “The aspirations include as is well known 

a Jewish Palestine, to be attained in the shortest possible time. The beliefs, as to 

methods for the attainment of this end include mass immigration, regardless of the 

consequences, and the use of what is called ‘the strong hand,’ towards the natives of 

this country. The strong hand implies quelling all opposition by violence. Those who 

disagree are to be treated as rebels.” 

 

These attitudes were seen as most visible in those Jews who had experienced 

persecution in Eastern Europe, and as a result of the hopes raised by the Balfour 

Declaration. The lack of knowledge or sane judgement, which was attributed to this 

group, was then contrasted to the Western Jews in Palestine.515 They were depicted 

as more reasonable, and not entertaining the same immoderate hopes as a result of 

the Declaration. It was noted by Richmond that the Western Jew was not ignorant of 

the limits of England’s power, its methods, and its intentions. This saw the Eastern 

European immigrants, more familiar with the governing practices of Russia, as 

disappointed at the reluctance of the British forces to engage in similar practices.”516 

It was then suggested that these elements in the Zionist movement aimed to attain 

these measures in spite of the British administration.  

Richmond drew far greater attention to the development in the Zionist movement of 

more assertive elements, with far different interpretations than Britain of the policy 

supported in Palestine. The description of the ideas and intentions of these groups 

show that while the actual activities of this faction may be restricted to a particular sect 

of the movement, the ideas which they held were far more widespread. In addition to 

this, the idea that those who did not conform to these views were to be considered 
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rebels, reiterated a previously noted antagonism toward compromise observed by 

British officials.  

 

The levels and broad reach of these views, and particularly British awareness of them, 

can be seen again in the findings of the report into the 1921 Jaffa disturbances. When 

considering the concerns of the Arabs, attention was drawn to the statements 

published in Europe, but read by the Arabs of Palestine. This included descriptions, 

by Zionists, of Palestine as derelict, and calls by Jabotinsky for exclusive rights to 

military service and the removal of the Arab right to bear arms. It further noted the 

disappointment felt that the Zionist Organisation was not able, through legally secure 

channels, to exercise its influence in the choice of High Commissioner.517  

The report noted with some surprise; “Until the commission came to examine Dr Eder, 

acting Chairman of the Zionist Commission, they were unaware to what extent such 

expressions of opinion as those we have quoted above were authorised by 

responsible Zionists.” Describing Dr Eder as enlightened, unaggressive, and unwilling 

to forward opinions that might be offensive to the Arabs, when questioned on ‘vital 

matters’ he was described as frankly expressing the ‘Zionist ideal.’  

 

He gave no quarter to the view of the National Home as put forward by the 

Secretary of State and the High Commissioner. In his opinion there can only be 

one National Home in Palestine, and that is a Jewish one, and no equality in 

the partnership between Jews and Arabs, but a Jewish predominance as soon 

as the numbers of that race are sufficiently increased. He declined to admit the 

word ‘dominion’ but chose ‘predominance.’ As acting Chairman of the Zionism 

Commission Dr Eder presumably expresses in all points the official Zionist 

creed, if such there be, and his statements are therefore, most important. 

 

While this was not part of the Commission’s purview, the authors expressed the view 

that Eder, speaking on behalf of the Jews, confirmed many of the Arab’s fears in the 

present unrest, and differed substantially from the policy declared by Churchill and 

Samuel (June 14th and 3rd respectively). They further stated; “The attitude of a 
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responsible Zionist as revealed above is not negligible, as it is one of the irritant causes 

of the present discontent. It arises perhaps from a habit of regarding Palestine as ‘a 

deserted and derelict land,’ sparsely inhabited by a population without traditions and 

nationality, where political experiments may be launched without arousing local 

opposition. Such a conception is considerably at variance with the spirit of the 

authorised Zionist policy as defined in the declared intentions of the Secretary of State 

and the local government.” The report on these feelings ended with calls for the Arabs 

to implicitly accept the British interpretation of the Balfour Declaration, and for the Jews 

to drop pretensions that went beyond it.518 

The attitudes expressed by Zionist leaders to British officials serve to indicate the 

continued insistence on the original expectations, and interpretations, of the Balfour 

Declaration.  

Throughout these statements of intent can be noted the shifting definition of what was 

considered moderate, extremist, or responsible. Responsible and moderate in these 

instances, are used in reference to positions that avoided confirming Arab fears and 

conformed to the desired progression of policy by the British. Positions that deviated 

from this were condemned. There was, in these observations, a growing concern for 

the more uncompromising, and assertive, elements that sought to change Palestine 

into a Jewish state as rapidly as possible.  

 

Reflections, Assessments, and Consolidation of British policy 

 

A series of meetings between metropolitan government officials,519 and Herbert 

Samuel, provide some insight into how the Zionist movement’s actions, and intent 

were being perceived by the government, and population, of Palestine. It gives the first 

comprehensive assessment, following the granting of the mandate, and several 

statements of policy, as to how the mandate had developed and how it should proceed 

in the future. In this, it aimed to address many of the continuing disputes, agendas, 

and concerns encountered thus far. The series of meetings held by this group (July 5th 
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– 27th 1923) attempted to ascertain the cause of Arab concern, how this might be 

addressed, and the development of the British administration.  

 

In identifying the source of Arab unrest Samuel quickly drew attention to Arab fears of 

a Zionist takeover of the country, rather than any concrete grievance against the 

Jewish population or British administration. “The Zionism they have in mind is Zionism 

as it is denounced rather than the Zionism as it is; that is to say, they are very much 

opposed to a Jewish state, to a Jewish government, to being overwhelmed by a flood 

of Jewish immigration, and to their land being taken away from them for the sake of 

the Jews. None of those things are, of course, included in the programme of the 

Government and none of them are now contemplated by responsible Zionist 

leaders.”520 

In addressing the Zionist movement, the committee focused attention on the economic 

development of the Yishuv.521 Commenting on the character of the movement, and 

the settlers the committee noted: “They work the Land. It is an enthusiastic ‘back to 

the land’ movement. They are well educated, most of them – the majority have been 

to secondary schools – they come to Palestine rather as idealists prepared to do 

anything or to suffer anything.” Furthermore, “It is a deliberate movement on behalf of 

the Jewish people to de-urbanise themselves and de-commercialise 

themselves…They want to get on to the soil in Palestine, and talk Hebrew, and be 

amongst their own people, and not be jeered at or worried. They come with that 

deliberate object in view.”522 

 

In the longer-term, concerns were raised about a key goal, reiterated in previous 

chapters, of achieving a Jewish majority, and the mechanism by which the Jewish 

National Home could be created. With regard to immigration, the number of people 

the country could accommodate, and Arab fears of being swamped, it was stated by 

Samuel that it would take nearly a century for the Jews to match the Arab populations 

numbers. It was felt by Curzon that with continued investment from Jewish donations 
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and subscriptions, as well as the entry of capital, immigration might be facilitated that 

would allow the Jews to equal and even surpass the Arabs. “If the due amount of 

money is forthcoming there is no reason why, over a space of time which no doubt will 

be considerable, the Jewish population could not equal and finally overpass the 

Arabs?”523 While the possibility of this occurring was subject both to the timespan 

allowed, seen as considerable, it represented a line of thought that persisted on the 

Palestine question.   

This highlighted both past Christian Zionist plans for the settlement of Palestine, and 

those that were enunciated by Lloyd George regarding Balfour’s understanding of the 

Declaration. This thought process identified both a British perspective on the means 

of fulfilling its obligations, and an awareness of similar efforts by the Zionist movement 

to secure its position. 

 

The focus of this assessment on the importance of the land, and the motivation of the 

immigrants, serves to show the complications that were inherent in British 

understanding of its efforts in Palestine. In the presentation of the immigrants, certain 

assumptions regarding these groups, and particularly the criticisms of the anti-Zionists 

of the practicalities of Jewish colonisation, were confronted. Principally this 

overestimated British capacity to manage the development of the community, despite 

earlier beliefs that it would eventually progress to a position of self-government. The 

focus on the land, the practical autonomy, desire for security, and longer-term 

aspirations produced from these motivations represented the early grounds for 

difficulties. This related to concerns on how the Zionist movements, goals and 

methods interacted both with the local population, and British interests. In 

contemplating the future of British policy, Samuel identified the middle course that the 

British aimed to chart. This would give encouragement to Jewish development without 

giving cause for concern to the Arabs.524 

 

In the second meeting of the committee, more explicit attention was payed to the 

position of the Zionist movement regarding the concerns of the Arab population, and 

its connection to the local administration. In his introduction to this meeting Herbert 
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Samuel once again referenced Arab fears as being for the future, rather than any 

concrete grievances. This particularly drew attention to the assertations of Zionist 

intent, made before the mandate. 

 

The Arab alarm with regard to Jewish control of the country is due, I think, to 

not so much what is happening as to what they thought was going to happen, 

and their anticipation was based largely upon exaggerated statements made 

by Zionists and their friends 3 or four years ago… As a matter of fact those 

anticipations have not been realised and are quite impracticable, and in the 

White paper which was circulated by the late government in June of last year it 

was stated very clearly that it was not the object of HMG to establish there a 

Jewish government or to create a Jewish Nationality which should be as Jewish 

as England is English.525 

 

However, a legitimate cause for concern was identified by Curzon in the nature of the 

relationship between the Jewish Agency and the administration, as well as the 

contradictions in attempting to produce representative government. In the case of the 

former, concern was expressed over the mandate’s specification that a Jewish Agency 

be formed to advise the administration. The creation of a special body representing 

the Jewish community served to create the impression of preferential treatment, 

increasing Arab concern over potential domination by a minority. This outlook from 

Curzon has been seen previously in his attempts to water down the mandate. While 

Samuel asserted that this position did not give the Zionist Organisation any share or 

role in the Palestine Government, Curzon queried the practical impact of its existence 

on the ground.  

 

Do you find that in practice, or do you not find that there is any idea that the 

Jews, by virtue of having this Agency, with Colonel Kisch at the head, enjoy a 

sort of preferential position which enables them to have access to you and bring 

certain influence to bear on the government, to a degree and in a manner not 
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enjoyed by the Arabs? Supposing you were re-writing the mandate would you 

put that in; because I cannot help feeling, in my own mind, that some difficulty 

may arise from the fact that there does seem to be extended a certain degree 

of preference to a Jewish organisation representing, as Lord Peel has said, a 

great outside body, and without the same stake in the country as the locally 

resident population has? I can imagine that being made the source of a certain 

amount of feeling, perhaps grievance.526 

 

Despite this, the link between the Jewish Agency was defended on the basis that to 

remove the Agency would require an abandonment or re-write of the mandate, serving 

to embolden existing opposition. In particular, and in connection to the issues of 

development and autonomy previously touched upon, the prestige attached to the 

Agency was seen as a key characteristic in demonstrating the security of investing in 

Palestine. In relation to this Samuel related a conversation with Weizmann, prior to the 

mandate’s passage, on the possibility of eliminating the Jewish Agency of Article four. 

“Dr Weizmann, the Zionist leader, got excessively alarmed, and said that their prestige 

would be gone and they could not go on with their organisation at all; their movement 

would almost come to an end if this were taken out; it would mean that the British 

government had gone back on its promises, and nothing was done at that time.”527 

 

While the discussion continued surrounding the form of an equivalent Arab 

organisation, there remained a degree of distrust in the creation either of an advisory 

body or the legislative council proposed earlier. In this there was a concern that in 

providing for self-government for all, the development of the Jewish National Home 

would be obstructed or reversed.528 This concern shaped the framing of the Legislative 

Council in such a way as to limit opposition to British policy and thus the creation of 

the National Home.529    

 

They have said ‘The only guarantee that we can have is an elected majority in 

your legislative council, an elected Arab majority.’ We proposed an elective 

 
526 Ibid 4‐5. 
527 Ibid 7. 
528 Ibid 8. 
529 Ibid 5‐8. 
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majority in the constitution, but it was 8 Moslems, 2 Christians, and 2 Jews, and 

10 officials. Then they said: ‘If 2 Jews voted with the government, as they would, 

you would have 12, and there are only 10 of us if we all vote together, which 

we would, not always do. You have a majority.’ We said: ‘yes, that is quite true, 

and that is the intention, because, if you had an Arab elective majority, very 

likely the extreme section would take part and run elections, and no-one would 

have the courage to stand up for anything which is likely to lead them into 

trouble, and you would then have a direct conflict of authority.530 

 

This limiting of the capacity of the local population to oppose imperial designs through 

the legal and political structures imposed by the coloniser is, as has been noted 

previously, common in the settler colonial paradigm. As with other cases, the structural 

restrictions on opposition were contrasted with a the relatively privileged status of the 

settler institutions.  

These instances again show the effort to maintain a position in which, despite 

disavowals from the British, and the Zionist movement, efforts could be made to 

maintain the status quo in a manner that limited Arab political agency, while favouring 

further Zionist development. Indeed, the context of the discussions sought to politically 

limit Arab ability to assert their position with respect to self-government.  

 

In examining these issues, the divisions emerging between the Zionist movement, the 

administration, and the local population, were touched on, albeit at an early stage of 

their development. Through these early assessments the themes outlined earlier 

regarding the complicity, and intent, behind colonial and settler actions can be seen.  

More explicit observations became apparent as the mandate continued, from those 

within the Colonial administration.  

In the wake of the 1929 riots former advisor to Herbert Samuel, Ernst Richmond, 

commented “The Jews were working for the revival of a Jewish state, and that the 

Jewish National Home was only a step in that direction. Jews came to Palestine in 

order to live as Jews, and not as Palestinians, integrated in an Arab region. The only 

way to maintain Zionism against the Arabs was by force.”531  

 
530 Ibid 9. 
531 Evyatar Friesel, “Through a Peculiar Lens: Zionism and Palestine in British Diaries, 1927‐31,” 426‐427.  
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As the mandate progressed and the pressures, concerns and policies adopted by the 

British began to be confronted with increasing Arab resistance, more radical measures 

had to be considered. These measures would force the British government, and 

administration, to take a more detailed look at its policies, and the methods of the 

Zionist movement.532 Alongside this, the British would face a decline in the appetite 

for concessions amongst Zionists, and a growing sense that Palestine could not 

accommodate both Arab and Jewish communities. 

 

Moving Forward 

 

The 1920’s, then, had produced the first real collisions between the idealism of the 

initial Declaration and the reality to be found in Palestine. In this confrontation emerged 

a clear articulation of the aims, and means of achieving them, envisioned by the Zionist 

movement; the tools and position necessary to enact their programme, and the 

support required from Britain. Most British officials, even those sceptical of Zionism, 

did not contemplate abandoning their pledges. However, as the peace conferences 

came to consider the future of the Middle East, and wartime conditions faded, they 

were less willing to be held accountable to a specific approach by legally binding 

guarantees.  

In the early stages of the mandate there was still the assumption that the privileges 

afforded to the Zionist movement would facilitate the Jewish National Home without 

significant resistance from the Arab population. With the Jewish National Home written 

into the text of the mandate, key economic positions granted, and the capacity to 

expand on the land while settling immigrants, what was then largely constitutional 

opposition from the Arabs could be legally neutralised.  

In these circumstances, with much of the focus on beginning the programme in 

earnest, there was little consideration given to removing the Arabs. Rather, the aim 

was to manage them. This took the form of creating separate facilities and 

organisations to deal with Jewish and Arab affairs (given the framing of the mandate 

this would actually have served to exclude a great deal of Arab control, as the Arab 

 
532 Letter from L.S. Amery to general Smuts, 17th September 1937, 2, The Papers of Leopold Amery, AMEL 2‐1‐
27, 1, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom.  
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delegation noted). Arab organisations, and representation, would be permitted, but not 

allowed to interfere.  

On the other hand, though the focus of direct contact between the British at a local 

and London level, was on the issue of establishing the foundation, and interpretation 

of the National Home policy, British awareness of the conflicts taking place, between 

their own officials and the movement, and within Zionism itself, laid the basis for 

serious concerns. The discourse of moderates and extremists became an additional 

source of consternation. For some in government and the administration, these 

‘extremist views’ did not represent fringe elements.  

While not believing that many Zionists would pursue these more aggressive measures, 

the idealism of the movement was noted, and those branded as extremists were 

thought to represent the feelings of a much larger number. The conflict between the 

two local populations, as would explosively emerge in 1929, would enable the growth 

of those elements, in each society, that denounced compromise and pushed for more 

absolutist approach to the mandate. 
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Chapter 8: Colony or Colonisation: Determining the Future of Palestine and 

Zionism 

 

“I could flood this room with about twenty-five proofs of what were the ‘Jewish Zionist 

aspirations’ as known to the British government at the time of the gestation of the act 

called the Balfour Declaration.”533  

 

With the settlement of post war arrangements the construction of the Jewish National 

Home entered a phase of relative stability,534 marred only by an economic downturn 

in 1926 that resulted in a wave of unemployment.535 However, despite the subsidence 

of serious confrontations between the Arab and Jewish populations, there had begun 

a cumulative process of division and tension as the mandate was implemented.536 The 

articles of the mandate, with their political and economic imperatives, as well as 

directives for colonisation, and prioritisation of the National Home, became throughout 

the mid to late 1920’s and into the 1930’s, both a source of resentment for the Arabs, 

concern for the British administration, and frustration for the Zionists who felt they were 

not being properly fulfilled. 

 

In the first instance there was the political divergence between the two communities. 

Enshrined in the mandate was an obligation on the British administration to co-operate 

with a suitable Jewish Agency. Alongside this were obligations to encourage 

immigration and close settlement of the land; while ensuring priority be given to Jewish 

involvement in the running and construction of public works, and the development of 

the country’s resources.537 While this would prove to be a factor in dividing the Arab 

from the Jewish population (no equivalent representation, access to the High 

Commissioner, or privileges, were provided to the Arabs despite attempts to do so), 

even without these measures the political position of the Zionist movement was 

advantaged by the presence of figures such as Chaim Weizmann. Their access and 

 
533 Evidence submitted to the Palestine Royal Commission House of Lords London February 11th, 1937 by M.V. 
Jabotinsky on behalf of the New Zionist Organisation, 14‐15, Colonial Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, 
CO 733‐288‐4, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
534 Tessler, A History of the Israeli‐Palestinian Conflict, 180‐181. 
535 Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British Mandate, 261‐262. 
536 Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the Creation of Israel, 159. 
537 Strawson, Partitioning Palestine Legal Fundamentalism in the Palestinian‐Israeli Conflict, 46‐48. 
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connections with the British colonial and imperial government could not be replicated 

by the Arabs.538 If this represents the political divergence that pervaded the mandate 

then, becoming more pronounced as the mandatory policy was carried out, came the 

social and economic transformation that would combine with the political struggle.  

As will be seen the Arab communities within the Jewish areas of settlement, and 

throughout the country as a whole, received certain benefits from Jewish settlement. 

In terms of healthcare there were improvements that allowed for the reduced mortality, 

and increasing numbers of the Arab population, while the high prices available for land 

enabled some development.539 However, there was little overall improvement in the 

Arab economy. In contrast to this was the arrival into Palestine of a large amount of 

Jewish capital, and the immigration it was meant to support. With the benefit of these 

resources, though largely dependent on external finance in there early years for 

survival and expansion, the Jewish population rapidly came to form a significant part 

of the Palestine economy.540  

Witnessing this expansion, the issue of land and immigration became the central 

question for British attempts to navigate the mandate between Zionist and Arab 

positions.541 Both men and land were deemed vital for the Zionist movement. 

However, despite exaggerated hopes of acquiring five million dunams of land in five 

years, by the end of the mandate the Zionist movement had acquired only two 

million.542 As a result, during the 1920’s, with land purchases more limited, immigration 

had been the focus of Arab opposition. Despite this, and protest at Jewish expansion, 

much of the land that came into Zionist possession came from absentee landlords 

ridding themselves of surplus land that was uncultivated and largely unoccupied, 

limiting the number made landless by the sale, though there existed exceptions. As 

time went on purchases began to have a bigger impact on tenants, farmers, and 

labourers and as will be seen, a frequent source of inquiry and discussion for the 

British administration.  

 

 
538Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the Creation of Israel, 182. 
539 Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British Mandate, 270‐271. 
540 The Jewish People and Palestine Statement made before the Palestine Royal Commission in Jerusalem on 
November  25th,  1936  by  Dr  Chaim Weizmann,  27‐29,  The  Papers  of  Leopold  Amery,  AMEL  1‐5‐46  part  2, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
541 Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the creation of Israel, 180‐182. 
542 Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British Mandate, 273. 
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Responses to this took a number of forms. While some resisted Zionist expansion, 

others took advantage of the high prices of land to improve their own holdings or other 

business ventures. Some were compelled by debt to sell, others simply accepted the 

changing circumstances.543 It was noted that amongst those taking advantage of the 

Zionist’s eagerness to purchase land, were many members of the Palestine Arab 

Executive.544 Of note, however, was the position of land purchases as an issue by the 

end of the 1920’s. As observed by Gardner Thompson “Given the real symbolic value 

of the land, however, statistics relating to its sales and evictions came to count for less 

than perception – especially, and increasingly, among Arab Palestinians.” Thompson 

further notes that the significance of land sales and dispossession only became a 

major issue after the 1929 riots.545 

These developments, and the conflicts they generated, built off trends that had been 

established with the mandate, its subsequent interpretations, and the consequences 

they generated.546 In the midst of these technical, legal, and practical impacts there 

existed the outlook, attitudes, intentions, and perspectives of British officials. As with 

previous years this came alongside contrasting attitudes, and expectations towards 

the mandate from the administration, and imperial government over the future of the 

territory. As the pressure on the mandate increased, the gaps between the participants 

expectations became more apparent.  

 

This chapter once again sees the analysis framed around the key policy discussions 

that frequently occurred in the 1930’s. The sources here are divided into the official 

documentation that made up senior discussions in the Palestine administration and 

London; and the more informal, personal, writings that reflected the experience and 

perceptions of the men on the ground, here serves to address crystalising problems, 

and core positions/attitudes of each side. In particular these views allow the analysis 

to discuss British concerns regarding what they considered to be extremism, amongst 

the Zionist movement. Added to this, the source material can build more completely 

on trends seen in previous years, as the initial ambitions expressed by the Zionist 

movement, and thought resolved by a consensus on the legal framework of the 

 
543 Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the Creation of Israel, 182‐183. 
544 Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British Mandate, 273‐276. 
545 Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the Creation of Israel, 183‐184. 
546 Ibid 164. 
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mandate, re-emerged as more explicit demands. These discussions allow the 

argument to address much of the key themes of this research. The heightened 

tensions in Palestine have their impact on the source material produced giving rise to 

a great deal of discussion on the nature of colonisation, its likely consequences, and 

historical parallels. The arguments made in this final chapter are able to take 

advantage of this and demonstrate its continuity with past themes and analyses. This 

As a result, it provides a comparison to the discourse of previous years that can show 

how British knowledge and understanding developed, and how/if this impacted their 

approach to the mandate. 

 

Official Enquiries: The Opening Salvo 

 

While these developments proceeded both in public and privately, in behind-the-

scenes discussions and contacts, debate surrounded several key inquiries into the 

events of the mandate and policy.  

The first of these came in 1929 when Walter Shaw was tasked with leading an enquiry 

into the causes of the major outbreak of violence that had developed over ownership 

of the Western Wall in Jerusalem. While tasked with investigating only the immediate 

causes of the disturbances, the Commission exceeded its terms of reference by 

highlighting the wider context.  

In submitting its findings, it assigned blame both to the Arabs and to the British 

authorities. In the case of the former for instigating the violence, and in the latter case 

for their ill preparedness. In the broader context, however, the report described Arab 

anger and anxiety over the frustration of their national aspirations, and fears over 

economic and political domination rooted in immigration, land, and the prospect of 

eviction. As will be touched on later, there was added significance to these concerns 

as prior to the report’s issuance in 1930 Weizmann had first presented his proposals 

for the mass transfer of the Arabs to neighbouring states.547  

As a consequence, the Commission was followed up with an investigation by Sir John 

Hope Simpson into the issue of immigration and landlessness. In doing so Simpson 

provided a broad overview of the position of Jewish and Zionist settlement in the 

country. Elements of this report will be discussed further later. However, the 

 
547 Ibid 186‐187. 
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conclusions stated that, given Arab methods of cultivation, there was no more 

cultivable land available for settlement by Jewish immigrants outside of their current 

reserves. Further to this, unoccupied government land was considered negligible. 

Additionally, it was noted that little action had been taken to assist Arab agricultural 

development, which was considered necessary as a means of furthering close 

settlement of both Jews and Arabs. Further powers were made available to the 

administration to regulate and approve land sales,548 while it was felt a reduction in 

immigration and land sales was necessary to prevent further landlessness amongst 

the Arab fellaheen. Despite this it was considered that Palestine could support a larger 

population with intensive development.549  

 

Released at the same time, and responding to these two reports, was the British 

statement of policy by the then Colonial Secretary Lord Passfield. Its main message 

simply restated the British determination to continue with the mandate, and the 

interpretation of the Balfour Declaration in the 1922 White paper, while acknowledging 

the concerns of the Arab population.550  

 

However, despite a commitment to keep to the obligations established in the mandate 

and Churchill White paper, concern was raised amongst the Zionists that these things 

were being abandoned. Besides once more referencing the need for greater control 

of immigration and reducing the amount of land available for settlement (with greater 

administrative control and compensation/resettlement/protections for the 

occupants);551 a growing concern for the Zionists was the apparent watering down of 

British commitment to the Jewish National Home. The threat came from framing the 

mandate as an equal commitment to both sides. In this the White paper stated it would 

not yield its immigration and land policies to the more uncompromising elements of 

Zionism any more than it would yield on the Balfour Declaration to the Arabs. 

Furthermore, the White paper refused to subordinate either the commitment to a 

 
548 Palestine, Report on Immigration, Land Settlement and Development by Sir John Hope Simpson C.I.E, 1930, 
141‐149,  The  Papers  of  Baron  Noel‐Baker,  NBKR  4‐546,  Cambridge  Churchill  Archives,  Cambridge,  United 
Kingdom. 
549 Ibid 64‐139. 
550  “Pre‐State  Israel:  The  Passfield  White  Paper  (1930),”  Jewish  Virtual  Library,  accessed  April  14,  2020, 
Paragraphs 2‐8, https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the‐passfield‐white‐paper. 
551 “Pre‐State Israel: The Passfield White Paper (1930),” Jewish Virtual Library, Paragraphs 8‐15.  
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Jewish National Home or the interests of the non-Jewish population to the other. For 

the Zionists this raised concerns as to the prioritising of the National Home, both in the 

articles of the mandate and its implementation.552 Protection for the non-Jewish 

population was meant to re-assure the Arabs, not compete with this eventual goal. 

This, alongside changes to the position of the Jewish Agency, raised a storm of 

protest.553  

 

A clarification, or reinterpretation, of the White paper was then quickly provided in a 

letter to Chaim Weizmann from the Prime Minister Ramsey MacDonald. The letter did 

little to alter materially what the White paper had proposed, as each restated their 

commitment to the Balfour Declaration, mandate, and Churchill White paper.554 

Complaints were directed primarily at the White paper’s criticisms of Zionist actions in 

developing the National Home; regarding  immigration, employment, and land 

settlement.555 Further, there were concerns, rejected in the letter, of a suspension of 

land sales and immigration.556  

The main difference between these two documents was one of tone, with the Passfield 

White paper taking a more critical, and concerned approach towards Zionist actions 

than Macdonald’s letter.557 However in terms of substantial change it did little, re-

asserting a friendlier tone towards the Zionist movement while reassuring them that, 

despite highlighting the potential negative impact of their policies, the British did not 

intend to stop them, only oversee and attempt to mitigate some of their impacts (e.g. 

Arab resettlement, curbs on illegal immigration).558 Provisions for closer control of 

immigration and land transfers did not ultimately come to pass as a result of the letter. 

This, and the change in tone, created in turn an outcry from the Palestine Arab 

Executive, portraying it as proof of the influence the Zionists wielded over Britain.559  

 

 
552 Ibid Paragraphs 2‐8. 
553 Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the creation of Israel, 188‐189. 
554  Palestine  Letter  from  the Prime Minister  to Dr Ch Weizmann, 13th  February 1931, 2,  The Papers of  Lord 
Hailsham, HLSM 8‐5‐3‐3, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
555 “Pre‐State Israel: The Passfield White Paper (1930),” Jewish Virtual Library, Paragraphs 15‐29. 
556  Palestine  Letter  from  the  Prime  Minister  to  Dr  Ch Weizmann,  13th  February  1931,  The  Papers  of  Lord 
Hailsham, HLSM 8‐5‐3‐3, 5‐7, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
557 Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the Creation of Israel, 193. 
558  Palestine  Letter  from  the  Prime  Minister  to  Dr  Ch Weizmann,  13th  February  1931,  The  Papers  of  Lord 
Hailsham, HLSM 8‐5‐3‐3, 6‐7, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
559 Thompson, Legacy of Empire: Britain, Zionism, and the Creation of Israel, 193‐4. 
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In addressing this period, the analysis will question the degree to which views of Zionist 

intentions, methods, and goals were seen to shift and the impact this had on the 

discourse, policy, and methods of the British in Palestine. Next, and connected to this, 

it will address the degree to which population transfer emerged in the discourse 

surrounding solutions to Palestine, and the consideration given to this in British circles. 

It will ask to what extent Britain was aware of, understood, anticipated, and was 

complicit in the development of this line of thought and/or enabled it. Finally, it will then 

question the attitudes of the British who had served in the administration, and in 

London, with regard to Palestine, determining the extent to which they understood, 

and enabled the means and ends to which Zionism was working. In doing so, this 

section will understand the connection between the local administration and imperial 

government in shaping, encouraging, or obstructing a Zionist policy. 

 

Immigration, Land, and the Dispute over Policy 

 

In a 1939 memorandum the Secretary of State for the Colonies (Malcolm Macdonald) 

sought to provide an overview of the mandate, with the intention of providing a solution 

that would be acceptable to both sides at the forthcoming London conference.560 In 

addressing the subject of immigration, he singled this out as the root of the difficulties 

faced in Palestine. The Jewish insistence that millions could be settled, to the benefit 

of all, and that economic capacity should be the only criterion for immigration, was met 

by Arab refusal to accept any further immigration. The British, for their part, remained 

divided over this question.  

In countering the advocates for further immigration, the Colonial Secretary stated the 

necessity of using force both to suppress the then revolt, and its use in keeping the 

Arabs down. This later assessment highlights the concern that the British 

administration, and imperial government, felt in facilitating both immigration and close 

settlement of the land. For Macdonald, who was Prime Minister in the 1930’s, the 

permanent use of force would be contrary to mandatory obligations to protect the civil 

and religious rights, and position, of the non-Jewish population.  

 

 
560 Memorandum by  the Secretary of State  for  the Colonies,  January 18th, 1939, 2,  India Office Records and 
Private Papers, L‐PS‐5‐38 (ii), British Library, London, United Kingdom. 
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“We cannot treat  a million Arabs in their own country as though they did not 

exist; we cannot adopt the attitude that the opinions of this particular set of 

human beings, unlike those of any other set count for exactly nothing at 

all…Hitherto British Governments and Parliaments have tended to be carried 

away, not simply by the clever propaganda of the Jews in favour of their great 

experiment in Palestine, but also by genuine enthusiasm for the conception of 

a new Jewish civilisation in Palestine and by admiration for the astonishing 

achievements of Jewish money and settlers during the last fifteen years in that 

rather barren land. I share that enthusiasm and that admiration. I do not write 

as an opponent of Zionism, but as a friend, and I say deliberately that we have 

paid too little heed to the rights of the Arabs of Palestine. We have been inclined 

to ignore them as poor, weak people of who we need not take very much 

notice.561 

 

In viewing the development of the Jewish national Home by 1930, a memo by the 

Secretary of State for the Colonies stated: “In view of the progress that has been made 

and the increase of the Jewish population that has taken place since 1922, it may fairly 

be said that the foundation of a Jewish National Home in Palestine has been laid, 

though the edifice has still to be completed.”562 However, alongside this was raised 

the combined issue of land and immigration, and the difficulties that could be foreseen 

in the policy of land acquisition for the Arabs. While not claiming the existence of a 

landless class at present, the memorandum acknowledged the Shaw Commission’s 

warning that the creation of such a class, as the result of land being sold over the 

heads of the tenants/agriculturalists, would be counter to public policy and should be 

averted.563  

 

The critical importance of these two issues was highlighted in the address of the British 

representative to the Permanent Mandates Commission (PMC) in 1930. In this the 

representative was able to trace the central problem for the British in both balancing 

their obligations to the Arab population, while underlining the central importance of 

 
561 Ibid 11‐13. 
562 Palestine, Appendix 2 Palestine: Past and Future Policy, 6, War Cabinet and Cabinet: Memoranda (GT, CP, and 
G War Series), CAB 24‐211‐9, The National Archives, London United Kingdom. 
563 Ibid 7. 
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these two elements to the Zionist movement. The 1924 meeting of the British 

representative shows the difficulty of the dual obligations contained in the mandate. 

This made plain that the need to consider the impact of immigration on the Arab 

population hindered the efforts to expedite the Jewish National Home.564  

 

From an early stage, the British were conscious of the friction likely to develop between 

the position of the local Arab population, and the demands of the Zionist movement. 

Although this was not considered insurmountable, it demonstrated an awareness not 

only of the problems to be encountered when considering the impact on the local 

population which, as acknowledged by MacDonald nine years later, could not be 

ignored, but also the desire of the Zionists to move at a more rapid pace.   

In the attention given to the land issue, the Shaw Commission highlighted a number 

of concerns in relation to the practices of Zionist acquisition of land. These focused 

on; the Zionist policy of employing only Jewish labour on land acquired by the Jewish 

National Fund, the ability of tenants to support themselves on the remaining land, and 

the difficulties in developing the land to enable the Arabs to remain on smaller 

holdings.565  

The British approach to these policies, as has been noted earlier, remained somewhat 

mixed. While both the Shaw Commission and Hope Simpson report raised concerns 

about the expansion of Zionist land holdings and the position of the Arabs on those 

lands, there was an acceptance of the principal that governed the policy (the water 

tight compartment)566 and an acknowledgement of the high prices and compensation 

paid to tenants.567 While accepting, within reason,568 the need for donations to the 

Jewish National Fund to be used exclusively for the immigration and settlement of 

 
564 Palestine Statement with regard to British Policy May 1930, Palestine Statement by the British Accredited 
Representative  to  Permanent Mandates  Commission,  7,  The  Papers  of  Leopold Amery,  AMEL  1‐5‐46  File  1, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives., Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
565 Report on the Palestine Disturbances of August 1929, 102‐139, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐546, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
566 Note by Sir John Hope Simpson to the High Commissioner for Palestine, 4, Colonial Office: Palestine Original 
Correspondence,  Colonial  Office:  Palestine  Original  Correspondence,  CO  733‐193‐1,  The  National  Archives, 
London, United Kingdom. 
567 Palestine, Report on Immigration, Land Settlement and Development by Sir John Hope Simpson C.I.E, 1930, 
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Kingdom. 
568 Palestine Letter from the Prime Minister to Dr Chaim Weizmann, 13th February 1931, 6‐7, The Papers of Lord 
Hailsham, HLSM 8‐5‐3‐3, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
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Jews, British concern focused on the political consequences of these practices, and 

the related economic position of the Arabs in Palestine.569 

In particular their concern centred on the consequences of a continuance or 

acceleration of these processes.570 While this was not the sole reason, with some 

being genuinely concerned for the position of the Arabs in the country, the Hope 

Simpson report noted Arab fears while mitigating the impact of Zionist practices in the 

long term.  

 

The present position, precluding any employment of Arabs in the Zionist 

colonies, is undesirable, from the point of view of both justice and of the good 

government of the country. As long as these provisions exist in the constitution 

of the Zionist Organisation… it cannot be regarded as desirable that large areas 

of land should be transferred to the Jewish National Fund. It is impossible to 

view with equanimity the extension of an enclave in Palestine from which all 

Arabs are excluded. The Arab population already regards the transfer of lands 

to Zionist hands with dismay and alarm. These cannot be dismissed as 

baseless in the light of the Zionist policy described above.571 

 

British consternation over these developments focused more on the consequences 

they foresaw. However, little concrete action was taken at first to limit these aspects 

of Zionist policy, as noted in relation to MacDonald’s letter. In the long term even, the 

idea was not to stop these practices but allow the Arabs to keep pace with them, 

through a development scheme for the country.  

 

As has been seen many of the claims that came from Walter Shaw, Hope Simpson 

and the Passfield White paper were criticised by the Zionist movement. The criticisms 

themselves are revealing in what they demonstrate of the dialogue between British 

officials and the Zionist movement regarding future intentions, methods, as well as 

British responses. Most opposition from Zionist bodies contested the calculations used 

 
569 Palestine, Report on Immigration, Land Settlement and Development by Sir John Hope Simpson C.I.E, 1930, 
54‐55, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐546, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
570 Report on the Palestine Disturbances of August 1929, 124, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐546, 
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by the British to determine the scale of Arab landlessness, and the land available for 

settlement, that led to calls for regulation. This was demonstrated early on with 

responses from the Revisionist movement and the Jewish Agency. Furthermore, they 

emphasised the political nature of the suggested actions. “It appears to be sufficient 

for the Arab leaders to show that the Arab masses are under a certain impression, 

right or wrong, for the Commissioners to put forward a concession to disperse to such 

misapprehensions.”572  

In a series of letters to Lord Passfield, Chaim Weizmann recited the Zionist objections 

to the 1930 White paper (its rejection of Jewish rights, changes from the 1922 White 

paper, and watering down of British obligations), but noted the Hope Simpson report’s 

observation that Jewish capital did not serve as a disadvantage to the Arabs, and that 

the claims of unemployment may be utilised for political means. This was particularly 

the case as restrictions on immigration were recommended to be implemented in the 

case of Arab unemployment as well as Jewish. Weizmann noted Sir John Hopes 

Simpson’s comments that while Jewish capital was used to give employment to Jews: 

this did not disadvantage the unemployed Arabs. 

In addressing the use of fears for Arab unemployment as a political pawn, Weizmann 

once again turned to Hope Simpson claiming Arab politicians would inflate the number 

of unemployed in order to block further immigration. “Attempts may and probably will 

be made to swell the list of Arab unemployed with names which should not be there.”573  

 

Later in 1930’s the Jewish Agency supplied its own defence of its practices in Palestine 

in a memorandum to the British government. In this, it was stated that the Jewish 

colonisation organisations not only obeyed the ordinances already in place for the 

protection of tenants and cultivators but were the first to compensate those who would 

not be remaining on the land, and indeed, that they continued as tenant farmers in the 

same districts. Furthermore, the complicity of Arab land holders in these exchanges 

was once more highlighted with Arab landlords in need of tenants and with a great 

 
572 The report of the Palestine Enquiry Commission (Commission on the Palestine Disturbances of August 1929) 
Examination and Criticism Vital Omissions and Misstatements, 19‐22, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐
546, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
573 Correspondence between Dr Weizmann and Lord Passfield, Dr Weizmann’s Answer October 29th, 1930, 2, 
The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐548, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
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deal of land to lease.574 Further criticisms of the British response stressed this point 

with regards to the landlords and farmers themselves, that the Arabs sold their land 

freely.575 

Many of these protests were addressed in the Passfield White paper which drew 

further attention to not only the impact of settlement but the specific differences of the 

Jewish and Zionist organisations colonising Palestine. “The cases which are now 

quoted by the Jewish authorities in support of the contention that the effect of Jewish 

colonisation on the Arabs in the neighbourhood has been advantageous, are cases 

relating to Colonies established by P.I.C.A. before colonisation funded by the Palestine 

Foundation Fund , which is the main financial instrument of the Jewish Agency, came 

into existence.”576   

In raising concerns over the impact of settlement, the statement returns to the practice 

of maintaining the land as the inalienable property of the Jewish people and employing 

only Jewish labour. While the reasons for this have be noted, the White paper found 

them ‘difficult to reconcile’ with previously stated desires to live in friendship and 

mutual respect with the Arab people. The measures, “However logical such arguments 

may be from the point of view of a purely national movement,” are seen as 

contradicting the mandatory obligation to protect the interests of the other sections of 

the population.577 

 

In 1934 many of these issues were revisited, with the Zionist movement continuing to 

deny claims of its negative impact on the Arab fellaheen. This once again directed 

attention to the centrality of men and land for the Jewish National Home.578 They stated 

more clearly that the mandate did not provide for an Arab National Home, and that in 

 
574  The  Development  of  the  Jewish  National  Home  in  Palestine  Memorandum  submitted  to  his  Majesty’s 
Government by the Jewish Agency for Palestine May 1930, 36‐37, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐546, 
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575  Palestine  –  Is  the Balfour Declaration  a  “Scrap of  Paper”?  John  Sterling,  14,  The Papers  of  Lord  Lloyd of 
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fact Jewish labour was being uprooted from the soil. As such there was a view that 

Arab labour should not be used to reduce Jewish immigration.579  

 

A speech by Dr Brodetsky at the 6th Annual conference of the Zionist federation further 

admonished claims of Arab displacement by the British. In this he clarified that the 

number of displaced in the entire fifty years of settlement numbered only around 500, 

with the larger figures used by the British including those that might be potentially 

displaced from land on which the Jews had options. Whether the number was around 

900, as was stated by the British, or 500 this was used to place the question of land in 

its proper proportion.580 Building on this, Brodetsky stated that the large increase in 

the Arab population had not been met by an equal growth in unemployment, attesting 

to the opportunities created, and employment provided, by Jewish settlement.581  

In a later study of the land problem by Dr Horowitz, of the Economic Research Institute 

of the Jewish Agency, cast doubt on the definition of cultivable land used by the British 

(land that could be cultivated by the average Palestinian inhabitant) as limiting the 

amount of land considered available for settlement/resettlement. This aimed to show 

the room for expansion when considering the better methods of cultivation that could 

be applied, and that alleged congestion on the land was the result of the market 

demands of urban expansion. The use of modern cultivation would enable greater 

production on smaller areas. As such it did not correspond to impoverishment.582  

 

Concern over evictions of Arab tenants, though repeatedly considered limited by the 

Zionists in practical terms and overblown politically, did receive some 

acknowledgement. In 1931, though not viewing the evictions as part of the Zionist 

organisation’s responsibility given the purchases had taken place some time ago and 

was being undertaken at the owner’s insistence, the seriousness of dispossession was 

acknowledged by Weizmann.583 Later it was agreed some action should be taken with 
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a Bill being agreed with the Zionists representatives in London, allowing the High 

Commissioner to prevent further evictions.584  

However, the discourse over the solution to Arab displacement, when acknowledged 

as significant, provides evidence of the more long-term considerations to the Zionist 

view of expansion in Palestine.  

On the 4th of March 1930 Chaim Weizmann met with the British undersecretary of 

State for the Colonies Drummond Shiels. In this instance Shiels is recorded to have 

commented that.  

“A transfer of the Arab population was desirable.” A further account of the meeting’s 

details expands upon Shiels view. “Some radical solution must be found and [Dr 

Shiels] didn’t see why one should not really make Palestine a National Home for the 

Jews and tell it frankly to the Arabs, pointing out in Transjordan and Mesopotamia they 

had vast territories were they could work without let or hinderance.” Weizmann replied 

later that “Some might flow off into neighbouring countries and this quasi exchange of 

population could be fostered and encouraged. It had been done with signal success 

under the aegis of the League of Nations in the case of the Greeks and the Turks.585 

Shortly thereafter in May, Weizmann met with the Colonial Secretary Lord Passfield in 

which Weizmann suggested that “Palestine’s troublesome Arabs could be transferred 

over the river. Lord Passfield observed that he was convinced he would have to 

consider a solution in that direction; but Iraq might present some difficulties.”586 

 

This plan can be seen to have been given some consideration as a result of the 

general pressure being placed on Britain in the 1930’s, in the aftermath of the Western 

Wall disturbances, to come to a decision on policy. In 1930 PM MacDonald 

commented to Lord Passfield “What about letting Rutenberg try his Transjordan 

proposal on Abdullah. It appears to me little can be done by way of pacifying the Jews 

without some migration of population.”587 British officials were already conscious then, 

of the consideration being given to the idea of moving elements of the Arab population 

in order to facilitate greater settlement. In this remark it is even considered one of the 
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main things that could be done to assure the Jewish population, as will be seen, 

increasingly frustrated by the apparent bias, obstacles, and concessions of the British 

government to the Arabs.  

 

The plan, worked out in more detail by Pinhas Rutenberg, was ultimately rejected by 

Passfield citing the financial cost, which the Treasury added to, and the anticipated 

strength of Arab opposition. This was followed, as has been seen, by the issuance of 

the Passfield White paper, later rescinded by Ramsey MacDonald. However, 

Weizmann persisted in attempting to offer solutions to the financial cost while 

proposing a round table discussion with the Arabs on migration to Transjordan. Much 

of this was aimed at opening up Transjordan for Zionist, as well as Arab settlement. 

While other figures, such as Ben Gurion and Lewis Namier (Jewish Agency Political 

Secretary), were thought to be aware of these proposals, other began submitting their 

own.  

Breaking with the Zionist leadership’s understanding of keeping these aims private, 

the chairman of the JNF Menahem Ussishkin publicly called for the transfer. In doing 

so he called for the transfer of the Arabs off the land, justifying this through the 

inherited right of the Jews to the land, and the nobler cause for which they worked. 

While a statement criticising Ussishkin was release by the Jewish Agency, as had 

been the case with Zangwill, both the JNF and the Jewish Agency offered proposals 

for the transfer of the Arabs to Transjordan in 1931. The latter being submitted to, and 

rejected by, the then High Commissioner for Palestine, Arthur Wauchope, on the 

grounds it represented an attempt to expel the country’s peasant population.588  

 

A wider familiarity with suggestions of population transfer was noted amongst the 

Colonial Office in a letter to a Miss Rosenberg CBE, in May 1930. Sent on behalf of 

Lord Passfield the letter stated: “The Colonial Office is already familiar with the 

suggestion, which has been made in various quarters, that more land should be made 

available for Jewish colonisation in Palestine by settling Palestinian Arabs in 

Transjordan. This suggestion, however, is not without its difficulties.” These difficulties 

were seen to be both the arrangements with Amir Abdullah over the independent 

status of Transjordan, the lack of a land survey to determine what areas would be 
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available for settlement, and the questionable willingness of Arab agriculturalists to 

participate in such a scheme.589  

In his letter to Weizmann on the 13th February 1931, the Prime Minister referenced the 

possibility of population transfer, as a means of dealing with landlessness and 

displacement, as part of the response to Zionist expansion. This dealt with Arabs 

displaced by Jewish purchases that had not acquired new lands, or other equitable 

compensation. It was felt that by better developing the land within Palestine, there 

would be space to transfer the Arabs already displaced by Zionist settlement.590 

 

With reference to solving the land issues in Palestine, suggestions of a transfer 

scheme continued to arise. Indeed, as time progressed the prospect of the Arab and 

Jewish populations existing side by side diminished. The issue turned not simply from 

one of providing for the Arab’s displaced, but to separating the populations entirely as 

the aim of a Jewish majority became less compatible with a growing Arab population. 

In this, as was noted in the Passfield White paper; the difference between the public 

declarations of the desire and capacity for mutual co-existence and co-operation, and 

the policy suggested for implementing the desired land and immigration policy for the 

National Home, become clearer to the British officials overseeing Palestine.  

While the discourse continued to stress the need for understanding between the Arab 

and Jewish populations, the conditions of land and immigration remained a separate 

issue that could not be interfered with as part of developing the Jewish National 

Home.591 This gained greater prominence in the build up to the Royal Commission. In 

a discussion between Lord Peel and L.S. Amery the question of land once more 

brought about the question of removing the Arabs from the areas to be the Jewish 

National Home. This was to be done either through a transfer of population, or the 

removal of purely Arab areas of land from sale to the Jews. This was framed as the 

establishment of an Arab ‘Ulster’ under a separate administration attached to 
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Transjordan. From there it was asked if “Money should be found for a resettlement 

scheme for the Arabs to be transferred from the Jewish area.”592 

Similarly the report of the Permanent Mandates Commission to the Council of the 

League of Nations (on the work of its thirty second extraordinary session, 1937) 

reported that population transfer would need to be carried out with fairness, as would 

the demarcation of boundaries between the partitioned states, in order for the 

advantages to outweigh the disadvantages. While not describing how a fair exchange 

would look, tit was felt there was the need to deprive the Arabs of as few areas they 

considered valuable, while providing the Jews with an area they could reasonably 

develop and settle.593 Further difficulties were enumerated in a later report on the 

partition plan, by Herman L. Weisman.  

Building on the question of the relationship between land settlement and the Arab 

population, Weisman worked to demonstrate that the envisaged voluntary transfer 

would be unrealistic. This once more countered the claims of Arab displacement by 

showing the increase in the Arab population in urban areas of Jewish development. If 

the Arab population were drawn to areas of Jewish activity there would be little 

voluntary movement out of Palestine or the Jewish state. There would in fact be 

resistance to displacement. “The Arab population… will resist displacement proposed 

by the Royal Commission. Such a mass movement would take years. In the end it 

cannot succeed…Arabs settled in a prosperous place will not move to a les 

prosperous place.594  

While complaining that the prospect of population transfer as a means of continuing 

Jewish settlement would lower the moral plane of the endeavour in Palestine, the 

report turned to debunking comparisons to the Greco Turkish exchange of 

populations. This was rejected as a comparison on the basis that the transfer was not 

organised as a solution but recognised as a fait accompli for a refugee population that 

could be absorbed in their new land, by the surplus left by the previous occupants.595  
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Although criticising the failure of Britain to develop the land properly for the Arabs in 

order to allow expansion, acting as a positive force instead of a neutral umpire, the 

report further dismissed the prospect of voluntary transfer.596 Citing the chairman of 

the Mandates Commission: “Was there any known case of a whole population 

abandoning its country of origin, renouncing its customary habits and deserting the 

place where its ancestors were buried, with the object of settling in another country 

where a fresh start had to be made and the soil was not more fertile, simply by reason 

of a feeling of racial community without any other compelling motive?”597 

Putting aside the question of the extent to which Zionist settlement was damaging or 

benefitting for the local population; the question of the long-term consequences and 

demands of the Jewish National Home in Palestine produced, from an early point, the 

idea of Arab landlessness, and their resettlement. The political circumstances that 

developed from the early 1930’s magnified the tensions within Palestine. The rapid 

growth of Jewish immigration, land purchases, and the Arab population created a 

greater need for a solution to the frustrations of each side. For the Arabs, fear of 

dispossession, for the Zionists resistance to having the pace and scope of the Jewish 

National Home reduced. While, as has been seen, there were public declarations 

stating the absence of a threat, or desire, to transplant the Arabs for the Jews, 

proposals nevertheless recurred throughout the 1930’s.  

In focusing on the issue of land there was little room for compromise between the 

demands of Zionism for land and men, and the Arab leadership’s wish to limit the 

scope of the Jewish National Home. In viewing these two intransigent points, British 

officials were forced to confront their commitments and obligations towards Zionism, 

and the aims, means and intentions of the movement, and their own role/complicity, 

in facilitating these processes. 

 

Extremism vs Moderation? Shifting views of the Zionist Programme 

 

As seen in the 1920’s the question of the ultimate aims of Zionism remained a matter 

of public contestation. During the years that followed, the idealism of the Declaration 

was confronted with the reality on the ground in Palestine. This necessitated a 
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moderating discourse, dealing with both public statements of intention that might 

antagonise the Arabs. This was particularly the case as Arab resistance, and the 

prospect of British restrictions on immigration and land transfers, became more 

invasive. In Great Britain, the Jews and Palestine Samuel Landman offered an 

explanation of the steady growth he saw in Jewish disaffection since the Balfour 

Declaration. “The masses feel that their leaders have ‘let them down,’ have failed to 

utilise the wonderful opportunity given them by the British government in particular, 

and the non-Jewish world in general.” Adding to this resentment was the feeling that 

the position adopted by the Zionist leadership had ended even the remotest possibility 

of national regeneration in a National Home ever coming about. This was seen as 

accounting for Weizmann’s loss of the Presidency of the World Zionist Organisation in 

1931.598 

 

On this occasion, criticism of Weizmann related once more to public statements 

regarding the future of Zionism. However, in contrast to past statements, which called 

for no unauthorised/radical comments on the National Home, such as aspirations to 

statehood, complaints at the seventeenth Zionist Congress centred on the ‘too limited’ 

a description of the ultimate aims of Zionism.  

 

At the first World Zionist Congress the paramount question was the aims of 

Zionism, the primary battle in which the delegates to the seventeenth congress 

were engaged was the resuscitation, as a result of unfortunate circumstances, 

of a definition of the ultimate aims of Zionism. What were the unfortunate 

circumstances? Dr Weizmann, president of the World Zionist Organisation, on 

different occasions and without authorisation of the congress, made several 

public statements regarding a bi-national state in Palestine, and issued a 

statement to the effect that Zionism does not aim at a Jewish majority in 

Palestine or at driving out the Arabs.  
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Continuing this assessment, and quoting a newspaper transcript of the conference, it 

was felt that the ‘problem of new leadership was the most important issue for the 

members.599  

In response to this, the Congress affirmed the ultimate aims of Zionism as; the means 

of securing Jewish freedom by re-establishing itself in its historic homeland, and by 

means of uninterrupted immigration and settlement recreating in Eretz Israel its 

national life, and  the essential features of a people’s existence. The Congress then 

rejected efforts to minimise these fundamental aims.600  

Considering the past criticism of Weizmann, and disavowals of his statements to the 

peace conference, the unrest within the Zionist movement that would promote this 

shift, and frustration with the leadership of those who had led co-operation with the 

British, indicated a marked shift in attitude.  

 

As has been seen in the 1920’s, British observations of the actions of Zionist 

supporters in Palestine, had indicated to them the grander ambitions of the movement. 

It was felt that the views held by a large number, even majority, of the members meant 

more than simply a National Home in Palestine, really envisioning a 

state/commonwealth, and majority. To speak of an attitude shift is not to speak of a 

shift in the aims of the movement. It is more an indication of the means and intent to 

pursue them.  

In 1935 Herbert Samuel recounted the dissatisfaction and impatience of some Zionists 

on occasions were their expectations of British support were not fulfilled, and support 

given to the Arabs. “They were inclined to think that this could not have been the result 

of an impartial examination of the merits of the case, but must have been due to veiled 

anti-Jewish prejudice, not indeed on the part of the High Commissioner, but on the 

part of the British civil servants who were his advisors.”  

 

As in the 1920’s the issue of avoiding more assertive actions, and discourse, that may 

alarm the Arabs was favoured rather than running rough shod over opposition. This 

would enable the National Home to be built quietly. While not changing its goals, the 

means might have allowed an expansion with some concessions offered to the Arabs. 
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However, as time went on it was these concessions that would cause more difficulties 

for the Zionist leadership by restricting its more ambitious tendencies.601  

The rejection in the seventeenth Congress of obstructions to these greater aspirations 

was a continuance of the general, though unauthorised, feelings of the majority of the 

movement. This was noted by John Chancellor (High Commissioner of Palestine 

1928-1931) in 1930. “For a wide-spread aim of Zionism – even among the moderate 

Zionists who do not publicly express that view – is to promote Jewish immigration in 

order that, as soon as practicable, there may be a Jewish majority and a Jewish 

government in Palestine.602  

 

This feeling that was perceived to exist was given less credit for subtlety by Chancellor 

in a memorandum to the Cabinet. Writing in January 1930 Chancellor noted: “The 

Executive of the Zionist Organisation formally assured His Majesty's Government that 

the activities of the Zionist Organisation would be conducted in conformity with the 

policy stated in the White Paper. But, in spite of that assurance, many Zionists do not 

conceal the fact that their policy is not only to create a Jewish National Home in 

Palestine, but also to convert Palestine into a Jewish National State.”  

Here then another break is seen, in the discussion around the issue of discrimination 

against the Arabs in employment, as to the difference between the stated positions of 

the Zionist movement, and its activities in the mandate. While not precluding a state, 

the Churchill White paper did reduce the apparent obligations of the British as to the 

scope of the Jewish National Home they were to facilitate, while limiting the pace and 

means by which it would be achieved. This in turn would shape the development of 

the movement. Chancellor further noted that “The manner in which the policy of the 

Balfour Declaration was given effect to was, however, another matter which might be 

open to discussion and argument.”603 While this was meant to assuage the Arab 

leaders who wished to do away with the Balfour Declaration and the mandate entirely, 

 
601 The Second Lucien Wolf Lecture Great Britain and Palestine By the RT. Hon Sir Herbert Samuel November 
25th,  1935,  20,  The  Papers  of  Lord  Lloyd of Dolobran, GLLD 17‐5,  Cambridge  Churchill  Archives,  Cambridge, 
United Kingdom. 
602 Letter from Sir John Chancellor to Lord Stamfordham, 27th May 1930, 13‐14, GB 165‐0051 Sir John Robert 
Chancellor, File 2, Oxford St Antony’s College Middle East Centre Archive, Oxford, United Kingdom. 
603 Palestine: High Commissioners Views on Policy, March 1930, 13, War Cabinet and Cabinet: Memoranda (GT, 
CP, and G War Series), CAB/24/211/8, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
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it was equally appropriate in describing the internal conflict developing in the Zionist 

movement.  

 

Returning to the attitude within the movement towards the ultimate aims of Zionism; 

despite official statements to the contrary and efforts to suppress them, there existed 

a broader commitment to the greater aspiration of Zionism. In the past both the British 

and Zionist leadership had attributed these feelings, despite some officials expressing 

the view that they belonged to the majority of Zionists, to extremist elements. However, 

as has been shown in the previous chapter, both the moderate and extremist label 

had been attached to Weizmann at different times in response to comments.604 In this, 

it is evident that both the supposedly moderate and extremist elements of the 

movement harboured the same basic view as to Zionism’s objectives but differed on 

the means and pace at which they would be achieved.  

This tendency was given greater official acknowledgement in the Shaw Commission. 

In the course of the Commission Vladimir Jabotinsky called for the development of 

Palestine with the government to ensure immigration and settlement could be carried 

out without detriment to the existing population, thus enabling a Jewish majority. In 

expanding on the objective of a Jewish state Jabotinsky limited its character to the 

establishment of a Jewish majority that would enable democratic control. The report 

observed that Jabotinsky felt his conception of Palestine’s development was the 

logical interpretation of the Balfour Declaration, and was backed by numerous 

speeches and writings. “He endeavoured to show that, though he and his party are 

now described and regarded as " extremists " by the General Zionists, the policy which 

they advocate is in fact based on the spoken and written word of Zionist leaders, 

whose ultimate aim, so he says, is identical with the aim of the Revisionists though 

their immediate methods for the attainment of that end are different.” 

 

Further to this Jabotinsky quoted an assessment made in the New Palestine (the 

official organ of the American Zionist organisation). This stated that the moderates 

were no less extreme in their conceptions of Zionism’s goals as the extremists, they 

 
604 Palestine Royal Commission Seventy Third Meeting (Private) Witness: The RT Hon. Lord Lloyd of Dolobran, 
4th May 1937, 527, The Papers of Lord Lloyd of Dolobran, GLLD 17‐6, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, 
United Kingdom. 
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also desired a Jewish state/commonwealth. Once again, they differed substantially 

only as to the road which must be travelled for the next decade or two. 605 

The apparent divergence in the means of these two aspects of Zionism, if not in their 

aims or attitudes to Palestine, had been noted earlier in general observations by the 

British, and was now becoming a greater force in the mandate. In each case the 

capacity of the movement to exceed its publicly stated aims, and position within the 

mandate was noted early on in the 1930’s by British officials.  

Responding to a memorandum by the Jewish Agency outlining its own position and 

relationship with the administration, the Colonial Office observed: “Generally speaking 

it may be said that the claims of the Agency appear to go beyond the policy of the 

1922 White paper (accepted by the Jews at the time) in which it was clearly laid down 

that the special position assigned to the Zionist executive ‘does not entitle it to a share 

in any degree; in the government of the country.”  

 

In describing the role, it felt it occupied in Palestine, the Agency compared itself to the 

chartered companies sometimes used for settlement and development by imperial 

powers. Companies such as these had been invested with wide administrative powers 

essentially making them governors of the territory. This came in addition to its 

prerogative to be consulted on ordinances, and to be given a preferential position in 

the use and development of services. Going further, the Agency sought to arrange 

fixed meetings with the Colonial Office not simply the Palestine government. While the 

British officials felt it was best not to agree to this, despite the access the Zionist 

Organisation had informally to the British government, the memorandum 

demonstrated that despite a public commitment to the more limited proposals of the 

1922 White paper, the Zionist movements maintained the greater expectations of the 

pre 1922 period. While the means in this case were still less aggressive than those 

that would come to be proposed as the tensions over land and immigration were to 

escalate; in this instance, they envisaged far greater power and liberty for the Zionist 

movement to administer independently the areas that came under their control, and to 

shape the policy of the territory to a greater degree than Arab representative bodies.606  

 
605 Report of the Commission on the Palestine Disturbances of August 1929, 109‐110, The Papers of Baron Noel‐
Baker, NBKR 4‐546, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
606 Future Policy: Zionist Memorandum, Comments on memorandum by Jewish Agency, 28‐30, Colonial Office: 
Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 733‐197‐6, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
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The push for a greater position in Palestine was demonstrated more openly with the 

onset of the Royal Commission in which the New Zionist Organisation was invited to 

give evidence. There it defined the ambition of a Jewish state as self-government 

guaranteed by a Jewish majority in both Palestine and Transjordan.607 In response to 

the further reduction of the Balfour Declaration, from the removal of Transjordan to the 

1922 White paper, Jabotinsky criticised further calls for concessions on the grounds 

that the Jews, lacking a state to begin with had nothing to concede. On this basis 

Jabotinsky stated that the demand for a majority in Palestine was not the maximum 

but the minimum that the Zionist movement could accept. While understanding and 

sympathising with Arab concerns about becoming a minority, it was restated that there 

was no intention of ousting the local population, and that the programme would 

ultimately benefit all.608  

It was further felt that Britain had not been clear with the Arabs regarding the intent of 

the mandate, while their concessions had created the impression that the Balfour 

Declaration was not favoured, and was being forced upon them.609 In order to achieve 

compromise, the Arabs must be told the truth.610 With his view of British intent, and 

the meaning behind British commitments to Zionism, Jabotinsky then referenced the 

build-up the Balfour Declaration and the expectations of the development of Palestine 

from Edward Grey. “It seems to His Majesty’s Government that the agreement would 

be much more attractive to most Jews if the scheme should foreshadow authorising 

the Jews, when their colonists in Palestine become strong enough to compete with the 

Arab population, to take into their hands the administration of the inner affairs of that 

region (except Jerusalem and the Holy places).611 From this Jabotinsky suggested, if 

Britain were to give them a real colonising regime in Palestine, it could be proven there 

was enough room for all.612  

 

 
607 Evidence submitted to the Palestine Royal Commission House of Lords London February 11th, 1937 by M.V. 
Jabotinsky on behalf of the New Zionist Organisation, 8‐9, Colonial Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, 
CO 733‐288‐4, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
608 Ibid 12‐13. 
609 Ibid 20‐21. 
610 Ibid 28. 
611 Ibid 14. 
612 Ibid 39. 
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While, as seen, the Zionist movement, despite public statements, had maintained a 

consistent view of its ultimate aims in Palestine, the willingness to accept further limits 

or obstructions in the name of appeasing, what appeared to be, the political concerns, 

rather than concrete economic grievances of the Arabs, was exhausted. This had 

produced a hardening of attitudes to the key elements of immigration and settlement, 

of the Zionist programme. 

 

Returning to Sir John Chancellor’s memorandum in 1930, on the future policy of the 

mandate, the conflict between Zionist colonisation and safeguards for the local 

population was outlined. Noting the growing pace of land acquisition and settlement, 

the purchase of the best lands amongst the movement’s reserves, and the holding of 

the land as the inalienable property of the Jewish people; Chancellor raised concerns 

about the systematic plans for rapid expansion, and the current state of Arab 

cultivation. For Chancellor, the problem lay in the obligations for the British under 

mandatory articles six and eleven, calling for the facilitation of close settlement of the 

Jews and the creation of an appropriate land system. With the British required to aid 

in settlement there was, for Chancellor, a difficulty and an obligation also given the in 

the Balfour Declaration, to take positive action to protect the Indigenous population. 

The dilemma felt by Chancellor has been noted with regard to the feelings of British 

officials in response to previous cases of settlement. It was not possible in his view, in 

light of British obligations, to say that the Arabs simply need not sell their land. As a 

compromise it was proposed that immigration be limited rather than land sales 

stopped, and that legislation be put forward to prevent Arab dispossession. 

Responding to these circumstances Chancellor stated: “It is clear that a situation has 

now arisen in which the interests of the indigenous population and the interests of the 

Jews as regards agricultural land are in direct conflict; for further purchases of 

agricultural land by the Jews can be made only by dispossessing Arab cultivators.” 613 

 

Settlement and the Arabs: How to Proceed? 

 

 
613 Palestine: High Commissioners Views on Policy, March 1930, 17‐19, War Cabinet and Cabinet: Memoranda 
(GT, CP, and G War Series), CAB/24/211/8, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
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Outside of Chancellor’s concerns, a far more critical assessment was given by Hope 

Simpson in a letter to Lord Passfield, outside of his published report in August 1930. 

In his letter Hope Simpson provided an assessment of the British administration that, 

while refuting any view that it has actively assisted the Zionist movement, even within 

its mandatory obligations, showed its complicity in allowing it to largely proceed with 

its land purchases and settlement schemes without any provisions for the 

development of Arab land. Indeed, Hope Sipson noted that British policy had impeded 

Jewish immigration and was more disposed to take a hostile attitude to Jewish 

activities. “It is a curious but unfortunate fact that all British officials tend to become 

pro-Arab, or, perhaps more accurately, anti-Jew, though it would be quite untrue to 

suggest that the failure to carry out the mandate is due to that point. The helplessness 

of the fellah appeals to the British official with whom he comes in touch. The offensive 

self-assertion of the Jewish immigrant is, on the other hand, repellent. And this self-

assertion is a common characteristic of the Chalutzim-the Jewish "Pioneer." Despite 

this the administration was presented as an interested spectator, intervening only 

when trouble occurred and even then, only to restore the status quo. This took little 

account of the mandatory obligations to either group. However, despite this hostility 

the British absence is seen by Hope Simpson as more detrimental to the Arab 

fellaheen, as the Jews were able to purchase large areas of land and settle them on 

terms damaging to Arab interests.614  

In addressing his concerns for the future, Hope Simpson then outlined the advantages 

of the Jewish settlers in intelligence, expert advice, and capital. This was compared 

with the scarce resources of the Arabs, despite a desire and some effort to develop. 

Observing the intentions and attitude of the Zionist movement Hope Simpson stated: 

“Whatever his leaders may say for public consumption, is entirely unmoved by any 

consideration of what suffering may be inflicted on the Arab by the Jewish 

determination to create a Jewish State in Palestine. That is the true object of the 

settler. It is, of course, not ventilated generally, but conversation with the men, and still 

more so with the women, makes it quite clear. The women all believe that the correct 

policy for the Government lies in the transfer of the Arab population to TransJordania 

in order to make room for an influx of Jews.”  

 
614 Committee on Policy in Palestine, Report and Appendices, Appendix 2, Letter from Sir John Hope‐Simpson to 
Lord  Passfield,  August  18th,  1930,  1,  War  Cabinet  and  Cabinet:  Memoranda  (GT,CP  and  G  War  Series), 
CAB/24/215/1, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
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While recanting slightly on the unfeeling attitude presented of the settler towards the 

Arabs, noting the general tendency to go beyond the law in compensating Arab 

tenants, Hope Simpson touched on a number of observations that have been 

acknowledged previously. These included the gap between public statement and 

private intent, the general suppression of public statements of Zionist aims, the 

uncompromising drive for a state, and the recognition of the need for more radical 

action regarding the Arabs evicted from purchased land. In the case of the latter the 

pressure of Arab landlessness was stated by Hope Simpson to have been 

acknowledged by the Zionists, and those purchasing land on their behalf.615 

In this context concerns of the Arab that they would be ousted are raised by Hope 

Simpson based on a number of observations. As noted above, there were the claims 

by settlers that the transfer of the Arab population should be facilitated. While more 

will be said on this later, it should be noted that references to this policy had already 

been made by PM MacDonald, and Lord Passfield in the Colonial Office. In other 

instances, Hope Simpson drew attention to the underlying strategy by which the 

Zionist movement sought to advance its settlement programme. “The policy of the 

Zionists indicates that their ultimate intention, by means of steady and consistent land 

purchase and settlement with the provisions noted, is to buy the country, and to buy it 

under conditions which will render it impossible for any Arab to earn his daily bread in 

the territory which they have acquired. It is a policy of the inevitability of gradualness 

of the most sinister kind.”616  

 

For Hope Simpson, it was once more the lack of action of the British administration 

that appeared as the main problem, enabling these circumstances to develop. Despite 

their observations, and the awareness of the Zionist settler’s attitudes towards the 

obstacles they faced, there was a lack of official action. Rather action, when it was 

taken, was taken to maintain the status quo. Hope Simpson noted that, despite an 

official position of neutrality, and a lack of sympathy from the Palestine administration, 

there remained unofficial advantages for the Zionist position in the territory.  

 

 
615 Ibid 2. 
616 Ibid 3. 
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The relations between the Palestine Government and the Jewish Agency are 

not of the character contemplated by the mandate. In practice, these relations 

amount to the submission by the Jewish Agency of such information as may be 

from time to time requested by the Government, and of visits by the Chairman 

of the Executive of the Jewish Agency to the High Commissioner, either when 

sent for in cases of difficulty between Jew and Arab, or, and this is the more 

frequent, when there is matter which, the Jewish Agency deems to be matter 

for complaint. Then the Chairman requests an interview with the High 

Commissioner in order to voice the Jewish ‘demands.’ As a general rule, the 

Government does not consult with the Jewish Agency as to their operations or 

make suggestions to them on the advisability or otherwise of their course of 

action. There is no live interest in the detail of the activity which is going on 

under the auspices of the Jewish Agency. 

 

Added to the leeway given to the Jewish Agency’s activities, was the actions of the 

General Federation of Jewish Labour in influencing the activities of non-Zionist Jewish 

colonies. Hope-Simpson observed the Federation’s establishment of colonies, in the 

vicinity of these Jewish colonies, as a means of enforcing the Zionist policy of exclusive 

Jewish labour. The lack of government intervention is then once more seen as 

detrimental to the Arabs, in the loss of employment from these colonies, while 

indirectly favouring the Zionist programme.617 

Though ultimately seeing the political difficulties as the fault of the Grand Mufti, Hope 

Simpson provided an insight into the attitude and intentions that could be observed 

amongst the Zionist settlers. Although it has been noted that many Zionists were 

willing to compensate, and assist, in resettling the Arabs evicted from the purchased 

land, the growing issue confronting all sides was the continuing demand for land, and 

the reaction of the Arabs. For some, the solution lay in Transjordan, both in terms of 

allowing Jewish settlement, and in providing land for Arab resettlement.618 However, 

the awareness, presence, and attitude towards the land within Zionism served as its 

central, irreducible, practical, feature. This observation remained a consistent thread 

in the British perspective of the movements throughout the mandate. 

 
617 Ibid 5. 
618 Ibid 6. 
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General acceptance of the centrality, not only of the land, but the policy of exclusive 

labour and the holding of the land in trust, of this issue to the Zionists was felt by the 

British to limit their ability to interfere. This was demonstrated again in a 1933 

memorandum on policy. “In view of the opposition of the Jews to legislation of this 

nature, (legislation controlling land transactions, author’s insertion) any new 

enactment should not transgress any of our commitments to the Jews, and should 

involve as little interference as possible with the economic life of the country.”619 

Furthermore it was felt that no legislation should prevent an owner occupier from 

disposing of his land as he saw fit.620 However, the British were of the opinion that 

action needed to be taken to mitigate the problems being faced by the eviction of Arabs 

from land purchased by Zionist organisations. “The Jews have for years been buying 

land in Palestine for agricultural colonisation. This is part of the fundamental policy of 

Zionism and is likely to continue so long as funds are available, and land can be 

obtained. The Jews pay market prices to Arab landowners, and in many cases 

generous compensation to tenants and other occupants, who are displaced from the 

land purchased.”  

While noting that to some extent the Jewish colonies kept employing Arab labour and 

tenants; the Zionists compelled the Arab occupants and labourers to leave, ensuring 

all work was carried out by Jews. Despite British concerns of the consequences as 

noted above: “the right of the Zionists to take such action cannot be questioned, but it 

obviously creates a new situation for the Arab cultivator.”621 

 

The role of the land acted as a focal point between the supposed extremist and 

moderate elements of the movement during this period. This was well described in a 

statement sent by the New Zionist Organisation to the Secretary of State for the 

Colonies in 1935. In this it was made plain the inadequacy of a restrained or 

compromising approach for the Zionist movement in attaining its fundamental aims. “It 

is, therefore, totally futile here to apply the usual political yardstick of ‘moderation’ or 

‘maximalist’, even the demand for a Jewish majority in Palestine (which was long 

 
619 Policy in Palestine, 1st February 1933, 5, War Cabinet and Cabinet: Memoranda (GT, CP, and G War Series), 
CAB‐24‐237‐17, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
620 Ibid 6. 
621 Ibid 1. 
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assumed to represent Zionist ‘extremism’, but which means, after all, only the 

admission of a million more Jewish immigrants) sounds sadly inadequate in the face 

of this acute land hunger dominating probably half the race. The true meaning of 

Zionism is dictated by this compelling reality: the liquidation of the dispersion.”622  

 

In the 1938 Partition Commission (Woodhead Commission) this danger was viewed 

far more acutely. In his Note of Reservation, a Mr Reid elaborated on the Arab fear of 

domination by the Jews, and their steady progress in acquiring land. It was noted again 

that the policy of holding the land in trust, and employing largely, or exclusively, Jewish 

labour rather than cheaper Arab labour, was a means of providing opportunity for 

those immigrants and refugees seeking safety in Palestine.623 However, despite 

protections for the Arabs, and the question of whether the protection would be 

maintained in the future Jewish state, Mr Reid noted “The Arabs are at present, even 

under British rule, being slowly ‘squeezed out’ of the land as the local phrase 

expresses it.” The prospect of destitution for the Arabs dependant on the land for work, 

prevented in the large proportion of cases by the terms of lease from the JNF, was 

added to after, as Reid describes it, being authoritatively informed by the Jews that 

Arabs would not be allowed to enter the state from outside to work for wages.624 

 

Re-Settlement and Transfer in the Zionist Discourse on Land 

 

Proposals for population transfer had already been presented to British officials, by 

the 1930’s. It is also relevant that figures such as Hope Simpson, in the course of their 

investigations, had found a ready acceptance of the idea that the displaced Arabs, 

however small in number, could be resettled outside of Palestine. There, more land 

was available and would not take up further room in Palestine, enabling more Jews to 

settle. Given the growing dissatisfaction of the Zionist movement with what it saw as 

its leadership’s willingness to compromise on widely held core objectives, and the 

conflicting intransigent positions of both Arabs and the Zionist movement, the British 

 
622 The New Zionist Organisation Statement of Constitution and Aims presented to H.M. Secretary of State for 
the Colonies, 1935, 4, Colonial Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 733‐254‐4, The National Archives, 
London, United Kingdom. 
623  Palestine  Partition  Commission  report,  October  1938,  270,  The  Papers  of  Lord  Hailsham,  HLSM  8‐5‐3‐3, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
624 Ibid 271‐272. 
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consciousness of this discourse within Zionism, and the more assertive presence by 

members, became pervasive.  

 

The High Commissioner in 1930, John Chancellor, acknowledged the attitude and 

proposals of the settlers and Zionist leaders towards the Arabs. “The Jews take the 

view that the Arabs of Palestine can go to any other part of Arabia, and they are now 

urging that the Arabs should be induced to move to Transjordan so as to leave land in 

Palestine vacant for colonisation by the Jews.”  

Coming at a time when the British were acknowledging the importance of the land 

issue in Palestine, the discussion Chancellor recounted demonstrated the widespread 

knowledge of the possibility of population transfer. This was further seen, in the note 

to Passfield above, as an important element of the Zionist view of the solution for 

settlement in Palestine. There can be seen, then, an awareness of this element in 

both, senior figures of the imperial Government, and the High Commissioner in 

Palestine.625 

 

Despite British knowledge of the favourable attitude with which some form of transfer 

was viewed by the Zionist movement, there was a reluctances/caution to publicly 

discuss this aspect of the growing problem of immigration, land sales and 

landlessness. Commenting on their discussions with the Jewish Agency, and a 

memorandum they had been presented with from said agency, British officials 

responded:  

 

It is submitted that it would be extremely impolitic if any mention of Transjordan 

were made in any public document arising out of present negotiations with the 

Jewish Agency. In particular, reference to the use of Transjordan as a means 

for reliving congestion amongst Arab cultivators in Palestine, or to the right of 

Jews under the mandate to enter Transjordan without interference would, quite 

apart from the merits of either question, be most ill-advised and might create 

serious political difficulties. It seems clear in any case that some considerable 

time must elapse before any material progress could be made in the direction 

 
625  Letter  from  Sir  John  Chancellor  to  Lord  Stamfordham,  27th May  1930,  6,  GB  165‐0051  Sir  John  Robert 
Chancellor, File 2, Oxford, St Antony’s College Middle East Centre Archive, Oxford, United Kingdom. 
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indicated by the Jewish Agency; and to refer to such possibilities in a public 

document would serve no practical purpose, and would only lead to difficulties 

with Transjordan.626  

 

While not openly putting forward proposals for the transfer of parts of the Arab 

population, discussion of the idea continued. However, voices were raised about the 

practicality of carrying it out.  

In 1936 Arthur Ruppin (former head of the Jewish Agency) stated that while he had 

dreamed that Iraq would absorb the Arabs of Palestine, he came to realise that the 

Arabs would not voluntarily leave for another country when material conditions in 

Palestine were better. Furthermore, they would not go to Iraq simply because it was 

an Arab country, as Palestine was still an Arab country. For David Ben Gurion, the 

question was one of practicality. If the Arabs were not to go voluntarily then compulsion 

or force would be necessary. In this, he did not think Britain would wish to carry it out. 

Ideas for transfer revolved around creating a large land reserve of Zionist settlements, 

buying up the land and assisting the Arabs of their own free will to move to 

Transjordan. 627  

However, despite these words of caution the escalating tensions of the mandate and 

frequent restriction on the Jewish National Home’s expansion, occurred at a time of 

acute distress for the Jewish communities of Central Europe. A situation that it was 

felt Palestine, Zionism, and the Jewish National Home was well suited to solve.  

 

In 1937 the role of an exchange/transfer of population became a far more explicit 

possibility as its proposal came from the Royal Commission, rather than from the 

Zionist movement or those responsible for the governance/policy of Palestine.628 The 

proposal of the Commission that transfer should be voluntary, and failing that 

compulsory, by force if necessary, was noted as coming as a shock to the Jewish 

Agency executive who had not thought such a scheme would be possible for some 

 
626  Future Policy:  Zionist Memorandum, Comments on memorandum by  Jewish Agency,  22,  Colonial Office: 
Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 733197‐6, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
627 Yossi Katz, Partners to partition, The Jewish Agency’s Partition Plan in the Mandate Era (London: Routledge, 
1998), 85‐86. 
628 “Mandate for Palestine (1922).” The Israeli‐Palestinian Conflict: An Interactive Database (Beta), 389‐393, 
Accessed April 10, 2020. https://ecf.org.il/media_items/291. 
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years.629 While the Jewish Agency established a transfer Commission to take 

advantage of the support offered by the Royal Commission, (with Ben Gurion 

concerned they were not yet prepared to undertake such an action)630 British 

connections with the use of transfer continued. Discussions between Weizmann and 

Ormsby Gore in July 1937 demonstrated the continued British awareness and 

involvement in the consideration some were giving to transfer’s implementation.631 

 

During 1937 the Jewish Agency Council, and Zionist Congress passed, several 

resolutions to continue with the mandate, reject curtailment of immigration and 

settlement, and to prioritise the National Home while investigating partition.632 It was 

in the course for these discussions that the attitude of the Zionist movement towards 

partition, and the future of the Jewish National Home, was being determined. The 

question in this instance was not simply the question of partition but, having seen 

population transfer legitimised, how it would be of use in the larger territory the Zionist 

leadership contemplated. 

 

Reporting on his attendance of the 20th Zionist Congress, Richard Allen provided an 

overview of the debate for and against partition. While Dr Weizmann suggested the 

question of transferring the Arab minority from the proposed Jewish state would need 

to be addressed by an international Commission, on August 7th he recounted David 

Ben-Gurion’s defence of partition. For Ben-Gurion, the best mandatory government in 

the world would not be a substitute for a Jewish government administering Jewish 

immigration. While they would continue to be dependent on Britain for some time, the 

relationship would be one between two states. However, this was not viewed as the 

final arrangement in Palestine, with Ben-Gurion asserting that they must continue to 

press for the full realisation of the Balfour Declaration. In order to accommodate the 

masses waiting to settle in security, the Congress was to give permission to negotiate 

with the British to ensure the territory would be large enough. Richard Allen noted, 

 
629 Katz, Partners to partition, The Jewish Agency’s Partition Plan in the mandate Era, 86. 
630 Ibid 86‐87. 
631  Letter  from  Chaim  Weizmann  to  Ormsby  Gore  20th  July  1937,  2,  W.P.  Crozier  Papers,  Crozier  145‐38, 
145/37/1b, Manchester University Archive, Manchester, United Kingdom. 
632  Political  Resolutions  of  the  fifth  session  of  the  Council  of  the  Jewish  Agency  for  Palestine  and  Political 
Resolutions of  the Twentieth Zionist Congress, 18‐22, Colonial Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 
733‐336‐18, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
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“The proposed Jewish state was not an end only a beginning.633 In a plenary session 

on August 11th one of the resolutions passed was for the executive to keep negotiating 

with the British government over the terms of a Jewish state, while officially rejecting 

partition.634 

 

The desire for expansion became a major point of discussion for the British in a cabinet 

memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs presented in 1937. Coming 

to the conclusion that partition could only then be accomplished by force, the Cabinet 

sought to reconsider its policy in light of new circumstances. The analysis then turned 

directly to the question of what the consequences would be if they committed to the 

present policy of creating a Jewish state by force. In the first instance it was considered 

that the aim of the state, to absorb Jews from Central Europe, providing them with 

opportunities and security, would be difficult to achieve in the areas allotted by the 

Royal Commission. Regarding the Arabs in the Jewish area: “It is proposed that the 

quarter of a million Arabs at present in this area should be removed. As they are likely 

to be extremely unwilling to go, as there is very little alternative land of equal value on 

which they could be settled  and as nothing like a comparable number of Jews exists 

in the proposed Arab state against whom they could be exchanged, this operation, 

which will have to be carried out by force, is likely to be one of great difficulty.” 

However, despite the need for the transfer of the Arabs in order to secure the state 

and allow for further settlement, it was recognised that the natural growth of the Jewish 

population would enable a great deal of immigration.  

Speaking before the Permanent Mandates Commission Ormsby Gore noted the 

possibility that in granting the Arabs independence in the rest of the country, it would 

be easier to induce them to allow the Jews to enter these areas. Acknowledging that 

the Jews themselves recognised the limits of immigration into their state, the officials 

saw this as one possible solution. However, they noted the intentions of the Jewish 

settlers for further expansion and higher aspirations, rather than existing as a minority 

in the Arab state. “The Jews themselves make no secret of their intention to expand, 

and the Polish Ambassador recently said that Dr Weizmann had given as one of his 

main reasons for urging the acceptance of partition the fact that it would still be 

 
633 Letter from Richard Allen, 18th August 1937, 46, Colonial Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 733‐
336‐18, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
634 Ibid 48. 
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possible for the Jews to spread into the Arab state. But even without these statements, 

it is surely obvious from the nature of the case that, unless immigration is to be 

practically stopped – and perhaps even if it is – the Jews must expand beyond their 

borders.”  

The assessment concluded that with the skill and enterprise of its Jewish inhabitants 

the state would grow to exert first economic, and then political influence on 

neighbouring states. The pressure on Jewish reserves from Central Europe would 

drive even those who hope to remain in the coastal region to settle outside the state’s 

borders. The urge to expand would likely be irresistible.635  

In an assessment of the mandate in 1939, the same features of Jewish desires for 

expansion were reiterated. “The firm Jewish belief that at least another 1,000,000 

Jews can be settled in Palestine over a period of years leads them to look forward to 

a time when they will be the dominant power in the land.636  

Restating the need to strongly push for Arab consent for the Jewish National Home’s 

expansion, or risk direct conflict between the two, the desire for the expansion of 

Jewish settlement into Transjordan was once again addressed. However, it was felt in 

these circumstances that it would not be politically possible for Abdullah to accept, 

even though he was not considered averse, for the political reason of Arab hostility 

and fear of unlimited Jewish expansion.637  

The situation was added to by the increased suffering of the Jews in Central Europe, 

the resultant flow of refugees, and the prospect of war against the Fascist powers. In 

this context, British officials registered the desperate state of mind, and the 

strengthening of the extremist elements of the Zionist movement.638   

 

Toward the end of the 1930’s the more assertive methods of what were considered 

the extremist elements in Zionism, were viewed with greater concern by the British. 

An assessment of the New Zionists (or Revisionists) in the early 1940’s described the 

 
635 Palestine, Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs November 1937, 2, India Office Records 
and Private Papers L‐PO‐5‐34, British Library, London, United Kingdom. 
636 Memorandum by  the Secretary of State  for  the Colonies,  January 18th, 1939, 5,  India Office Records and 
Private Papers, L‐PS‐5‐38 (ii), British Library, London, United Kingdom. 
637 Ibid 15. 
638 Ibid 14. 
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difference between the Old and New Zionists (or moderates and extremists). This saw 

the radicalism of the New Zionists in its lack of effort to conciliate the Arabs.639 

The growing maximalist tendencies for the Zionists, and the diminishment of those 

able to persuade the movement of the possibility of compromise, was further noted on 

two occasions in the aftermath of the Royal Commission.  

In the first instance, in a letter by Jamal Husseini, a different view of the position of the 

Arabs is quoted from Jabotinsky, compared to his previous statements, including in 

evidence to the Royal Commission. “Why deceive the Arabs? We all know the land 

leaves no space for both of us! We must drive them out or be driven by them.”640 

In the second, instance a Mr James Ashton, addressing the Partition Commission in 

1938 described the local inhabitants of having been informed somewhat brutally that 

they (the Zionists) intended to establish a Jewish majority over all Palestine and rule 

the country. Alongside this, he saw the Revisionist intent of also claiming Transjordan 

as, according to their own representative, the secret aim of Zionism.641  

 

These considerations, growing over the course of the 1920’s and 1930’s, led British 

officials to confront the possible danger of the security threat the Jewish population 

might pose. In a letter to Field Marshall Sir Cyril J Deverell, J.G. Dill wrote in 

anticipation of the Jewish response to the Royal Commission. “The Jews might so 

dislike the findings of the Royal Commission that they would resort to force… but in 

my view, it is only a possibility.” Dill continued that he saw the Revisionist party as the 

group most likely to resort to force. While the likelihood of this was considered remote 

by Dill, the issue raised by a military figure at the War Office demonstrated the degree 

of concern beginning to permeate British circles regarding the military capacity of the 

Jewish population.642  

Concerns were again raised in 1938 during a discussion regarding the implementation 

of partition. As part of the envisaged transition period it was felt the Jewish police force 

 
639 New Zionists, 1, GB0099 KCLMA Dobrski, Dobrski 3/1‐7, Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives Kings College, 
London, United Kingdom. 
640  Letter  from  Jamal Husseini  to Neville Barbour Esq, 7.9.36, 2, GB165‐0019 Neville Barbour Collection, 2/4 
Palestine: Articles and Cuttings, Oxford St Antony’s College Middle East Centre Archive, Oxford, United Kingdom. 
641The World State Volunteers.  Speech by Mr  James Ashton To  the Palestine Partition Commission  in Public 
Session at Jerusalem on June 22nd, 1938, 2‐3, GB165‐0019 Neville Barbour Collection, 2/4 Palestine: Articles and 
Cuttings, Oxford, St Antony’s College Middle East Centre Archive, Oxford, United Kingdom. 
642 Letter to Field Marshall Sir Cyril J Deverell from J.G. Dill, 20th March 1937, 5, GB0099 KCLMA Dill, Dill 2‐9, 
Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives Kings College, London, United Kingdom. 
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should be built up in areas to fall within the new state’s borders. With the fixing of 

borders, it was felt a Jewish defence force should be trained. This was to avoid leaving 

it to the new state, which might result in undesirable and surreptitious military 

preparations by the Jews.643  

A more direct assessment of the possible capacity of the Jewish population for armed 

resistance, was given in a debate in the House of Commons on 22nd May 1939. In 

contextualising the Jewish position in Palestine as one of enormous self-restraint, as 

the Arabs continued to make trouble, and the 1939 White paper sought to erase the 

promise and obligation of the mandate; Leopold Amery made the following speech. 

“They are composed largely of younger men who have undergone military training and 

are quite capable of defending themselves, of holding their own if only we allowed 

them.” In this context Amery did not imagine they would wait passively for their land to 

be taken and be made a statutory minority.644 Indeed this sentiment was expressed 

with reference to the Jewish attitude to the obstacles, repudiations, and challenges 

presented to them in the late 1930’s. “It will not be possible to impose any regime 

destroying the Jewish National Home except by force of bayonets and the shedding 

of Jewish blood.”645 

Both the capacity and willingness of the Jews to take a more confrontational stance in 

response to growing resistance to the Zionist programme, and the equivocation of the 

British authorities, can clearly be demonstrated.  

 

As it became evident that the British government was opposed to the compulsory 

transfer of the Arabs from Jewish areas, and vice versa; though not, according to 

Ormsby Gore, opposed to the principle of transfer (by agreement),646 the Jewish 

Agency had also reached the conclusion that compulsory transfer could not be 

enacted. In doing so, the transfer committee attached to the political department, had 

developed two plans, formulated by a Mr Weitz and Mr Hankin. In each case it was 

 
643 A Note on the Palestine Problem, 30‐5‐38, 7, The Papers of Leopold Amery, AMEL 1/5/47 part 2, Cambridge 
Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
644  Palestine  Debate,  22nd  May  1939,  15,  The  Papers  of  Leopold  Amery,  AMEL  1‐6‐1,  Cambridge  Churchill 
Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
645 Palestine Latest proposals, March 1st, 1939, Vol XIV No.9, 159, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐551, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom.  
646 The Zionist Review Organ of the Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland, The Palestine White Paper, 
Mr Ormsby Gore Despatch Analysed by David ben Gurion,  January 1938, New Series Vol V No.1, 4, GB0099 
KCLMA Liddell Hart B H, LH 15‐5‐297, Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives Kings College, London, United 
Kingdom. 
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envisioned that land could be acquired for the Arabs in the neighbouring states and 

arrangements made for them to move. The question was one of who should be eligible 

for this and how quickly it could be carried out.647 While ultimately adopting Weitz’s 

plan, the realisation that Britain would not enact compulsory/forced transfer and 

despite the enthusiasm by some Zionist’s, such as Ben Gurion, for the method there 

was concern that to support this measure publicly would encourage an anti-Zionist 

reaction. Furthermore, the transfer committee had difficulty in formulating practical 

proposals for implementing voluntary transfer. The cost of ensuring economic 

attraction to areas of transfer, and the agrarian reforms necessary in those places and 

the vacated land, proved difficult for the transfer committee to formulate a solution to. 

Greater still were the non-economic factors of nationalism, sentimental attachment, 

and religion. These factors tying people to their place of origin proved to be bigger 

than the economic incentives that could be offered, and even those, as noted earlier 

were not assumed to be greater than those that could be offered in areas of Jewish 

settlement.648  

 

With the awareness of the shifts taking place in Zionism, the basis for which were seen 

in the 1920’s, British officials were forced to deal with the circumstances being created 

from the collision between the demands of the Arabs and Zionists. In confronting the 

increasingly tense standoff in Palestine and reconciling with the now far more publicly 

expressed aspirations of the Zionist movement, official deliberations between the 

Palestine and London government began to reflect on the character of the movement 

they were supporting. In ascertaining this, the British confronted the inherent intent 

and aims of the movement, the seriousness with which control of the land was viewed, 

the likelihood of population transfer, and the challenges all of these elements posed. 

While the Zionist’s own deliberations, and British observations of them, have been 

shown; the way the British perceived, responded to, and contextualised these 

observations, will be addressed.  

 

Settler Colonialism: The British Viewpoint 

 

 
647 Extract from the minutes of the meeting of the Executive of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, May 8th, 1938, 
2, W.P. Crozier Papers, Crozier 145/38/57b, Manchester University Archive, Manchester, United Kingdom. 
648 Katz, Partners to partition, The Jewish Agency’s Partition Plan in the Mandate Era, 101‐103. 
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Writing in ‘Palestine and the British Empire’, (written in 1936) L.B. Namier cited the 

continued benefits for Zionism of an association with Britain as opposed to other 

colonial Empires. “The British, if anything, do little to encourage the English language 

in Palestine, and certainly do not, in any way, interfere with the Jewish national 

development.” Considering that in a future time the British Commonwealth would offer 

protection and opportunity for the fledgling state, the relatively indirect approach of 

British imperialism to its colonised people seemed to offer the best prospects for the 

advancement of a new culture/society.649  

 

It is in the observations of those witnessing this neo-Hebrew culture, their relation to 

the previous issue of population transfer, and the position of the Arab population, that 

the specific perspective, interpretation and understanding of the colonial relationship 

can be seen. Specifically, the comparison between the Zionist settlement, British 

oversight of its development, and other settler colonies in the British imperium.  

 

The Passfield White paper (1930) offers some insight into the growing recognition of 

the broader policy direction of Zionist institutions in Palestine. Returning to British 

concerns over the influence of the General Federation of Jewish Labour, the White 

paper noted: “Its members are not permitted to have recourse to the courts of the 

country in cases of dispute with another member. It has its own courts of First and 

Second Instance and its Labour High Court, to which appeals from subordinate 

Tribunals lie. The Federation has adopted a policy which implies the introduction in 

Palestine of a new social order based on communal settlements and the principal of 

self-labour.”650 

The creation of parallel institutions, ones which the Jewish members were encouraged 

to use over those of the country, provided a move away from the local autonomy and 

self-government encouraged by the British. It promoted an autonomy outside of the 

colonial structure and channels that, while locally administered, were still overseen at 

a higher level in the British imperial structure.  

 
649 Palestine and the British Empire, L.B. Namier, 9.11.1936, 5, The Papers of Lord Lloyd of Dolobran, GLLD 17‐6, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
650 Palestine Statement of Policy by His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom October 1930, 20, The 
Papers of Lord Hailsham, HLSM 8‐5‐3‐3, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
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While, in this reference, the social order being introduced was closely tied with the 

idea of Jewish labour; the establishment of a court system outside of official channels 

demonstrated the continuation of exclusivity in the new order being created in 

Palestine. This suggested there would be a difficulty in incorporating the local 

population within this system. These measures were, as has been seen, defended on 

the basis of creating the capacity for Jewish immigration, and ensuring the Jews were 

not simply living by the labours of others. However, in forming this exclusive structure 

within these institutions, despite the apparent economic benefits and compensation 

provided, problems existed for the remaining Arab population as the National Home 

expanded to what was expected, by many high-level officials,  to be a majority in all of 

Palestine. The side-lining of one population and the creation of new, autonomous, 

institutions in another was not likely to promote a cohesive future state.  

 

The issue of a new social order being introduced was further referenced in 1938. In 

citing the movement’s decision to support negotiations on partition, A. Susan 

Lawrence of the British Labour Party noted. “Confronted with a movement like 

Zionism…the colonial service is bewildered, and from bewilderment easily turns to 

resentment and anger. The Jews obstinately refuse to become ‘natives. They are 

seeking to create a new social order…The sort of government which a colonial 

service…can provide, simply will not do.”651  

 

Here the determination of the Zionist movement to establish a wholly separate form of 

society from the native environment, not simply a place of autonomy and security for 

Jews in a National Home, but something that would be far more transformative is seen. 

In this assessment it was noted that simply introducing the Jews into Palestine and 

allowing them to develop a relatively autonomous existence within the existing system 

was not sufficient. With the preservation of the status quo not envisaged by Zionism, 

and this realisation permeating the British view of their role in Palestine, the position 

and impact of the local population in this process was addressed.  

 

 
651 Notes on Palestine Policy, 2, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐547, Cambridge Churchill Archives, 
Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
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The parallels called upon to contextualise, compare and judge the situation, gives an 

insight int the consciousness of these officials as to the character of the project they 

were facilitating. Returning to the November 19th memorandum (1937) by the 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs provides an example. “The Arabs are not a mere 

handful of aborigines who can be discarded by the white coloniser. They have a latent 

force and vitality which is stirring into new activity…there are many Arab leaders who 

fully and clearly realise all the implications of the creation of the Jewish state, and who 

view with growing consternation the prospect of becoming a minority in what they 

regard as a province of Arabia, or of becoming widely subject to steadily growing 

Jewish influence.”  

 

It was felt that the steady flow of immigrants, whose aim was the creation of a dynamic 

state with a desire to expand inland, would only further fuel Arab nationalism. In this 

the failed effort to settle the Greeks on the western edge of Turkey, and their 

subsequent removal back to Greece (often cited as an example of population transfer 

solving a minority problem) was seen as aiding in the creation of Turkish 

Nationalism.652   

Building on observations of British officials in previous chapters to understand the fear 

of the Arabs towards the Jews, as well as the impact of Zionist settlement in Palestine, 

the memorandum utilised the idea of conflict between different levels of civilisation.  

 

A similar problem would surely have arisen in any part of the world if a similar 

process were applied to it. If a power conquers a territory already occupied by 

a population possessing a certain level of civilisation and a growing sense of 

nationalism, and then introduces a new population into that territory in such a 

way as must eventually reduce the original population to a minority in what it 

regards as its own country, the original population can hardly fail to rebel – at 

least when it realises that the danger point is reached, and that it must either 

lose a part of its territory or accept a position of inferiority.653 

 

 
652Palestine, Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 19th November 1937, 2‐3, India Office 
Records and Private Papers, L‐PO‐5‐34, British Library, London, United Kingdom. 
653 Ibid 6. 
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In Annex VII of the memorandum, a document on the original intent and implications 

of the Balfour Declaration (from October 25th, 1937) supported these two 

assessments. From the perspective of 1937 it was felt that the majority of Zionists and 

the British public understood that the Declaration committed Britain to a Jewish state. 

Regarding the existing population it was felt that:  

 

It is obvious that this interpretation involves the eventual displacement of the 

present population of Palestine by a new population of Jewish immigrants, the 

Jewish immigrants into Palestine standing in the same relation towards the 

Native inhabitants as the early European colonists of America towards the 

Indigenous Red Indians, or the colonists of Australia towards the Australian 

Aborigines. It has been represented that there would still be room for the Arabs 

in the Jewish state, but it would be easy to show that the Zionists themselves 

do not seriously expect the Arabs to remain in Palestine under a Jewish state 

except on sufferance as hewers of wood and drawers of water.654  

 

In a debate in the House of Commons in 1939 Leopold Amery once again 

acknowledged the British understanding, in 1917, of the potential outcomes of their 

settlement policy in Palestine. “All the relevant facts, all the difficulties that might arise, 

and were indeed bound to arise, from the natural reaction of a primitive population in 

contact with a new element, separated from it even more by centuries of development 

than by race and religion – all those aspects were canvassed for many months and 

were fully understood.” Support for the Declaration was understood to be based on a 

on a wider view of Jewish persecution.655  

That the Arabs were intended to become a minority from the beginning is stated on 

several occasions to be the motive behind the safeguard clause of the Balfour 

Declaration. In a 1937 memorandum titled ‘Zionism and the Arab problem’ the only 

tenable interpretation of the safeguards for the civil and religious rights of the Arab 

population was given as being a response to the mass colonisation and the probable 

 
654 Palestine, Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 19th November 1937, Annex VII Balfour 
Declaration, Extract from a Foreign Office memorandum of October 25th, 1937, 2‐3, India Office Records and 
Private Papers, L‐PO‐5‐34, British Library, London, United Kingdom. 
655 Palestine Debate, 22nd May 1939, 2, The Papers of Leopold Amery, AMEL 1‐6‐1, Cambridge Churchill Archives, 
Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
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creation of a minority.656 At the thirty Sixth Permanent Mandates Commission (1939), 

the Commission rebutted the view put forward that the later Hogarth message was 

meant to be the interpretation of the protection of the civil and religious rights, and 

position, for the Arabs. Instead it reaffirmed the view that these rights were envisioned 

as protecting the possible minority of the existing population next to the Jewish 

National Home.657 

 

Recounting the land sales in Palestine, Neville Barbour noted the awareness of British 

officials of the not only the use of population transfer, but the shifting attitude both to 

its use, and the general direction and motives of policy. “The emphasis now shifted to 

the political and strategical importance of areas acquired. From other authoritative 

Zionist statements, it would appear that it is becoming so difficult to absorb the 

displaced Arab population within Palestine, that arrangements have on occasion been 

considered for settling them outside the frontiers.”658  

 

This political shift was noted elsewhere. In Palestine and the British Empire, L.B. 

Namier stated: “Our immigrants should receive military training. Out colonies might be 

placed in such a way as to cover essential strategic points and lines, and where the 

acquisition of land is required for this purpose, we should have the help and sympathy 

of the authorities.” Further to this Namier called for the creation of an armaments 

industry.  

 

In Notes on the Present Political Situation in 1938, this idea was built upon further, as 

the negotiations and investigation into partition discussed the inclusion of the northern 

portion of Palestine (the Upper Galilee), a heavily Arab area, into the Jewish state. 

The creation of a series of settlements, with British military assistance, was seen as a 

way, with some past precedents, of ensuring security and maintaining control of those 

 
656 Zionism and the Arab Problem, June 1937, 3, Colonial Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 733‐353‐
6, The National Archives London, United Kingdom. 
657 Report of the Meeting of the Permanent Mandates Commission June 16th, 1939, 1, The Papers of Baron Noel‐
Baker, NBKR  4‐552, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
658 Palestine: Articles and Cuttings, The Palestine Land Transfer Regulations: The History of Land Sale in Palestine, 
8, GB165‐0019 Neville Barbour Collection, 2/4 Oxford St Antony’s College Middle East Centre Archive, Oxford, 
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areas.659 This continued to note the shift in attitude taking place in Zionism. It further 

saw the development of strategies to secure control of the land by means other than 

purchase. As noted by Neville Barbour, and corresponding with Dirk Moses’ analysis, 

this shift was seen to be taking place at the moment of increased Indigenous 

resistance, to which the radicalisation of the settler actions/policy was a response. 

In these assessments the basic outlines for some of the key features of settler 

colonialism, as identified in earlier chapters were noted. For the British comparisons 

to previous settlement projects were readily brought forward to explain the relationship 

between the Zionist settlement in Palestine and the existing Arab population. While 

many of the assessments provided here came in the late 1930’s, by Amery’s statement 

it can be seen that an understanding of how these conditions would develop was 

considered from the beginning. As has been shown, observations and knowledge of 

how the programme would develop continued to be made, communicated, and 

understood by those throughout the imperial structure. That there was disagreement, 

attempts to mitigate the impact on the local population, obstruct the settlers, or be 

even handed is in keeping with the experience of Settler Colonialism as demonstrated 

earlier by writers such as, Ann Curthoys, Dirk Moses, Mark Wiener, and Elizabeth 

Kolsky. In the case of Moses, and paralleling the above anticipation of Arab resistance, 

it was at the point of serious resistance by the Indigenous population that the implicit 

implications of the settler programme became more explicit.  

While public statements and more local discussions on Zionist aspirations, means and 

intent, have been noted throughout, the 1930’s saw the shift to declare the aspirations, 

minimum requirements, and methods of the movement, more publicly. Throughout 

British involvement however, there was a commitment to continue with the mandate, 

despite revisions and with the objections of some.  

 

Population Transfer: British Attitude, Understanding and Perception 

 

With the expectation of the Arabs eventually being subsumed by the Jewish National 

Home both a long-term expectation, and one seen by some through the lens of past 

relations between more advanced settlers and the Indigenous populations; the 

 
659 Notes on the Present Political situation, 3.5.38 , 2, W.P. Crozier Papers, Crozier 145‐38, Manchester University 
Archive, Manchester, United Kingdom. 
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question of the means by which the Arab population would be dealt with came to be 

discussed.  

By the 1930’s a development scheme was considered with the aim of aiding Arabs 

displaced by Zionist land purchases, by protecting existing land or resettling them 

elsewhere.660 While these both approached the situation with the view that there would 

be room for both the Arabs and the Jews in Palestine, others began to contemplate 

the movement of some elements of the population to other countries in the region.  

 

In a 1930 meeting between members of the British Government661 and Zionist 

figures,662 the idea of removing the Arab population was mooted. While the meeting 

primarily dealt with the response to the Hope Simpson report, the idea of transfer as 

a solution to the issues being experienced between Jewish and Arab relations, came 

first in more moderate terms but was then expanded upon. In the first place the report 

referenced Hope-Simpson’s argument that the Arabs might be moved from the hill 

country to the plain, in order to create more space in the hills so the Arabs there might 

live more easily. As the plain was the main area of Zionist settlement, this was rejected 

by Weizmann who suggested, in the first instance, the development of the hill country 

to allow a better standard of living. Alternately, Weizmann asked:  

 

Whether TransJordania, this part of Palestine which has been chipped off 

before the mandate was sanctioned, which is an empty country to all intents 

and purposes, which is good, if not better, than Palestine, which is as big if not 

bigger than Palestine, which is empty , which is crying out for a population, into 

which we cannot enter, but for the Arab is an Arab country, surely under the 

auspices of the mandatory power as TransJordan is a British mandate to which 

the Jewish clauses do not apply, surely with goodwill on the part of the 

mandatory power, goodwill on the part of the Arabs which is essential, goodwill 

on our part, a great reserve could be created for the Arabs there to migrate…It 

is as much distance from the hills to a plain as from the hills to Transjordan…If 

 
660 Letter from John Hope Simpson to Dr Magnes, November 26th, 1930, 1‐2, Papers of Sir John Robert Chancellor, 
MSS Brit Emp s 284 Box 16‐6, ff 1‐76 Chancellor, 1930‐45, Bodleian Library, Oxford, United Kingdom. 
661 Lord Passfield (Colonial Secretary), Arthur Henderson (Foreign Secretary), Albert Alexander (First Lord of the 
Admiralty).  
662 Dr Chaim Weizmann, Mr Brodetsky, Mr De Rothschild. 
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we are anxious to find a solution satisfactory to all parties I can only say here 

is something which is very worthwhile considering.  

 

To this Mr Henderson responded that a solution that was satisfactory to all parties 

must satisfy the Arabs.663 The proposals for the Zionists to affect some form of 

movement and/or development for the Arab population, was a well-known approach 

to the situation by the British at the time. This was particularly the case for Lord 

Passfield as Colonial Secretary but was once more presented to British officials, who 

considered only the acceptance of this proposal by all sides as a condition for its use. 

As the 1930’s progressed, not only did the pressure for a solution to the land and 

immigration issue intensify, but the solutions became more radical. 

With the eventual declaration of the mandate to be unworkable by the Royal 

Commission, a proposal for the partition of Palestine, facilitated by population 

exchange, was suggested.  

 

By initially accepting partition, the British faced the necessity of population transfer for 

a number of reasons. In part due to the large Arab minority that would be left in the 

Jewish state and, in part due to the fact transfer of that minority was seen as 

compensation to the Zionists for the diminished territory that would remain. 

Furthermore, in developing the frontiers, there would need to be as few Arabs as 

possible in the Jewish state. This in turn was viewed as offering a great number of 

opportunities for the Zionists if, with British support, it could be carried out 

effectively.664  

For the British in this period there remained a debate over whether partition was a 

desirable solution. This was primarily a conflict between the Colonial Office and the 

Foreign office, the former for partition, the latter against.665 However, with the Foreign 

Office noting the necessity of forcing the exchange of populations, both Arab and 

Jewish, in order to achieve partition, and the Colonial Office stating its unwillingness 

 
663 Secretary of State for Foreign affairs, 266, 57‐58, 323‐324, Private Offices: Various Ministers' and Officials' 
Papers, FO 800/282, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
664 Ibid 1‐2. 
665 Klieman, “The Divisiveness of Palestine: Foreign Office versus Colonial Office on the Issue of Partition,” 1937, 
424. 
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to do so; it was determined to frame the partition commission’s terms of reference in 

such a way that it would find partition impractical.666  

The Woodhead Commission (Partition Commission) itself was tasked with dealing with 

the large Arab minority that would exist in the Jewish state as a result of partition. 

Despite viewing the possibilities of voluntary population transfer between the two 

states as having little scope,667 the terms of reference of the Commission reaffirmed 

that the Jewish state include the fewest number of Arabs possible, and vice versa.668  

 

The British approach to Zionism in the 1930’s was hampered by a number of factors, 

not least of which were the internal disagreements over the realities of the situation on 

the ground i.e. the extent of Arab landlessness, and the capacity/method by which 

Palestine could absorb new immigrants without inconveniencing the Indigenous 

population.  

Outside of these practical assessments there was both the internal and external 

political dimension. In the case of the former, balancing the political fallout from Jewish 

settlement amongst the Arabs, regardless of real impact, and in the latter case the 

need to keep the loyalty of the Arab and Muslim world, particularly as war loomed. 

Furthermore, there was the need, for fear of losing prestige and the backlash that 

would come diplomatically, to keep the promises of the Balfour Declaration and 

mandate.  

When it came to transfer the British did not reject the idea in principle but sought to 

balance it against these other factors, and other possibilities. While ultimately backing 

down in the 1930’s from significant changes, the escalating tensions led to an 

acknowledgment of the need for more radical action, as was seen in the Royal 

Commission. Despite vacillation and internal debate amongst the British, what can 

clearly be demonstrated is an engagement with the issue of population transfer, and 

the use that could be made of it in resolving the issues faced on the ground, however 

hampered by the outlook of colonial officials sensitive to local politics, and averse to 

serious change.  

 
666Palestine Extract  from Cabinet Conclusions Dated 8th December 1937, 3,  India Office Records  and Private 
Papers, L‐PO‐5‐34, British Library, London, United Kingdom. 
667  Palestine  Partition  Commission  report,  October  1938,  53,  The  Papers  of  Lord  Hailsham,  HLSM  8‐5‐3‐3, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
668 Ibid 249. 
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That the British were not only aware, and in certain senior positions open to transfer 

(to varying extents), but also of its role in the wider framework of Zionist settlement, 

speaks to the understanding  of those statesmen involved in formulating policy. The 

repeated references to other occasions of settlement, and the position of the 

Indigenous inhabitants, gives a context in which the discussion on transfer, the land 

and the Arab population could be considered, and the requirements of Zionism 

understood.  

As has been seen, this was contemplated by the original framers of Britain’s 

commitment. Despite re-interpretations, efforts to slow the pace, minimise disruption, 

and deal with pressure from the Zionists, ultimately leading some to sympathise less 

with the compromises the older leaders were willing to make, the basic practices of 

the mandate were kept to by policy makers. Serious restrictions or prohibitions on 

immigration and land sales occurred at times of major disruption but were for the most 

part (prior to 1939) temporary.  

However, dissent from these positions did occur and, as has been seen in previous 

chapters, this local conflict with the settlers was a feature of other cases of settlement. 

It is to this the analysis now turns, building on the observations of previous years.  

 

Colonial Administration, Zionist Settlement, and the Indigenous Population 

 

Expressing the frustrations of some of the administration in Palestine Colonel 

Newcombe, in his evidence to the Palestine Royal Commission, gave an account of 

the mindset of the colonial administration and the policy difficulties it encountered in 

conducting its work in Palestine. “We seemed to be entirely under the control of the 

Zionists to let them develop the country as suited them best, without regard to British 

or Arab interests or feelings. The mentality was so entirely different to that experienced 

for 10 years in developing the Sudan.” 

 

Though Newcombe was writing about his experience on the Syria Palestine Boundary 

Commission, and the granting of the Dead Sea concessions in the 1920’s, his 
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experience represents the confusion felt by those responsible on the ground at the 

directions of the Cabinet.669  

This confusion was restated in complaints regarding the lack of assistance for the 

administration in facilitating the Jewish National Home. While it has been shown so far 

that this largely focused on the question of whether Palestine was to become a state, 

or the Jews a majority, there can be seen divisions, from the beginning, between the 

administration set up to oversee Palestine, and the decision-making bodies in London 

over the priorities and obligations of the mandate. 

In the 1929 Shaw Commission John Campbell is quoted as saying: “I found, not only 

in the colonies – where the position was imperfectly understood – but also among the 

many high officials and ex officials connected with the Zionist movement, a strong 

belief that the thing which really mattered was to get as many Jews as possible into 

Palestine. A mass movement towards Palestine is considered in some influential 

quarters, essential to success.”670  

Further complaint about the conditions of the administration placed in Palestine came 

from the 17th Zionist congress in 1931. “It is unfortunate that the civil administration in 

Palestine should have been, and still is, largely recruited from men who have little 

understanding of Zionist aims and aspirations, who come to Palestine unacquainted 

with and unprepared for the complex task which they have to face.”  

 

While suggestions that it was part of British policy for the imperial government to 

support the Balfour Declaration while appointing officials that were unsympathetic to 

its execution is dismissed, the difficulties presented by the administration’s grasp of 

the requirements of the mandate continued. Although figures such as Herbert Samuel, 

Lord Plumer, Sir Wyndham Deedes, and Gilbert Clayton, are held up as supportive 

figures in the history of the administration, the slow pace of the Jewish National 

Home’s development was still blamed on the neglect and ill-will of some members of 

the administration.671 Figures such as Leopold Amery felt the solution, was the 

 
669 Evidence of Colonel S.F. Newcombe to the Palestine Royal Commission, 3‐4, GB0099 KCLMA Liddell Hart B H, 
LH15‐5‐299, Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives Kings College, London, United Kingdom. 
670 Report on the Palestine Disturbances of August 1929, 107, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐546, 
Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
671 The New Judea Vol VII. No. 10, 17th Zionist Congress Reports Speeches and Resolutions, July August 1931, 
202, Colonial Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 733‐206‐7, The National Archives, London, United 
Kingdom. 
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application of equal rights as outlined in the Churchill White paper. This would have 

enabled the mandate to be properly implemented, rather than the partition then 

recommend.672  

The lack of an active policy to improve the Jewish National Home and even a complaint 

that not enough had been done for the Arabs and the problems this created as time 

progressed, as compared with the relative peace of the previous decade, was further 

noted by Weizmann in his statement to the Royal Commission.673 

 

That many British, and Jewish, supporters of Zionism felt that influential members of 

the administration were hostile or indifferent to Jewish aspirations in Palestine was 

linked to a wider issue of colonial practice.674 Not only was the administration not well 

suited to oversee a process of colonisation, one that actively worked to facilitate 

settlement, in attempting to maintain an impartial status quo they appeared to favour 

the Arab population over the Jews. 

 

While some decried the efforts of officials to wriggle out of the Balfour Declaration, 

blaming the Colonial Office and its intellectually costive permanent officials for having 

no faith in the policy,675 others returned to the inadequacy of the administration’s 

experience. This view saw the dislike of the disruptive elements of Zionism as a key 

feature of the administration. Evyatar Friesel references this attitude amongst British 

officials.  

 

What seemed to touch a raw nerve in British perceptions was the active, 

creative side of Jewish life or of the Zionist enterprise in Palestine, which 

inevitably involved, also, the political aspirations of Zionism. The attitude of 

many British vis-a-vis Zionism was not one of indifference or apathy - as it is 

mentioned sometimes as typical of the British settlers and officials in the 

 
672Letter from Leopold Amery to Winston Churchill, 11th January 1938, 2, The Papers of Leopold Amery, AMEL 2‐
1‐28 p1, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
673 The Jewish People and Palestine Statement made before the Palestine Royal Commission in Jerusalem on 
November 25th, 1936 by Dr Chaim Weizmann, 29, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐547, Cambridge 
Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
674 Palestine and the British Empire, L.B Namier, 9‐11‐1936, 8, GB0099 KCLMA Liddell Hart B H, LH15‐5‐299, 
Liddell Hart Centre for Military Archives Kings College, London, United Kingdom. 
675 Palestine – Is the Balfour Declaration a “Scrap of Paper”? John Sterling, 7‐11, The Papers of Lord Lloyd of 
Dolobran, GLLD 17‐5, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
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colonial service towards the 'natives' in the diverse countries of the Empire. The 

opposite is true: many of them were very much aware of the aspirations of the 

Zionist movement, but it was a negative, even hostile awareness.676  

 

This was compared with the more conservative views of the colonial administration, 

as noted throughout the mandatory period, which saw its role as providing for the 

stability and needs of the local population. Commenting on the outlook of the colonial 

service Leopold Amery noted the administration had not whole heartedly embraced 

Zionism or the mandate. ”The ideals of Zionism do not particularly appeal to them and 

the sufferings of the Jews elsewhere are remote. On the other hand, all their 

conservative instincts – and you know how essentially conservative our people are – 

are in favour of the Arabs.”677  

 

The latter part of this assessment, alongside previous observations that the British had 

been reticent in implementing the mandate, frequently sending Commissions to 

question policy, was compounded further by, as far as the Zionist’s were concerned, 

the weakness of the government in dealing with the unrest that began in 1936.678  

 

Loss of Control: The Breach Between Britain and Zionism 

 

The end of the 1930’s saw the failure to agree on partition and the issuing of a White 

paper, effectively nullifying the understanding between the British and Zionists over 

the future of the mandate. The issue of Palestine quickly became subsumed by the 

outbreak of the Second World War. Although it was questioned whether Britain would 

have seen this final policy through in the aftermath of the war, with some indication it 

did not intend to, the circumstances that emerged post 1945 effectively saw the 

inability of Britain to control the situation, while the Zionists attained a degree of 

independence that Britain was unable and unwilling to suppress.679  

 
676 Evyatar Friesel, “Through a Peculiar Lens: Zionism and Palestine in British Diaries, 1927‐31,” 439‐440.  
677 Letter from L.S. Amery to general Smuts, 17th September 1937, 1, The Papers of Leopold Amery, AMEL 2‐1‐
27 1, Cambridge Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
678 Palestine Vol XIV No. 9, 1st March 1939, 66‐67, The Papers of Baron Noel‐Baker, NBKR 4‐551, Cambridge 
Churchill Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
679  Segev, One Palestine Complete: Jews and Arabs under the British Mandate, 436‐449. 
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The 1930’s had led to the crystallisation of the programme being pursued in Palestine. 

This came as the idealism of the initiation of the project began to rub up against, not 

just the political difficulties that had arisen in the 1930’s, but the practical limits of what 

could be achieved without serious consideration of the Arab inhabitants.  

While Britain attempted to diffuse the impact of the 1929 disturbances, the criticisms 

raised by the Shaw Commission and Hope Simpson report, roused Zionist concern of 

a further watering down of the mandate, fuelled frustration with a leadership that 

appeared to go along with an apparent British retreat before Arab agitation. Added to 

this was the perceived acceptance of the undermining of the two key facets of the 

Zionist programme, immigration, and land settlement. The hardening of the Zionist 

position, and the more outspoken discourse on the aims of  Zionism, and its means of 

attaining them, came from many angles. While frequently seen as coming from a 

strengthened Revisionist movement, the British began to see these views, if not the 

methods, representing a larger portion of the movement as a whole.680  

In confronting these circumstances, as well as the surfacing of population transfer as 

an openly contemplated policy, the British understanding of the Zionist programme 

and its implications in Palestine became more apparent. The clear comparisons made 

to previous cases of settlement; the eventual subsuming of the local Arab population, 

as a natural consequence, demonstrates the knowledge of this process and the 

understanding of policy makers that expansion was inevitable.  

This is evident from discussions from the British observations of Zionist writings and 

actions, but also from British officials own predictions of how the obligations to Zionism 

would ultimately be fulfilled. As has been seen there was some resistance or lack of 

sympathy with this policy from men on the spot less accustomed to colonisation 

projects. However, despite this, the policy was followed in a manner that allowed the 

Zionist movement sufficient freedom to pursue its own goals and means, and with a 

knowledge by decision makers of where this would lead.  

 

In this both the Zionists and the British understood the real concerns of the Arabs, and 

the basis of these concerns. It was to this end, as noted, the safeguards of the Balfour 

Declaration were intended to protect the Arabs from the anticipated mass colonisation. 

 
680  Palestine:  Articles  and  Cuttings,  The  Future  of  Palestine:  How  to  Implement  the White  Paper  by Neville 
Barbour, 2, GB165‐0019 Neville Barbour Collection, 2/4, Oxford, St Antony’s College Middle East Centre Archive, 
Oxford, United Kingdom. 
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From the British there was sympathy for the attitude of the Arabs in these 

circumstances. as noted in a 1939 debate in parliament: “We all have a certain 

sympathy with the attitude of the Arab witness before the Royal Commission, who 

said: ‘we do not care how poor and bare our home is if we are master’s in it.”681 

However, as stated above, this did not ultimately dissuade the pursuit of a programme 

whose logic was clear, as was noted by Duff Cooper. “I see the Arab case. I appreciate 

it. Even though you sell your country yourself, even though you get a good price for it, 

it is hard and bitter to see it pass from you. But there is no other solution. Somebody 

has to suffer, unfortunately, in this great difficulty, and as it is at present, it seems to 

me that everybody is suffering, and nobody is benefiting. If the Arabs wish to leave the 

country, if they will not accept Jewish domination, they can do so.”682 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
681  Palestine  Debate,  22nd  May  1939,  11,  The  Papers  of  Leopold  Amery,  AMEL  1‐6‐1,  Cambridge  Churchill 
Archives, Cambridge, United Kingdom. 
682 Mr Duff Cooper, House of Commons, Supply Committee, Colonial Office, 20th July 1939, 794, The Papers of 
Alfred  Duff  Cooper  (1st  Viscount  Norwich),  DOFC  8‐2‐16,  Cambridge  Churchill  Archives,  Cambridge,  United 
Kingdom. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 

 

The history of the world is the history of colonisation. Every civilised country, 

except perhaps Germany, is the result of some colonisation in the past. There 

has never been in the whole history of the world, which is a history of 

colonisation, one example where the population on the spot ‘agreed’ to their 

country being colonised. You Anglo-Saxons colonised half the world, but you 

never colonised with the consent of the people in the countries you colonised; 

and the Anglo Saxons themselves, with their Norman admixture, are the result 

of several colonisations, each time against the will of the population on the spot.  

So how can we Jews colonise Palestine or Uganda or any other country without 

a contest of wills with the population on the spot?683  

 

As stated by Eric Langenbacher “Britain has long been permeated with its heroic 

memory of empire, where the ‘sun never sets’ and where the advantages of Western 

culture, economics, and politics were ‘shared’ with other cultures.” 684 Despite this 

outlook Britain, as with other colonial powers, has been forced to face the realities of 

its imperial legacy. This relates both to the circumstances Britain left in its former 

colonies/mandates, and its relations with the authorities that replaced them. In the 

case of the former this meant a denial that “the processes that led to national autonomy 

in the former colonial empires have bearing both on the continuing Western hegemony 

within the international order and on ongoing postcolonial crises.”685 This in turn 

shapes how the coloniser must reconcile its view of the past with its present reality.  

In the case of Britain, the legacy and memory of the Palestine mandate, its withdrawal, 

and the conflicts it gave rise to, conflict with its view of the past. In this case, there are 

efforts in the historiography, citing686 official ‘good intentions,’687 to show the positives 

 
683  Address  by Mr  V  Jabotinsky  at  a meeting  of members  of  the  House  of  Commons  held  at  the  House  of 
Parliament (Committee Room 8) on Tuesday, 13th July 1937 at 6pm, Sir John Haslam MP in the Chair), 12, Colonial 
Office: Palestine Original Correspondence, CO 733‐353‐6, The National Archives, London, United Kingdom. 
684 Eric Langenbacher, “Collective Memory as a Factor in Political Culture and International Relations,” in Power 
and the Past: Collective Memory and International Relations, ed. Eric Langenbacher, Yossi Shain (Washington 
D.C: Georgetown University Press, 2010), 18. 
685  Siba  N’zatioula  Grovogui,  Sovereigns,  Quasi  Sovereigns,  and  Africans:  Race  and  Self‐Determination  in 
International Law (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 181‐182. 
686 Monroe, Britain’s Moment in the Middle East, 1914–71, 82. 
687 Mangold, What the British Did: Two Centuries in the Middle East, 202. 
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of British governance. Otherwise, as some analyses concluded, “It is arguable that 

Palestine was the greatest failure in the whole history of British imperial rule.”688  

 

The role of this amnesia/disavowal in the history of the Palestine mandate is an 

important element in framing the gaps this analysis has sought to address. The 

analysis of John Docker on the historiography of British involvement in Tasmania and 

Australia, highlights the manner in which Britain was exculpated, historically, from the 

process, and consequences of settlement. The literature examined over the course of 

this study gives further weight not only to scholarly gaps in approaches to the Palestine 

mandate, but also to the role of Britain in processes of colonisation. These have 

included comments on Britain’s role in the partition of India, as well as comparisons 

with the role of the British government, and colonial administrations, in the settlement 

of places such as Canada, North America, and Australia.  

In its specific focus this thesis has placed the British imperial experience, role, and 

relations in Palestine within this wider context of imperial history.689 

 

This thesis has argued that throughout the mandate British authorities were aware of 

Zionist aims, and activities, for the creation of a state, and transformation of Palestine. 

While difficulties and equivocation were encountered over time, the British authorities 

were complicit in, and enabled the direction of policy for this goal. Alongside this 

complicity, was a knowledge of the likely consequences of the project being facilitated. 

While arguments and debates were held on the methods by which Zionism’s goals 

were to be achieved, the outcomes of their achievement meant in some way 

subsuming the existing population into a new reality, regardless of method. 

This experience paralleled projects already witnessed in other settler colonies. With 

this there existed a consciousness of the character, and capacity of the Zionist 

movement to transform the territory. Moreover, there can be seen many of the same 

justifications and rationalisations for the more advanced civilisation to do so.  

 

 
688 D.K. Fieldhouse, Western imperialism in the Middle East: 1914‐1958 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 
151. 
689 Roberts, “Re‐Remembering the Mandate: Historiographical Debates and Revisionist History in the Study of 
British Palestine,” 223. 
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In meeting the aims and questions of this study, the main analysis sought to frame to 

frame the conduct, and discourse, of the British towards Palestine and Zionism, in the 

context of imperial settler relations in wider imperial history. In doing so it draws on a 

diverse range of material. These predominantly textual sources include, official 

correspondence, cabinet papers, memoranda, reports, private correspondence, 

newspaper publications, diary entries, and public statements. The individuals who 

produced these materials ranged in connection to the British authorities. While 

connected to Palestine, some in the texts did not serve in official capacities. They were 

either connected to, or interested in Zionism and commented, discussed, or recounted 

conversations related to its progress. However, there are many recurring figures 

throughout the documents analysed. These range from civil officials to military 

personnel at different levels and in different offices over time. As a result, not only the 

general discourse, but the shifting attitudes of individuals, and their reflections on 

events, show the British knowledge, attitudes, understanding and intentions of the 

Zionist settlers.  

 

The final analysis attempts to avoid revisiting past examinations of issues such as the 

motives of Balfour Declaration, the drafting of the mandate, or the impact White papers  

and Commissions that were issued on Palestine. As a great deal of analysis has 

already been done on these issues they are only examined where they contribute to 

the aims of the study or to provide context to other discussions. In doing so the 

discourse and correspondence that surrounded the mandate, the experience of British 

officials, and their relations with the settlers, is the main focus. 

In covering the period from Herbert Samuel’s proposals for support of Zionism, to 

Britain’s suspension of this support in 1939, the knowledge, complicity, and 

enablement of Zionist intent throughout the mandate, and its connection to historical 

cases of colonisation becomes more apparent. This is not to suggest that there was 

either uniform or unqualified support for the Zionist project. Despite the idealism and 

grand, romantic hopes that underlay the support of some in the cabinet for the Balfour 

Declaration; when it came time to draft the mandate even figures such as Lord Balfour 

sought to retain British control and avoid definite commitments.  

This is one of the key themes of the time period covered, and a strong parallel with 

prior British engagement with its settler colonies. Despite complaints being registered 

of the antagonisms felt between the settlers and the colonial officials on the spot, and 
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conscious decision of officials in London to facilitate a Jewish state, there was a 

reluctance to allow the freedom envisioned by the Zionists for the fulfilment of their 

project.  

 

This is most clearly demonstrated through the growth of more uncompromising/radical 

elements, as resistance from the Arabs, and British reticence to use force or press the 

Arabs, increased. Amongst these groups a more assertive trend had been evident to 

British officials since the creation of the military administration. Concern for what they 

could mean, and the greater prevalence of their views in the movement than was 

demonstrated by the leadership’s public statements, was a consistent element of the 

local discourse. As discontent and challenges to the leadership became evident, the 

concern and discussion of these elements became more frequent and treated with 

greater seriousness. This was with particular reference to their more direct and rapid 

methods of securing the Jewish National Home, and frank approach to the Arab 

population.  

In the case of the former reference to, and acknowledgement of, the character of the 

Zionist movement, its policy, and anticipated consequences came in a variety of forms. 

Complaints from both the Palestine administration, imperial government, and from the 

Zionist movement, highlighted that the colonial administration, with its experience in 

the African and Indian colonies, was not suited to the project envisioned in Palestine; 

seen as being one of colonisation.  

Additionally, the difficulties encountered between the Arabs, and Jewish settlers were 

framed and justified in terms of a clash of civilisations. Through this, the transformative 

elements of the movement, even their intentions of remaking the country, were 

acknowledged, and compared to other instances of these encounters. It was made 

plain that there would be little prospect of the Arabs maintaining their position in the 

country, with their civil and religious rights protected as part of their anticipated minority 

status. The acknowledgement of the settler colonial nature of the movement then 

manifested in how the goal of a Jewish state, rather than a cultural centre, was 

foreseen alongside the consequences for the existing population. On this, British 

observers noted the comparable relations that could be expected between the Arab 

inhabitants, and the settlers, as akin to those between the ‘Indians’ of America or the 

Aborigines of Australia. Once more this is linked to the idea of civilizational competition 

in which the lesser developed would be subsumed. The ultimate acceptance of the 
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idea that Arab society would make way for the National Home is supported by the idea 

of elimination put forward by Patrick Wolf; while British awareness that there was little 

prospect for equal existence corresponds to Moses’s views on official knowledge of 

the implicit demands of settlement. While warnings were given that the Arabs were not 

the equivalent of these other societies and could not be ignored or overridden, it was 

felt by others that they could easily be dispersed amongst the other Arab lands without 

difficulty.  

 

In addressing both the British knowledge, understanding, and complicity in its 

governance of the mandate, there can be seen an evident awareness of the likely 

consequences of the settlement project. This included the capacity to achieve it, and 

its relations to other occasions of colonisation. There is both a pressure to pursue, and 

a reluctance to cease, the colonisation project, while at the same time wishing to limit 

or distance the imperial government from the activities of the settlers themselves. This 

resolves itself in a number of ways but was largely fought in a discursive battle 

between the colonial officials on the ground, opponents of settlement, and the settlers, 

for support from the imperial government.  

Furthermore, population transfer can be seen from an early stage in the British 

relationship with Zionism. Its discussion, while following the general pattern of Zionist 

interest in the method, was not completely ruled out or seen under certain conditions 

as unjustified. British reticence to compulsory transfer, and the later inability to isolate 

Palestine from wider regional and international politics, acted to prohibit it 

implementation. However, even amongst those who lacked enthusiasm for the 

scheme, it was not completely dismissed.  

 

In providing this analysis, the incorporation of Palestine into the British imperial and 

historical context through its position as one of the three main actors in the settler 

colonial relationship, has shed further light on the unfolding of the mandate, and the 

British relationship with the Zionist movement. In doing so it is able to further 

incorporate the British experience in Palestine into wider imperial history, giving 

greater insight into the perspectives of the men on the spot, and the influences on, 

and battle for, the direction of the mandate.  

In demonstrating this experience, and acknowledging the role of population transfer, 

it serves to contribute to wider efforts to re-assess the British experience, agency, and 
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impact on the development of the mandate. In addition, it serves a contemporary 

purpose of acknowledging Britain not as a passive observer in settlement projects, but 

as a key actor, facilitating, and legitimising the implicitly understood, and eventually 

explicitly actualised logic of settlement. A process that despite efforts to soften the 

impact for the local population, was not forcefully opposed. 
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